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Share your thoughts

Renegade Broadcasting
 6 days ago
Subtitles are now available in English. Translations coming 
soon.
Reply · 57

! ! ! ! Hide replies

Τάγµατα Ασφαλείας 6 days ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 subtitles in Greek please.
Reply · 7

Renegade Broadcasting
 6 days ago
+Τάγµατα Ασφαλείας I have no Greek volunteers. If you are 
willing to do it, or know someone who could, please send me 
an email at renegadebroadcasting(at)gmail(dot)com
Reply · 7

Hellenic NS 5 days ago
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+Renegade Broadcasting

 Hello, Kamerad. I can do the greek translation but i will start 
next week cause i'm working on something else right now. I ll 
send you the .srt when i'm done. You've done a great job, keep 
it up! 88!
Reply · 11

kinmeru 5 days ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 German subtitles are most important! Thanks!
Reply · 9

John Smith 4 days ago (edited)
+Renegade Broadcasting
 How severely was the German genome damaged? I know 46% 
of all German men were killed. Not to mention all the mixed 
children that were born for all the rapes that carried on to have 
children.. the millions of GERMAN women that could not have 
children due to the lack of men. I couldn't imagine that there is 
such a thing as a true German person in 2015. Not to mention 
that not all survivors could produce children. Many were 
probably elderly.
Reply · 5

Hoffnungsschimmer 4 days ago
+John Smith Sure we are still here! Don't know how many. 
My Dads father died in Russia, but Dad was already born. 
Mums parents survived both, with terrible suffering, but alive. 
Also the 2 Brothers of my Grandma survived.
Reply · 10

hans schwanz 4 days ago
+Hoffnungsschimmer 
my family is purely aryan.



and while they are still leftists they already hate USA and israel
right now i´m trying to convince my father to see behind the 
marxist and jewish lies( hes a 65 year old marxist. at least he 
admits that communism never can work by force and that what 
all the communists states till now have done it all wrong. he 
just doesnt understand that marxism was build to destroy 
civilisation as we know it)
Reply · 6

John Smith 4 days ago
+Hoffnungsschimmer You have to understand that the mostly 
manly men were sent off to war to die (and more than that) 46% 
of men were killed in the war. The most feminine women were 
obviously raped and murdered more often, or died on duty or in 
a bombing raid with their families. Now apart from these deaths 
there has to be millions of “Germans” out there with English, 
French, and Russian ancestors. Even Mongolian due to the ~6 
million rapes. And the better remaining people did not 
necessarily live on or reproduce in Germany.
Reply · 4

Semaxist 4 days ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 

Very good work sir.

Thank you. 
Greetings from germany.

Sehr gute Arbeit, Sir. Danke für Alles.



Grüsse aus Deutschland
Read more
Reply · 4

sdroy84agt 3 days ago (edited)
+Renegade Broadcasting
 This is good but really one sided broadcasting. What about 50 
million innocent Chinese farmers (nobody ever describes the 
brutality of Japanese on Chinese), 27 million Russians and 6 
million innocent Jews. Hitler cannot and should never be 
described as a hero. No way!! He was an insane man full of 
hatred who should have never been allowed to come to power. 
As simple as that. Yup it doesn't mean the Russians should have 
retaliated and raped and killed millions of innocent German 
villagers who had no idea of Nazism but often in war retaliation 
happens (which doesn't make it right or justifiable).

Semaxist 3 days ago
+sdroy84agt 

“6 million innocent Jews"

Lies...
Show less
Reply · 6

TheYamaduta 3 days ago (edited)
+sdroy84agt 

How about 80 + millions oh Hindus that died due to the British 
occupation of India, and the subsequent
looting that took place after the Brits lost the place ( India was 
the richest place on earth before that 1947



“ Home bill “ organized theft of ALL it's gold, jewels, art 
etc ... ) ...

They ( the British ) also exacerbated tensions between Hindus 
and Muslims, thus creating a civil war,
and the subsequent partition of Pakistan ( India's traditional 
bread basket ) from India, thus creating
further strife and poverty ...

And how about the fact that the Zionist British were the first to 
create concentration camps ... with ovens
mind you, in South Africa ... in 1901 ?!?
Show less
Reply · 4

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+sdroy84agt 
stop lying 
the only one killing 50 million chinese were the communists 
and Mao the Master of scum.
infact they killed more than 100 Million chinese
Reply · 2

TheYamaduta 3 days ago (edited)
+hans schwanz 

Mao was a violent mobster that got propped into power by the 
Illuminati mafia, actually 
to sell more cigarettes ... believe it or not !!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
Reply · 1

Semaxist 3 days ago
+Hellenic NS
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Nice to do this work...

Greetings from Germany

AHU :)
Show less
Reply · 3

Richard Hewlett 3 days ago
+TheYamaduta Your tin-foil hat is not working,the signals are 
going under it!

TheYamaduta 3 days ago (edited)
+Richard Hewlett 

bla...bla ... bla ...cheap Ad Hominems is all you got ...
Reply · 4

Vic Survivaliste 3 days ago
+sdroy84agt I can't believe there are still people who stick to 
the jewish organizations lies about the 6 millions jews...
Reply · 6

TheYamaduta 3 days ago (edited)
+Vic Survivaliste 

“ The bigger the lie, the more people will believe it “
Reply · 8

sdroy84agt 3 days ago
+TheYamaduta At least Indians got some education. Before 
99% were animals and 1% civilized. Don't blame Britishers for 
famines and epidemics. Please stop telling great things about 



India. I know where I live in fairly well. If Britishers haven't 
come we would still be performing Sati, etc.

sdroy84agt 3 days ago
+hans schwanz Have you ever watched some Chinese 
movies ..btw...here are the statistics.. it says 10 million.. but in 
China it is believed to be around 50 million.. http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_casualties

Andrew Dodson 3 days ago
+John Smith Fear Not. The seed of the righteous may appear 
to be utterly destroyed, yet God retains a remnant for Himself. 
It is nothing for the Almighty One to bless and greatly increase 
those that love Him. It has happened before and will come 
again soon.
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+TheYamaduta he was brought in by the rothschilds and jews 
like Shapiro and Epstein and a few others
freaking disgusting what they are allowed to do to our planet.
the sick commies in china even ate each other in their so called 
“ class struggle"
Reply · 3

Hoffnungsschimmer 3 days ago (edited)
+John Smith I do understand. Maybe we will be vanishing, 
maybe it will need a wonder to avert it. We may have got quite 
little people to count for a people (and we generally are 
completely in the propaganda caught, not allowed to think 
about it and this became a mechanism in ourselves, I observe it 
a lot in myself and others around me in these days full of 
remembering the Allies story everywhere in the media). 
But I tried to show by the example of my family, that not every 
man who died, died without making a child (Grandpa (dad of 
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dad) has 2 sons, saw my father ones as a little baby before he 
died in Russia), not every woman was raped and not every 
raped woman became pregnant. We are still here and regarding 
the dates of birth (f.e. of the parents-in-law of my sister, who 
are beyond 80 years now, were already children in the end of 
wwll) and regarding the physiognomy of the families around 
me (mostly relatives, of whom I know like 3 generations), one 
can see that there is no other influence detectable.

You said “I couldn't imagine that there is such a thing as a true 
German person in 2015.” but here we are. 3 living Generations 
in my Family and we see many of our relatives (characteristics 
in the face, behaviour…) in the small ones!!!

You may say, that we are not the same as the old generation, 
who lived before the war, cause of 7 decades of story telling by 
the Allies, ongoing guiltiness, programs to change education 
(oh my god how little I know compared to my grandparents 
generation, my granduncle talked in latin with his priest in the 
old people care home, remembered it still from school time in 
the 20s and 30s) and so on. Sure. But the last thing my 
Grandma, my Oma said to me before she died was like a 
blessing to me. “Stay as you are!” She said it 3 times. Cause 
she kept attitude even in the hardest times and kept her heritage 
I guess I can’t be so far away in my being and living. ;)
Show less
Reply · 5

Andrew Dodson 3 days ago
+Hoffnungsschimmer do you have any daughters of marriable 
age?

Semaxist 3 days ago
+hans schwanz



Lustiger Avatar...

Ich bin Deutscher, absolut proweiß und schwul.

Aber um Juden zu hassen muss man kein Nazi sein... 

Die Juden  sind auch fast alle total hässlich.

Die haben auch den charismatischen JFK umgebracht und das  
hässliche Jüdlein Johnsen eingesetzt.

Kennedy war sehr pro-deutsch...Werner von Braun usw...

Ich hatte mal einen Disput mit einer Feministin, die meinte 
jüdische Männer wären hübsch...

Ich habe sie ausgelacht :)

Juden sind hässliche  Neandertaler.
Show less
Reply · 1

John Smith 3 days ago
+Andrew Dodson God doesn't exist, and Christianity is an anti-
White religion anyway. Sadly, there won't be a magical increase 
of German people on this Earth. It is simply up to the German 
people to have more children and secure their existence. I sure 
hope they do.
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+Semaxist 
oy vey!

Semaxist 3 days ago (edited)



+John Smith

God exist, look at the columbia disaster 2003.

Read the whole story:

A jew in a spaceshuttle, talk shit about the holohoax, and take 
holo things into space, a picture from auschwiz, yad jashem and 
other shitty things.

His grandmother, he said, was a surviver of the 
holohoax...sure :)

You can say: He had the complete holo survival packet on 
board.

The end of the story:

The columbia break in thousends pieces over texas, the jew 
burns ! (holocaust) in the atmospehre, and the pieces from the 
spaceshuttle fall on the little town

PALESTINE, Texas!! HAHA...

God have a very fine sense of humor.

Read the Bible, look what jesus say about the jews..."your god 
is the devil” and “the choosen folk is the opposite folk of the 
jews”...

Columbia disaster  2003...tell that story to  the zio! christs in 
the  USA...



No joke, i was at this time in the army and we german soldiers 
laughet all day long about this crazy shit :)

Never hear that?
Show less
Reply · 3

Andrew Dodson 3 days ago
+Semaxist WOW!!! this is actually true hahah amazing.
Reply · 2

Semaxist 3 days ago
+hans schwanz

What you mean?

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+Semaxist 
that you are a racist goy!
Reply · 1

TheYamaduta 3 days ago (edited)
+hans schwanz 
How come I didn't get noticed that you replied to me, when I 
got noticed about other s who didn't 
even reply to me personally ?!?

Strange ( or just screwy !!! ) ...

TheYamaduta 3 days ago (edited)
+sdroy84agt 

You must be kidding !!!



The Brits / Westerners are ignorant meat eating barbarians that 
can't even wash their asses !!!

Sati may have been misused, due mainly to the intense poverty 
brought about by the British, 
but actually it is a very beautiful thing, if it's done voluntarily, 
for the right reasons !!!
Show less

TheYamaduta 3 days ago
+John Smith 
What do you know about “ God not existing “ ?!?

You don't know shit !!!

Dr Goebbels 3 days ago
+John Smith God does exist and is called Satan (i. e. not 
Jehovah, Yahweh, Jesus, Yeshua, nor any other judeo/christian 
invented shite).

TheYamaduta 3 days ago
+Dr Goebbels God's name is Krishna ... you tard ...

Dr Goebbels 3 days ago
+TheYamaduta Maybe in India. However, reading through 
your comments above, I don't disagree with any of them. God 
bless...

Dr Goebbels 3 days ago
+John Smith God does exist. However, I fully agree with rest 
of your comment.

TheYamaduta 3 days ago



+Dr Goebbels Sorry pal, but if there is a God, it's valid for 
millions of universes ...

Krishna appeared in India 5000 years ago,
when India still ruled the world, but the Sun
is not Japanese because it rises in the East !!!
Reply · 1

Dizzy Kelevra 3 days ago
+sdroy84agt He was not insane nor full of hatred, you 
obviously don't know the what type of person Hitler was, I can 
bet you've never read or heard any of his speeches, if you did, 
you would of identified that all these atrocities that the German 
people faced in such an evil manner was to destroy his 
brilliance, spirit and ideology of National Socialism. Hitler was 
not only a hero but he was man kinds only hope of bringing 
idea's that would of prosper for humanity. Who else is ever 
going to rise up to Zionist jews, remove them from power, and 
have the knowledge and wisdom to bring equality to the whole 
country?
Reply · 3

David Jensen 2 days ago
+TheYamaduta 
The German economic mirage: http://www.zerohedge.com/
news/2015-05-07/nazi-economic-mirage

NeaFrea 2 days ago (edited)
+David Jensen Much better: http://abundanthope.net/pages/
Political_Information_43/Hitler-s-freedom-from-International-
Debt-Slavery-Repost.shtml And I had to notice that the hasbara 
trolls, on yt, blogs and forums, love to distract with religious 
subjects since lately.
Reply · 1
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Zak Totkoff 2 days ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 Please send me the text file so I can translate in to other 
languages.
Reply · 1

White World Media 2 days ago
+TheYamaduta exactly, that was what hitler had to say of the 
jewish tactic of the big lie, but of course the jews managed to 
remove context from this mimetic quote to the point that they 
present this as a tactic which hitler was using instead of the 
reality that it was a tactic of Hitler's enemies that he was 
exposing.
Reply · 1

Epur Simuove 1 day ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 Subtitles in spanish please.

TheYamaduta 1 day ago (edited)
+White World Media 

Somebody in the middle ages wrote a book basically saying 
that arguments over this or that could 
be streched out ... Ad Infinitum ... 

There is always something one can add to counteract what the 
other just said ...

Bottom line ... judge the tree by it's fruit !!! ( I'm judging by 
9/11 standards ... these days ... )
Show less
Reply · 2

Temný Křišťál 1 day ago



+Renegade Broadcasting
 Thanks for perfect czech translation.

Snordster w 16 hours ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 Thank you. This is an extraordinary striking piece of hidden 
truth.
Reply · 1

morpheus622 4 minutes ago
The reprobate beasts Jews will pay a heavy price for their 
crimes against humanity . Germany will be great again!

Kevin Hughes 1 week ago
Can somebody please tell me if and where i can buy this on 
DVD
Reply · 54

! ! ! ! Hide replies

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+Kevin Hughes Scroll down here and look for the paypal 
buttons on the right sidebar http://
www.hellstormdocumentary.com/
Reply · 15

forbes mag 1 week ago (edited)
+Kevin Hughes Consider buying the book this was taken from, 
and support the author Goodrich who is very conscious of the 
issues at hand.
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Reply · 19

Kevin Hughes 1 week ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 Thank you.
Reply · 5

Kevin Hughes 1 week ago
+forbes mag Yes, will do.
Reply · 2

FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 Awesome. I got 3 copies, and know just who to give two of 
them to.
Reply · 8

Susan Barrett 1 week ago
+Kevin Hughes you can use a ad-on to Moxilla firefox to 
download it and made dvd or put it on a thumb drive and pay to 
have it transferred to a dvd disk if you can not do it yourself or 
maybe a friend can. All you need is a dvd copy program.
Reply · 4

FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago
+Susan Barrett Or you could buy one and show support where 
it matters, so that more documentaries of this sort can be made 
and promoted.
Reply · 5

Susan Barrett 1 week ago
+FarFromEquilibrium True but it is evident he is sharing and 
making public therefore one may copy unless warned not to. 
Choice always.
Reply · 1



Kevin Hughes 1 week ago
+Susan Barrett Thanks susan, i have placed an order.
Reply · 1

Mohsen Samii 1 week ago
+Kevin Hughes Download it and keep it on a pen or on an 
external disk.

Kevin Hughes 1 week ago
+Mohsen Samii I'd rather support the people that produced this 
masterpiece.
Reply · 9

FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago
+Susan Barrett That's to promote it to people who are not even 
exposed to this information in the first place, so it's not just 
preaching to the choir but also to those who might be interested 
in what they have been kept away from. 

I suppose if you are too broke and you can't afford to, then, well 
you are able to watch and promote it with this free version, but 
if you are just being cheap (because if you can buy thumb 
drives then you can also donate at least, if not buy a single 
copy), remember that things like this don't get made for free, 
and there is no George Soros or SPLC sending millions of 
dollars to Our people in order to set the record straight on 
history. If we don't support these kinds of efforts when we have 
the chance then how can we expect them to be produced in the 
future? It's incredibly selfish and short sighted, not to mention 
jewish, to refuse to help at least as much as one is able, when 
you are in fact able.
Show less

Vogelweyhde 1 week ago



+Susan Barrett Thank you for this suggestion. I had no idea 
that one can copy videos with Firefox. 
I will, however, purchase several copies of Hellstorm. One for 
myself, the others as gifts.
I have also bought the book. It is immensely difficult to read, so 
horrifying is page after page.
Reply · 7

JC Moran 5 days ago
+Kevin Hughes I use I Livid. Try it. It might work for you.

Glenn Frazier 2 days ago
Anywhere they sell material that is so unrealistic, it makes a 
mockery of the real travesty of Dresden.. I mean come on, if 
there were 400,000 in Dresden before the bombing they were 
dead of starvation. The rations supplied to the region for 
months were a tenth that supply. No evidence in this fiction. Oh 
and of course its the evil Jews doing it. What crap!

Rex Magnum 2 days ago
+Glenn Frazier You obviously didn't even watch the video. 
The Red Cross and local authorities counted the bodies. You're 
the one mocking the massacre of these people...
Reply · 6

cat man 2 days ago
+Glenn Frazier Typical jew swine negationist
Reply · 10

Glenn Frazier 2 days ago
Blue eyed blond haired, can trace my family back on mothers 
side 239 years,and on father's side 141. All white northern 
Europeans. Having said this, I can say with confidence that 
matters as much as a fart from a flea. Its not who contributed to 
you DNA, but what you contribute to the WORLD that matters. 



All that other stuff is a way for the 1% to keep us subjugated. 
Grow up.
Reply · 4

Vogelweyhde 2 days ago
+Glenn Frazier And what is your contribution to the world?
Reply · 13

Rex Magnum 2 days ago
Glenn, I reckon you need to study up a lot more before you 
jump in with ill founded comments that have about as much 
value as that flea's offering you mentioned.
Reply · 7

2ndSamuel710 1 day ago
+Kevin Hughes Looks like there is a web site:http://
www.hellstormdocumentary.com/dvd-orders/
Reply · 1

Denise Celt 1 day ago
+Glenn Frazier How's the weather in Tel Aviv, Hymie?
Reply · 16

TheYamaduta 1 day ago
+Glenn Frazier 
You pile of maggot shit ...
Reply · 15

Dennis Fetcho 1 day ago
+Glenn Frazier There is so much evidence of this that those 
who deny this should be jailed as deniers and removed from 
any social acceptable positions in society. Do I have Jewish 
tactics down pretty clear?
Reply · 3
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Reginald Frazier 22 hours ago
+Glenn Frazier You're “special", aren't you? What have 
imbeciles or negroes contributed to the world? Nothing, and it's 
because their genetics are messed up.
Imbeciles because there is something awry in their DNA, and in 
negroes it's because they evolved in an environment that doesn't 
demand much of them.
Damn, read a book nagga!
Reply · 2

Poppadop1 12 hours ago
+Reginald Frazier Military strategy beats genetics any day. 
Stick to that racial superiority pseudoscience, and the banksters 
will beat you with pure numbers like they did Germany.
Reply · 1

William George 11 hours ago
+Poppadop1 Yes: Strategy - Strategy - Strategy.
Reply · 2

Vogelweyhde 8 hours ago
+Poppadop1 Allied military habits have not really succeeded 
in any war since 1945; and even then it only succeeded in a 
sense only because Germany was totally exhausted and did not 
have any resources to continue the fight anymore.
Morale amongst German soldiers was still high, but there was 
no more ammunition, fuel, manufacture, even supply in small 
ways anymore.
Compare that to the war in Korea and in Vietnam:
US (I know, it was UN-mandated) strategy of annihilation 
failed as North Korea had unlimited supplies of men and 
ammunition from the SU and China, and there was space for 
retreat.
Hence, only a stalemate was achieved, no victory.



The US (+ the few trace allied other countries) were thrown out 
of Vietnam in particular, Indo-China in general fair and square, 
despite the technological and supply superiority of the US. The 
annihilation strategy failed again.
In both cases it was man against machine and man won.
The victory over Germany is going to turn out as a Pyrrhic one. 
Instead of dealing with a beaten foe on an honorable basis, free 
reign was given to the lowest instincts of sadism, an official 
policy that is unabated to this day. The same is true for Japan 
only to a much lesser degree.
A horrible debt has been and still is being accumulated on the 
account of the future. 
And I believe that one reason for the hyper-armaments of the 
west in particular is a subconscious knowledge that the breach 
of human life-affirming values in order to gain this victory will 
eventually exact its toll. The suicidal tendencies of western 
style democracies are likewise suggesting the same 
unconscious fear together with a feeling of unworthiness.
A victory is only meaningful if it doesn't destroy the world the 
victory took place in. That was not taken into consideration by 
the Allies. 
As cruel as Stalin's troops might have been, they sought a 
continuation of the world after the war, hence the sinister 
moralistic hubris of the West had no counterpart in the East.
Show less

TheSARGON87 6 days ago
Many thanks to the US authors and creators Thomas Goodrich 
and Kyle Hunt for this unique documentation !!!!
Reply · 52



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+TheSARGON87 Along with this great video, you should 
watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube 
which shows the truth about WW2.
Reply · 9

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+TheSARGON87 The nazis brought it on the German people 
with their heavy hand in the occupied nations!!
Reply · 2

Martin Boylan 4 days ago
+b52gf16c Indeed words of a paid agent.
Reply · 12

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Martin Boylan No you're right the Nazis were loved in 
Occupied Europe!!!

Martin Boylan 4 days ago
+b52gf16c Please say what you mean and mean what you say 
your sarcastic comments do not  help your cause.
Reply · 7

b52gf16c 4 days ago (edited)
+Martin Boylan Then don't retort with a silly comment about a 
person being paid!! what I stated was correct!! The Nazis with 
their ideology/policies caused the German nation a lot of pain
Reply · 1

hans schwanz 4 days ago
+b52gf16c 
actually they were, yes.



especially in countries which were ruled by communists before
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+hans schwanz Hmmm that would explain all the Partisan 
activity in the Soviet Union- because the Nazi occupiers were 
loved!!!

Daniel Rose 3 days ago
+b52gf16c Yes, but the Zi in NaZi refers apparently to the 
Zionist party that the National Socialists merged with in 1923. 
Hitler was a German traitor working for the Zionists. His 
mission, to destroy Germany.
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 3 days ago
Ohhh he got Germany destroyed, no doubt about that
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+b52gf16c Germany was destroyed through Allies violating 
international war rules. This completely disqualifies the victory 
of Allies over Germany and his Allies.
Reply · 6

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+Daniel Rose 
shut the fuck up if you have no clue at all you tool
Reply · 2

TheYamaduta 2 days ago (edited)
+Daniel Rose 

Actually, that's right ... 



The “zi “ in “ nazi” stood for “ zionist “, and Hitler was some 
kind of British agent, but he might
have changed his tune as he realized he was being played ...

hans schwanz 2 days ago
+TheYamaduta 
he was no british agent ffs.
he was a german who was nearly killed in war and a fanatic 
soldier.
then he was nearly assasinated over 30 times
agent my ass
Reply · 3

TheYamaduta 2 days ago
+hans schwanz
He had been in England in 1912 ( even according to his sister's 
book ) for one year
and he recieved training there as an agent ...

He was a courrier in WW1, where he was running between 
Germans lines to deliver messages, a dangerous occupation ... 
as it were ...and he was caught ??? twice ... by the British, who 
released him ( he had a “ handler “ ) ... twice ...

But the real Illuminati agent traitor was 
Bormann !!!
Show less

Tabor 7 2 days ago (edited)
+TheYamaduta If Hitler was a british agent, then he would not 
have issued interest free and debt free Reichsmarks and 
nationalized Reichsbank. The wealth of British powers relies 
completely upon interest bearing money. Hitler did exactly the 
opposite of what British powers have in mind. That is one of 



the reasons why Churchill said in 1936 that Germany must be 
destroyed. 
Reply · 7

TheYamaduta 2 days ago
+Tabor 7
He was a zionist agent, probably cuz he wanted the Jews to 
move out, just like SS 
chief Reinhart Heydrich, who was of Jewish
mother, and an ardent zionist as well ...

Eichmann, the “ Architect “ of the “ Holocaust “ was 100% 
Jewish, as well as
Alfred Rosenberg, the big German racial superiority Guru, and 
Milch, chief of Lufwaffe

Watch “ The final solution to Adolph Hitler “
by Jim Condit ...
Show less

Gerardo CelticW 2 days ago
+Martin Boylan Please do not say “please” to a hasbara troll! 
Shun the swine!
Reply · 7

Poppadop1 20 hours ago
+TheYamaduta “The present Republic is a colony of slaves at 
the service of the stranger. At best it has subjects, but not 
citizens... For by enforcing a policy of financial blackmail, to 
squeeze the last ounce of substance out of its people, it is forced 
also to take their last rights away from them, lest the general 
discontent may one day flame up into open rebellion.”
~ “Mein Kampf,” Adolf Hitler



Considering “financial blackmail” is the “secret” to how the 
Zio-banksters operate, I call shenanigans.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/09/13/hitler-and-the-
banksters-the-abolition-of-interest-servitude/
Show less

Martin Boylan 13 hours ago
+Gerardo CelticW Your right it deserves no civility, however I 
won,t sink to it,s level. Got mit uns.
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 11 hours ago (edited)
+Martin Boylan “A general dissolution of principles and 
manners will more surely overthrow the liberties of America 
than the whole force of the common enemy. While the people 
are virtuous they cannot be subdued; but when once they lose 
their virtue then will be ready to surrender their liberties to the 
first external or internal invader.”
~ US Founder Samuel Adams, 1779
Reply · 1

Libra 9 hours ago
+Tabor 7 Agreed!!!!
Reply · 1

theTRUTHprincess Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
This excellent new documentary tells the tale that the victors 
still do not want you to know.
Reply · 51

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/09/13/hitler-and-the-banksters-the-abolition-of-interest-servitude/
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! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+theTRUTHprincess you should check out the video “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube if you haven't 
seen it. It gives the truth about Hitler and World War 2.
Reply · 8

theTRUTHprincess 6 days ago
+Tabor 7
thanks so much for the info, I will definitely look into it!
Reply · 7

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+theTRUTHprincess I also want to share this important 
information with you as well. Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told) also has other wonderful 
videos in his youtube channel. There is also a great small video 
on youtube called “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin 
Luther King Jr."
Reply · 4

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+theTRUTHprincess Bring a note pad to write down all the 
outright lies and distortions of AHTGSNT!!
Reply · 1

Dizzy Kelevra 20 hours ago
+b52gf16c Why are you here?
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 19 hours ago
+Dizzy Kelevra why are you here??? I have seen the series- its 
disgusting with the outright lies!!!



JGD1985 Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
“This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not 
want you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, 
torture, slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German 
people by the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the 
biggest cover-up in world history."
Reply · 22

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+JGD1985 You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube for the truth about Hitler and World war 
2.
Reply · 6

JGD1985 4 days ago
+b52gf16c All of Europe suffered terribly, but especially 
Germany in the end. Why don't you watch it first before passing 
biased judgment?  
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+JGD1985 b52g is a paid agent to promote misinformation and 
has been promoting misinformation for a long time on 
youtube. . 
Reply · 5

Brian Ruhe 5 hours ago
+Tabor 7 Well, he is telling the truth about this documentary.



Tabor 7 4 hours ago (edited)
+Brian Ruhe I was talking about b52g being a misinformer. 
Not about JGD.

The Greatest Story Never Told TV 1 week ago (edited)
What has the #RedArmy, #BritishArmy & #AmericanForces 
have in common other than being the #Victors of 
#WorldWarII?
They are an Army of #Rapist & #Murderers.
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not 
want you to know.
Learn the terrible truth about the #rape, #torture, #slavery, and 
#massmurder inflicted upon the #German people by the 
#Allied victors of World Word II.
This is the biggest cover-up in world history.
Reply · 90

! ! Hide replies

Leonhard Wittmann 1 week ago (edited)
It's nearly too much for us “modern” Germans to watch this. 
Clearly diabolical acts from the “allied” lackeys of the satanic 
NWO. May God have mercy upon us.
Nevertheless, thank you for bringing these facts to the light. 
Vergelt's Gott!
Reply · 13

SAL ROB 1 week ago
+Leonhard Wittmann  It is my hope that some day soon 
Germany will no longer crawl on it's knees and continue to pay 



reparations based on fraudelent history and  a lie. Some day the 
impostors and the liers are going to be held accountable. 
Germans have every right to investigate history and re-write 
it....
Reply · 16

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+SAL ROB Don't worry, Sal. People are learning facts through 
the documentary “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube.
Reply · 7

Our Struggle 3 days ago (edited)
+SAL ROB
For the Japanese also friend. They too suffered because of FDR 
unjustly and now they too are forced to their knees. America, 
France, England.....none of them have any moral foundation at 
all for the crimes they have committed upon humanity and yet 
they claim to be free when their own are in chains. It is an 
abomination. Nothing less. God is not with them or their 
Zionist overlords.
Reply · 3

SHADOW KING 1 day ago
+The Greatest Story Never Told TV hmmm I wonder if the 
germans were to take over the world we would not have this n i 
g g e r s riot at Baltimore/ rape our white woman.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+SHADOW KING If Germany would have won World War 2, 
then there would not have been riots like Baltimore riots. 
General Patton realized that he fought on the wrong side and 
realized that Communism is taking it's toll in America due to 
the defeat of Axis Powers. But he was murdered. Senator 



McCarthy realized this fact and tried his best in stopping 
Communism. But after World War 2, Communism affected 
African Americans very badly through Martin Luther King Jr. 
You should watch the small video “The Beast as Saint: the truth 
about Martin Luther King Jr” on youtube.  Thanks to Martin 
Luther King Jr, lives of both White Americans and African 
Americans are ruined.
Reply · 8

Our Struggle 1 day ago
+SHADOW KING
Our world would most certainly be a better place.
Reply · 2

Johnny Redux 1 day ago
If Germany would have won the war, or negotiated an amicable 
peace, Europe and the world would be a much better place.  
Germany itself would be a white Utopia - beautiful, safe, 
artistically and architecturally amazing, with strong, attractive, 
healthy (physically, mentally and spiritually) people. 
Reply · 6

SHADOW KING 1 day ago
But we got gay rights... and this black people fucking up the 
world..
Reply · 1

Leonhard Wittmann 1 day ago (edited)
Well, we can still win the upcoming WW3. Actually, it's the 
only way to remove the current satanic “elites”. It may well be 
that THEY start WW3 in order to bring the NWO to the entire 
world, but also their Mephistopheles (Goethe) had to learn: 
“Man proposes, God disposes..."
We're ready for battle, and with the help of God we can make it.
Gott mit uns!



Reply · 5

Our Struggle 1 day ago
+Johnny Redux
We had Utopia....America, England, France and Russia had to 
destroy it. The true evil lies in those countries. Politicians 
selling out their people for Jewish money.
Reply · 17

Johnny Redux 21 hours ago
+Our Struggle Yes, and doing it since at least 1914.  
Reply · 8

Zampan0 7 minutes ago
+Leonhard Wittmann I am of Germanic decent. The 1st of my 
family came here in 1709 as part of the Palatine immigration. 
Germany didn't become a country until 1871. I knew of the 
German soldiers horror after becoming .D.E.F. Search YT for: 
Eisenhower's Rhine - Meadows Death Camps - Documentary
  
 Eisenhower's father was a jew. I am sickened by this hidden 
truth. I feel anger. Germans are the best people on earth. 
America is soon to have its reward for this and all the other 
wars and evils that the zionist jews have brought. us. Long live 
sacred Germany.
Show less
Reply · 1

Compressed Bread (1GR33NTHUNDAH) 1 week ago
>flames 3 miles high

now gee doesnt this sound familliar



Reply · 10

! ! Hide replies

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+Compressed Bread Cited in: Martin Middlebrook, The Battle 
of Hamburg (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1981), page 
244.
Reply · 22

Compressed Bread (1GR33NTHUNDAH) 1 week ago
What I meant to convey was that claims about the Holocaust 
have been made with the exact same nature, and Holocaust 
revisionists simply just blow them off as “unrealistic and 
ridiculous", and yet believe the same claim that supports their 
narrative. This claim is equally as unbelievable as a Holocaust 
survivor saying that flames from pits of burning corpses soared 
up to miles.

I'm just trying to point out the hypocrisy of revisionists by the 
fact that they will blindly believe these crazy “facts” about their 
German Holocaust and yet will dismiss any sort of Jewish 
Holocaust “fact” as a lie even if it is the exact same thing. 

Personally, I don't believe most claims of the Holocaust 
happened. But this experience has taught me to practice this 
judgement on all events, including the firebombings of German 
cities. Did a whole lot of people die in Dresden? Sure. Did 
millions of people die in Dresden as some revisionists may 
claim? Not as likely. 

I'm trying to tell revisionists that they are literally becoming 
their worst enemy. They are doing the same things that the Jews 



are doing to push the Holocaust by stretching facts and lying. 
They may not be doing it as much as the Jews are, but they're 
doing it and that's all that matters. If revisionists can't learn to 
question every narrative they come across, including ones in 
their favor, then they shouldn't be seen as a person who 
legitimately studies history. 

A good historian looks at both sides EQUALLY.
Show less
Reply · 4

Oliver Ehmann 1 week ago (edited)
+Compressed Bread https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lsyvOYcWgcg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SyX2NUEkKk

A natural example of one small scale fire tornado. Notice the 
height of the flames that the small bush fire creates. Now 
imagine an entire city on fire with concentrates of man made 
fuel and demolished wooden structures acting as kindling.
Reply · 15

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+Compressed Bread Flames reaching 5,280 yards maximum 
height at the center of a firestorm is hard for you to believe? Do 
you know how many tons of incendiaries were dropped? 3 
miles is not very high. The mushroom cloud over Hiroshima 
was about 11.5 miles high 10 minutes after the bombing. I cited 
my source. Are you one of those idiotic Hellstorm deniers? 
Pretty soon that will be illegal ;)
Reply · 50

Compressed Bread (1GR33NTHUNDAH) 1 week ago
+Renegade Broadcasting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsyvOYcWgcg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsyvOYcWgcg
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Well thank you for explaining it for me, now it makes a little 
more sense. I'm not too big into the sciences of firestorms so I 
didn't really know. 3 miles, putting it into a sort of perspective 
(I've run 3 miles before, I couldn't believe how fire could travel 
that high) it seemed unrealistic to me. Oliver's videos also 
helped me understand a bit more as well. 

Just for reference, do you have any other examples of fires 
reaching 3 miles in height?
Show less
Reply · 4

Olav P 3 days ago
+Compressed Bread “What I meant to convey was that claims 
about the Holocaust have been made with the exact same 
nature, and Holocaust revisionists simply just blow them off as 
“unrealistic and ridiculous"

Yeah, fires 3 miles high coming off a chimney or firepit would 
be ridiculous. 3 miles from a firestorm might be an 
exaggeration, but is nowhere comparable to the ridiculous 
claims made by Holocaust survivours.

It seems to me that you are making the classical mistake of 
being balanced when trying to be objective.
Show less
Reply · 7

Glenn Frazier 2 days ago



The bombs were dropped on an area larger than the state of 
road island, not on top of each other!!

Ponerology 2 days ago
+Compressed Bread 
Who said “millions died in Dresden"? 300,000 is highest figure 
I have heard. The mass rape of women and the terror bombing 
of Germany are pretty well documented. Not like giant gas 
chamber stories that are hard to support.
Reply · 17

BlutundBoden H.H. 1 day ago (edited)
+Ponerology Very hard to support, particularly when coming 
from a tribe whose favorite number when crying wolf is muh 
six million.

The holohoax™ and the phony six million:
https://volkischpaganism.wordpress.com/2014/10/08/the-
holohoax-and-the-phony-six-million/
Reply · 5

Zampan0 1 day ago
+Ponerology 300,000 Germans died in a real holocaust in 
Dresden. According to the International Red Cross records, 
that's more than all of the 'jews' that died in the work camps 
during WWII.
Reply · 4

Tom Clark 1 day ago
+Compressed Bread according to wikipedia the peshtigo fire 
was a mile high. I doubt the fire was 3 miles high, its probably 
more like 1 or 2 but thats still terrifiying, I dont see how 
anybody could have survived.
Reply · 1
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MrStoneycool69 20 hours ago
+Zampan0 Try doubling that figure due to the unknown 
number of refuges seeking refuge in Dresden.
Reply · 2

Sasuke Uchiha 16 hours ago
+Compressed Bread good goyim
Reply · 1

MrStoneycool69 15 hours ago
+Compressed Bread
The holohoax has been “milked” for over 70 years, no other 
tragedy in history will ever receive that amount extortion from 
innocent Germans in form of compensation.
Reply · 4

Ultrakillerism 1 week ago
Can you imagine the depth of the damage this will do to 
public perception should this documentary become popular? 
Everywhere: Britain, USA, Western Europe, Russia, the Jews; 
this would force a reply and they'd have to come out and admit 
the horror they committed.
Reply · 106

! ! Hide replies

Poole1Dan 1 week ago
+Ultrakillerism If this documentary forces them to reply, 
they'd deny all these evils anyway. But just forcing a reply 
would be a major victory!
Reply · 27



fallingdownholes 1 week ago
+Ultrakillerism They're already making that awful smear 
movie on holocaust deniers.
Reply · 9

Ultrakillerism 1 week ago
+fallingdownholes
Imagine that there are still a lot of people who think Hollywood 
(Jewlywood) is not an American propaganda tool.
Reply · 21

GrassPossum 1 week ago (edited)
+Ultrakillerism This information has not been secret for those 
who cared to know until now. I've known all this for more than 
fifteen years and I learned from those who'd known longer. The 
answer is therefore that it will not become popular and will not 
be allowed to be. Eventually history and karma catches up but 
not so easily as just the truth being known.
Reply · 10

Crusader1815 1 week ago
+Ultrakillerism The Jews as a whole have NEVER admitted 
any guilt for anything. They are of their father the devil, and the 
will of their father they do. He was a murderer from the 
beginning, not holding to truth, for there is no truth in him. The 
defilement of truth comes naturally to him, for he is a liar, and 
the father of lies.
Reply · 14

NoMoreBrotherWars 1 week ago
+Ultrakillerism THE JEWS.
Reply · 8

Chris Duane 1 week ago



+Ultrakillerism It will never happen because they still control 
the mainstream media. And for something to be 'real' for dumb 
dumb Americans, somebody on TV must tell them it is real at 
least one hundred times.
Reply · 13

NoMoreBrotherWars 1 week ago
+Chris Duane
It's not just Americans, it's all the people of the Western World.
Reply · 12

Dare Tosay 1 week ago
+Chris Duane Ofcourse, i understand what you mean by that 
but anyway - please, don`t call americans dumb. Don`t you 
think that the system that made them `dumb` doesn`t have the 
same orchestrators? We all are one. No war is good. Americans 
have wisdom (because of their unique experience as a nation) 
that we don`t have, but never say that we will never need it. Be 
respectful. We need eachother. We can only win by seeing the 
world this way. Orchestrators want us to fight with eachother. 
For what?? Let`s resist it. And let`s see what will be left - who 
will be the last one calling for war, calling us into fight. I want 
to see that creature answering some questions...
Reply · 5

HarveyTheCat 1 week ago
+Ultrakillerism We know about it, we just don't care because 
fuck Germany.

cj kieth 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Such typical behaviour of a genocidal enemy 
Jew lol.
Reply · 15

Denia Taiclet 6 days ago



+HarveyTheCat FUCK your mother, rebbe and bubbe! 
Reply · 5

Ultrakillerism 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat
Tell us more: how race is a social construct, there are no 
differences between blacks, asians and whites, how the most 
hip sort of activism is only left-leaning...you know, show us the 
full extent of your stupidity.
Reply · 11

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+cj kieth
>"genocidal"
>Completely forgets how Germany kick started a war that 
killed 30-40 million, laid waste to a whole continent, and allied 
with the biggest war criminals in the history of the world, the 
Japanese.
>Also forgets how they allied with the Soviets, 3rd biggest 
bunch of criminals in the war.

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+Ultrakillerism
I actually hate the progressive left and am a firm believer in 
scientific racism. If it wasn't for the extreme number of 
unjustified fuckups the Germans made (attacking the Jews 
instead of the communists and progressives, disregarding logic 
in favor of ideology, placing all control of the military in the 
hands of a dumb-ass like Hitler, etc.) I would likely support the 
Germans, but that never occurred so I have to back the Western 
Allies. But please, continue making these baseless allegations 
so I can see exactly what type of window licker you are.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago



+Denia Taiclet
The fuck is a “bubbe"?

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat 
lol jewish NKDV thugs and polish retards started WW2 
because they holocausted 58000 germans in the corridor.
then when Germany kicked Polands ugly butt in one week they 
screamed” oy vey!!1 what a shoah"
Reply · 8

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+hans schwanz
Evidence my boy, otherwise you are full of shit. Poland actually 
held out agains two huge armies for 1 month, 5 days. The Battle 
of Warsaw lasted for 20 days, more than that of Berlin. The 
moral here? The Poles are better defenders than the Germans.
Reply · 1

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat 
battle of warsaw lasted 20 days??
give me some of dat good crack boy
Reply · 3

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+hans schwanz On the morning of September 8, the suburbs of 
Grójec, Radziejowice, Nadarzyn, Raszyn and Piaseczno were 
captured. On September 26, Army Warsaw General Juliusz 
Rómmel, started capitulation talks with the German 
commander. On September 27, at 12:00 a cease fire agreement 
was signed and all fighting stopped. Several rouge units held 
out until the 28th. 20 days boy, no go back to denial of history, 
its kinda funny.



Sæwelō 5 days ago
+Ultrakillerism Trying to garner a meaningful response from 
the Jews vis a vis their endless catalogue of war mongering and 
other crimes is akin to expecting a cat to bark, or a dog to 
meow. Gods chosen are above reproach...for now at least, but 
the awakening grows apace.
Reply · 13

Ponerology 5 days ago
The Jews will never admit to anything.
Reply · 8

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Neo nazi attempt at white washing Nazi 
actions during WW2- AHTGSNT is a great example, never in 
my life have I seen a series so full of half truths, distortions and 
outright lies
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+b52gf16c You're right, Stalin-era Soviet Union was more 
truthful, bloody hell.

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+HarveyTheCat 
watch Juri-Lina under the sign of scorpion to understand how 
USSR was ALWAYS help, at least from 1917-1980
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+hans schwanz *hell
Reply · 2

cj kieth 3 days ago



+HarveyTheCat Window licker? Lol Marx was descended 
from orthodox Jewish rabbis, Jew dominated Wall Street 
funded the Bolsheviks (85% of the Soviet government was 
Jewish) and some of the worst murderers under that regime 
were Jews, admitted by an honest Israeli reporter, google 
“Stalin's Jews)

Many of the Soviet Red Army were also Zionists too, look at 
Ilya Ehrenberg who was responsible for the Red Army mass 
rape of German woman as a result of his hateful propaganda, 
and also I should note the book “Germany must perish” by 
American Jew Theodore Kaffman written in 1933 advocating 
Genocide of the German people.

And then there is the Holocaust itself, a fantasy story of the 
worst lies, no Jews were gassed, yes there were detention 
camps, labour camps (arbeit macht frei, meaning work makes 
you free in german) and most deaths were the result of a lack of 
food water and medial supplies resulting in the spread of typhus 
as a result of Allied bombings, the Zyklon B was used to 
disinfect clothes NOT to gas Jews, as (Jewish) history 
revisionist David Cole/Stein proved in his documentary David 
Cole in Auschwitz there was no Prussian blue staining in the 
main execution room (A result of water cyanide and iron brick 
dye reacting) yet the clothe de-licing rooms were, sound 
suspect?

Il leave it at that for now, but don't take my word for it, look 
into it yourself!
Show less
Reply · 6

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+cj kieth Incorrect!! The Communist party in Russia was 
overwhelmingly Non Jewish in overall numbers!!! regardless if 



you want to put a Jewish face on it!! Stalin (non Jew) took 
power early, and it was in his name/authority!!! And  Germany 
must perish was published in 1941 you dumb son of a bitch!!! 
quite sure the Jews of the World knew what the Nazis were up 
to by that time!!

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+cj kieth Feel free to name the nations, numbers and dates 
where these many multi millions of Euro Jews went post war- 
they sure aint in Europe

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+cj kieth How is it that the Nazi party never gets labeled as the 
Killer Christians???

hans schwanz 3 days ago
because they rarely killed innocent civilians and if some did 
and the officers found out they were executed.
thats why
Reply · 5

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+hans schwanz 30-35 million fucking people killed by the 
nazis in the East!!! most of those people were enemies of the 
State???? Ohhhh Good word Neo Nazis with their propaganda- 
you could teach Goebbels a thing or two!!

hans schwanz 3 days ago
i am not neo nazi
i even voted for the left party two years ago
then i woke up and saw the lies.
and its not germanies fault that Stalin ordered his commisars to 
shoot retreating troops and that he frórbade the civilians of 
stalingrad to be evacuated.
not germans fault at all.



and the 30 million figure you can put that straight back in your 
ass.
thanks
Show less
Reply · 4

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+hans schwanz Well the we are at an impasse- I don't trust 
your numbers either!!

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+hans schwanz hans you have to admit that one of the most 
right wing parties in history set themselves up for this with their 
ideology!! hans it hard to be a victim, when you have occupied 
most of Europe

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+hans schwanz
The book about the Freemasons and Illuminati? Fucking hell, I 
took the bait wonderfully, didn't I? At least the Nazis weren't 
completely full of shit, god-damn troll.

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+cj kieth
The Marx Jewish thing is bullshit as he was not Jewish, his 
ancestors where, which doesnt make him a Jew. He was also 
quite anti-semetic, just read over some of this. I know the 
source is a bit questionable but almost all of them can be found 
at other valid locations, http://www.worldsocialism.org/canada/
marx.and.antisemitism.1960.v27n214.htm. German women 
were raped because the Germans and their allies killed 
something like 25-30 million Soviet citizens during the war. 
That shit is why I don't give a fuck about what happened to the 
German people as they all deserved what happened to them. 
You are also revising history, “Germany Must Perish” was 

http://www.worldsocialism.org/canada/marx.and.antisemitism.1960.v27n214.htm
http://www.worldsocialism.org/canada/marx.and.antisemitism.1960.v27n214.htm
http://www.worldsocialism.org/canada/marx.and.antisemitism.1960.v27n214.htm
http://www.worldsocialism.org/canada/marx.and.antisemitism.1960.v27n214.htm


published in the summer of 1941 meaning Germany had near 
total control of mainland Europe through kick starting another  
world war as well as mass prosecution of minorities since 1933, 
eight years earlier which gave the author a damn fine reason to 
hate the Germans so much. The “arbeit macht frei” motto 
means that such endless forced labor was supposed to bring 
about a kind of spiritual freedom, OR, was a type of fucked up 
irony, depending on who you ask. There were diseases and 
shortages in camps well before the bombings became so bad 
they actually managed to completely cripple German 
infrastructure.

I figured this one deserves a new paragraph, the Zyklon-B. 
Well, lest start with the insane amounts of it delivered to 
Auschwitz, it was far, far more than what would have been 
needed for delousing (Enough to kill between 1-2 million 
people in 1943 alone, lots of it never got used) meaning that 
TeSta was full of shit and got the Nazis to but more than 
needed, which is incredibly unlikely, or they were using it for 
other purposes, including genocide. The version sold to the 
Germans also had the odorant stripped out. Why would they do 
this if they were delousing clothes? It also supports the fact that 
Zyklon-B was used to kill humans as an odorless version 
couldn't be detected by he victims of its use. You would find 
little to no Prussian Blue in the exterminatin chambers as more 
of it was used in the delousing chambers because insects could 
take more of it, increasing the dosage amount required, also 
increasing anything left over. The chambers have also been 
exposed to the elements over the years, destroying huge 
amounts of anything left.
Show less

mike helms 3 days ago



+HarveyTheCat Tic Toc, and we have the money to make you 
eat your words... See ya soon mate.. It's coming back around 
again... Full circle...
Reply · 5

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+mike helms
I'm fine, the US and her allies are just fine.

mike helms 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat For the time being..
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 2 days ago
+mike helms Well thats life in general

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+mike helms
At least until he EU collapses, Iran becomes a major power, and 
our allies in the far east fall into an economic rut. Unfortunately 
all of that seems to be happening right now.

b52gf16c 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Harvey that will all be blamed on the JEws
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+b52gf16c
Well Iran already hates them and Europe is full of morons so 
maybe. Although I doubt the Japanese and Koreans will, they 
really don't have much against them.

b52gf16c 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Well arab/muslim nations are asking the US 
to destroy Iran's nuclear potential as well



HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+b52gf16c
That is true, but I think we might actually be stupid enough to 
give Iran the bomb while leaving the region incredibly unstable. 
Hopefully the Saudis and Egyptians can keep the peace.

eikosaedron 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Making the region unstable is the goal, duh. 
Nobody cares about peace except for peasants.
Reply · 3

Glenn Frazier 2 days ago
Britain's Parliament has made more than 10 separate apologies 
since 1952.

Pat Kittle 2 days ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat -- You make a lot of claims -- but I've learned 
through much personal experience that Jew supremacists are 
the most shameless liars I've ever tried to engage in a serious 
conversation.

Jew supremacists STILL won't admit Israel knew it was 
massacring the crew of the US Navy ship (USS Liberty) during 
the entire attack -- [ gtr5.org ]. That alone (though there is far 
more evidence) is enough to discredit everything else Jew 
supremacists want us despised non-Jews to believe -- and that 
includes the details of your so-called “Holocaust.” 

The world is rapidly learning the truth about you Zionist war 
criminals -- YOU are the worst war criminals in all history. You 
will be held accountable.
Show less
Reply · 4



b52gf16c 2 days ago
+Pat Kittle I don't understand the position!! Israel apologized 
and paid compensation!!!

Pat Kittle 2 days ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat -- Jew war criminals demand that we start 
another war for Israel, by bombing (even nuking) Iran.

Meanwhile, Israel has lots of nuclear weapons, and Israel 
actually threatens to use them on Western countries as well as 
its Arab neighbors. YES, folks, you read that right. Israelis call 
it their “Samson option":
 -- [ http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-atrocities-nuclear-
blackmail-sampson-plan-israel.html ]
Reply · 4

b52gf16c 2 days ago (edited)
+Pat Kittle Ohhh yes I read all the time that the Israelis 
threaten to use Nukes- just like the North Koreans do!!! Good 
word are you an idiot!!!

b52gf16c 2 days ago
+Pat Kittle Muslim nations are also asking the USA to take out 
Iran's nuclear potential you dumb son of a bitch!!
Reply · 1

mike helms 2 days ago
+b52gf16c you Jews are a funny bunch.. 20, gazillion, 6 
bazillion, 20, gazillion.. Lol.. You make shit up as you go..
Reply · 6

b52gf16c 2 days ago
+mike helms wow that was clever!!!

mike helms 2 days ago
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I don't need to be clever, that would suggest something different 
I just use common sense.
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+Pat Kittle
The USS Liberty incident was due to a huge amount of 
miscommunications and gross negligence in the IDF but it was, 
in the end, an accident. Both the US Government, Navy, 
Military, and the Israelis all agree on the same story; that Israel 
fucked up but did NOT purposely attack the ship. Feel free to 
prove me wrong.

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+Pat Kittle
Whats wrong with the Samson Plan? It looks entirely 
reasonable, nearly identical to all other nuclear states.

I wouldn't be opposed to nuking Iran provided its justifed, one 
less tumor on the world. I might care about their shit hole 
country when they stop screaming “Death to America!” every 
five god damn minutes.

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+mike helms
Its always been 6 million, don't make up stuff as you go.

Gerardo CelticW 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat How much does hasbara pay you Judensau? 
Oy veh, it'z coming!
Reply · 7

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+Gerardo CelticW
That all you got?



2ndSamuel710 1 day ago
+Ultrakillerism We have to use the media to get the truth out 
there. “They” have used the media to tell lies over and over and 
over again. “They” own Hollywood and press but with the 
internet we can get truth out there for small cost. Myself I put 
out $50 to help making this world changing video. Hard to 
watch- but we need more like it. More people are waking up 
because they know something is seriously wrong. Jews have 
been expelled 109 times from 80 countries last 2,000 years. 
They are setting up for same or worse again. Lavon Affair. USS 
Liberty- and WTCs September 11th, 2001. Jesus Christ said 
they were of their father the Devil in John 8:44. Synagogue of 
Satan they are.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+HarveyTheCat THe United States had the policy of “MAD” 
for years as a deterrent!! why are the Israelis feet held to the 
fire at a much higher temp than others??? This Gerardo moron 
is also on every post with personal attacks!! No counter 
argument mind you “EVER"!!!! typical modus operandi of Neo 
Nazis
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+2ndSamuel710 Wow thats original!! 

Denise Celt 1 day ago
+HarveyTheCat Harvey, you Kike BITCH - how do you 
“mistakenly” FIRE on fleeing American sailors for 45 minutes? 
45 MINUTES you rat faced blood drinking demon from Satan's 
ass? 



You Kike garbage should have been nuked - and that's going to 
happen. Expulsion 110 is right around the corner - and this time 
it's going global.
Reply · 7

b52gf16c 1 day ago (edited)
+Denise Celt When you are in a massive War on all fronts, as 
the Israelis were at the time you small child!!!

mike helms 1 day ago
+b52gf16c there was no massive war, look it's time to face up. 
Or Jew up witch ever you prefer. All of Israelis actions 
throughout history have brought on the destruction you have 
faced. Your country is full of moral decay on all fronts. 
Everything is permissible, and the racist home base of 
operations that practices deceit in all aspects of culture in the 
name of it's own agenda, both in it's own politics and the 
countries that have hosted you in the past.
Reply · 3

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+mike helms There was no massive war??????????? Are you 
out of your mind????

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+mike helms now what would you call it if the USA was 
fighting on all fronts?????? ohhhh thats right probably a World 
war!! in other words a massive war!!

Jack sparrow 1 day ago
+b52gf16c still trolling jew swine?
Reply · 3

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Jack sparrow No just stating my factual position



Jack sparrow 1 day ago (edited)
 Not talking about your porn position, you disgusting swine!
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Jack sparrow why don't you make a cogent counter argument 
instead of this silly shit??? that way we can judge your intellect. 
Now I know you can insult- thats very clear!!

HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+Denise Celt
Calm down you loopy cunt, Google OPR Jastzrab incident, 
PT-346, or Z1 Leberecht Maass. Friendly fire is very common.

HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+Jack sparrow
There is no “factual” sex position. Why am I not surprised the 
stormfag knows so little about sex?

AlpineMusicSchool 1 day ago
+Ultrakillerism Not to mention government funded Holohoax 
museums in every country and the Holohoax industry
Reply · 3

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+AlpineMusicSchool In every country??? Funny how in many 
nations where Holocaust denial is illegal- its also against the 
law to deny Communist crimes as well!!

mike helms 1 day ago
+b52gf16c I was referring to your excuse making for the USS 
liberty attack.. No I'm not out of my mind. I am not under the 
influence of Judaism. A recurring psychological nightmare of a 
people hell bent on there own destruction. “Leanord Cohen was 



right when he wrote these lyrics: “Repent Repent I wonder 
what they meant”. The Jews not only lack real empathy they 
promote it in such wonderful television shows like “monkey 
Christ”. A show in which a scantily clad Jewish women takes a 
puppet version of Jesus and nails it to a cross repeatedly”. It is 
this and many more psychological associations and premises 
that have created a race of sociopaths.
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+mike helms
Your argument fell apart when Christianity got drug into it. 
Keep your fairytales and storybook out of this.

mike helms 1 day ago
+HarveyTheCat I'm not a Christian I was simply using Jewish 
hatred for it to paint a very clear picture of the mentality 
surrounding Jewish identity and how it creates the overall 
mindset of a nation full of brainwashed people who deny any 
and all responsibility for their actions. However time is winding 
down for that hole in the middle east we blindly helped to 
create and once again it's coming back around again.. Nothing 
can stop it. There will be no mercy this time. Period.. Melted 
asphalt and the sticky dead bodies of germans can not compare 
to the devastation that is mounting in your direction. There will 
be no messiah and the voices of the dead will be louder than 
this pointless conversation.. Throughout history you have 
proven yourselves to be unrelenting in your inability to 
“Repent”.. You have yourself to blame... The end..
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+mike helms Mike enlighten me on what you think the Israelis 
should take responsibility for!!



HarveyTheCat 1 day ago (edited)
+mike helms
What about Christian hatred for Islam? Or even Judaism? Your 
point is invalid as it relies on selected instances and 
generalizations.

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+HarveyTheCat Correct Harvey!! when a Jewish person does 
something bad- in the Neo nazi world its an indictment against 
the whole demographic. When a Non Jew does the same- well 
then hey its a case by case basis!!!
Reply · 1

Semaxist 1 day ago
+b52gf16c 

Es ist genau andersherum...
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist ohhhh brother we are going to become good 
friends- meet me at the zum Augistiner in Munich- then we can 
discuss your love for Jewish people

mike helms 21 hours ago
+b52gf16c enlighten you, is that a trick question..

mike helms 21 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat Common friendly fire lol.. Unreal.. It's 
absolutely hopeless for the Jews.. Sadly history will repeat and 
this time around it will be without mercy..
Reply · 1

mike helms 21 hours ago



+b52gf16c Don't you worry your head none, your 
enlightenment is coming soon.. See ya sooner than later mate..

mike helms 21 hours ago
Zeroing in on target..

mike helms 21 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat You Jews love to play with words.. Selected 
instances, really? Your Babel is worse than I initially thought..

Angela Kim 21 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat Hey, harvey cohen, the yids started WW2, 
you uneducated piece of feces. judea declared war against 
Germany in 1933, you stupid fucking idiot. Go into your room, 
get a rope, and just hang yourself you worthless dumb turd.
Reply · 4

Dizzy Kelevra 20 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat 'German women were raped because the 
Germans and their allies killed something like 25-30 million 
Soviet citizens during the war'... your comment here shows how 
little you know about the war.... David Cole a Jewish historian 
proofed that the chambers contain no evidence of gassing and If 
the number was always '6 million', why has the number in 
Auschwitz changed from 6 million, to 1.5 million jews killed? 
why? because the zionist jews are a lying bunch of cunts.
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 19 hours ago
+Angela Kim really??? and what Judean political figure made 
this declaration of War???? in what Judean capital??? in front of 
what Judean political body?????

b52gf16c 19 hours ago



+Dizzy Kelevra what do Soviet losses in the war have to do 
with the holocaust and Auschwitz????? the Number at 
Auschwitz was never 6 million, in any event many different 
demographics went thru there- but you only want the number 
changed from the Jewish total?? In the main prisoner 
compound I have personal photos of large partially 
underground destroyed concrete structures- hmmm I wonder 
what those were for?? anyway Auschwitz is not the whole story 
of the Holocaust- the nazis had a massive camp network in 
Germany and occupied nations, starvation Ghettos, Murder 
battalions behind the invading Armies etc etc ect The Germans 
have paid compensation to many different demographics and 
nations for a reason!!
Show less

HarveyTheCat 9 hours ago
+Dizzy Kelevra
What the fuck is wrong with you? Why did you switch from 
Soviet casualties in a war to the number of people killed in 
genocide, two completely different things? Go home, you're 
drunk.

HarveyTheCat 9 hours ago (edited)
+mike helms
Prove to me how they were different, what actually makes the 
PT boat incident any different from the USS liberty? Oh yea, 
and a “ZIONISTS JEWS DID IT!!!11” answer wont work, I 
want facts, not political BS.

I also seem to have amazed you with my basic knowledge of 
the English language. I try.

HarveyTheCat 9 hours ago
+Angela Kim
Calm it the fuck down China.



b52gf16c 9 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat Actually go to Kim's google page there is a 
Asian chick on there with a  ass that won't quit!!

thats hott aye Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Enlightened by dear sister aces xxx ~ PLEASE watch this. 
12

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+thats hott aye You should also check out the video “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube which will 
reveal the truth about World War 2.
1

thats hott aye 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 that one I've seen. Thank you though for suggesting 
it. 
1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+thats hott aye No Problem. Have you seen the new videos of 
Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told)? You can watch them in his youtube channel. I also 
recommend small video “The Beast as Saint: the truth about 
Martin Luther King Jr” on youtube. 
2

thats hott aye 1 week ago



+Tabor 7 I've seen some but not all. 
You've really tweaked my interest in the MLK jnr one though. 
Think that's gonna be played one this one's finished. 
1

thats hott aye 1 day ago
+Tabor 7 thank you the video suggestion. Not being from 
America or even really caring much for their propaganda this 
indeed was an eye opener. Thank you once again. The truth is 
always so much better than lies never questioned. 

haaratz gobi (gobiharaatz) 1 day ago
+Tabor 7 http://judicial-inc.neophytos.org/
Bush_Mossad11.htm
2

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+haaratz gobi That's a great link. Thanks for posting it. 
1

thats hott aye 1 day ago (edited)
+haaratz gobi   thank you for that. Extremely 
insightful. Confirmed what I'd long suspected. 
1

Renna M Shared on Google+ · 3 days ago
I can't believe we've been lied to like this... I am in shock.
Reply · 22

! ! Hide replies
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EMILIO “PROFESSOR” RIOS 3 days ago
unbelieveable
Reply · 5

Renna M 3 days ago
Yeah, I wasn't aware of this at all. Nothing to that degree.
Reply · 5

EMILIO “PROFESSOR” RIOS 3 days ago
+Renna M
eventually the truth comes out
Reply · 6

Renna M 3 days ago
+EMILIO RIOS Thank God for that.
Reply · 2

EMILIO “PROFESSOR” RIOS 3 days ago
+Renna M
yes nothing is hidden from him
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+EMILIO RIOS I am glad you like this video. You should 
check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” which 
provides further information about the hidden truth about world 
war 2.
Reply · 2

EMILIO “PROFESSOR” RIOS 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 okay i'll check it out
Reply · 5

Maik Bouda 1 day ago
+Renna M 



Es ist die Wahrheit,glauben Sie es!
Reply · 1

Renna M 1 day ago
+Maik Bouda yes, I have no doubt it's true. I'm just glad their 
memory has been somewhat honored.
Reply · 2

Maik Bouda 1 day ago
Die Wahrheit schlummert in jeden von uns.
Gott mit Ihnen!
Reply · 2

Renna M 1 day ago
+Maik Bouda Perfect timing with such wise advice! I needed it. 
God bless you.
Reply · 3

Renna M 29 minutes ago
,

OlymPigs2010 1 week ago
...to think that Israel was built and nurtured on these horrific 
atrocities they inflicted on Germany!
Reply · 55

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)



+OlymPigs2010 The documentary “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” is highly recommended if you haven't seen it. 
It is a great video about WW2 and the truth about Hitler.
Reply · 15

HarveyTheCat 1 week ago
+OlymPigs2010 Its war, I honestly don't think its possible for 
atrocities to be committed in war as the very concept of it is 
already an immoral crime against humanity.

OlymPigs2010 1 week ago
...well that would conveniently eliminate any War Crimes Trials 
wouldn't it!
Reply · 5

Sean S 6 days ago
+OlymPigs2010 How did Israel inflict anything on germany in 
1942 etc?? they weren't even a country again until years later
Reply · 1

OlymPigs2010 6 days ago
...is that beard strangling what little brains you have?
Reply · 8

Sæwelō 5 days ago
+OlymPigs2010 Sean looks like “it” could use a good wash.
Reply · 2

Sean S 4 days ago
wow, you guys are so witty. you must be very impressed with 
the level of intellect you display there.. haha. dumb shits
Reply · 1

Sean S 4 days ago



one day when you grow up, maybe you can grow hair on your 
face too like a real man hahah

Sean S 4 days ago
but first you need to be able to grow hair down there where it 
counts my friends... haha.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Sean S
Don't worry, most of these stormfags are just piss-poor 20-
somethings who have to find something to easily blame all of 
the worlds problems on because they lack critical thinking 
skills and their lives suck ass.

Sæwelō 4 days ago
+Sean S Have a wash, I can smell your malodorous hippy funk 
through the monitor.
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Sæwelō
Hey hey hey, those smelly hippies gave us drugs and great 
music, don't bitch.

Sæwelō 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat All those drug and sex orgiastic excesses and 
most of the vermin survived it. All those trips and not one of the 
filthy parasites could find a bar of soap.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Sæwelō Oh come on, they were just misled, don't be so harsh. 
Plus they weren't completely wrong, some of the shit they did 
was spot on.



b52gf16c 4 days ago
+OlymPigs2010 Israel inflicted on Germany????? wow just 
wow!! considering they were not even a nation until years later

hans schwanz 4 days ago
+b52gf16c 
lol Hitler send a bunch of jews packing to Palestine stop lying
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+hans schwanz A very tiny % of Europe's Jewish population!!

Gerardo CelticW 2 days ago
+b52gf16c another hasbara troll identified
Reply · 9

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Gerardo CelticW why don't you make a counter argument vs 
silly name calling!!
Reply · 1

AlpineMusicSchool 1 day ago
+OlymPigs2010 It was planned out beforehand.

Dizzy Kelevra 20 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat Lack critical thinking.... funny coming from 
you.... easy to see who lacks it from reading everyone one of 
your comments.

HarveyTheCat 9 hours ago
+Dizzy Kelevra
That's all you got kid?

Sophie Philo Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago (edited)



Schaut wenigstens hin, wenn Euch Englisch überfordert!!

!

Ich weine ein ganzes Tränen Meer
Reply · 32

! ! Hide replies

Jamie Collard 1 week ago
It is ironic that the narrator is an American. The main country 
that lies as a normal way of living. 
Reply · 2

Sophie Philo 1 week ago
+Jamie Collard 
I must cry the whole Time.
Terrible!! 
Reply · 9

Jamie Collard 1 week ago
It is very terrible. It was an awful waste of innocent lives 
U0001f614
Reply · 4

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Jamie Collard America is basically a puppet of Britain 
especially since 1913 with the establishment of Federal 
Reserve. America follows what Britain orders. From 1775 to 
1876, America and Britain were bitter enemies until US 
President Hayes transferred the powers of American economy 
to Britain in 1878. It became completely worse in 1913. Britain 



dragged US into World War 1 and World War 2. You should 
check out the video “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” 
on youtube which reveals the truth about WW2. I also 
recommend the small video “The Beast as Saint: the truth about 
Martin Luther King Jr” on youtube.
Reply · 3

Jamie Collard 1 week ago
+Tabor 7  a tiny rock dragged a giant mountain into the world 
wars? Wow! Here in the UK we are no fans of America. Tony 
Blair may have been but he had no backing from the country 
outside of the political powers. I don't wish to be educated in 
war. I hate all to do with it foreign or domestic. However I 
appreciate your opinion and also the time you have spent 
messaging me U0001f60aU0001f44d
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Jamie Collard You should know that Britain controlled 
dozens of countries such as Canada, Australia, India (includes 
Pakistan and Bangladesh), and many other countries at that 
time.

You do realize that it was Britain who rejected Germany's peace 
terms in World War 1 and dragged US into war against 
Germany. Germany sent peace terms twice to Britain.

Germany's peace terms were rejected by Britain and dragged 
US into war. Germany's peace terms were published in the 
newspapers in October 1916 and December 13-14, 1916. What 
was the response? Newspaper Headline “War must go on: 
Lloyd George to Germany” - December 20, 1916 and drove US 
into war against Germany.



Britain did the same thing in World War 2. Hitler allowed more 
than 175,000 British soldiers to escape at Dunkirk and sent 
peace terms to Britain. Germany even dropped a peace leaflet 
in English in Britain after allowing to escape British soldiers at 
Dunkirk. What did Britain do? They rejected the peace terms 
and drove US into war.

 It was Churchill and British war lobby who murdered 
Lawrence of Arabia to create World war 2 between Britain and 
Germany. Lawrence wanted peace between Britain and 
Germany. He was going to meet Hitler to make peace. But he 
was murdered through so called accident in 1935.
Show less
Reply · 6

Jamie Collard 1 week ago (edited)
+Tabor 7   I have no love for this country anymore than I do 
the USA and yes I am well aware of the commonwealth. Your 
knowledge is impressive but like I said I'm not in need of 
enlightenment as I'm all ready aware of the corruption that is 
within this country.
Reply · 1

Sophie Philo 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Thanks for your Words!
Be blessed!
U0001f49bU0001f64fU0001f49bU0001f64f
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Sophie Philo No Problem, Sophie. “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” is a great video with many hidden facts.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago



+Jamie Collard It is not about love, Jamie. It is about facts. I 
am telling you this because if the entire world find out about the 
atrocities committed by Britain, then Britain will face massive 
problems. Possibly something far worse than Dresden. I don't 
want that to happen. British people should be aware of the facts 
and should do something about it. The keyword is “survival."
Reply · 3

Jamie Collard 1 week ago
+Tabor 7  cool. Thanks for the heads up mate but truly I am 
aware of these things. And yes survival is important. 
Adaptability is the key to survival.
Reply · 2

G.B. Aussburger 6 days ago
+Sophie Philo ...wait a little, and your tears will freeze and be 
transformed into the foundation of a newly found freedom: the 
Jews can kill and lie only so much. It's coming! Oy veh! Das 
Buch von Thomas Goodrich erscheint bald auch in Deutsch! 
Und dann Gnade Gott den Luegnern!
Reply · 12

jjpcondor 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 to be more precise a puppet of Rothschild&Co, and 
their sister institutions like CFR, and their partners Committee 
of 300 - aka Olympians

Tabor 7 3 days ago (edited)
+jjpcondor Actually, Britain has been corrupt long before 
Rothschilds came to power in Britain in early 1800s. Britain 
became completely under the power of corrupt powers through 
Oliver Cromwell and Cromwell Revolution in 1640s and 
1650s. This was pointed out by Captain Archibald Ramsay in 
his book “The Nameless War."
Reply · 5



Renegade Broadcasting
 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 58
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kalimaaa 108 1 week ago (edited)
+Renegade Broadcasting
 if this doesnt inspire us to question our existence in this 
graveyard planet of death then we are simply ignoring the truth 
before our eyes. we can change ourselves and re find our souls. 
the truth will set us free, from ignorance and pave our way back 
to real freedom
Reply · 19

Konstantinos Fasouletos 1 week ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
  Shared it and will share it on Twitter as well.
Reply · 6

Walle Köln 1 week ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 danke, bruder
Reply · 9

davey w 1 week ago



The real holocaust was the one carried out against the german 
people/germany.
Reply · 103
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Tabor 7 1 week ago
+davey w “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube is highly recommended if you haven't seen it.
Reply · 17

davey w 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Seen it. 
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+davey w But have you seen the small video “The Beast as 
Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr” on youtube? I 
highly recommend it if you haven't seen it. It is basically a 
continuation of General Patton's prediction before his murder. I 
also recommend the new videos of Dennis Wise on his youtube 
channel. 
Reply · 3

HarveyTheCat 1 week ago (edited)
+davey w Easy. Both sides committed incredibly fucked up 
crimes but the Germans are still the second worst, only behind 
Japan.
Reply · 1

davey w 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 Seen it yes.
Reply · 2



davey w 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Stop talking kanka.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+davey w
kanka? I'm a liquid pharmaceutical product now?
Reply · 1

Vincent Moric 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Did you even watch this documentary? Sure, 
the Germans were committing atrocities against their 
“enemies,” but not even Ukraine and Poland suffered such 
barbaric reprisals. Even the Soviets couldn't match the level of 
criminality described in this documentary... and remember that 
these “allied raids” didn't even commence until summer of 
1943 - a time at which even the German People understood 
defeat was inevitable. This was just a Joo (ChurchJoo) exacting 
even more revenge and misery against a helpless population. 
Nobody would defend the poor SS soldiers who were executed 
- they were soldiers - ...but how could treating women and 
children in such a way as described here be tolerated? It is truly 
the lowest of the low... even Japan couldn't match this barbarity 
(though bayoneting babies is a nice try)...
Show less
Reply · 4

technoiddd 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat what????i smell usa here.

keyremotebadges BMW VW FORD AUDI 6 days ago



+Vincent Moric I dunno about that read the Nanking Massacre 
of 1927,,,, all sides commit atrocities, its the evil that evil men 
do, such is war
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+keyremotebadges BMW VW FORD AUDI Nanking Massacre 
was a Hoax. Here is a link with all of the information - https://
archive.org/details/
TheFakeOfNankingMassacre1EnglishAndJapanese

araya soma 6 days ago
+keyremotebadges BMW VW FORD AUDI all wars are 
bankers wars, not from normal men, and hitler wanted to sack 
the ashkenazi 'jew' banksters and thats why they started this war 
against him...nothing s changed only got worse
Reply · 6

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+Vincent Moric
Nothing will ever stack up against what Japan did in China and 
their other occupied territories. Rape that was arguably worse 
than what happened in Germany, bio-warfare (The only country 
to use it during the war), mass bombing raids (Only behind 
those of the US, UK, and Germany. At least the UK and 
Germany could defend themselves, the Chinese air force was 
even worse than that of the pre-war Soviet Union), huge 
executions and massacres that looked like they were committed 
by Einstazgruppen in the Baltic states, mass starvation in 
occupied territories. Everyone fucked up but nobody was even 
close to Japan.

These crimes committed in Germany weren't anything special. 
Germans and Soviets had been doing the same fucking things in 
the documentary since 1939. I just don't give a fuck as A.) I am 
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a firm believer in total warfare, everyone is a combatent, kill as 
many of them as possible, scorched earth is always a valid 
strategy, etc, and B.) My side won, so they can go to hell.
Show less
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+technoiddd
You wouldn't be wrong.
Reply · 1

davey w 6 days ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat Your side won did they?Are you jewish 
then.What exactly did your side win?The right to have your 
country flooded with immigrants under the flawed asylum act 
and to be treated like a second class citizen in your own 
country.The right to be colonized by third world 
immigrants.Loose the place as a world power.Im english/British 
and my side certainly did not win anything.Infact my lost lost 
everything that was important.
Reply · 5

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+davey w
My side won but they pissed it away with progressive 
liberalism and some sort of weird love affair with socialism. 
UK and the US could have maintained their power but they lost 
it after the war. Its a shame, so much was lost for almost no 
gain.
Reply · 2

wolvenwood 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat The U.S. lost their power after the war??? I 
hardly think so, it was after the war that we became a 



superpower. But then it looks like you do enjoy rewriting 
history. Too bad you don't enjoy facts so much.
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+wolvenwood
We haven't fully pissed it away like the UK but we are slowly 
decreasing in influence and power. Too many immigrants, too 
many morons, too many corrupt government officials.
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat can you please go away??
we all know by now you are a good goy!
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+hans schwanz
I'm a good nation? First I'm a pharmaceutical now I'm a nation? 
Which one is it?

davey w 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Who do you think is responsible for pushing 
the socialist/liberal agenda?The very same people who 
orchestrated ww2 who were also the real victors of ww2.Im 
obviously flogging a dead horse trying to debate this with you 
so i shall make this my last comment/reply to yourself.
Reply · 4

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+davey w
The progressives who branched off of the socialist and workers 
movement. Its basic world histroy, not sure what you're going 
for here.
Reply · 2



PubR0XX0R 4 days ago
+davey w Watching this, I am left with only one question. 
What the hell did Eisenhower mean by the Military Industrial 
Complex? Apparently, he wasn't terribly perturbed by it. 
Conversely, he appeared to revel in it.

Also, I believe it's safe to bet that: Zero unethical Jews were 
involved in the making of this documentary.
Just kidding. I don't feel anything towards Jews, except wishing 
them good life, just like any other human sub-sect.
Show less
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+PubR0XX0R
He meant getting in faux oil wars like we are now, as well as 
sending hundreds of thousands of troops into the third would to 
fight the Vietcong. No Jews involved and Eisenhower most 
definitely didn't benefit.
Reply · 1

hans schwanz 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat 
no jews involved??
nice joke
jews profit massively from every war and Henry Kissinger was 
the main retard behind the Vietnam war
Reply · 6

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+hans schwanz Kissinger was not even in office when the 
Vietnam War was well under way!! Wen he got in a position of 
Power in the Nixon admin- they wanted a Vietnamization of the 
conflict!! Do Jew haters ever tell the actual truth???



Reply · 1

hans schwanz 4 days ago
+b52gf16c 
it all doesnt matter
jews tried to rule USA from the start and ever since they took 
over your money supply with the Federal Reserve( founded and 
to this day operated by JEWS) they rule the USA like absolute 
MONARCHS
Reply · 6

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+hans schwanz well the majority of Fed chairmen and 
especially US Treasury secrataries over the years have been non 
Jews- thats factual!!
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+hans schwanz Well, we got involved in the war in the early 
50s well before Kissinger could have had any effect on it and 
he sold out South Vietnam at the Paris Accords with is in direct 
conflict with what you think he did meaning you have literally 
no grasp on world history and are a complete dumbass. But 
please, prove me wrong you stormfag.
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 4 days ago
+davey w I think they the Jews created their own holocaust to 
warrant  in peoples minds that obliteration of German 
townships justifiable. Why did NY Jew Theodore Kaufeman 
write in 1940 Germany Must Perish?
Reply · 1

davey w 4 days ago
+Domdeone1 Correct,agree 100%...



HarveyTheCat 4 days ago (edited)
+Domdeone1
Perhaps because Germany was on the war path and threatened 
the free world, thus making it a valid target for such hard 
criticism? Or maybe because this was a good 7 years after the 
Nazis had seized power in Germany and fucked over many a 
people, including the Jews in Germany, which, by the way, was 
home to a huge number of the worlds successful Jews meaning 
that some type of Jewish conspiracy against it was completely 
fucking retarded?
Reply · 1

Muhammad Ali 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Go hang yourself fucking jewish pig.
Reply · 3

Domdeone1 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat `All Zionists are Jews-not all Jews are 
Zionist.` Why did American Jews lead a boycott of German 
goods in 39?

Why did NY Jew Theodore Kauffeman write Germany Must 
Perish in 1940? There was no hollowcaust at the time!  I 
conclude that they did to Germany what they did to France & 
Russia thru funding the Revolutions. Decimate them.

Adolf had his own monetary system that didn't include Jews 
making interest on it.

American Jews were warned that their actions will affect their 
European counterparts.



Usury makes sense;they lend the money to build a country up, 
destroy it thru war then reap both sides for decades after with 
interest.

As Mohammad said in 570 “It is incomprehensible to me, why 
one has not long expelled these death-breathing beasts...are 
they not anything but devourers of men?"   
Show less
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Muhammad Ali
See this? This comment right here? The one I am responding 
to? This is why I am better than you stormfags in literally every 
way.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Domdeone1 It was a boycott of German goods in 1933!! to 
protest the Nazis!!!!
Reply · 3

Domdeone1 4 days ago
Yawn, just because we ask questions we are rampant racists. 
Don't talk to me about Jewish instigated Hate-speech.. when 
they steal 18 billion a year off taxpayers, thru AIPAC then act 
more like Nazis in Palestine than any Nazis ever did. When 
America is bled dry..very shortly Israel will be on her own in 
the Arab world & boy this will be the best holocaust ever. 
Remember `theres no holocaust like a big holocaust.` Tra-
lalalala.
They will be fried just as the innocent Iraqis were, God Bless 
them.

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago



+Domdeone1
Because Germany was lead by treacherous assholes(See 
Munich Agreement, or perhaps just read this then actually go 
learn about some world history, http://www.greatspeeches.net/
2013/05/adolf-hitler-no-more-territorial-demands.html)

Because Germany had royally fucked his people since 1933 
giving him a damn fine reason to be so pissed, or perhaps 
because they drug Europe into another world war after violating 
treaty after treaty(Don't give that Versailles bullshit, I'm not 
referring to that)?

There actually was, Google “Action T4” (Doubnt you know 
anything about it). There was also the Nuremberg Race Laws 
and many other pieces of legislation that turned Jews into 
second-class citizens.

The French monarchy deserved to die, no Jews invovled, just 
human advancement through the Age on Enlightenemnt. The 
Germans actually caused the Bolsheviks to hijack the Russian 
Revolution (Which was started due to extreme Russian loss in 
the war as well as corruption and political turmoil abroad) in 
order to knock Russia out of the war. It worked but it bit them 
in the ass as they still lost and created the monster that was the 
Soviet Union.

The Germans were actually heavily relaint on “Jewish” 
American capitalism, for instance: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
IBM_and_the_Holocaust IBM isnt alone here, American 
business (Largely run by Christians I might add) worked with 
Nazi Germany hand in hand before and even during the war. 
Google Fanta.
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This usury of yours(Care to prove it) was universal, acting like 
the Rothschilds were the only bankers in the world is 
completely fucking retarded, most bankers were Christian.

And, like I said, throwing Germany into turmoil would have 
been incredibly stupid as huge numbers of successful Jews 
lived there. Alos, why would they destabilize a European 
country when Communism/Socialism is so powerful? Its no 
secret that they aren't big fans of the evil bankers you speak of, 
why would they completely close off the market to a region like 
that?

Oh, and you end it with a quote from a cult leader, how 
wonderful.

Come back with some proof next time.
Show less
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domdeone1
Well, lets start with fuck the Arabs and fuck Iraq. Good, we got 
that out there. Second, do you have any proof of this.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Neo nazis and proof??? what are you trying 
to be cute???
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Domdeone1 18 billion a year????
Reply · 1

davey w 4 days ago



I smell a jew...
Reply · 2

Domdeone1 4 days ago
Look up `Hitler`s American Business Partners on YT. Eye 
opening. Well seeing as Amerika needs Iraqi oil an invasion 
was no surprise-the oil junkie state not to mention Cocaine 
from south America. I watched Bitter Lake by Alan Curtiss 
showing that America`s foreign policy backfires in every Fail 
sense of the word. Now the West has terrorism on it`s doorstep 
so we in the west are fucked on a high state of emergency but in 
America you have the multi billion dollar National security 
Service to cash in on & yet again fleece Americans by keeping 
them in a sense of protection.. Remember the Boston shootings, 
a classic case.. Don't worry you have FEMA camps if all else 
fails.. 

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+davey w
*Agnostic-Theist
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domdeone1
Nice of you to gloss over everything except for the American 
business part in which you now agree with me.

Domdeone1 4 days ago
Yes the (Jewish funded/owned industrialists could profit from 
funding BOTH sides.  American Co.s funded Stalin, Hitler & 
Britain; hardware & Lend-Lease. Britain paid for WWII in 
1986. The Iraq war yes as you put it just fuck em-the Jews now 
are going to charge interest to you, your sons, their sons & their 
son`s sons with their speciality of incurred interest...paid of by 
2115. We`re fucked!!



 They did this at the Napoleonic Wars funding Napoleon & 
Wellington.

They said to Oliver Cromwell we will fund your revolution if in 
return you give us one square mile of London, This today is the 
Bank of England, in the financial squ mile. A private Jewish 
owned Co. like The FED.

I don't know know why you are stickin up for em unless you 
have a big hooter?
Show less

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domdeone1
Proof dear boy, otherwise you are full of shit.
Reply · 1

Always Doubt 4 days ago
To understand ww2 go and watch jim condit Jr's  the final 
solution to Adolf hitler and his 3 hour interview with 
Christopher jon bjerkness,and go and read  Christopher jon 
bjerkess book the sale and manufacture of Saint Einstein, it is a 
free online pdf and research moses hess founder of national 
socialism(nazism) and theodor herzl founder of zionism. click 
on my playlist you will see jims dvd and chris & jims interview.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domenico Depiano
“click on my playlist"? Self advertising whore
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 4 days ago



+HarveyTheCat Everything I say is based on facts.. give Jews 
too much power in finance hey presto; look at todays debt 
counter & world wide recession. I would say watch 
MELTDOWN-A GLOBAL DOCUMENTTRY on YT. You will 
hate the roof  to see they cannot help themselves ripping people 
off, with interest, hedge funds & bail outs.  
Reply · 1

Always Doubt 4 days ago
You fucking idiot how much you you paid to troll all I see is 
your name all over the comment section go and get a life you 
prick
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domdeone1
Ive seen it and I can tell you that it does not prove these 
phantom Jews have done anything, just that the government 
fucked up and let the largely atheist and Christian bankers and 
business heads fuck everyone. Again, proof is needed.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domenico Depiano
Commas are your friend. Start using them.

Domdeone1 4 days ago
+Domenico Depiano Well that's an intelligent observation..

Always Doubt 4 days ago
So name me some christian bankers then 

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domenico Depiano



I can do you one better, I can give you some dynasties. The 
Barings, the Cerchis, the Cliffords, the Fuggers, the Gondis, the 
Rockefellers, and many more.
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Lenin killed 12 million, Stalin killed from 22 
million both to their own people in class war purges against the 
middle classes & ppl that weren't `politically correct` BEFORE 
WWII. Hitler killed from 25,000 up to 40,000 Germans that 
weren't in line with party policies. Stalin went onto kill up to 60 
million behind the Iron Curtain by time he died so Commies 
win hands down. Chairman Mao killed over 50 million so 
Japan was no where near that but Japan were just as brutal. 
Reply · 4

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domdeone1 Yea pretty much, Japan didn't kill nearly as many 
people as the Communists and Nazis did but the way they did it 
was so much worse than the way everyone else did it.
Reply · 1

Always Doubt 4 days ago
+Domdeone1  people have finally realised they have been 
swindled with paper, and fictisous debt that won't be paid back, 
while all the gold was stolen and taken out the back door back. 
You need to read the protocols of zion or waters flowing 
eastward and go and listen to an interview by Jeff rense with dr 
Leonard Caldwell he says the financial collapse of 17th sept 
2001 & 20th sept 2008 was based upon the jewish festival of 
elul or shemitah and that the next collapse is 13th Sept 2015 
equalling the 14 year cycle of the economic collapse you need 
to listen to it big time 
Reply · 1



Domdeone1 4 days ago
Hmm well considering the British invented the concentration 
camp in 1890, there is enough evidence out there now to 
question `gassing.`
Funny how they ram it down your throat the holocaust, 
programmes on Hitler & as soon as you question it you are 
locked up. You aren't allowed to Q it. You would think they 
would be pleased to find out less were killed but they want 
more in the statistics.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+Domdeone1
To keep it fair everyone used concentration camps, the US, the 
UK, the Soviets, the Germans, everyone. The difference is that 
the Germans camps were fully industrialized, much larger, and 
had more sinister intentions. Either way you do have a fair 
point, its hard for the UK to bitch about the Germans when they 
were doing that shit well into the 20th century.
Reply · 2

davey w 4 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Next you will be saying the germans had gas 
chambers and they murdered 6 million jews on an industrial 
scale.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+davey w
Wouldn't be wrong.
Reply · 1

davey w 4 days ago



+HarveyTheCat Sorry to piss on your strawberry path but you 
are wrong.You have been brainwashed like all the other 
sheeple.
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+davey w
Proof my boy, otherwise you are full of shit.
Reply · 1

Matt Bullock 3 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Please explain why ?

Domdeone1 3 days ago
Pisses me off that only Jews go around saying holocaust, 
holocaust-there are fkn memorials everywhere to them when 
the rest of the world gets on with life. They have victimised 
themselves & of course make a fortune out of it. Over $71 
billion I hear. And they have had it rammed down their throats-
they really believe it was 6 million. Heard an American Jewish 
comedien say 11 million once on YT. All comments on Jewgle 
`discontinued.`
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+Domdeone1 
just YESTERDAY our own president, Gauck, honored the red 
army for their defeat of germany.
he honored the ones who commited the biggest atrocities in a 
war known to manking and who raped or killed everyone they 
could get their hands on.
this is beyond sick and disgusting, what a traitor.
Reply · 6

davey w 3 days ago



+HarveyTheCat You ask for proof?You prove there were gas 
chambers at say auschwitz???
Reply · 1

davey w 3 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Maybe you could explain why the door of the 
so called gas chamber at auschwitz opened inwards?
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+davey w You ever been to Auschwitz??? I have personal 
photos of large partially underground destroyed concrete 
structures!! Hmmmm I wonder what those were for! In any 
event in the Main prisoner compound the Barracks are unheated 
and without sanitary plumbing!! That alone would have caused 
a very high mortality rate!!! But maybe you know something I 
don't-perhaps Poland was closer to the Equator in the 1940s??? 
Nothing worse than a person flapping their yap without 
knowing the actual facts!!!!
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 3 days ago
Check out The Transfer Agreement.
Someone said it was false but they said the Protocols of the 
Elders of Zion is too. How convenient!

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Domdeone1 are you aware that in many nations where 
Holocaust denial is a crime- You can't deny Communist crimes 
either!!! Now where??? are you from
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+HarveyTheCat No Harvey even if you give a list of these 
Christian bankers, the next words out of their mouth will be 



crypto JEws!! Take a look at the biggest banks on the Planet 
and their key people- the reality will shock these NEo Nazis to 
their very core!!
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Domdeone1 what % of Euro Jews do you think made it out of 
there with this transfer agreement??? I am willing to bet under 
1%!!!
Reply · 1

davey w 3 days ago (edited)
+b52gf16c  You ever been to Auschwitz???YES and the so 
called gas chambers door opens inwards!!!Thats because it 
never was a gas chamber and if it had been the door would need 
to open outwards otherwise bodies would block the door .There 
were no gas chambers.Holocaust denial is only a crime because 
it is a lie.Its not a crime where i live so i can expose the lie as 
much as i like thank you very much...Underground concrete 
structures mmmmm air raid shelters.Or are you trying to 
suggest the gas chambers were now underground.Great idea gas 
people underground,millions of them and then have the 
problem of moving the bodies back above ground to burn 
them...Get real dummy.The only people that fear a subject 
being questioned are liars and thats why in some countrie 
holocaust denial is a crime.
Read more
Reply · 2

Domdeone1 3 days ago
I might grow an Adolf moustache, never was very PC! like to 
see them ban that! Well if Nazi haircuts are all the fashion even 
if hairdressers wear em lol
Reply · 2



b52gf16c 3 days ago
+davey w Bullshit!! the actual chambers were destroyed in the 
Main prisoner compound!! surely you saw those structures if 
you were there??? Dave just name the nations, numbers and 
dates where these all these multi millions of Euro Jews went 
post war- if nothing happened to them 1939-1945 that should 
be easy!!
Reply · 1

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+b52gf16c 
to Israel Ussr and Poland??
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+hans schwanz is that a fact??? Mexico has more Jews than 
Poland does today!!! Israel's Jewish population was very small 
for decades, and the USSR???
Reply · 1

davey w 3 days ago
Hitler didnt want war it was forced on him.The jews were the 
ones who started ww2.Hitler was a man of peace who fought 
for the good of all mankind.It really is disgusting all the lies 
that have been told about hitler and germany.
Reply · 1

davey w 3 days ago
The jews are guilty of a real war crimes and they are happening 
now as we speak. There is a very special place in hell that is 
reserved  just for the jews. The synagogue of satan are evil 
personified.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 3 days ago



+davey w Well maybe Hitler should have quit while he was a 
head of the game!!!He broke his word to the Western Allies and 
back stabbed the USSR
Reply · 1

hans schwanz 3 days ago
ussr wanted to attack whole Europe 3 weeks after hitler did 
attack them.
that is a proven FACT admitted by COUNTLESS USSR 
Generals later and also documented in the fact that USSR 
moved a GIANT army to germanys border, build 35000 tanks 
10000 airplanes and moved most their troops to the ggerman 
border.
if hitler didnt have to rush to dumb ass mussolinis help in 
Greece which the idiot attacked for no good reason, Germany 
would have won the war in 41 most likely.
they were 1-2 weeks away from taking over Moscow and 
Leningrad.
then the godless Bolsheviks were saved by one of the harshest 
winters ever which rendered most german military vehicles and 
artillery useless.
Germany would still have won if USSr wouldnt have goten a 
SHITLOAD of help from the USA .
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+hans schwanz Let me understand this correctly the Red army 
that had been manhandled early on by the tiny Ill equipped 
Finns just a year and some months prior to June 1941!! They 
were going to attack the Nazis first?????
Reply · 1

hans schwanz 3 days ago



yeah they thought they could easily overrun Finnland but Fins 
are tough as fuck.
why do you think Stalin positioned a gigantic army on 
germanies borders when Germany had a pretty small army in 
that area??
also its a known FACT Stalin wanted to overttake Europe"
Let the capitalist nations fight each other and we pick up the 
cake” is what he used to say.
never forget Stalin was a criminally insane mass murderer only 
rivaled by Lenin
Reply · 5

Muhammad Ali 3 days ago
+hans schwanz True. The Soviet Union wanted to invade 
Germany. That's why Hitler attacked the Soviet Union.
Reply · 2

Poro 3 days ago (edited)
+b52gf16c As someone who also have been to Auschwitz and 
other so called “extermination camps” like Treblinka and so 
forth, I can tell you they all had one thing in common: No 
equipment for burning corpses or gassing them to such an 
amount to even come close to the official number of casualities.

Now let me hit you with some facts. A modern industrial-type 
crematorium oven uses up to 8 hours to cremate 1 corpse. 
These camps had everything from 2 to 8 ovens (depending on 
the camp) that could be used for cremation. To reach a 
significant number like say “6 million", you would have to burn 
several thousands of corpses every day 24/7. This alone makes 
the whole cremation story suspicious.
Now you'll say “But what about the open pit fires! Surely they 
would compensate for what the ovens couldn't do.” But no. The 
open pit fires were a myth. As many allied air photographs 
show (and these planes flew over the camps during the times 



the camps were most active), there were never any signs of 
open pit fires.

And now for the meat: The gas chambers. In Auschwitz, the 
“gas chamber” had a wooden door that turned inwards. The 
guide told me it was replaced after the soviets “liberated” the 
camp, but that doesn't explain why there are no markings for 
there ever being a steel door there, as I closely looked at the 
areas where hinges would've been placed. The chamber itself 
actually used to be a barracks that was turned into a 
bombshelter when the front got pushed back towards where the 
camp was located. The holes in the ceiling inside the chamber 
that was used to push the gas through into the room was even 
made by the soviets after the camp was liberated. This is proven 
by the original architectual blueprint of the chamber. 
“But what about the zyklon B residue inside the chamber?” The 
residue that was inside the gas chamber has been examined by 
multiple experts and they have concluded that it was an amount 
that would've been non-lethal. Hell, if you want to see a real 
gas chamber, go inside the cleaning facility a few houses away 
from the “gas chambers.” the floors there had even more 
residue of zyklon B than the so called gas chamber itself.
And lastly, why was there so much zyklon B in Auschwitz? 
Because it was the most popular pesticide during the times, and 
the camp was having a major typhus epiedemic.

Now there are lots of things I haven't touched upon while 
writing this, so this is just surface level shit.
I did not mention how the allies had cracked the german radio 
code and listened in to them regularly and never heard anything 
about gassing or exterminating anything.
Or how no documents about it has been found.

I suggest you read The Rudolf Report for a more technical view 
of an expert on the so called gas chambers.



Show less
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+Matt Bullock
Because facts require proof. Holocaust deniers need to disprove 
what is generally held as fact with proof.

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+Domdeone1
It was about 11 million, if you include the Jews with everyone 
else it hits about 11-12 million.

The “Israel got money” claim is completely true as they 
basically deserve it. When 6 million of your population of about 
15 million is completely destroyed for no reason you deserve 
some type of reparation. Perhaps you should bitch about how 
Germany didn't pay off its reparations to the UK until the mid 
90s? Or how the Soviets bled East Germany dry?

The mass immigration of Jews to Palestine makes sense as the 
original German plan was forced resettlement. The Holocaust 
only came up after the war started and immigration became 
impossible. Its basic world history, for fucks sake, you like 
these people yet you know nothing about them.
Show less
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+hans schwanz
Lets get right into it. FUCK THE GERMANS. The Soviet 
actions on Germany were completely justified as the Germans 
did it first on a much larger scale in the Soviet Union. Grow the 
fuck up, that's how the world works. Honoring the Soviets for 
what is undoubtedly the largest struggle in human history, the 



defeat of Japan, Nazi Germany, and their allies, is completely 
reasonable as they hadn't started it.

Here, Stalin likely planed to attack Germany and the whole of 
Europe eventually, however, this was NOT going to occur in 
the Summer of 1941 and Barbaroosa was NOT a preemptive 
strike. The Soviet Union was putting troops on the border as 
Germany was doing the same, which is completely normal and 
reasonable, the same thing happens today. Stalin knew that the 
Red Army and Red Air force were horrible outdated and they 
had to reorganize and modernize in order to be an effective 
fighting force. In 43, 44, or maybe 45 the Soviets would have 
invaded but they had no intent to invade in 41 or even 42.
Show less
Reply · 1

Dr Goebbels 3 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Yeah whatever. Just stick to BBC and The 
Guardian, I am sure they will provide you with unbiased 
information. After watching/reading you can go back to sleep. 
Don't forget to turn the lights off.
Reply · 3

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+davey w
Well lets see, there are eye witness accounts as well as 
historical documents. There are also photographs taken by the 
Germans, Soviets, Polish underground, and the USAAF. Plus 
chemical evidence left behind supports the fact that the gas 
chambers were there.

The doors open inwards because Chamber I was converted to 
an air raid shelter by the Germans then partially rebuilt by the 
Soviets. The original doors were stripped off by the Germans.



Other chambers were partially underground as they could also 
be used as air raid shelters by the SS. The death toll in the the 
two chambers was about 500,000, not “millions” don't make up 
numbers.

No no no, Hitler did start the war. If we wanted peace he would 
have stopped at the Rhineland. Or Austria. Or the Sudetenland. 
Or Czechoslovakia. Or Klaipeda. He was a greedy fuck who 
drug the world into another world war, no Jews involved. Feel 
free to prove me wrong.

Care to explain what crimes the Israelis are committing that the 
Arabs didn't do first?
Show less
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+Dr Goebbels
Fuck both of them, biased as fucking hell, left wing 
morons.Good job making yourself look like a moron with those 
nice baseless accusations, stupid fuck.

Dr Goebbels 3 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Apologies if I have hurt your feelings. 
Reading through your comments, you just sound like somebody 
who gets his info from BBC, Daily Mail, Wikipedia and the 
local church. No offence...
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+Dr Goebbels
Its fine, don't worry about it, just lost it for a second.
Reply · 1

cat man 2 days ago



+Vincent Moric “Nobody would defend the poor SS”...which 
was a war crime, since these ALL lies beasts signed the Geneva 
convention: prisoners of war had to be treated with great 
respect. 99% of the American prisoners of war survived and 
went back home...while the Swedish Jew slaughtered 1.5 
Million German POW...after the WAR!!!
Reply · 3

Vril Thule 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat 

look up the movie, onethirdoftheholocaust, will open your eyes 
gas was used for delousing
Reply · 1

Vril Thule 2 days ago
+b52gf16c 

and to you too, ONETHIRDOFTHEHOLOCAUST, watch it, 
realize their lies
Reply · 1

exposedeceivers 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Your unsubstantiated claims are the polar 
opposite of the truth, and typical of those who base their 
opinion on propaganda rather than fact.

There are no photographs that demonstrate the existence of 
homicidal gas chambers, which of course there should have 
been had such “gas chambers” ever existed. The chemical 
evidence proves to any rational, unbiased person that the only 
“gas chambers” were disinfestation chambers for killing typhus 
lice and saving human lives. Stable cyanide compounds in the 
alleged homicidal gas chambers were at trace levels, 
comparable to a typical building taken at random, and at least 



1,000 times lower than that in the delousing chambers. The 
exterminationist conspiracy theory requires that the Germans 
were crazy enough to use tons of Zyklon B to save their 
prisoners' lives at the very time and place that they were 
allegedly using kilograms of Zyklon B to murder them. At the 
same time, the orthodox narrative requires that these “crazy” 
Germans were clever enough to build cremation ovens that 
could circumvent the law of conservation of energy.

Regarding the reconstructed “gas chamber” that was an air raid 
shelter that allegedly was a “gas chamber", David Cole wisely 
observed, “Well, obviously the burden of proof is on those who 
say that there was a gas chamber at one time in that building”.

The fact is that the available coke at Auschwitz-Birkenau is 
known to be in the order of 2,100 tons over 1942-1944, when 
the “exterminations” of some 1.3 million (depending on which 
Hoaxer source you take) were allegedly carried out. This leaves 
~1.6 kg of coke per corpse, when human body cremations in 
ovens require about ten times that amount at minimum (or of 
course considerably more in open-air cremations, due to 
massive losses from radiation and convection). The initial 
energy requirement comes during the evaporation phase in the 
cremation cycle, when the corpse has to be dried out. Water, 
having a heat of formation of -285.1 kJ/mol in liquid state, does 
not burn, contrary to hyperbolic claims that crop up now and 
again of water-fuelled cars. After the fat burning phase, the 
bones need to be calcined. And there is a tremendous energy 
drain at this point because you need to (i) supply air (ii) heat 
that air.

Calcining the bones ideally requires temperatures of around 850 
°C, in which case it might be done in 30 minutes. By the time 
you go down to around 600 °C, the time for calcining increases 
to seven hours per body. The cremation needs about 3,000 lb of 



combustion air per hour, and heating that air from 20 °C to 850 
°C requires 0.406 MJ/lb = 1,219 MJ. Even if the various losses 
are ignored, 1.6 kg of coke only yields 48 MJ at best, which can 
heat the air for 2.4 minutes over a 60-minute cycle. And if these 
cremations worked - which they wouldn't - the fact that they are 
skimping on fuel means that they would take much longer than 
an hour per corpse. Even if cremation times of one hour per 
corpse were achieved, the ovens would need to be running for 
forty-two hours per day. If you use the coke merely for pre-
heating and attempt to cremate by using the refractory walls as 
heat accumulators, that doesn't work either. The exposed 
surface of the refractory walls cools during the calcining phase. 
The remaining organic material increases in temperature until it 
reaches an equilibrium at which it is losing heat to the cool air 
by convection at a rate equalling its heat gained from the 
refractory walls by radiation, and then its temperature proceeds 
to decline along with the walls temperature, and the cremation 
fails. 

Calcined bones are pure white, friable and porous - they can 
easily be reduced to powder, whereas bone that is not quite 
calcined is not as fragile and is quite strong. If there is no air 
supply during calcination, the bones merely char or carbonize 
and turn black. This would have left Auschwitz looking like a 
coal mine, and the perpetrators might as well have left signed 
confessions nailed to the oven room walls. If the Germans were 
carrying out murders on an industrial scale, it is preposterous to 
imagine that they would have settled for half-baked measures in 
which the bodies were not properly cremated, making it very 
hard to grind and crush the bones. At Auschwitz-Birkenau 
alone, they would have been left with 267,800,000 bones to 
dispose of, including 1.3 million skulls, 2.6 million thigh bones 
and 31.2 million ribs, amounting to thousands of tons.



In short, the evidence is consistent with tens of thousands of 
actual deaths at Auschwitz-Birkenau, more Roman Catholic 
than Jewish victims, deaths primarily from disease and 
malnutrition (in large part a consequence of Allied bombing), as 
confirmed by the available time for cremation, the available 
fuel for cremation, the death books, the total lack of 
photographic evidence of “gas chambers", the total lack of 
autopsies showing cyanide poisoning, the total lack of any 
written orders for an extermination program, the total lack of 
evidence of a budget for an extermination program, the total 
lack of evidence of adaptations to the Topf ovens consistent 
with an attempt to cremate with minimal fuel and the failure of 
Kurt Prüfer or Karl Schultze to testify to such adaptations, the 
contradictory claims of “witnesses", the multiple, proven lies of 
“witnesses” such as Diesel exhaust murder “victims” whose 
skin turned “blue", death by pedal-operated brain-bashing 
machines, quicklime, vacuum chambers, electric plates, steam 
chambers, drowning, being pecked by an eagle and a bear, 
being forced to climb trees that were chopped down, being 
pushed off cliffs, “survivors” who were raised and protected by 
wolves, etc. (!)

For confirmation of this, look up “The Non-Destruction of the 
European Jews”. Hundreds of links are provided to all sources, 
such as a US-Israeli study on the burning of animal bones, and 
a report by a Canadian cremation expert.
Show less
Reply · 4

exposedeceivers 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Hitler was not a “greedy fuck"; he was a rare 
example of a patriotic leader who, rather than selling his 
country down the river and lining his own pockets by conniving 
with international bankers, regarded it as his duty not only to do 
the right thing for his countrymen, but also to fight to try to 



save Europe from succumbing to the communist menace. He 
invaded Poland to save ethnic minority Germans from being 
butchered. Contrast that with Bush and Blair who invaded Iraq 
and Afghanistan not because those nations posed any threat to 
the attackers, but through pure greed and a desire to please their 
mentors, and going on to kill many more than the 
10,000-20,000 killed in the invasion of Poland.

As Hitler said on October 6, 1939, “Sheer sympathy for the 
[Polish] women and children caused me to make an offer to 
those in command of Warsaw at least to let the civilian 
inhabitants leave the city. I declared a temporary armistice and 
safeguarded the roads necessary for the evacuation, with the 
result that we all waited for an emissary just as fruitlessly as we 
had waited at the end of August for a Polish negotiator. The 
proud Polish commander of the city did not even condescend to 
reply. To make quite sure, I extended the time limit and ordered 
bombers and heavy artillery to attack only military objectives, 
repeating my proposal in vain. I therefore made an offer that a 
whole suburb, Praga, would not be bombarded at all but should 
be reserved for the civilian population in order to make it 
possible for them to take refuge there. This proposal, too, was 
treated with contempt on the part of the Poles."

And compare Hitler's deeds with Israel's actions during its 2006 
attack on Lebanon. Israel warned civilians to leave their homes 
and evacuate the area, blew up bridges to make that impossible, 
and then targeted the civilians like sitting ducks. And they 
repeatedly promised that a UN observation post would be 
spared fire, then fired upon it, killing four UN observers. It is 
also easy to prove that Israel carried out the 9/11 attacks; look 
up “Israel's 9/11 False-Flag”. Sources provided include an FBI 
report, The New York Times, the DoD, Haaretz, The Jerusalem 
Post, Netanyahu.org, System Planning Corporation, the United 
Nations, etc. The Arabs have never been capable of such an 



operation as four simultaneous aircraft hijackings, the total 
destruction of three steel-framed high-rises, the partial 
destruction of the Pentagon, etc., and the evidence proves that 
Israel did it and Benjamin Netanyahu was a principal planner of 
the operation.

We're repeatedly told by the liars and propagandists that Adolf 
Hitler was the epitome of evil, but the only 'evidence' they have 
is Hollywood movies and the words of liars. They have never 
been able to demonstrate that Hitler did anything wrong, and in 
fact the liars have simply projected their own genocidal, racist 
vices and their perverted 'morality' onto Hitler.
Show less
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HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+Vril Thule
That has been disproved. The amounts of Zyklon-B it sold to 
the SS at Auschwitz in 1943 alone would have been enough to 
kill between 1-2 million people. That was far far far more than 
necessary to just delouse clothes. It was all odorless, which 
makes no sense if they were delousing but is the best option if 
one intends to trick people with it. There is also the 
photographs that diprove this, witness accounts by the Polish 
Underground, Sonderkommandos, and the SS itself, plus the 
physical evidence.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+exposedeceivers “There are no photographs that demonstrate 
the existence of homicidal gas chambers, which of course there 
should have been had such “gas chambers” ever existed.” http://
fcit.coedu.usf.edu/holocaust/resource/gallery/MAJD3.htm

http://fcit.coedu.usf.edu/holocaust/resource/gallery/MAJD3.htm
http://fcit.coedu.usf.edu/holocaust/resource/gallery/MAJD3.htm
http://fcit.coedu.usf.edu/holocaust/resource/gallery/MAJD3.htm
http://fcit.coedu.usf.edu/holocaust/resource/gallery/MAJD3.htm


“The chemical evidence proves to any rational, unbiased person 
that the only “gas chambers” were disinfestation chambers for 
killing typhus lice and saving human lives.” http://
www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/camps/auschwitz/request-for-truck 
Read that link, dont call it bullshit just yet. During the 
Auschwitz trial in 1964 camp adjutant R. Mulka was asked by 
Judge Hofmeyer what “material for the resettlement of the 
Jews” meant, he answered “well, sure. Zyklon-B”. How the hell 
would a disinfectant be used as a material for resettlement of 
the Jews? There are also differences in chemical remains of the 
gas chambers and the delousing chambers, there is far less in 
the extermination chambers as not much Hydrogen Cyanide is 
needed to kill humans in comparison in insects.

“Stable cyanide compounds in the alleged homicidal gas 
chambers were at trace levels, comparable to a typical building 
taken at random, and at least 1,000 times lower than that in the 
delousing chambers.” provide a source for your numbers. Also, 
far less Zyklon-B was used in the extermination chambers for 
reasons already stated and most of the chambers were exposed 
to the elements for 45+ years, obviously wearing them down.

“Well, obviously the burden of proof is on those who say that 
there was a gas chamber at one time in that building”. We do 
have proof, eyewitness accounts and official SS documents.

Gonna have to stop here as I am not in the mood to deal with all 
of that, gonna go play War Thunder in a bit. Also, link please 
for the coke part.
Show less

HarveyTheCat 2 days ago
+exposedeceivers
Hitler was greedy fuck, evident by how he annexed the whole 
of the Czech half on Czechoslovakia even after they cedded the 
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Sudetenland to him. He had no reason to take it except for just 
gaining more land with which the Germans had no ties to.

Proof about the Germans being targeted in Poland?

Proof about the US and U being run by the Jews?

Hitler also said the Sudetenland was his last terrirotial demand 
in Europe but 3 more of those as well as an 2 annexations later 
he invaded Poland, in direct contradiction to what he promised 
the the UK. Don't trust anything a world leader says, they are 
always full of shit.

I would like some links for the entire second half of the article 
as all of that looks like Illuminati bullshit.

Hollywood made Hitler into a bad guy? The populations of 
Poland, Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, 
France, Norway, Yugoslavia, Greece, Germany itself, Lithuania, 
Latvia, Estonia, Bylorussia, Ukraine, Crimea, Slovakia, 
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Finland, Austria, and 
Czechoslovakia would have to disagree with you. There are 
also the 40 or so million dead across Europe and North Africa.
Show less

exposedeceivers 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat Your “gas chambers” photographs are of 
delousing chambers. Your second link is merely a paranoid 
conspiracy theory in which “resettlement of Jews” is taKen To 
mean “extermination", rather than what it actually says.

Hitler was a good man who didn't want innocent people to be 
killed, and so German resources were devoted to trying to save 
the lives of Jews who were being resettled. Zyklon B was used 
on their clothes and bedding to kill typhus lice.



I'm glad you go along with the claim that it takes more HCN to 
kill lice, because that leads to the deliciously absurd conclusion 
that the Germans would have to be crazy enough to use 99.9% 
of their Zyklon B for saving lives at the very time and place 
that they were supposedly using the other 0.1% to murder them. 
In 1942 Tesch delivered 7.5 tons to Auschwitz; in 1943, 12 
tons; and in 1944, 6 tons. Since Zyklon B consumption should 
have dropped a thousand-fold as they went from delousing to 
extermination, you Hoaxers cannot argue that the fumigation 
policy preceded the alleged “extermination” policy, unless you 
want to claim that the “exterminations” only started halfway 
through 1944, in which case 1.3 million over six months means 
that they needed to gas and cremate 7,118 per day, or one 
person every twelve seconds. The burden of proof by 
“eyewitnesses” or “documents” rests with those of you who are 
making the allegations, and extraordinary claims require 
extraordinary evidence. No one has been able to provide any 
proof after 70 years.

Like I said, look up “The Non-Destruction of the European 
Jews” for all the evidence you need. I prefer not to post links on 
YT, since they use it as a pretext to shadowban those whom 
they don't like.
Show less
Reply · 3

hans schwanz 1 day ago
but...but.bbut muh lampshades?? muh soap??
muhhhh Holocaaaaaust!!!
rekt
Reply · 4

Ger Celti 1 day ago
+davey w 88 thumbs up!



LOL

Ger Celti 1 day ago
+hans schwanz Let's shun HARVEY the kiken R A T!!!

HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+hans schwanz
Rumors, nothing more.

HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+exposedeceivers The delousing chambers theory is bullshit. 
Why did the chambers at Treblinka accept Carbon Monoxide 
instead of Zyklon-B? Carbon Monoxide would have been 
horrible inefficient for delousing purposes. Some gas chambers 
in Auschwitz used Zyklon-B and had special chambers inside 
these that where specifically used for delousing. If the gas 
chambers where really just “delousing chambers”, why put a 
specific box for delousing clothing within this supposed 
“delousing chamber”?

“Hitler was a good man who didn't want innocent people to be 
killed...” Except for Social Democrats, Communists, Socialists, 
Slavs, Jews, Gays, millions of forced laborers from across 
Europe, a few million Germans and Poles, over 25 million 
Soviets, blacks, and many other people whom didn't fit his 
magic Aryan world view or were caught up in the pursuit of it.

“I'm glad you go along with the claim that it takes more HCN 
to kill lice, because that leads to the deliciously absurd 
conclusion that the Germans would have to be crazy enough to 
use 99.9% of their Zyklon B for saving lives at the very time 
and place that they were supposedly using the other 0.1% to 
murder them.” Numbers weren't so extreme but it was roughly 
along those lines.



Consumption of Zyklon B dropped as most of the killings 
occurred in 1942 and 1943 and they started to decrease after 
that. Everything after that is you pursuing a false claim so there 
is nothing left to do there.
Show less

Ger Celti 1 day ago (edited)
Swines and rats are no CATs****************GTFO kiken-
rat-troll! Oy veh, comes too late. It'Z coming!

exposedeceivers 1 day ago
+HarveyTheCat One moment you're saying “The delousing 
chambers theory is bullshit"; the next you're accepting that 
there were delousing chambers.

If you are going to claim exterminations took over from 
delousing in early 1942, your conspiracy theory still requires 
that Zyklon B consumption dropped a thousand-fold for the 
1942-1944 “exterminations” period. So according to you, the 
Germans must have used about 8,500 tons of Zyklon B (!!) for 
delousing at Auschwitz in 1941, and then down to an average of 
8.5 tons annually in the “extermination” years. The ratio of at 
least a thousand times derives from the forensic evidence of the 
difference in cyanide levels at delousing chambers and alleged 
homicidal gas chambers, as detailed by Rudolf. Pressac came 
up with some other figure that he'd simply made up.

If you've given up trying to argue “gas chambers” at Auschwitz 
and you're moving on to Treblinka and Majdanek, the latter was 
debunked by Mattogno in “The Gas Chambers at Majdanek”. 
It's also debunked at CODOH; see “Gas chamber at Majdanek 
with blue stains”. To summarize, the chambers were mainly 
used for delousing, and probably also served as morgues or air 
raid shelters. Zyklon B was used for delousing, and carbon 
dioxide was used in the morgues to delay decomposition of the 



corpses. After the camp was “liberated", the Poles twisted the 
facts by claiming to have found empty carbon monoxide 
containers, hoping to make it seem suspicious and to get people 
to buy into the Hoax. David Irving's site carries a photo of the 
gas cylinders; you can clearly see the inscription “1 kg CO2”.

As for Treblinka, Hoaxers were well aware that there were no 
mass graves, and so they fabricated a story in which some 
800,000 corpses were buried, the Germans panicked and 
thought the graves might be discovered, and then dug them up 
and cremated all 800,000 bodies to get rid of “the evidence”. 
(Notice how Hoaxers, knowing that there is no evidence, must 
always claim that the Germans went to great lengths to get rid 
of “the evidence"!) Apart from a lack of evidence of the topsoil 
being turned over, another fatal flaw with the “exterminations” 
allegation is that if the Jewish woodcutters had been felling and 
chopping up trees at the same productivity rate as woodcutters 
in peacetime with good nutrition, it would have taKen The 
Jewish woodcutters until 1990 to collect enough wood to 
cremate all those bodies. The “exterminations” baloney is also 
refuted by the lack of deforestation.

If there really had been mass gassings at Treblinka, they 
wouldn't have needed to have some redhead pose as a 
numbskull who digs at a cemetery, finds a few bone fragments, 
finds a tile that's a brand mark of the 125-year old Dziewulski i 
Lange porcelain factory in Poland, and gets tearful when she 
imagines it's 'evidence' of “mass graves” and “gas chambers”. 
LOL!

My other reply to you was s h a d o w b a n n e d on both of two 
attempts at posting on two separate days, so I won't try 
appending here.
Show less



HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+exposedeceivers
I was referring to how you think ALL of the chambers were 
used for delousing.

Before I jump into the Zyklon-B thing I need to see what you 
are fighting me with, post the web address you are finding this 
at but make sure there is a flaw so it isn't a link, you should be 
fine.

I didn't “give up” the argument, the Holocaust happened at a 
number of locations, more than Auschwitz meaning one camp 
can be used to prove what happened at another. Zyklon-B stains 
would be left behind if they were delousing or extermination 
but nearly all other evidence supports extermination.

Why the hell said anything about Co2? They used CO produced 
by diesel engines (Including a captured Soviet tank, a T-34 if I 
recall correctly) to kill people, not CO canisters. And as far as I 
know there were no Co2 canisters either but don't quote me 
here.

“As for Treblinka, Hoaxers were well aware that there were no 
mass graves, and so they fabricated a story in which some 
800,000 corpses were buried, the Germans panicked and 
thought the graves might be discovered, and then dug them up 
and cremated all 800,000 bodies to get rid of “the evidence”. 
(Notice how Hoaxers, knowing that there is no evidence, must 
always claim that the Germans went to great lengths to get rid 
of “the evidence"!)” The evidence is hundreds, if not thousands 
of document produced by the SS, some of them with ties to 
Himmler, order the cover up of the Holocaust.



“Apart from a lack of evidence of the topsoil being turned over, 
another fatal flaw with the “exterminations” allegation is that if 
the Jewish woodcutters had been felling and chopping up trees 
at the same productivity rate as woodcutters in peacetime with 
good nutrition, it would have taKen The Jewish woodcutters 
until 1990 to collect enough wood to cremate all those bodies. 
The “exterminations” baloney is also refuted by the lack of 
deforestation.” Source?

Excavation photos, http://www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/
excavators2.html

The woodcutting stats sound like bullshit, source?
Show less

exposedeceivers 1 day ago
+HarveyTheCat I'm not getting this from a single source; I 
spent months investigating hundreds or thousands of sources 
and compiling my own report which proves there were no 
extermination gas chambers. See:

takeourworldback . com / holohoaxdemolished . htm

The page has hundreds of links, and is suitable for any rational, 
unbiased person to see that the so-called “Holocaust” is a hoax.

It's only necessary to refute one of either Auschwitz, Treblinka 
or Majdanek to prove that Hoaxers lied, but there is no 
evidence of exterminations at any of those camps. The fact that 
the 'truth' of the “Holocaust” has to be propped up with 
imprisonment, fines, murder by car bomb, attempted murder by 
pipe bomb, smashing jaws, threats to kill, etc., shows you what 
kind of 'truth' it is.

http://www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/excavators2.html
http://www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/excavators2.html
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After the “murder by Diesel exhaust fumes” stories were 
refuted because it wouldn't produce enough CO to kill, Hoaxers 
tried alleging gasoline engines instead. But if they allege 
gasoline engines were used, it refutes the “eyewitness” 
statements; if they claim Diesel engines, it's scientifically 
impossible. Hoaxers have even claimed Diesel fuel was used in 
gasoline engines!

For a photo of the CO2 gas cylinder in the “gas chamber” at 
Majdanek, see here:

fpp . co . uk / docs / Irving / RadDi / 2011 / 100911 . html

Or see:
vho . org / GB / Books / dth / fndMattogno . html

For a bit of sanity about Treblinka, see here:

inconvenienthistory . com / archive / 2009 / volume_1 / 
number_2 / tree_felling_at_treblinka . php
Show less

HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+exposedeceivers
So, your are folding part of the CO canisters argument and semi 
agreeing with me? Wonderful. The engines at the camps were 
captured engines off of the Soviet T-34, a very big and powerful 
engine capable of getting a tank as big as the T-34 up to over 40 
MPH. These would have been able to produce enough diesel 
fumes in an enclosed space to kill the people we know they did. 
This was tested during the 1950s on animals and it found the 
fumes were capable of killing animals in remarkably short 
periods of time under the circumstances that they were in. It 
should also be noted that due to overcrowding in the chambers 
oxygen levels rapidly, thereby increasing the lethality of the CO 



in the chamber. The report can be found here, http://
www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/orgs/british/bjim/Prattle.pdf.

We also have one big thing that you need to circumvent to 
disprove the Holocaust that I might as well ask now. How do 
you explain the huge population drops, official documents 
produced by the Germans, especially the SS, eyewitness 
accounts by the survivor and Germans, and finally, the 
pictures? Go.
Show less

exposedeceivers 1 day ago
+HarveyTheCat I'm not “semi agreeing” with you. Hoaxers 
lied about CO2 canisters at Majdanek by pretending they were 
CO, and that's been debunked. They also claimed exhaust 
fumes were used for mass murder. Gasoline exhaust is 
contradicted by the eyewitness statements, and murder by 
Diesel exhaust fumes is absurd, because they need to be 
operated at near full load for CO levels to be high enough or O2 
levels to be low enough to prove fatal within 30 minutes.

In your Nizkor link to the British Journal of industrial Medicine 
study of 1957, the oxygen levels in all cases were well over 
10%, which is not lethal. That contradicts Jamie McCarthy's 
position that it's the lack of oxygen which kills.

web . archive . org / web / 20080222081657 / h t t p : / / w w 
w . holocaust-history . org /~jamie/buchanan/

Fortunately, Friedrich Berg has explained why, based on that 
1957 study, the Diesel exhaust fumes “gas chamber” would 
have been “a complete fiasco”. See 8.2 at this link:

vho . org / GB / Books / dth / fndieselgc . html

http://www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/orgs/british/bjim/Prattle.pdf
http://www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/orgs/british/bjim/Prattle.pdf
http://www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/orgs/british/bjim/Prattle.pdf
http://www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/orgs/british/bjim/Prattle.pdf


Even under the study's most extreme Case D, with CO levels up 
to 0.17%, it took between three and five hours for all the 
animals to die, and in other exposures, some animals even 
survived until the next week. It's not a nice way to treat 
animals; I would nominate Elie Wiesel and some younger 
Hoaxers / hasbara activists to volunteer for the experiment, to 
determine the mortality rate on humans.

There is no Jewish population drop, “huge", or otherwise, to 
explain. The Jewish population in Europe declined because 
many of them moved to the US in advance of the Jewish-
fomented World War. Hoaxers lied about a population drop in 
an attempt to peddle their Holocaust religion. In 1933 the 
global Jewish population was 15.3 million; in 1948 it was 15.7 
million.  It was only after 1948 that Jews started to fake the 
figures to support their “Holocaust” hoax.

thetruthseeker . co . uk / ?p=85432

Sure, Hoaxers have “documents”. The Neocon warmongers had 
a “document” purporting to 'prove' that Saddam was trying to 
obtain yellowcake uranium from Niger, but it was a forgery. 
Given the lucrative nature of the “Holocaust” industry, it's only 
to be expected that Hoaxers would have documents, all of 
which are either forgeries, or are some paranoid interpretation 
such as claiming that “resettlement” means “extermination”. 
There are no pictures that prove extermination. The “witnesses” 
either lied (many are exposed as liars), or were confused and 
misinformed by wartime propaganda.
Show less

Domdeone1 1 day ago
I hear that the Jewish population in Germany in 39 was 
250,000!? Ever heard about The Transfer Agreement? Someone 
said it was propaganda but so was The Protocols. Very 



convenient. And what was this NY Co. that paid for Jewish 
refugees to resettle to Israel. Made me laugh, ones that went to 
NY had to have X amount in their pocket but several of em had 
lent the money (with interest) in transit so had no money on 
themselves as they entered USA.

HarveyTheCat 1 day ago
+exposedeceivers Nobody credible ever said they used CO 
canisters, they always used diesel engines, thus you were semi-
agreeing with me. Nobody said it was the lack of oxygen that 
kills, I said due to the high numbers of people in the sealed 
chambers they use the oxygen in there much faster than normal, 
which would allow more CO and other toxic fumes to be 
emitted into the chambers.

I'm just bailing on the diesel debate as that is far to much for 
me to read as I am an impatient asshole.

The World Almanac has been proved o be bullshit. They didn't 
start including postwar estimates until 1949, meaning 
population drops during the war were neglected until then. The 
numbers were based off of estimates made off of old outdated 
world populations that didn't include any variables. That is also 
blunt confirmation bias, there are far, far more sources that 
record massive population drops across Europe.

So all of the SS guards who admitted to have worked at the 
camps were liars and didn't actually see what they think they 
saw, the Allies just made them doublethink it? Really? Fucking 
Christ that is retarded.

There is a difference between a few documents and hundreds of 
thousands, if not millions of them. Fabricating all of those 
documents to, for the most part, consistently line up would have 



been impossible in such a short period of time. Same goes for 
the pictures, it would have been impossible to pull this off.

Oh yea, and if all of this was fabricated like you said it is how 
come there were no major leaks? This would be the biggest 
coverup in history, there would have had to be at least a few 
hundred, if not thousand people come out and say they faked it.
Show less

Domdeone1 15 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat You need to go on a scientist forum for debate 
like this but not a Jewish News site.
You would think they would be pleased if less ppl died but in a 
reverse they want 6 million!
I would be pleased if I found out less of friends or family had 
died, not more..Strange ol world in propaganda.
Reply · 1

Hoax Demolished 11 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat I set up a new account to see if this would 
post. YT is hardly unbiased, since its current CEO is a woman 
with a Russian-Jewish mother. Ironically, the CEO's neutrino-
researching physicist father was born in Poland in 1937 and 
remained there during WWII, until his family fled the 
communists in 1949.

At least you agree with me that the Poles' propaganda about CO 
canisters used at Majdanek is not credible. Another thing that 
we partly agree on is your statement about not trusting world 
leaders because they are always “full of shit”. That works quite 
well as a general rule, but there are some exceptions: Adolf 
Hitler, Mahathir Mohamad, and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.



Jews have spoken out about the Hoax, e.g., David Cole, Roger 
Dommergue, Paul Eisen, and Joseph G. Burg (Josef Ginsburg). 
They know or knew it's a pack of lies.

You nailed it when you said about being “impatient”. Hoaxers 
knew that most people would uncritically believe the 
“Holocaust” story and would be too impatient or distracted to 
dissect the claims in detail. Those who were curious, patient, 
and with a strong desire to know the truth could be slammed as 
“deniers", “anti-Semites", “Nazis", “haters", “scum", etc., if 
they spoke out against the narrative. I just hope that you'll find 
the time to look into this issue of the “Holocaust” in depth, and 
then you'll see how you were misled by sites like Nizkor and 
Wikipedia, and might even agree with me that Hitler was not 
“full of shit”.
Show less

Hoax Demolished 11 hours ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat The Jewish economist and publicist Dr. Jacob 
Lestchinsky supposedly already knew that “6,000,000” Jews 
had been “exterminated” when he wrote an article dated 
January 8, 1945. So Jews supposedly already knew how many 
were killed, to the nearest million, months before the end of the 
war, but it took them another 45 years to get the Auschwitz 
death toll correct to the nearest three million, and then with no 
revision to the headline “six million” figure? (!) And September 
8, 1919, about five weeks before Martin Glynn would write in 
the American Hebrew about “six million” “dying” Jews in a 
“holocaust", it was alleged at a convention held by the 
Federation of Ukrainian Jews in America that “6,000,000” Jews 
were going to be “completely exterminated”. And then on July 
20, 1921, Jews claimed that “Russia's 6,000,000 Jews are 
facing extermination by massacre”.



If there really had been a “Holocaust” of “six million” Jews in 
WWII, then Jews would not have waited until after 1948 to 
have the population figure changed in the World Almanac.

The truth is that immediately after the war, they didn't know 
how successful their hoax was going to be. It could have been 
another flop, just like 1919-1921, when all they could manage 
was to scam a few gullible folk into contributing to help out the 
“dying” Jews. After 1948, Jews knew their latest hoax was 
going to be a success. It had netted them Palestine, which they 
would go on to turn into a racist, apartheid, murderous State 
that would conduct a slow, sustained genocide against the 
Palestinians, attack the USS Liberty (1967), board a ship from a 
humanitarian aid flotilla in international waters and murder 
peace activists in cold blood (2010), murder a peace activist 
with a bulldozer paid for by the US taxpayer (2003), steal a 
paraplegic's passport in New Zealand (2004), steal classified 
information from the US and trade it to the Soviets (mid 
1980s), conduct false-flag terrorism such as the Lavon Affair 
(1954), Manhattan and the Pentagon (9/11/01), London 
(7/7/05), Amman (11/9/05), and other deceptions such as 
“Operation Trojan” in Tripoli (1986). So after 1948, Jews had 
the Almanac population figures adjusted, to be consistent with 
their Shoah business.
Show less

Domdeone1 11 hours ago
Why do Jews have to enforce deniers any right means to 
question the holocaust?
That says it all, free speech my arse. 

Hoax Demolished 11 hours ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat Surely anyone who is tortured, beaten, 
threatened or castrated is liable to say what their captors want? 



Rudolf Höss 'confessed' that two-and-a-half million Jews had 
been murdered at Auschwitz, which is about double today's 
claimed total (and more than ten times the true death toll from 
all causes). Everyone apart from the most diehard HoloHoaxer 
concedes that the Höss 'confession' was a lie.

historiography-project . com / misc / 19460514hoess . php

Hoaxers claim to have thousands of documents and pictures, 
but what documents and pictures? If they are going to make 
such an extraordinary claim as a conspiracy to “exterminate” 
“six million” Jews, they need to back it up with extraordinary 
evidence. There are no documents or pictures that prove 
extermination. In any case, the fact that the “Holocaust” is 
physically and scientifically impossible, and could not possibly 
have occurred as described, is all we need to know that it's a 
myth. It doesn't matter however many “witnesses” or 
“documents” there are; witnesses can lie or be mistaken, 
documents can be faked or misinterpreted, but you cannot 
cremate 1.3 million corpses with 2,100 tons of coke, and you 
cannot consistently do half-hour cremations, especially with 
negligible fuel.

The Hoax was set up by Jews such as Ilya Ehrenburg, Stephen 
Samuel Wise, and Bruno Baum. They were hardly going to 
admit that they lied. Jews were separated from other family 
members, some survived in the US whilst others were in 
Eastern Europe, but the propagandists told them not to bother 
looking because they must have perished in the “Holocaust”. So 
the vast majority of Jews innocently bought into the 
propaganda, and today, Jews are still so worried that there 
might be “another Holocaust” that criminal Zionists can 
persuade them into volunteering to help with Mossad false-
flags and deceptions, or to operate as hasbara trolls pushing 
pro-Israel propaganda on the internet. There shouldn't be any 



quarrel between the ordinary Jewish masses and non-Jews, but 
Jews need to wake up and understand how they've been 
deceived, and to join with the rest of us in exposing how our 
crooked leaders are “full of shit”. If most Jews continue to 
parrot the lies, then they'll be seen as the problem, rather than 
helping to create a better world and preventing a very real 
holocaust.

(YT appears to have set 3,000 characters as an upper limit for 
comments. Exceeding that results in a temporary shadowban, 
even when posting under 500 characters and without any 
attempt at putting in a hyperlink.)
Show less

Domdeone1 10 hours ago
Hoss or Hess?  Hess was banged up for years so don't know 
how.. 

Poppadop1 10 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat “... how come there were no major leaks?” 
Did you watch Hellstorm? Or do you think the elites are nice to 
whistleblowers now?

Seriously, man, the official story of the Holocaust makes about 
as much sense as the official story of 9/11.

The Wehrmacht, originators of 3rd-generation warfare, noted 
for its efficiency and innovation, picked the most cumbersome, 
slow, and expensive method of mass execution and did it in the 
most slipshod manner possible... No gasketed doors, no forced 
ventilation systems, no purpose-built CO generators – just 
repurposed diesel engines and pesticide...

Yeah, the Nazis really phoned in that final solution...
Show less



Hoax Demolished 10 hours ago
+Domdeone1 Höss or Hoess, the Auschwitz camp 
commandant; it wasn't Hess. This link shows the handwritten 
'confession' letter, and the webmaster makes some comments 
about its veracity.

http://www.historiography-project.com/misc/
19460514hoess.php

HarveyTheCat 9 hours ago
+Hoax Demolished
The problem is there are literally thousands of people who 
worked at the camps. It is simply I'm possible that ANYONE 
who saw what was going on at the camps was found and forced 
to say “We DID kill people” and nobody cracked and told what 
you think is the truth. Its simply impossible.

The Irving coke number, huh? Well, I could just shoot it down 
by reminding you that he refuses to properly cite where he got 
the number but I shall continue anyways. The records are 
incomplete, meaning its impossible to tell as shipment 
documents went missing during the war. You also dont need 
that much coke to cremate people as
once you start the crematorium with coke and add bodies you 
DO NOT need to add more coke as the bodies themselves will 
keep the thing running and cremate others. This would cut coke 
consumption by a huge margin.

Again, the number of accurate documents and photographs are 
far too large to properly fake without error. Its simply an 
impossibility. Also, why did none of he people in the photos 
fake it? Even with the risk of bodily harm people still come out 
tell the truth, hell, just look at Snowden, he fucked with the US 
government.

http://www.historiography-project.com/misc/19460514hoess.php
http://www.historiography-project.com/misc/19460514hoess.php
http://www.historiography-project.com/misc/19460514hoess.php
http://www.historiography-project.com/misc/19460514hoess.php
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HarveyTheCat 9 hours ago
+Poppadop1
I watched part of it. Is that relevant?

Wehrmacht didn't execute the Holocaust, the SS did.

You are obviously completely lost on the issue as you have no 
clue who even perpetrated the Holocaust as well as the lethality 
of Zyklon-B, which, by the way, is so lethal the US used a 
different version of it in gas chamber executions.
Show less

Poppadop1 9 hours ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat So, the Wehrmacht operated with high 
precision and efficacy, yet the SS were inept clowns...  Those 
wacky Nazis...
 
If Zyklon-B/hydrogen cyanide were such a great means of mass 
execution, why has this never been done since?  Hell, the US is 
the only country to use this for regular execution.

Snowden’s story was spun for a couple reasons.  Alternative 
media saturation was such that the story could not be buried.  
And the geopolitics behind Snowden’s locations was such that 
he, himself, could not be buried.  Furthermore, Snowden had 
plenty to gain by coming forward; exposing those spying 
programs is incredibly relevant right now.
 
The exact opposite is true of the Holocaust.  It would be 
decades after the fact for Internet proliferation to reach this 
level, and the narrative took that time to entrench itself.  
Presumably, the Geheimer Staatsvertrag would not help 
matters.  Germany is still arguably under occupation.  And there 



would be little strategic benefit to blowing the whistle now.  
They would just be more “Holocaust deniers,” and that's likely 
the best case scenario.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/06/05/germany-still-under-
the-control-of-foreign-powers/
Show less
Reply · 1

VerrückterFuchs 8 hours ago
+Poppadop1 At the end Germany will raise up again.

HarveyTheCat 8 hours ago
+VerrückterFuchs
Doubt it, Germany was declawed after the war.

HarveyTheCat 8 hours ago
+Poppadop1 The SS was actually kinda inept, The Waffen-SS 
and the SS-TV were the only branches of the SS that ran as 
efficiently as their counterparts, corruption was rampant.

Nobody has used it en mass since then as they usually dont 
need to and nerve agents are far more effective.

Pretty much spot on about Snowden.

Germany isn't “under occupation", they became liberal jokes 
like the rest of Europe after the war and are now shadows of 
what they were like 100 years ago. This applies to the UK, 
Belgium, France, Italy, all of them, Germany isn't anything 
special. The German people chose their fate, no occupation 
involved.
Show less

VerrückterFuchs 7 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/06/05/germany-still-under-the-control-of-foreign-powers/
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Ah, Mr. Schekelstein is back ;)
I know tha point, but people get up and wake up more and 
more, we can build everything like we done it before ;)
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 7 hours ago
+VerrückterFuchs
If we get lucky people will call liberalism for the bullshit that it 
is, although I am incredibly cynical so I am forced to doubt it.

Domdeone1 5 hours ago
Want to read about liberalism check out `The European 
Grammer of Self Intolerance` on YT by Johnathan Bowden. 
Inspiring guy. According to a talk he gives on Counter-
Currency he says that liberalism will be the undoing of western 
society. Where it has stayed relative in check are the 
former Communist countries of Eastern Europe that were never 
got at by so called progressives.  

Hoax Demolished 5 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat The “witness” statements contradict each 
other and have been proven wrong time and again. For 
example, those who claimed mass murder by Diesel exhaust 
fumes claimed that victims' skin turned blue, when in fact it 
would have turned cherry-red. Let's suppose for the sake of 
argument that a few Germans were brave enough to resist peer 
pressure and threats by their captors, and spoke out, saying that 
there were no gas chambers. The Jewish-owned press in New 
York, Washington, London, etc., are hardly going to run a 
headline story, “Auschwitz guard says no gas chambers”. If 
someone did speak out, at best they'd have been dismissed as a 
delusional nut for going against the prevailing opinion.

Again, you say there are all these documents and photographs 
that are supposed to prove exterminations, but can you name 



just one of them? No one has been able to do so after seventy 
years.
Read more
Reply · 1

Hoax Demolished 5 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat The coke records for Auschwitz-Birkenau are 
sourced from Pressac, who was attempting to prove the 
extermination conspiracy theory. For full details you'll have to 
see my page here:

takeourworldback . com / holohoaxdemolished . htm

I've made a very fair extrapolation for the period from 
November 1943 where the records are missing. Those who 
want to pretend there was far more coke available must claim 
that deliveries suddenly rocketed from 71 tonnes a month, 
“coincidentally” just at the point where the records went 
missing, up to to 1,318 tonnes for each of the next 13 months. 
And if they started an extermination program early in 1942, 
why would they wait until November 1943 before carrying it 
out in earnest?

Roughly speaking, the difference between coke availability and 
coke required is a factor of at least ten. Over the period of the 
alleged “exterminations", which is the best part of three years 
1942-1944, the available coke amounts to ~2,100 tonnes. When 
this is divided by 1.3 million alleged victims, there is 1.6 kg per 
corpse. If we take the Topf eight-muffle ovens, which had the 
lowest theoretical coke consumption of 14 kg per corpse, the 
1.3 million alleged victims require 18,200 tonnes of coke, or 
520 tonnes a month over 35 months. (Compare that with the 
fuel cellars' capacity of about twenty tonnes of coke.) Even the 
eight-muffles would have averaged at more than the theoretical 



minimum consumption, and the three- and double-muffles 
certainly needed more.

Hoaxers rely upon their ploy of claiming you can start the 
cremations, keep stuffing in multiple corpses per muffle and 
cremate them simultaneously, and the bodies will practically 
burn by themselves. The Hoaxers are aware that most people 
haven't carried out an in-depth study into cremations, and will 
therefore buy into the Hoaxers' sophistry. It may sound 
plausible superficially, but cremation science doesn't work like 
that. For one thing, the Topf ovens of Birkenau were not 
designed for simultaneous cremations of multiple corpses per 
muffle. More importantly, there is no saving in either time or 
fuel consumption to be obtained from stuffing in multiple 
corpses per muffle. For example, with two bodies, you double 
the mass which needs to be burned, but the surface area 
exposed to the hot gases and the refractory walls increases by a 
factor of less than two, so the heat transfer rate does not double. 
Moreover, the flow of combustion gases is impeded because the 
corpses are starting to block the inlet and outlet holes. The fact 
that cremations at 1.6 kg of coke per human corpse is 
physically impossible can be proved theoretically, and that is 
borne out by the actual fuel requirements of modern animal 
incinerators designed to cremate multiple carcasses 
simultaneously and efficiently.
Show less

Hoax Demolished 5 hours ago
+HarveyTheCat The exothermic (heat-releasing) fat-burning 
stage is a relatively small part of the cremation cycle. Initially, 
there is the evaporation stage, which is endothermic (requires a 
supply of heat). Finally, the calcining stage is also endothermic. 
And there is a tremendous energy drain at this point because 
you need to (i) supply air (ii) heat that air.



Calcining the bones ideally requires temperatures of around 850 
°C, in which case it might be done in 30 minutes. By the time 
you go down to around 600 °C, the time for calcining increases 
to seven hours per body. The cremation needs about 3,000 lb of 
combustion air per hour, and heating that air from 20 °C to 850 
°C requires 0.406 MJ/lb = 1,219 MJ. Even if the various losses 
are ignored, 1.6 kg of coke only yields 48 MJ at best, which can 
heat the air for 2.4 minutes over a 60-minute cycle. And if these 
cremations worked - which they wouldn't - the fact that they are 
skimping on fuel means that they would take much longer than 
an hour per corpse. Even if cremation times of one hour per 
corpse were achieved, the ovens would need to be running for 
forty-two hours per day. If you use the coke merely for pre-
heating and attempt to cremate by using the refractory walls as 
heat accumulators, that doesn't work either. The exposed 
surface of the refractory walls cools during the calcining phase. 
The remaining organic material increases in temperature until it 
reaches an equilibrium at which it is losing heat to the cool air 
by convection at a rate equaling its heat gained from the 
refractory walls by radiation, and then its temperature proceeds 
to decline along with the walls temperature, and the cremation 
fails.

Calcined bones are pure white, friable and porous - they can 
easily be reduced to powder, whereas bone that is not quite 
calcined is not as fragile and is quite strong. If there is no air 
supply during calcination, the bones merely char or carbonize 
and turn black. This would have left Auschwitz looking like a 
coal mine, and the perpetrators might as well have left signed 
confessions nailed to the oven room walls. If the Germans were 
carrying out murders on an industrial scale, it is preposterous to 
imagine that they would have settled for half-baked measures in 
which the bodies were not properly cremated, making it very 
hard to grind and crush the bones. At Auschwitz-Birkenau 
alone, they would have been left with 267,800,000 bones to 



dispose of, including 1.3 million skulls, 2.6 million thigh bones 
and 31.2 million ribs, amounting to thousands of tons.
Show less

HarveyTheCat 4 hours ago
+Hoax Demolished “The “witness” statements contradict each 
other and have been proven wrong time and again. For 
example, those who claimed mass murder by Diesel exhaust 
fumes claimed that victims' skin turned blue, when in fact it 
would have turned cherry-red.” Link or bullshit.

But they didn't, so we have to assume they were telling the 
truth.

Go onto Google and type “Auschwitz Pictures” There you go, 
we live in the age of the internet, such ignorance is only 
voluntary. Google the Höfle Telegram.

Like I said, the documents are incomplete. even your source 
shows gaps in the data. Now, as I have stated before, they DO 
NOT need coke for everybody as eventually the furnaces 
become so hot they start burning the other corpses. This is 
supported by “Operating Instructions for Coke-Fired Topf 
Double-Muffle Incineration Furnace", the official operating 
instruction for the incinerators that say, quote, “After each 
incineration, the temperature rises in the furnace. For this 
reason, care be taKen That the internal temperature does not 
rise above 1100C (white heat).... Thsi increase in temeprature 
can be avoided by introducing additional fresh air.” This means 
you do not need to apply fuel for every body, just some of them 
as the bodies will eventually start to burn themselves.
Show less

Domdeone1 4 hours ago



My Gran used to say that when God created us, he took us out 
the oven, black people were overdone, white people 
underdone...Does that mean Jews were just  frazzled?

John Feldman 1 week ago
10 down votes ? Has to be rat face hook nosed murderous 
parasite KIKES !
Reply · 46

BigSmartArmed 1 week ago
+John Feldman Yeah, you're one of them, Feldman.
Reply · 3

Joseph Andrews 6 days ago
Outstanding documentary. This is more shocking than I could 
possibly have imagined. I could not finish watching this. I am 
changed forever.
Reply · 19

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Joseph Andrews You should check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals the truth 
about Hitler and World war 2.
Reply · 1

Joseph Andrews 5 days ago
+Tabor 7 yeah I watched about 3 hours of it. Looking forward 
to the rest. 
Reply · 2



Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Joseph Andrews I thought I should share this with you as 
well. After you watch the documentary, I also recommend the 
new videos of Dennis Wise (creator of the documentary “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told) in his youtube channel. 
There is also a small great video available on youtube called 
“The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr."

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Joseph Andrews Neo nazi propaganda to White wash Nazi 
actions in WW2
Reply · 1

Semaxist 4 days ago
+b52gf16c 

Shut up lying kike...

Im german. Look at the Balfour Declaration, the Lusitania 
show, the tyler kent affair who start the wars.

And the jews rape german kids untill today ...

Googel at the german kid:

Tristan Bruebach, a 13 year old, blonde boy.

Slaughtered like the victims of jack the ripper.



Born : 3 . october (german national holliday)
Murdered: 26. march, like Simon from Trient.

Look at google, there are sites in english too 

And another blond boy Stefan Lamprecht, raped to death in 
Berlin.

His Body was foundet on a waste place?/ trash court? I dont 
know the word in englisch (Mülldeponie).

Born: 20.04.....police and media hide his birthday, but i had 
recoverd that.

This case is very very! similar to the Leo Frank case.
Show less
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Semaxist who gives a hoot what you are!!the Tristian case is 
unsolved according to Wiki!! So you start out with a lie??? The 
nazis cost the German nation a lot of pain!!!

Semaxist 3 days ago (edited)
“the tristan  case is unsolved"

Sure...in germany the jews can rape german kids and the jewish 
police do nothing...oh wonder...



The former chairman of the council of jews, Michel Friedmann 
can rape gentile ukrainian woman and nothing happend.

Jews like Cohn Bendit, politician in the EU gouverment, had 
molested children (3-6 yeaers old), can  talk that out in talk 
shows but  nothing happend.

And the jews can start a war, rape woman and children and give 
the victims the quilt.

But the time is over.

From which country are you??

Learn history, the jews startet ww2, look at the tyler kent affair.

Roosevelt, Baruch, Morgentau....

Look at the leo frank case...chairman of bnai and brith...raped 
and murdered a gentile 13 year old girl...

Merkel got a price from this organisation...

Jews are rapists and child molesters.

Sorry my english is not well, i will learn it.

 
Show less
Reply · 2

jjpcondor 3 days ago (edited)
+Semaxist google> It is wrong, uncivilised and inhumane to 
accuse one or another ethnic group, for the crimes of some 



criminal “revolutionary” organisations. google> paedophiles 
MKUltra, if you wish to know more

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+jjpcondor what did Semaxist say that was wrong?

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Semaxist I have been to Germany so many times I have lost 
count!! The Police there just them rape German kids at will??? 
And all the Police are Jewish??? WOW just wow, and I thought 
Germans were smart people!! I guess they have their % of 
blathering morons as well!!

Semaxist 2 days ago (edited)
+b52gf16c

The police chiefs are jewish or go to vad jashem and kiss the 
kike ass...like the police chief from berlin.

Look to Rotherham... ignorant asshole. 

The police in GB  was  involvet in childmolestering. What is 
with  the Dutroux -Affair?

Look at Cohn-Bendit, a ugly jew. He is a childmolester but he 
is still sitting in the EU gouverment, not in jail...

The reason: He is a damn kike....
Show less
Reply · 2

Joseph Andrews 2 days ago
+b52gf16c Could I ask you to take this conversation to another 
forum. My comment was in regards to the documentary 
Hellstorm. 



Reply · 2

b52gf16c 2 days ago
+Semaxist So now you have changed your position?? Now all 
German police chiefs are Jewish because the Berlin one went to 
Israel??? Well thats great logic!!and what about Dutroux- he is 
Belgian numbnuts! And how do you know that Cohn- Bendit is 
JEwish??? You make a lot of very stupid points!!

Semaxist 2 days ago (edited)
+b52gf16c

Daniel Cohn Bendit is definitivly a jew!! And he is definitivly a 
child-molester and he is a member of the actually EU 
gouverment. These are facts!!

The other points are bullshit. You know that jews ca do 
everything in germany without went to jail.

Say one critical word about jews in public, you loose your job.

This is a fact too!!

Shut up, you are a rapist supporter!!
Show less
Reply · 3

Joseph Andrews 2 days ago
Would you mind having “no idea” somewhere else. 
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 2 days ago
Why are you not addressing the Neo nazi lunatic as well???

Semaxist 2 days ago



+b52gf16c 
troll...

Semaxist 2 days ago
+jjpcondor

Say that to the kikes, not to the german folk.

b52gf16c 2 days ago
Idiot

Gerardo CelticW 2 days ago
+b52gf16c Fucking hasbara troll under a rock. Oy veh, it'z 
coming you piece of shit!
Reply · 2

Gerardo CelticW 2 days ago
+Semaxist That Judenschwein is NOT ignorant.It is a TROLL 
&HASBARA. It needs to be shunned!

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Gerardo CelticW Thank you!! yes I am not ignorant

Jack sparrow 1 day ago
+b52gf16c NOT ignorant...and specialized in the field of 
LYING, with other words: a JUDENSAU. PHD in Lying. 
GTFO kike!

machinewrecker 1 week ago (edited)
I have trouble watching this.  It makes me too angry. All we 
get told, over and over, is how the Allies fought 'The Good 
War' and it continues, without let-up, even today. Combine 



this with the unending barrage of 'holocaust' documentaries, 
movies, books, speaking tours by 'survivors', the ongoing 
prosecution and imprisonment of revisionists and it all 
amounts to one of the most intensive propaganda campaigns 
of all times.  

Germany remains occupied to this very day,suffering under an 
imposed, illegal government and an imposed, illegal 
constitution. Its citizens remain guilt-ridden, brainwashed, 
self-hating. Its population is shrinking, its demographics under 
attack by massive third world immigration.....  The plan is 
clear - total extermination - of body, mind and spirit. When 
will it end?  Will the Reich and the people survive? I don't 
know.....
Read more
Reply · 35
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Tabor 7 1 week ago
+machinewrecker you should check the documentary “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube if you haven't 
seen it. It is a great video.
Reply · 2

machinewrecker 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 I have it bookmarked. Thanks....
Reply · 1

Cascadian Applications 1 week ago
+machinewrecker “The Greatest Generation"



machinewrecker 1 week ago (edited)
+Cascadian Applications Yes, the greatest generation. Just 
how 'great' it is eludes me, however. Isn't this the same 
generation that exterminated 100,000 people at Hiroshima, 
80,000 at Nagasaki, 135,000 at Dresden and uncounted millions 
of German civilians because of saturation and carpet bombing, 
forced explusions and ethnic cleansings? Isn't this also the same 
generation that considered Stalin 'Uncle Joe', the same 'Uncle 
Joe' whose regime killed anywhere from 30 to 60 million 
people? And didn't this 'greatest generation' willingly and 
enthusiastically give this homicidal maniac half of Europe on a 
silver platter? 'Greatest Generation'?? My arsehole!
Reply · 8

Cascadian Applications 3 days ago
It shouldn't be so surprising that the baby boomers, who were 
rather spoiled turn around to nickname their cunt parent the 
“Greatest Generation” who fought the, “Good War."
In regards to the Georgian shit who killed 30-60 native white 
Russians, he was the war's greatest criminal. I hold hope that 
his line is cursed somehow.
Europe is dying right now, but she will survive. It is darkest 
before dawn.
I wont even mention the slavery, however I do pause and 
wonder if any were sent to Israel. Nowadays they mostly come 
from East Europe, in the thousands.
Show less
Reply · 3

Glenn Frazier 2 days ago
For every 1 Japanese person who died during the war, that's 
soldiers, nuke victims and/ or Grannie's ticker giving out, there 
were 120 native Asians executed. They were from different 
places but one thing they have in common is, they were all 



killed after there governments capitulated. That's not american 
casualties or soldiers, just people slaughtered after there 
surrender. A claim of secret info doesn't make this crap true!

4ustein 17 hours ago
+machinewrecker You are so right! Our Merkel follows 
CHURCH - ILL straigth away! He would be pretty proud of 
her.
Reply · 1

Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo 1 week ago
It toke me the whole day to watch this because I could not 
take it continuously..
Several times during it, tears came into my eyes, I cried, 
listening and watching the atrocities that were made to the 
German people.
All I want to do right now is to find a German, hug him and 
say how sorry I am for them.
Reply · 37
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Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo You should watch 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube if you 
haven't seen it. It has lots of information.
Reply · 5

Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo 1 week ago



+Tabor 7 Thanks :) I have the DVD and I watched some of it 
already with my family.
I just hoped this would go on national TV everywhere over 
Europe so the unjustified hate over Germans would stop.
We are all European brothers how can we sub come to the Jews 
like Rothschilds and start wars against each other..
Reply · 10

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo That's great. You 
should also check out the new videos of Dennis Wise (creator 
of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told) on his youtube 
channel if you haven't seen them. I also recommend the small 
documentary “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther 
King Jr” on youtube.
Reply · 1

Johnny Redux 4 days ago
+Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo Every American, 
European (non-German), and Russian over the age of 75 should 
be tied down and forced to watch this film, whether they served 
in the military or not, and then asked, “Was this the act of 
honorable victors, or dirty criminal rats?"
Reply · 6

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo Karma!! perhaps if the 
Nazis would have not been so heavy handed in the War, then 
the Germans would have not gotten it back in spades!!

Louise Maheux 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 OK You said that shit 100 Times.Look Adolph 
Hitler Story.  I think they have more vidéos call Hellstorm .  
This one is verry good.  Yesteday i look in my Tv The same stry 



like Hellstorm and now they talk the truth on TV Tanks.  Its not 
in CNN or FOX ........

Louise Maheux 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 Shut Up with that its become insane how you are 
stick on this

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Louise Maheux So what I said it 100 times? I can continue 
upto 100000 times. Time is running out. People need to know 
facts before it is too late. Otherwise, the result will be a lot 
worse than Dresden. With you, you can't even write English 
properly and criticize me for spreading the truth. Your name 
and comments remind me of corrupt french soldier who ran 
Eisenhower's death camps.  Now get lost, idiot.
Reply · 4

VerrückterFuchs 2 days ago (edited)
+Louise Maheux As he said, time is runnig out. BUT be aware. 
There is the third power!
This is something most people do not talk or even know about!
The so called: Absetzbewegung, retreat
http://lupocattivoblog.com/2012/05/02/die-reichsdeutsche-
absetzbewegung-reine-phantasie-oder-das-wunschdenken-
ewiggestriger/

Translate in english and read, may someone gets hope back!
Read more
Reply · 3

Zampan0 1 day ago
+Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo There are over 50 
million German American's here now.  We pretty much built 
America.
Reply · 1
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Sasuke Uchiha 16 hours ago
+Marcelo Duarte Claudino de Araújo you are not white dude 
get over it

Thom B 7 hours ago
+Sasuke Uchiha Silly

Radu Vernescu 7 hours ago
+b52gf16c

eminem1005 1 week ago
Amazing documentary, there are no words to describe what I 
just saw, none, except perhaps the final words of the  Führer 
himself:

“After six years of war - and despite all reverses- this day will 
go down in history as the most glorious and courageous 
manifestation of a people's will to life."

(...)

One question: Will this documentary be subtitled in spanish?
Show less
Reply · 32
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Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago



+eminem1005 Nice picture bra it is me your best buddy Stalin. 
You wanna destroy white Europe together?

eminem1005 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal Sir, are you on drugs?
Reply · 2

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
+eminem1005 I wish I were my friend so I'd manage to watch 
it through that documentary.

eminem1005 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal Alright young man, stop doing the 
marijuana and go to bed.
Reply · 3

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
I can't get any Adolf. Can you maybe get me some of that 
amphetamines your doctors did develop back in the day 
instead?

eminem1005 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal You confuse me with Churchill.
Reply · 4

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
nah man he was just a druid and freemason, your boys did 
develop speed & meth. And you sir were fucked out of your 
mind all the time thanks to theo morel.

eminem1005 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal Enough RT for you today
Reply · 1

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago



david irving not rt bra

eminem1005 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal Stop calling me “bra” and irving is wrong 
about some stuff.
Reply · 3

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
yeah you are right. I'm tall blond & blue eyed so we can't be 
brothers from another mother adolf. You too short for a real 
nordic.

eminem1005 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal You might be tall blonde & blue eyed... 
But i'm the Fuhrer. (plus i'm blue eyed too)
Reply · 6

Always Doubt 3 days ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal jews took control in China with the 
opium wars. Using the british army the sassoon family set up 
synagogues all over china to sell opium making them the 
richest jews in the world at the time. Drug addiction and death 
was everywhere with opium being sold on every corner by jews 
and jews only. And that documentary, “the greatest story never 
told” about the jew tyrant hitler was probably financed by 
rothschilds, and that shill irving many people fall for the jewish 
propaganda he won't ever question how hitler got financed by 
the warburgs thru the bank of England under Montague 
Norman and Hjalmar Schacht hitler's finance minister and Co - 
founder of the bis, or this tricky little word “nazi", which means 
national zionism or hitler's 150,000 jewish soldiers (bormann, 
heydrich, goring himmler, eichmann, erhard milch, and helmut 
wilberg, hans frank hitler's lawyer, etc, etc or the odessa with 
reinhard gehlen and otto skorseny hjalmar schacht's son in law 
funding the freemason hassan al Banna to create the Muslim 



brotherhood in Egypt to help their war plans ) or the fact that 
the Americans let hitler and his cronies escape to live in 
Argentina until his death in 1962 for technology and scientists 
under operation paperclip. And the transfer agreement to ship 
jews to palastine Or that musolini & eichmann trained the 
urgen/stern gang/haganah (jewish strikeforce) to take over 
palatine from the british colenies

Stern gang members :
Avraham stern - 1907-1942 - suwalki, poland
Nathan yellin mor - aka Nathan friedman yellin - 1913 - 1980 
grodno, Russian empire.
Yitzak shamir - aka Yitzak yezernitsky - 1915 - 2012 grodno, 
Russian empire
Isreal eldad - aka isreal schieb - 1910 - 1996 - pidvolochysk, 
galicia
David ben-gurion - aka david grun - 1886 - 1987 - plonsk, 
poland
Chaim weizmann - aka khaim veytsman - motel, Russian 
empire (now belarus)
Menachem begin - 1913 - 1992 - brest, Russian empire
Shimon perez - aka szymon perski - 1923 - pres - wiszniew, 
poland
Show less
Reply · 2

Johnny Redux 2 days ago
+Always Doubt On a related point, it is so ridiculous that 
the Great Britain escaped the war on a moral high ground.  
This was (and remains) one of the most class-based elitist 
nations in the world (something Hitler did away with in 
German, and allowed people to rise on their own MERIT), and, 
at the high point of its empire, kept about 800 million people 
(mostly brown and black) under its thumb (but, of course, 



Hitler was the “evil racist” one that wanted to “take over the 
world").  Again, what a joke that people believe the Allie lies.
Reply · 6

Hil Belloc 1 day ago
+Johnny Redux I always found it laughable that the 
American's took the moral high ground with regards to fighting 
“racism” in Europe,,,,despite having a racially segregated 
armed forces! you couldnt make it up, yet the sheeple dont even 
blink at any of this bullshit
Reply · 1

Johnny Redux 23 hours ago
+Hil Belloc It certainly shows that the real objective was to 
stop Hitler's economic wonder, which kicked the Jews, Banking 
Elite, and "old money” Elites out of power.  They couldn't care 
less about his racial policies (except as it related to the Jews, of 
course).  That is why they did not declare war on the 
Soviet Union when it invaded only a few days after 
Hitler. Helping Poland was not an objective, but crushing 
National Socialist Germany was. 
Reply · 1

Erica Wells 1 week ago
Never Again?  The Synagogue of Satan is prepping WWIII 
right now.
Reply · 12
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Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)



+Erica Wells you should also watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube if you haven't seen it. It is a great 
video.
Reply · 2

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Erica the “Synagogue of Satan” verse found with-in 
in the bible is referring to the Gentiles: see_the_truth.webs.com

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele Revelation is extensive predictions about Fall of 
Jerusalem and the temple of Jerusalem which occurred in 70 
AD exactly like it was prophesied by Jesus Christ in Matthew 
24, Mark 13, and Luke 21.
Reply · 1

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 “Jesus Christ” is hoax upon the non-Jew's to 
eradicate all true spiritual knowledge from the earth: 
see_the_truth.webs.com

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele Nonsense. Jesus Christ did exist. The sects of 
Hebrews lived during the time of Jesus Christ was the Pharisees 
and the Sadducees.

During the time of Jesus Christ, Talmud was called Traditions 
of the Elders. Jesus Christ severely criticized the Pharisees and 
the scribes for obeying Traditions of the Elders which nullified 
the word of God (Matthew 15, Mark 7).

That's why Jesus Christ's biggest opponents were the scribes 
and the pharisees (Matthew 23, Luke 11).



Rabbi Michael Rodkinson - “The Talmud, then, is the written 
form of that which, in the time of Jesus, was called the 
Traditions of the Elders, and to which he makes frequent 
allusions” (Source - The History of the Talmud, Vol. II, page 
70, Chapter IX).

The existence of Jesus Christ is also supported by his language 
which was Aramaic. 
Show less
Reply · 2

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 That is called cognitive dissonance and like I had 
spoken about before is the very reason why Hitler was unable 
to transform Germany away from Xtianity and back to the old 
German Faith (paganism) overnight. Xtianity is a powerful 
spell placed upon the goyim by the Jew's and unless one studies 
the occult one will  will never come to understand this fact
Reply · 1

Ragnar Lokison 6 days ago
It is for reasons like those told in this documentary that I am a 
National Socialist. One day there will be vengeance.
Reply · 13
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Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Ragnar Lokison You should check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube if you haven't seen it.
Reply · 1



Ragnar Lokison 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 I've only seen the first couple of hours of it, but 
thanks for reminding me. 
Reply · 2

Poppadop1 19 hours ago
+Ragnar Lokison A real National Socialist, right? Not like 
those fakes in Ukraine dancing to the dollar's tune?
http://scgnews.com/the-ukraine-crisis-what-youre-not-being-
told
Reply · 1

Ragnar Lokison 8 hours ago
+Poppadop1 I don't have the time to write an essay on my 
political beliefs so I will simply sum it with a George Lincoln 
Rockwell quote: National Socialism is the distilled essence of 
the love of and respect for Nature, and the loving, conscious, 
and scientific application of the eternal, just and beautiful laws 
of Nature to every moment of Man's existence. 
14/88

Jason Dempsey 4 days ago
Disgusting how the allies could do something like this.
Reply · 11

View all 3 replies

Jason Dempsey 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 I only watched around 2+ hours, it's a really lengthy 
documentary, but I'll get to it.
Reply · 2
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D Smith 1 week ago
Well, Lenin, Stalin, Trostky all Jews in the Jewish Bolshevik 
Party!!!!!
Reply · 46
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Tabor 7 1 week ago
+D Smith You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube. It provides the truth about WW2.
Reply · 18

HarveyTheCat 1 week ago
+D Smith Jews didn't create the Bolsheviks, the Hohenzollerns 
did.

VerrückterFuchs 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat ure a troll, right away, go and stop hitting 
germans again, like the last 70 years Mr Harvery Schekelstone!
Reply · 6

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+VerrückterFuchs
Oh dear, did someone insult the dear old monarchy?

VerrückterFuchs 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat
Dont try to confuse using monarchy-thematic.
As I say, Ami go home, and take ur insane warbrother Britain 
with u, 70 of occupy is enuogh (this stands for gouverment and 
people behind) cause most people dont want this anymore. 
good day man.



Reply · 3

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+VerrückterFuchs
English, for fucks sake, at least try to use it? You still seem to 
be hell bent on defending the actions of the Hohenzollerns, its 
OK to admit it, most people who blame the Soviet Union on the 
Jews also refuse to acknowledge how the Hohenzollerns caused 
all of Germany's problems.

VerrückterFuchs 6 days ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat Its late, and i guess u know what i am saying.
so proof it, were u got it from?

As I said, ure a troll...
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+VerrückterFuchs On 31 March the Swiss Communist Fritz 
Platten obtained permission from the German Foreign Minister 
through his ambassador in Switzerland, Baron Gisbert von 
Romberg, for Lenin and other Russian exiles to travel through 
Germany to Russia in a sealed one-carriage train.
Reply · 1

jjpcondor 4 days ago (edited)
+HarveyTheCat with big help of Rothschild /Schiff (of Kuhn 
& Loeb)
Reply · 2

HarveyTheCat 4 days ago
+jjpcondor
Proof my boy, proof.

jjpcondor 3 days ago



+HarveyTheCat just google some names> Victor Rothschild, 
Armand Hammer's father, Schiff, Trostky, and think, if you 
wish
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 3 days ago
+jjpcondor 
lol he tries to lecture us and doesnt even know how Rotschild/
Schiff/warburg financed the red revolution and how later 
Rockefeller and Kahn build giant industries in the USSR.
funny shit
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+jjpcondor
I am fully aware of who they are but that doesn't put up any 
connection between the Bolsheviks and the Jews. Proof is 
needed.

HarveyTheCat 3 days ago
+hans schwanz
Prove me wrong.

VerrückterFuchs 2 days ago
+HarveyTheCat
U didnt answerd even my question above and now u want proof 
from others, u act strange my friend schekelstone ;)

D Smith 2 days ago
+VerrückterFuchs Well, the Jewish troll Shickelstone is trying 
to hide the truth.  He is doing  good job lying but no truth. 
Reply · 2



Radagis2 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 10
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Walle Köln 1 week ago
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Walle Köln 1 week ago
+Radagis2 hab dank
Reply · 2

Derrick Field 1 week ago
It`s disgusting I will watch it later.

Greyswyndir 1 week ago
I just watched a short film on Hitler's home movies at the 
Smithsonian.com website. They made mention of a 
concentration camp (Dachau?) 50 miles from his home and 
wondered how he and his hierarchy could talk philosophy and 
art while people suffered such a short distance away. My first 
thoughts went to the genocidal bombings of the British and 
Americans, the torture and rape of the Soviet union towards 
German women of all ages, etc.

They portrayed Hitler as a monster yet failed to mention their 
monsters.
Reply · 19
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Greyswyndir 1 week ago
I forgot to mention something. In that Smithsonian video they 
talked about the horrible conditions in the camps yet made no 
mention that it was precisely the allied bombings that led to 
typhus outbreaks, starvation (in some camps) and the overall 
horrible conditions.

They blamed the Germans when it was their (the allies) fault. 
Typical mainstream propaganda and demonization of the 
German people.

All sides did some nasty things but I think the brunt of the evil 
was done by the allies. After all, Germany sued for peace too 
many times to count. They did the same thing in WWI in 1914, 
but Jewish finance got involved, provided money and resources 
and forced America into the war.

Great Britain was on her knees at that time and still the 
Germans offered them an honorable peace without any insane 
demands.
Show less
Reply · 13

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Greyswyndir So any nation that did not wish for German 
domination in both wars!! Then they are Jew controlled???

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Greyswyndir Perhaps if the Nazis did not have such a heavy 
hand in the occupation of most of Europe, the the German 
people would not have gotten it back in spades!! The Nazi 
backstab of the USSR is a classic example!! Hitler 



doublecrosses the USSR and then the German nation is made to 
pay dearly!!

Greyswyndir 4 days ago
+b52gf16c
I think you have been misled by the victors version of history. 
You do realize there is a record of the events that preceded 
WWII correct?

Let's start with the Treaty of Versailles which carved up 
Germany like a Christmas goose, and for a war they didn't start, 
contrary to popular belief. Go and read some of the comments 
from the men who were their (at the signing of the treaty). They 
realized that the treaty was beyond unfair and would ultimately 
lead to a second world war because France, England, and 
Poland were greedy beyond belief.

That treaty led to millions of Germans going broke, starving, 
child prostitution, moral decay, over 250k people committing 
suicide each year from hopelessness.

Germany knew Stalin was planing to attack them so they beat 
the Soviets to the punch. And who wound up taking all of  
eastern Europe? Yeah, it was the Soviet Union, who also 
invaded Poland and ruled over her with an iron fist for almost 
40 years. Wasn't the excuse used by the English and French to 
go to war with Germany supposed to be over the invasion of 
Poland?

Strange that they, along with the United States, didn't lift a 
finger to “liberate” all of eastern Europe after the murderous 
Red Army rolled in and began murdering millions of people.

I guess you're not aware of how the English manipulated the 
Polish into picking a fight with Germany (they were killing 



thousands of ethnic German in Danzig, hence the reason 
Germany invaded. Danzig was one of those pieces of Germany 
that the Treaty of Versailles carved away from the Germans).

The English promised the Polish that if Germany invaded they 
would come flying to their rescue. How did that end up for the 
Polish people? Oh yeah, almost forty years of brutal communist 
dictators who murdered and oppressed the Polish people.

I've forgotten more then you know about what really happened 
during and after WWII. The Germans were targeted for total 
destruction many years before the war ever began. Hitler and 
Germany were forced into war, a war they knew they could 
never win.
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago (edited)
+Greyswyndir puuuulease you are getting your talking points 
from Stormfront!! And the Germans did not have to sign in 
1919- they were more than free to continue the war

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Greyswyndir The Red army that had been manhandled early 
on by the Tiny ill equipped Finns  just a year and some months 
prior to June 1941!! They were going to take on the might of 
the Nazis by themselves????? wake and and smell what you are 
shovelling!!

Semaxist 1 day ago
+b52gf16c 

Liar, there was the jewish “Hungerblockade” to kill civilists 
and force us to sign the jewish Versailler treatment.



Your bias is typical semitic.. dont forget, im german (with half 
polish roots), i can smell that kike shit.
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist Wow a Jewish blockade??? not an Allied one???? 
well again the Germans didn't have to sign!!!!

Semaxist 1 day ago
+b52gf16c

If we didnt signed it, our children died in hunger...and you 
know that...jewpig!!

Thats the typical kind of jewish treatments...

You are a very sick person.

Look at the holodomor..That is the reason why in the ukraine 
everybody know a german word:

Judenschwein :) (jewish pig)
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist well so you had a choice!! Holodomor- ahhhhhhh 
ummmm quite sure Stalin (non Jew) was in charge of the USSR 
at the time!

happyhappy joyjoy 1 day ago
+b52gf16c 
Stalin was still married to a Jewess, and may in fact have been a 
Georgian Jew for all we know. He looks almost like the real 



brother of his Jewish brother-in-law Lazar Kaganovich judging 
from the pictures.
Reply · 2

Semaxist 1 day ago (edited)
+b52gf16c 

“well so you had a choice!!!"

Only a kike can say that. Because kikes are not human beings.

Jews are the children of the satan...no doubt.
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
Well don't start World Wars then you dumb fucking kraut. That 
way you don't get payback tenfold 

Semaxist 1 day ago (edited)
+b52gf16c

Shut up subhuman kike or kikelover...

Everbody who warrants the  rape of children is a sick 
psycopath...only jews do that...l

The case of the gentile girl Mary Phagan is a good example 
what ugly kikes like Leo Frank  do with our children.

The jews did started the WW2 (tyler kent affair)

Rape woman and children in war  is a typical kind of jewkikes
Show less



b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist Only Jews rape children??? How does an idiot make 
that kind of statement, and then wish to be taken seriously?? 
The Jews started WW2?/ wow where they in charge of the nazi 
general staff at the time???

Semaxist 1 day ago
+b52gf16c

No, but only jews and zionists excuse this kind of crimes.

The Leo Frank case say all! about the jews.

Leo Frank was a member of the bnai and brith organisation...

Yes, the fucking jews started WW2...and they shot Kennedy.

JFK was very pro german and he hated the kikes.

You dont must be a german or a nazi to hate the jews.

Im not very german, my ancestors came from germany, italy, 
suisse and poland.

And, believe it or not, im gay :)

But god know, i hate the kikes and i know why.

They destroy my beloved europe.
Read more

b52gf16c 1 day ago



+Semaxist Again what kind of moron can make the claims you 
do???? How old are you idiot boy???

Semaxist 1 day ago
+b52gf16c

Old enough to beat a kike on the street if i see one...

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist Well good luck with that- be careful in America 
thou if you should decide to assult a person based on their 
religion!!- ya just never know what Americans cherish their 2nd 
Amendment rights

Semaxist 1 day ago
@ b52gf16c

Die Amis werden euch Jidden bald schön in den Arsch treten :)

Die wissen genau wer den ganzen Kulturmarxismus verbrochen 
hat.

Hinter jedem Müll steckt doch immer eine Nase.

Mein Lieblingsjude ist Professor Kimmel aus den USA.

Er hasst besonders weiße Jungs....

Sollte dieses Judenschwein noch einmal nach Deutschland 
kommen werde ich ihn so beschneiden das nichts mehr 
nachwächst.
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist snore!!!!



Semaxist 1 day ago
when you want to talk with me, speak german

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist I don't speak enough German to converse 
properly!!! I have been to the nation many times and Poland as 
well!!!

Semaxist 1 day ago
+b52gf16c

Fact is:

Jews tartet the war to get israel. And gives germans the guilt.

Its like rape a girl and give her the guilt. Typical jewish.

We germans know about the tyler kent affair, the balfour 
decleration, the Lusitania affair...

Our history books doesent mention this or say the Lusitania was 
an unarmend passengership without ammo on board and the 
evil germans killed poor inoncent peopel. 

BULLSHIT

Today we know: It was a human child to smuggle ammo to kill 
honored german soldiers.

A typical jewish act.

We germans know all...

And we are very angry about the jews.



Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist pal you sound like a lunatic

Semaxist 1 day ago
Sure...

For jews, the truth is always  lunatic :)

Hitler said: The jew lives with  the lie, and died with the truth.

Lunatic is if peopel like you  excuse childmolestering.

If your answer, talk only! about the tyler kent affair or the 
balfour decleration. Or why you support raping.

Otherwise this discussion is over for me.
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Semaxist take those meds boy!!

Dizzy Kelevra 19 hours ago (edited)
+b52gf16c World War 2 started because Poland didn't return 
the German settlers in Danzig back to the Reich peacefully. 
Churchill had major influences in this decision but i'm guessing 
you'll deny this and say Hitler wanted Polish land.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 19 hours ago
+Dizzy Kelevra Yes your name Dizzy is certainly apt!!!WTF 
are you talking about???



Wight Power 5 days ago
This makes me angry as hell.
Reply · 12

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Wight Power “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube is highly recommended if you haven't seen it. It shows 
the truth about World war 2.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Wight Power Neo Nazi propaganda!!

Wight Power 4 days ago
+b52gf16c Could you perhaps define “Neo-Nazi” to 
me? Thanks!
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Wight Power You know what NEo means presumably???

Wight Power 4 days ago
I wanted your definition. I want to know why you think this is 
“neo-nazi propaganda” actually.

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Wight Power have you seen AHTGSNT???? I made a list 
after just two hours of it- its soooo distorted or half truths and 
outright lies!! The Very obvious just a little ways in- The 



Western Allies and USSR allied in 1940??/ and that the Allies 
funded the Katyn massacre??? quite sure the Nazis and Soviets 
were still in bed at the time!! German porn, prostitution, vice 
labeled as JEwish???? how would that be possible? 70% of 
German Judges JEwish??? not possible considering Germany's 
tiny JEwish population!!! I can keep going the list was long and 
just after 2 hrs!!

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Wight Power b52g is an agent for misinformation who has 
been providing misinformation for a long time on youtube. 
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 4 days ago
+b52gf16c stop shilling dude
it was very possible
also the documentary said 50% of judges were jewish and thats 
totally possible
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+hans schwanz it said 70%- how that would be possible is 
beyond me!!! 50% is not possible

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+hans schwanz Think about it Hans!!! less than 1% of the 
German population is 70% of the Judges??? Stop repeating 
Nazi propaganda

Wight Power 2 days ago
+b52gf16c  Butthurt Zionist detected. Jews have ALWAYS 
been over-represented in government, media, education and 
banking despite making up a tiny percentage of a population. 
Jews push degeneracy on all fronts. 2% of the USA's 



population is Jewish yet they make up 36% of the billionaires. 
Fuck off, shill.
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Wight Power Well thats what education does! it opens doors! 
How does one find that Jews push degeneracy collectively or 
that they make up 36% of the USA'a billionaires???

Zadeify 4 days ago
Strangely happy people to be suffering in the hands of tyranny.
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Johann Richter 3 days ago
+Zadeify Tyrannical job creation and forced prosperity. You vill 
be prosperous and happy vezzer you like it or not!
Reply · 1

Zadeify 18 hours ago
+Johann Richter And then the “heroes” came :(
Reply · 2

Poppadop1 15 hours ago
+Zadeify http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/
NiceJobBreakingItHero

EndlessFunctionality 6 days ago
History is written by the victor,

http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/NiceJobBreakingItHero
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/NiceJobBreakingItHero
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/NiceJobBreakingItHero
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/NiceJobBreakingItHero


Allies were 'the good guys'

etc. etc. etc.
Reply · 15

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+EndlessFunctionality The video"Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube is highly recommended if you 
haven't seen it.
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 5 days ago
+EndlessFunctionality 
Allies ARE the good guys..or should i say good Goys??
Reply · 5

EndlessFunctionality 5 days ago
+hans schwanz

Yes, they did their masters bidding well.
Reply · 2

Gerardo CelticW 2 days ago (edited)
+Glenn Frazier Strange comment! “Evidence” did NOT “win” 
the argument but were PUT IN JAIL up until now. Which 
planet do you live on
?
Reply · 3

pancholordofthecouch 1 week ago



There are thousands of Germans in jail right now for trying to 
tell this story. They can't tell it but we can. Download this 
video burn it on CD's and give them to people all over the 
world. Make it go viral!
Reply · 26

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+pancholordofthecouch You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which will also reveal the 
truth about Hitler and WW2
Reply · 5

pancholordofthecouch 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 I've watched it. Excellent work that should go viral 
too!
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+pancholordofthecouch You should also check out the new 
videos of Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told) on youtube. There is also a small great video 
on youtube called “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin 
Luther King Jr."

Poppadop1 18 hours ago
+Tabor 7 My big problem with “The Beast as Saint” is that it 
doesn’t pull King’s assassination into its internal logic. This is 
inexcusable as violence is the one thing that must make sense.

“So long as defeat meant the loss of independence, or some 
other result generally held to be undesirable, the precautions 



against defeat had to be serious... War was a sure safeguard of 
sanity... While wars could be won or lost, no ruling class could 
be completely irresponsible.”
~ “1984,” George Orwell

For all of King’s flaws, the banking cartel still saw fit to have 
him killed and covered up the facts behind it. Kind of reminds 
me of someone else...

“One might think, perhaps, that at least in England itself every 
person must have this share of these riches. By no means! In 
that country the class distinctions are the crassest imaginable. 
There is poverty - incredible poverty - on the one side, and 
equally incredible wealth on the other. They have not solved a 
single problem... A nation which could provide work for the 
whole world must acknowledge the fact that it cannot even 
abolish unemployment at home.”
~ Adolf Hitler, 1940

“Oh America, how often have you taken necessities from the 
masses to give luxuries to the classes… God never intended for 
one group of people to live in superfluous, inordinate wealth 
while others live in abject, deadening poverty.”
~ Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., 1956
Show less

Tabor 7 11 hours ago
+Poppadop1 Actually, many people know the reason 
behind the death of Martin Luther King Jr. MLK Jr's family 
themselves believe that he was assassinated due to his criticism 
of Vietnam War which was contrary to the plans of high 
powers. FBI was also looking for every opportunity to destroy 
Martin Luther King Jr since he was corrupting all of American 
neighborhood through Communism. So it is believed that the 
high powers cooperated with FBI in killing MLK Jr.



Poppadop1 10 hours ago
+Tabor 7 To be fair, continuous war can sometimes be more 
important than rigged monetary systems.  If labor gets 
underused for too long, you get people complaining about 
“austerity.”
 
And when you say “communism,” do you mean the Orwellian 
version which would produce the same oppressed class system 
to begin with?  Or do you mean the kind mentioned in the 
brochures?  If you can show any specific communism issues of 
King, that would be great.  I hate political buzzwords.
 
“Abuse of words has been the great instrument of sophistry and 
chicanery, of party, faction, and division of society.”
~ President John Adams, 1819
Show less

Tabor 7 8 hours ago (edited)
+Poppadop1 I am talking Communism in the sense how Marx, 
Lenin,and Stalin promoted it. Martin Luther King Jr's advisor 
was Communist Stanley Levison who was working for Soviets.

Maxim Armenian 1 week ago
Great video the victors dont want you to see
16

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago



+Maxim Armenian You should check “Adolf Hitler the 
greatest story never told” on youtube on many historical hidden 
information during World War 2.
4

Maxim Armenian 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
I will brother thank you and I will share it soon
3

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Maxim Armenian I also want to let you know that there is a 
small documentary called “The Beast as Saint: the truth about 
Martin Luther king Jr” on youtube.
2

Maxim Armenian 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
Thank you comrade brother I marked it down thanks for this 
great help
1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Maxim Armenian You are welcome. Dennis Wise (creator of 
Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told) also has new great 
videos in his youtube channel as well.
2

Maxim Armenian 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
OK brother thank you :)
3



waffenss 642 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
the real truth of what to Germany in world war 2
Reply · 4

! ! Hide replies

Mary Davis 1 week ago
Thank you.

waffenss 642 1 week ago
+Mary Davis sharing this to Facebook twitter etc would be a 
big help
Reply · 2

waffenss 642 1 week ago
+waffenss 642 sorry for misspelling

Mary Davis 1 week ago
+waffenss 642 Yes and thanks again for posting.If you look to 
my page here you will see it.
Reply · 1

WWII Truth 1 week ago
I just sent this link to my friends and family, but cautioned 
them about the content.  I also told them that this was the real 
holocaust of WWII (not the fake jewish one), and I am not 
afraid anymore to tell all those I can that this in fact was the 
real tragedy of WWII.
Reply · 71



! ! Hide replies

Gabriele Longo 1 week ago (edited)
+WWII Truth As well about the lies about how Jewish died, 
most of them by starvation, but they say “gas” only. 
Not even Germany had the resources to kill so many Jews, 
they could barely feed their own people.
Reply · 20

traktorn 1 week ago
+WWII Truth Good man, A lot of people are too scared of 
social consequences so they don't stand up for what they 
believe.
Reply · 10

john dicarlo 1 week ago
WW2 INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS FIGURES, ALL 
CAMPS, ALL NATIONALITIES, ALL 
CAUSES..............https://cigpapers.files.wordpress.com/
2013/10/scan.jpg
Reply · 10

Gabriele Longo 1 week ago
+john dicarlo So in this document I see 53633 people died in 
Auschwitz but everywhere I see 1100000 people just there???
WTF
Reply · 1

Chad Robinson 1 week ago
+Gabriele Longo the 53,633 is correct from UN, Red Cross 
and Soviet documents about 60% were yiddish speaking 
ashkenazi khazarian jews living in poland, austria or germany 
during ww2. from all 13 work camps a total of 267,000 people 
of all nationalities died due to supplies, water, electricity being 



bombed by the allies. Auschwitz had a swimming, theatre as 
did all 13 work camps full mostly of volunteers seeking safety, 
shelter and work which everyone there were fairly compensated 
for. These Work Camps were the safest areas then every city, 
town and molehill in germany was leveled. American bombers 
dropped theirs every day and the British bombed every night. 
The City of Dresden was fire bombed one night killing 600,000 
German Citizens, other displaced refugees and red cross mash 
units. they felt dresden may be spared because it was great 
cultural center of germany and had no anti aircraft guns set up 
for defence because there was no military or industrial strategic 
reason to destroy it except to do evil.
8,000,000 White Christian Russians were starved to death 
during the holodomor in Ukraine by communist bolshevik 
soviet jews at that time.
Show less
Reply · 7

happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago (edited)
+Gabriele Longo 
The victors write history. They had to make up a lie to make the 
war seem righteous to sell it to the sheeple, when in reality, it 
was about reasserting the power of Jewish central banks over 
the axis nations. In addition, the great lie made it easy for the 
Bankers to establish Israel as their stronghold, which was also 
one of the major outcomes and a long term goal since before 
the 20th century. Sadly, the same thing continues today. What 
was the purpose of the war in Iraq, or the invasion of Libya? 
Was it about spreading 'freedom and demography', or was it 
about spreading central bank control?
Reply · 2

happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago
+Chad Robinson 



There is an interview with some Jewish people admitting that 
they were paid in vouchers for their work, and could buy weak 
beer, for one thing. There were also soccer games and such. 
Conditions deteriorated late in the war, but it was allied 
bombing that was to blame for that...
Reply · 2

john dicarlo 1 week ago (edited)
+Gabriele Longo
 The overall numbers that have been paraded relentlessly and 
repeatedly for decades and the sacred 6 million figure still 
disseminated all over the jewsmedia, even after the numbers 
have been officially revised down by millions at Auschwitz, is 
part of the jew holocaust religion. Any other views are merely 
considered holocaust denial, based on hate, antisemitism, and 
bigotry. Now who in the mainstream media is going to speak up 
and tell the truth, or even question anything the jews have 
insisted are the “real” facts? No one of course, hence you will 
always hear about the 6 million/11 million but actual 
documents from the International Red Cross.

It is long overdue that this intentional fraud be halted and those 
who perpetrated it be brought to justice for over 70 years of 
National Blood Libel against Germany and other nations 
through vicious lies and financial fraud.
Two of the most important surveys of the Jewish question in 
Europe during World War II are British author David Irving's 
examination of the Russian archives after the wall came down.

 Irving published his findings in his book, “Hitler’s War” and 
said not one word about gas chambers. When question about 
this omission he said that there was no reference to gas 
chambers in the archives and therefore he did not discuss the 
question of gas chambers. Irving was arrested in several 
countries for hate speech for his scholarly omission and 



ultimately served three years in prison for daring to tell the 
truth.
Show less
Reply · 2

john dicarlo 1 week ago
+Gabriele Longo How much have the jews made out of their 
Holocaust® scam? In 2013 the German government admits to 
have forked over EUR 63.2 Billion, that's over $100 Billion to 
the jews, in these socalled reparations and all of it tax free. - 
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/
0,1518,523846,00.html

Tax-payers of Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Latvia, Poland 
and other nations have had multiple Billions of dollars taken 
from their wages to be paid out to “holocaust survivors” and 
their descendants for an event that DID NOT HAPPEN.

The tax-payers of the United States of America spend Billion$ 
each year in direct, indirect and military support of the jewish 
State of Israel.

This is intentional, criminal fraud on a scale so massive as to be 
almost incomprehensible.

Red Cross and East German government figures put the total 
deaths at every camp as 272.000, and 282,000 respectively 
which includes homosexuals, communists, gypsies, murderers, 
paedophiles etc. The 6 Million figure is a Kabbalist number, a 
magical figure which has been featured in newspapers 
repeatedly since 1900, decrying jew sufferink. The balls of 
these arrogant liars and money grubbers!
Show less
Reply · 3
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b52gf16c 4 days ago
+john dicarlo wow Cig papers as a source???? I suggest you 
look up the RED Cross web site for what they actually have to 
say about the Holocaust!!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+john dicarlo so all the other nations and demographics the 
Germans have payed compensation to- they are lying as well??

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+john dicarlo John feel free to name the nations, dates and 
numbers where these many multi millions of Euro Jews went- 
cause they sure aint in Europe

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+happyhappy joyjoy Really?? you ever been inside 
Auschwitz????? The SS admin Camp had such creature 
comforts!! but that quite a ways from the main prisoner 
compound!!! The Barracks were unheated and without sanitary 
plumbing- that alone would have caused a very high mortality 
rate- was Poland closer to the equator in the 1940s??? I have 
personal photos of large partially underground destroyed 
concrete structures in the main prisoner compound,, hmmm I 
wonder what those were for?? a very marked difference 
between reading Neo Nazi propaganda and actually seeing 
things with your own eyes!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+john dicarlo Well for one thing 63 billion Euros is not 100 
billion US $ and never has been!!! And 63 billion Euros would 
be a tiny % of the combined German, Austrian, Swiss etc etc 
etc economies today- never mind over 46 yrs- since 1969 your 
source asserts??? Thats a rather tiny amount of money!!!! Did 
the Nazis not seize assets of many minorities and rob the 
Occupied nations blind??? There is a reason the Germans have 



paid compensation to many nations and demographics over the 
years!! But in John's world it never happened????

Pooka McPhellimy 6 days ago
Well done Kyle, Tom and everyone else involved in the 
making of this most important documentary which has huge 
potential to shake the jew world order to the core. The fact that 
it was not a jew bashing documentary was a very clever move 
as it is bringing in the audiences who are new to this and will 
not be turned off by that. However, enough digs were put in 
there to make it very clear to the audience as to who were 
responsible for this genocide and they can connect the dots 
easily from there.
This will make a huge impact and it won't be long I'm sure 
before the backlash and whining begins from the usual 
suspects. However, the cat is out of the bag now and it ain't 
going back in.
Well done again.
Show less
Reply · 5
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Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Pooka McPhellimy You should also check out “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” on youtube. It is a great video.
Reply · 1

Pooka McPhellimy 6 days ago



+Tabor 7 Have watched it and it is indeed a another great video 
which has made a huge impact. The tide is turning and long 
may it continue. 
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Pooka McPhellimy I also recommend the new videos of 
Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told) on his youtube channel. There is also a small great video 
on youtube called “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin 
Luther King Jr."

Pooka McPhellimy 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 Thanks. Will check those out.
Reply · 1

Nonii perkele 1 day ago
it's time to reveal the crimes of the allied, and clean the name of 
the reich once and for all. ps: fuck jewish propaganda
Reply · 9

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+Nonii perkele The video “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube is also recommended if you haven't seen 
it.
Reply · 4

Denise Celt 1 day ago
The true shame of Germany is not that the Holocau$t (TM) 
happened - it's that is didn't.

We can do better next time.
Reply · 6

Hans Siegling 1 day ago



+Denise Celt  Did you know that the jews tried to pull of a 
Holocaust after WW1 too? But nobody believed them...
Reply · 2

Fistof Yahweh 1 week ago (edited)
This is truly a moving documentary of the slaughter of the 
German people. I welled up with tears several times 
discovering the satanic things done to my racial kin that I had 
never known.. I can only hope that more and more people will 
watch this and realize who the enemies really are.. 

Eisenhower was another Obama.. Many do not know that 
Eisenhower was bi-racial and had a negro mother and a Jewish 
father.. 

When America and the rest of the White/Anglo regions of the 
world fall in the coming collapse, it will not be by the hands of 
any Nazis, but by a newer Bolshevik Communist regime..

If you do some deep research on such sites like 
Christogenea.org, you'll find out that Germans are actually the 
remnants of the tribe of Judah of Israel.. The Satanic Jews hate 
Judah so much, which was the tribe that Yahshua the Messiah 
came from that they are hell bent in destroying all kindred of 
the Messiah.
Show less
Reply · 42
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waffenss 642 1 week ago
+Fistof Yahweh in a history book at school it says that the 
germans started to hate hitler after the bombing of dresden yet 
we can clearly see in hellstorm and tgsnt that the german people 
were loyal to the end especially in the defence of berlin
Reply · 5

Greyswyndir 1 week ago
+Fistof Yahweh 

Eisenhower's father must have been a very light-skinned black 
man then. I hear his nickname in West Point was “The Swedish 
Jew”. Eisenhower's Secretary of Treasury (Henry Morganthau) 
was responsible for starving millions of Germans to death, both 
soldiers and civilians (The Morganthau Plan).

What in the hell is a Jewish secretary of the treasury doing 
making plans to murder Germans?
Show less
Reply · 5

Fistof Yahweh 1 week ago
+Greyswyndir his mother was black... look it up.. it was his 
father that was Jewish.. a Jew porking a nigress is how 
Eisenhower came into being.. a mongrel Jew... just like 
Obama.. who's mother was Jewish and his father was Frank 
Marshall Davis a communist negro..
Reply · 2

Chad Robinson 1 week ago
+waffenss 642 I now realize everything I was forced to learn 
during my 20 years of school was pure false marxist 
propaganda except simple math and learning to read in 



elementary school the rest of it was a waste of time then one 
has to unlearn the false then become self taught always doing 
due diligence to relearn the truth the 2nd time around 
Spiritually, the pulpit is in the same condition the sooner people 
leave organized religion and become self educated the better off 
they will be. Secular Education, I would not recommend 
college or Graduate School to anyone nor anything taught after 
4th grade kids should be home schooled if they desire truth. So 
all my life at church all the pieces of university paper I earned 
anything on television, anything the Gov. tells you it is best to 
believe the opposite of what all 4 say unles you can prove 
yourself wrong. today with the internet you can learn more 
yourself in 2 - 3 years than they have in truth at all 4 places you 
could spending a life time listening to anyone of the 4 and you 
would only regress into the negative from zero (the number of 
complete truths taught, preached, in the news or told by our 
elected officials. I can't remember the last time any of them 
didnt lie or leaned so far left all they could do is parrott filth 
and criticize any who questioned their false conjectures and 
theories.
Show less
Reply · 3

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago (edited)
+Fistof Yahweh Yahweh is the Devil: see_the_truth.webs.com
Reply · 1

Fistof Yahweh 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele go burn in hell Jew!!!
Reply · 2

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago (edited)
+Fistof Yahweh You are the one worshiping Yahweh who is the 
God of the Jew's, not me.
Reply · 2



Fistof Yahweh 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele no asswipe.. Yahweh was never the God of the 
Jews.. Jews are Satan's offspring through Cain and Esau. Jews 
are impostors. They stole the identity of the Israelites and have 
claimed they are the people of the bible when in fact they are 
the enemies of Yahweh and his people the pure racial white 
people from Adam/Abraham/Issac/Jacob.

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago (edited)
Jewish Abraham was stolen from King Hariscandra of the 
Hindu Sankhayana-Sutras.
Jewish Isaac was stolen from King Hariscandra's son Rohita.
Adam and Eve had been stolen from the Egyptian story of Get 
and Nut. Jewish Jacob and Jewish Esau were stolen from the 
Egyptian Horus and Set. Jewish Cain, Abel and Seth were 
stolen from Osiris, Set, and Horus. Every character in that filthy 
book of Jewish witchcraft called the bible had been stolen from 
the pagan's and then twisted by the Jew's.
Reply · 5

Fistof Yahweh 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele Pagan religions came from Canaanite rituals.. 
You're one of the Zeitgeist morons.. The Jews had no part in 
writing the bible.. Jews are the remnants of the Canaanites and 
Edomites...
Reply · 1

FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago (edited)
+Fistof Yahweh Abraham is a fictitious character made up by 
Jews in Babylonian captivity to try to explain their origins. You 
are right that yahweh was not originally from Israel. Yahweh 
was a volcano god ot the Nabataean shasu bedoin of the Sinai 
and Midian desert. The Egyptians were the first to mention a 
'yahu in the land of the shasu' - the first tetragrammaton. White 



people have pantheons like those of the Norse, Slavs, Greeks, 
Romans, Celts, et al. Our native religion is nothing like that 
forlorn desert shasu cult of worshipers of the Midian volcano 
demon.
Reply · 1

FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago
+Fistof Yahweh Israelites were Canaanites, but they adopted a 
migrant god from the desert south of them, and that is where 
the trouble all starts. Canaanites had a very nice religion, with 
deitites like Baal Hadad and Ashera and El and Tammuz. 
Yahweh was a disaster, and has been ever since. He's a volcano 
demon of disparate, wandering semitic nomads of the Midian 
desert. These are the people represented in Exodus by Jethro. 
The early yahwists were the Calebites, Kenites, and other 
Nabataeans. 

“Out of the Iron Furnace: The Introduction of the Yahweh Cult 
into Israel by the Inhabitants of Egypt’s Arabah mining 
colonies"

https://mikew1584.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/furnace-
take-3.pdf
Show less
Reply · 2

Fistof Yahweh 1 week ago
+FarFromEquilibrium GTFOH!!! Where the hell do you get 
your stupid ass bullshit from?? You're the second Zeitgeist 
asshole that's commented on this thread.. Piss off!!!

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago (edited)
+Fistof Yahweh Zeitgeist equates to Marxist propaganda so 
you can leave me out of that one. FarFromEquilibrium this 

https://mikew1584.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/furnace-take-3.pdf
https://mikew1584.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/furnace-take-3.pdf
https://mikew1584.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/furnace-take-3.pdf
https://mikew1584.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/furnace-take-3.pdf


may be of interest to you in your studies:  YHVH: The Truth 
About “Yaweh” “Jehova” Taking the Mask Off of Christianity: 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/YHVH.htm
Reply · 2

Robert Lloyd 1 week ago
+Chad Robinson I had to also relearn everything in history, 
just as you mentioned you had to also. God bless brother.
Reply · 1

FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago
+Fistof Yahweh
Zeitgheist???? Well, that's a first I've ever been accused of that, 
LOL.

NO. More like someone with a long standing interest in ancient 
Near Eastern history. I would say get Donald B Redford's 
“Egypt, Canaan and Israel in Ancient Times” and Gosta 
Ahlstrom's  “A History of Ancient Palestine", but I suppose you 
don't 'into archeology' very much.

What makes you reject your own ancient European gods 
anyway? We have beautiful and rich sacred cosmology of our 
own. Why would you want to hold on to that forlorn hebrew 
biblical nonsense instead?
Show less
Reply · 1

Fistof Yahweh 1 week ago
+FarFromEquilibrium ancient European gods?!? they're all 
based on Canaanite gods, which goes back to fallen angels in 
Genesis 6. You're must be one of those special kind of morons 
that believes the Jews more than his own people.. Hitler stood 
for Christianity.. or are you too stupid to know that??

http://see
http://see


FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago
+Fistof Yahweh
You are a loud mouth kid who doesn't know his own history. 
WE were in Europe long before Canaanites even existed , and 
long before Genesis was compiled by some jews in  exile in 
Babylon after 586 BC.

“Genomic structure in Europeans
dating back at least 36,200 years"

http://www2.zoo.cam.ac.uk/manica/ms/
2014_Seguin_Orlando_et_al_Science.pdf
Show less

VerrückterFuchs 5 days ago
+Fistof Yahweh 
https://leuchoviusghost.wordpress.com/2014/10/14/atlantis-
edda-und-bibel-english-translation/

u read this book, dont know were to find an english translation

greetings

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Greyswyndir Eisenhower half black and Jewish????? OMG I 
can't stand it, people on You Tube will say anything!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Greyswyndir Then how did West Germany make an 
incredible recovery if all these sinister plans were carried out??

VerrückterFuchs 4 days ago
+b52gf16c

http://www2.zoo.cam.ac.uk/manica/ms/2014_Seguin_Orlando_et_al_Science.pdf
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Cause we are still..germans ?! Thats what we are, the plan didnt 
worked out that time, but it is still working on us since 
today...greetings friend

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+VerrückterFuchs Under Allied occupation!!!

VerrückterFuchs 4 days ago (edited)
+b52gf16c
Thats right, ure 120% right, but truth is going viral, more and 
more people re-think about what happend back in the 1939-45 
days at all.

Hope u get my english right away friend.
best wishes and god with u!

PS. there is this whole plan to make the eu into one group of 
people.
read what Richard Nikolaus Coudenhove-Kalergi wrote about 
in his book Practical Idealism!

Inbreeding builds character, weakens the mind - crossing 
weakens the character, strengthens the Spirit. Where inbreeding 
and crossbreeding meet under happy auspices, they testify to 
the highest type of human being the strongest character with the 
sharpest mind connects. Where under unfortunate auspices 
inbreeding and mix meet, they create degeneration types with a 
weak character, dull mind.
    The man of the distant future will be hybrid. Today's races 
and castes are the increasing
 the overcoming of space, time and prejudice fall victim. The 
Eurasian-Negroid race tomorrow, outwardly similar to the 
ancient Egyptian, will replace the diversity of peoples with a 
diversity of personalities. For according to the laws of 
inheritance increases with the diversity of the ancestors 



diversity, with the monotony of the ancestors, the uniformity of 
the offspring. In inbred families a child is like another: because 
all represent a common family type. In hybrid families, the 
children are more divergent from each other: each is a novel 
variation of the divergent parental and ancestral elements.
    Inbreeding creates characteristic types - crossing creates 
original personalities. Precursor of the planetary people of the 
future is in modern Europe as the Russian Slavic-Tatar-Finnish 
mongrel; because he, of all European nations, the least breed 
has, he is the typical multi soul man with the wide, rich, all-
encompassing soul. His strongest antipode is the insular Briton, 
highly bred Einseelenmensch whose strength lies in character, 
in the will, in the one-sided, typical. He owes modern Europe 
the most closed, perfect type: the gentleman.
Show less
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 19 hours ago
+Dr. Mengele “And making a whip of cords, he drove them all 
out of the temple, with the sheep and oxen. And he poured out 
the coins of the money-changers and overturned their tables. 
And he told those who sold the pigeons, “Take these things 
away; do not make my Father's house a house of trade.”
~ John 2:13-16

If the banksters invented the Bible, why is Jesus's only 
exception for using violence against banksters?

Dr. Mengele 19 hours ago
+Poppadop1 His only exception for using violence? How 
about where he had ordered murder in Luke 19:27?

Poppadop1 18 hours ago
+Dr. Mengele That's from the Parable of Minas. It's like a story 
within a story.



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Parable_of_the_talents_or_minas#Parable_of_the_Minas

Dr. Mengele 18 hours ago (edited)
The occult analysis (occult mean's secret as in what the Jews do 
not want you to know) of that verse explains that the return of 
the Messiah is in fact the establishment of a New World Order 
Communist Super State ran out of Israel by the very Banksters 
in which you abhor. Those who we're slain before the Messiah 
(The Communist Superstate) are the goyim who would not 
submit. Luke 19:27 But those my enemies, which would not 
that I should reign over them, bring here, and slay them before 
me. The same thing had happened to the goyim who did not 
submit in Soviet Russia only the Jew's want it on a world-wide 
scale. Most do-not understand that the end result of any 
Xtianitzed society is full blown Communism. take a look at the 
picture on my page to better understand this.
Show less

b52gf16c 18 hours ago
+Dr. Mengele probably run by the secret Jew base on the dark 
side of the Moon!!!! If you could hear how you sound- you 
would commit yourself!!!

Poppadop1 16 hours ago
+Dr. Mengele Did you look at just this one verse and reach this 
conclusion?  Okay, how about a little earlier in the parable, 
Luke 19:22-23:
 
“And he said to him, Out of your own mouth will I judge you, 
you wicked servant. You knew that I was an austere man, taking 
up that I laid not down, and reaping that I did not sow: Why 
then gave not you my money into the bank, that at my coming I 
might have required my own with usury?”
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_talents_or_minas#Parable_of_the_Minas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_talents_or_minas#Parable_of_the_Minas
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Does the occult meaning also include the Messiah turning into a 
cold, severe person that supports the banksters’ usury?  Is 
anyone going to believe such a huge character change from 
Jesus’s depiction in the Bible?
 
Some Bible versions use quotation marks to better show the 
difference between narration, speech, and quotes.  The English 
Standard version does this, for example.  It's easier to see that 
Jesus is supposed to be quoting a character from this parable.
http://biblehub.com/esv/luke/19.htm
Show less

Dr. Mengele 15 hours ago
+b52gf16c Me ois vaxen svi a tsibele miten cup in vant noodge.

Dr. Mengele 14 hours ago (edited)
+Poppadop1 It doesn't look like a parable to me. It look's like 
he was outright calling for murder like the passage literally 
say's. But I digress, it's not just just that verse alone: Jesus 
ordered others to steal for him, was cruel to animals, told others 
to dishonor their families, was against freedom of speech, told 
others that life wasn't worth living, broke up families, promoted 
slavery, told people not to own any property, and promoted 
crime and chaos by telling his followers to “turn the other 
cheek." 

Poppadop1 13 hours ago (edited)
+Dr. Mengele The story within a story is actually a very 
common literary device.  The inner story does not always 
correlate to the outer story 100%.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Story_within_a_story

Considering you couldn't be bothered to read anything near 
Luke 19:27 to get the proper context, you'll need to be more 
specific with those other claims. ^_^

http://biblehub.com/esv/luke/19.htm
http://biblehub.com/esv/luke/19.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Story_within_a_story
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Needless to say, context is very important.
Show less

Dr. Mengele 12 hours ago (edited)
No individual in history has been provided with more excuses. 
Twisting, warping, distorting and outright lying of what this 
entity taught and did is commonplace. Since the Nazarene is 
fictitious, he can be anything to anyone. He is whatever the 
current system claims and dictates. He changes with the times 
and conforms to any agenda. The “Holy Bible” is about the 
most confusing text ever concocted. Most people never even 
bother to read it, yet call themselves “Christians.” Look to the 
endless contradictions and of course, the teachings of the 
Nazarene: Jesus stole [Luke 19: 29-35; Luke 6: 1-5], Jesus lied 
[Matthew 5:17; 16: 28; Revelation 3: 11] Jesus advocated 
murder [Luke 19: 27] Jesus demanded one of his disciples 
dishonor his parents and family [Luke 9: 59-62]. I can provide 
the contradiction verses as-well if you would like.
Show less

Poppadop1 10 hours ago
+Dr. Mengele Since I’m already looking at this chapter, let’s 
see what stands out about Luke 19:29-35.
 
“When he drew near to Bethphage and Bethany, at the mount 
that is called Olivet, he sent two of the disciples, saying, “Go 
into the village in front of you, where on entering you will find 
a colt tied, on which no one has ever yet sat. Untie it and bring 
it here. If anyone asks you, ‘Why are you untying it?’ you shall 
say this: ‘The Lord has need of it.’” So those who were sent 
went away and found it just as he had told them. And as they 
were untying the colt, its owners said to them, “Why are you 
untying the colt?” And they said, “The Lord has need of it.” 



And they brought it to Jesus, and throwing their cloaks on the 
colt, they set Jesus on it.”
 
So, this horse that no one has ever ridden gets taken by the 
disciples, the owners let them do, and Jesus rides it.  How is 
this stealing?  The owners didn’t stop the horse being taken; 
letting the horse go when they weren’t using it actually shows 
virtue on their part.  Last I checked, charity is supposed to be a 
good thing.
 
Context, man.  Context!
Show less

Dr. Mengele 9 hours ago (edited)
The bible can be twisted in anyway that anyone want's. One 
day he is celibate the next he is having relations with Mary 
Magdalene. So, instead of focusing on the words of the 
fictitious Nazerine character let us instead focus on the actual 
contradictions with-in the bible itself:

Whoever call's on the name of the lord will be saved [Acts 2:31 
and Romans 1-:13].

Not everyone who calls on the name of the lord will be saved 
[ Matt 7:21].

Only those whom the lord chooses will be saved [ Acts 2:39].
Show less
Reply · 1

MrAnomilus 1 week ago (edited)



Go to rense dot com and view the following article 
recommending this video:

Global Curtain Call for Hellstorm
http://rense.com/general96/globalcurtain.html
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+MrAnomilus You should also check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” video on youtube if you haven't seen 
it.

MrAnomilus 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
I have seen it, and it is a truly epic and excellent video 
compilation.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+MrAnomilus That's great. I highly recommend the new 
videos of Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told) on his youtube channel if you haven't seen it. I 
also recommend the small video on youtube known as “The 
Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr." 
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+MrAnomilus Full of half truths, distortions and outright lies!!

hans schwanz 6 days ago

http://rense.com/general96/globalcurtain.html
http://rense.com/general96/globalcurtain.html


The jews who still defend those actions and all their Shabbos 
Goys WILL very soon will be brough to justice in Europe and 
hopefully the USA too.
i dont know if Putin is a jew shill or not but if the russian 
people EVER know on a mass scale how the Bolshevik jews 
tried to exterminate them i think no jew will ever be allowed 
in russia again, if putin is a shill or not.
Reply · 5

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+hans schwanz Putin is a great leader. You should check out 
Brother Nathanael's video on Putin in youtube. He paid off all 
of the debts and Russia is free now. You should also check out 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube if you 
haven't seen it.

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 
lol i know all this
what i know too is the jewish roots of putin and medvedev as 
being a jew.
also putin defended the red army multiple times.
now there are two possibilities: either hes playing the jews or 
he is shilling for them
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 
as i said not sure about putin
he undoubtedly did many good things for russia like sending 
the Oligarch Jews to Israhell were those belong.



he also exposed how jews were 90 % of ussr government.
but he also said they were mislead lol.
they did it all on purpose and he should know.
i understand him not saying it tho as it would fuel the lame 
propaganda fire against him
Show less
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 6 days ago (edited)
+hans schwanz I understand your points now. But Putin cannot 
criticize them, because he knows that will immediately lead to 
another war against Russia. Something similar to the situation 
during American civil war. 
Reply · 2

hans schwanz 5 days ago
+Tabor 7 
yeah
cant blame all jews tho
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 18 hours ago
+hans schwanz If Putin were a shill, he would not be defusing 
attempts to “start” WW3. The War in Donbass, MH17, Syria's 
chemical weapons: The banking cartel wanted to kick this off 
two years ago. There are even reports Putin may expose the 
9/11 false flag.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/02/10/pravda-putin-
threatens-to-release-satellite-evidence-of-911/

hans schwanz 17 hours ago
+Poppadop1 
as i said i am not sure about putin
i hope you are right

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/02/10/pravda-putin-threatens-to-release-satellite-evidence-of-911/
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there are these rumours that putins father fought for Germany in 
ww2
Reply · 1

Sozeib Rebel Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
In the end we were worse than the nazis
Reply · 15

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Sozeib Rebel How was National Socialists bad? General 
Patton realized the truth that he fought on the wrong side and 
tried to go on to fight against the true enemy. Stalin saw 
General Patton as a massive threat and Patton was on Stalin's 
death list.
Reply · 4

Sozeib Rebel 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
I never said it was bad.. They say all sorts about it but what 
makes the rest of us any better? From what I can see we were 
the Devils 
Reply · 4

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Sozeib Rebel I apologize for the misunderstanding. But I 
want to point out that most of American soldiers were innocent. 
You have to understand that FDR and Britain backstabbed US 
through Pearl Harbor. After that, Eisenhower and Britain 
backstabbed Americans in Europe through Battle of Bulge and 



all of the atrocities that came after that. Germans would not 
have been raped if Patton and third army was able to reach 
Berlin by November 1944. But Eisenhower and Britain didn't 
want that to happen and caused delays which led to Battle of 
Bulge. This is because they wanted to bomb many parts of 
Berlin and Dresden and also wanted Soviet to take over 
German regions. With FDR, he secretly forced US to continue 
it's war against Japan starting from January 20, 1945 by 
rejecting Japanese surrender memo. Admiral William Leahy 
hated FDR and his treachery. So he secretly leaked the memo to 
Reporter Trohan. Thanks to FDR, More than 100,000 
Americans were murdered after January 20, 1945 and Japanese 
death rate go as high as 1 million. 
Show less
Reply · 2

Robert F. 1 week ago (edited)
NOBODY was worse than bloody bolsheviks and communism

Cut the “evil nazis” crab
Reply · 4

Sozeib Rebel 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
Yes we Brits did a lot of wrongs and were also being run by the 
pro Zionists at the time
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Robert F. Stalin admitted that USSR won its war against 
Germany only because of 11 billion dollars of war supplies he 
received from FDR through Lend Lease Act with full support 
from Britain. Stalin also received aid from Britain as well. 
Americans were against this and made several protests. 
Germans would not have been raped by Bolsheviks if Patton 



and Third Army were able to take over Germany by November 
1944. But Eisenhower and Britain didn't want that to happen. 
They wanted to see Germany destroyed.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Sozeib Rebel Britain had been committing atrocities for 
centuries. The problem was British people were happy to 
follow the agenda of British government in committing 
atrocities. Hitler allowed more than 175,000 British soldiers to 
escape at Dunkirk and dropped a peaceleaflet in English in 
Britain along with peace offers. But Britain rejected it under 
Churchill and these same soldiers came back and bombed 
German cities. This was the same thing Britain did in Boer 
Wars in 1800s. They attacked civilians to win the Boer wars. 
Andrew Jackson used to say “Never trust the British.” It looks 
like he was right.
Reply · 4

Sozeib Rebel 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
I'm British :( it's more like the English elite who ruled were 
responsible but then you guys are just as bad now with all your 
wars Iraq etc.. Every country that was taken over by the evil 
Zionist banksters ended up screwed 
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Sozeib Rebel I understand. But you have to realize that a 
country can only cause massive destruction if people of that 
country agrees with it. You can see this on several occasions in 
the history of Britain. During World War 1, Germany sent peace 
terms to Britain in October of 1916 and December of 1916. 
Germany's Peace terms were published in newspapers on 
December 13-14, 1916. But it was Britain who rejected them 



and said “War must go on: Lloyd George to 
Germany” (December 20, 1916 - Headlines in Newspapers) and 
drove US into war in 1917. The reason why I am saying this is 
because British people have to do something about their 
government. What worries me is if British people don't do 
anything about it, there can be massive destructions in Britain. 
The same applies to France and Poland. This is something that 
should not happen. “Survival” is the keyword and Britain must 
survive.    
Show less
Reply · 2

Sozeib Rebel 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
But the United States is doing the same thing right now 

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Sozeib Rebel Only because US is controlled by powers in 
Britain. With the establishment of Federal Reserve in 1913, 
America became a puppet of Britain. This was the same 
establishment Andrew Jackson destroyed in 1836. This was the 
same establishment US Presidents like Thomas Jefferson, John 
Tyler, Zachary Taylor, Abraham Lincoln, James Garfield, 
William McKinley, William Taft, and JFK opposed. What 
Britain orders, American follows thanks to Federal Reserve.
Reply · 4

Sozeib Rebel 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
Yes but the financial city of London isn't British, it's more 
Jewish Zionist banksters.. And it's not just the banks controlling 
USA it's things like aipac 
Reply · 4

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)



+Sozeib Rebel All of these are under the control of British 
powers. You may ask how? AIPAC cannot make decisions 
without the approval of British powers. Israel was formed 
through the approval of British powers. There would not have 
been Israel without Britain. Under British Prime Minister H H 
Asquith and later Lloyd George, Britain approved Balfour 
Declaration which led to creation of Israel in 1948. Even Israel 
leaders publicly admit this. Britain saw Germany as a threat to 
the establishment of Israel since Hitler was planning to deport 
Jews from Palestine to Madagascar. That is another reason why 
Britain destroyed Germany in WW2.

Sozeib Rebel 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
Surely u can't expect us to believe the Brits to be behind 
attacking Iraq or Libya or Syria.. 
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Sozeib Rebel I assure you that all of those have British role. 
But it requires long explanation. Check the video “The Murder 
of Lawrence of Arabia which drove to World War 2” on 
archive.org  and Michael Rivero's pdf file “All wars are 
bankers' wars” for all of the details. 
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 You sound like a lunatic what Britain orders the 
Americans follow??? I would say the opposite is true!!! The 
UK and US just had much different interests than German 
domination of Europe in both Wars!!

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+b52gf16c b52, your brainwashing methods won't work 
anymore since people are well aware of facts. When you write 



more and more oppositions, people will only become more and 
more aware of your deceptions.
Reply · 2

Sozeib Rebel 4 days ago
+b52gf16c
Why do I smell an islamophobic Zionist scum?? At least have a 
shower before you comment 
Reply · 2

Sozeib Rebel 4 days ago
+b52gf16c
Fucking filthy Zionist scums fuck off out from the nations you 
don't belong in.. Fuck Zionism and fuck you and your filthy 
Israel you deceptive scum
Reply · 2

Sozeib Rebel 4 days ago
These hasbara trolls think they can attack anyone who speaks 
the truth.. 
Reply · 3

Sozeib Rebel 4 days ago
+b52gf16c
Why haven't you joined the IDF you filthy Zionist pig and a 
traitor to USA 
Reply · 1

Glenn Frazier 2 days ago
Be an hero to us all super troll!!!

Pat Kittle 2 days ago
+Sozeib Rebel -- Please leave pigs out of this. They do not 
deserve to be slandered like that.
Reply · 2



Sozeib Rebel 2 days ago
+Pat Kittle
You are right.. I must apologise the the poor pigs 

haaratz gobi (gobiharaatz) 1 day ago
+Sozeib Rebel ..."at the time"?????

SuperWinter42 1 day ago
+Sozeib Rebel I think you smell ADL.

Sozeib Rebel 1 day ago
+SuperWinter42
Depends on how u define ADL ... It's still a Zionist filth

Zampan0 6 hours ago
+Sozeib Rebel Not “WE” Sozeib, it is the Zionist jews and 
their gentile stooges that control the government and the media.
Reply · 1

M3sar 3 days ago
It's already on 60 000, this is going viral!
Reply · 11

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 3 days ago
I am just hoping “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube also gets the attention of the viewers.
Reply · 1

M3sar 3 days ago



+Tabor 7 That documentary gets few thousand views every 
day, go see it every day and you will see. That makes me happy, 
truth for everyone!

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+M3sar I know that. But it is not fast as the views getting on 
this one.

M3sar 3 days ago
We have to have faith in this..People are like sheeps, if this 
documentary would end up on TV everyone would believe it, 
just like a story about 'Holocaust'.

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+M3sar I doubt “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” 
will ever end up on tv since the victors control tv networks.  
They have been trying to stop this documentary on youtube for 
a long time. But the uploaders fought back and brought the 
documentary back on youtube. I also recommend some of my 
uploaded videos to you.

M3sar 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 I think it will get to tv one day, non violent ways are 
the best, all those 'neo-nazis' are just paid scumbags to kill 
people in the name of swastika..
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 4 days ago
And if Americans today wonder why their country has been 
bankrupted, their sons sent to Middle-Eastern wars coming 
back as psycholocical wrecks or in body bags then they can 
answer the fact that Zionists have done to America what they 



did to Germany. Horses for courses. Another former great 
country destroyed by..
Reply · 6

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Domdeone1 America has been completely under the control 
of British powers since 1913 with the establishment of Federal 
Reserve. Ever since then, America follows what Britain orders. 
Ever wonder why US was on the side of Britain during WW1 
and WW2 when they were bitter enemies in late 1700s and 
1800s? This is exactly what Andrew Jackson and Abraham 
Lincoln opposed. JFK and his brother RFK tried to solve these 
problems. But he and his brother RFK were murdered.
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 4 days ago
It is amazing that Britain declared both WWs then had to get 
America to bail them out twice while all of Britain`s colonies 
get dragged in to them. A good film on YT is Heathcote 
William`s Royal Babylon- the Queen is worth 33,000,000,000! 
Not mention her real estate globally. After The ~Yalta 
Agreement what Britain did to the Cossacks, handing them over 
to the Russians AFTER WWII, killing General Krasnov I have 
washed my hands of British patriotism, Empires are out for 
what they can get & screw their subjects.           
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Domdeone1 I will check Royal Babylon out. I assure you that 
there are so many hidden British treacheries. I thought I should 
share this with you. Andrew Jackson was constantly in fight 



with British powers to destroy Second Bank of United States 
(Today's Federal Reserve) which he did in 1836. That is why 
Andrew Jackson is demonized by the media with lies. During 
Civil War, South was filled with British and French Spies to 
destroy Union through destroying Lincoln's interest free and 
debt free Greenbacks and establish private central bank.

Lincoln was threatened due to the high amount of British and 
French troops and he asked Russian Czar Alexander II to help 
him. Czar sent Russian Navy to New York and San Francisco to 
help Lincoln in 1863. Thanks to the help from Russian Navy, 
Lincoln and Union won the American civil war.

What many people don't know is Britain murdered Great 
Lawrence of Arabia to create World War 2 against Germany. 
Lawrence wanted peace between Britain and Germany. He was 
going to meet Hitler to make peace. Churchill and British war 
lobby saw Lawrence as a massive threat and murdered 
Lawrence through so called accident in 1935.
Read more
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 4 days ago
shit I never knew that! I read about Hess that came on a peace 
mission to Scotland & was banged up. Just like WWI 
Capt. Archibold Maule Ramsey that was arrested for the 
durance of WWII without charge in Britain for national security 
& anti-Semitism as he accused them of wanting the war. A great 
little book from Amazon, he wrote `The Nameless War.` Like 
Dr David Kelly that said there were NO WMDs prior to th Iraq 
war-found after a `suicide` with a shotgun. Authorities said will 
disclose the enquiry results in 70 yrs I hear?
They wont even release the CHILCOTT ENQUIRY now as to 
why we went into Iraq.
GRRR



Show less
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Domdeone1 I agree. As you know, Historian David Irving 
mentions that Rudolf Hess was murdered by British soldiers in 
his old age and made it look like a suicide.

Archibald Ramsay's book is a great book. I have read it. 
Ramsay knew that Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain didn't 
want war. Chamberlain wanted peace. But Churchill and British 
cabinet wanted war and had massive pressure on Chamberlain. 
Chamberlain prohibited the bombing of German civilians. After 
Neville Chamberlain left as prime minister, Churchill took over 
and decided to arrest Archibald since Churchill and British war 
cabinet saw him as a threat to their war plans. Churchill also 
ordered to bomb German civilians the same day he became 
Prime Minister (May 10, 1940). That is when the terror starts.

Just like the murder of Lawrence of Arabia, the same pattern 
can be seen in the murder of British Prime Minister Spencer 
Perceval. Perceval was opposed to Britain creating a war 
against United States. So Britain murdered Perceval and created 
“War of 1812” against US.

The same British treacherous nature can be said about World 
War 1. Germany & his Allies won World War 1 in 1916 and 
sent peace terms twice to Britain and her Allies in 1916. But 
Britain rejected Germany's peace terms both times ("War Must 
Go on: Lloyd George to Germany” -  Headline of Chicago 
Tribune in December 20, 1916) and deceptively drove US into 
war against Germany and his Allies by lying to Americans that 
Germany and his Allies were the aggressors.

Andrew Jackson used to say “Never trust the British." 



Read more
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 4 days ago
Phew I never knew all that. Ive only been revising history for 
five years now-its a lot to take in. I read D. L. George at least 
got off his back side, went to the Berghoff..went on to say 
Hitler was the best person ever to come out of Germany.You 
know I believe him!
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Domdeone1 It wasn't really Lloyd George's fault during 
World War 1. H.H. Asquith made a mess of things when he was 
the prime minister from 1908 till early December 1916. During 
when H H Asquith was prime minister, Britain was responsible 
for the sinking of Lusitania and blamed Germany for it in 1915.

During Asquith's administration, they also made the decision 
for Balfour Declaration in October 1916 which brought US into 
war. So Lloyd George had to follow the mess Asquith started. 
But unlike Churchill and French Prime Minister Clemenceau, 
Lloyd George didn't want to put burden on Germany. 
Unfortunately, his attempts failed.
Show less
Reply · 2

Domdeone1 3 days ago
I think the sinking of the cunard ship (todays anniv) was the 
Pearl Harbour, the 9/11 of it`s day. The only wreck they are still 
reluctant to allow diving into as it might expose that it was 
carrying ammunition. Why did they advertise in a NY paper for 
people not to go on it?
Reply · 1



exposedeceivers 3 days ago
+Domdeone1 The Chilcot report on the Iraq war cost 9 million 
pounds of taxpayers' money, is still not available almost six 
years after it was announced, will not be available for some 
time even after today's general election, has a relatively low 
area of remit, and there is little prospect of it not being a 
whitewash like previous official reports. In contrast, my own 
report (following a year of writing and another eleven years of 
research) cost taxpayers nothing, is available now, covers 
everything that people need to know, and pulls no punches. 
Those who read it will not only be under no illusions about the 
crimes of Tony Blair and the reasons for the Iraq war, but will 
also be fully informed on Obama, Bush, Cameron, and the 
reasons for the Afghanistan war (2001-), the First Opium War 
(1839-1842), the Second Opium War (1856-1860), WWI, 
WWII, etc., and much more besides. Look up “The Protocols of 
Anti-Semitism”.
Show less
Reply · 1

Domdeone1 3 days ago
not The Protocols of the Elders of Zion?
Last minute thing shall I vote UKIP or Conservatives. 
Milleband is not an option..
Reply · 1

exposedeceivers 3 days ago
+Domdeone1 I'll be voting UKIP. Miliband would be an 
economic disaster, and Cameron, who has some Jewish 
ancestry, has long confirmed himself as an agent of World 
Jewry whose only interest is in furthering the Zionist cause. He 
even claimed that non-violent “conspiracy theories” are just as 
dangerous as terrorism.



I named my report “The Protocols of Anti-Semitism", since 
playing the “anti-Semitism” card is an indispensable part of the 
Zionist conspirators' strategy, both in countering their critics, 
and in convincing Jews that they need the Zionists to protect 
them from the 'evil' “anti-Semites”. And it debunks the claim 
that the Russians forged the Protocols of Zion.
Show less

Brandon McMahon 1 week ago
I Scotsman, reduced to tears, in memory of the forgotten and 
criminalised victims. We must be the change we want to see in 
the world, so educate people about this, don't let Evil men have 
control of History. God created all men equal, Judge others by 
the same standard you'd judge your own people.
Reply · 15

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Brandon McMahon you should check the documentary 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube which 
reveals the truth about Adolf Hitler and WW2. You will find it 
very interesting.
Reply · 3

Brandon McMahon 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Thanks, I'll look for it. 
Reply · 4

Abhilash Nambiar 1 week ago
Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith, let 
us, to the end, dare to do our duty as we understand it.
Reply · 5



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Abhilash Nambiar You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals the truth 
about World War 2.
Reply · 3

Abhilash Nambiar 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 I already have watched it. All 27 parts.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Abhilash Nambiar Have you seen the new videos of Dennis 
Wise (creator of this documentary)? They are available on his 
youtube channel. I also recommend the small documentary 
“The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr” on 
youtube if you haven't seen it.
Reply · 2

Abhilash Nambiar 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 That one haven't seen. But I will now.
Reply · 1

Cobra San 1 week ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 yes i have watched that too xD great video one again. 
but his channel has been removed, well all his vids have, his 
channel is empty now ?

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Cobra San That is strange, because I can see the videos of 
youtube channel. The channel is called “Dennis Wise” with the 
photo of John Amery.



Cobra San 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Yes it is i mean i am subscribed to him the picture 
and channel is present but no videos nothing at all .

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Cobra San Don't worry. You can find his videos at 
archive.org. Just search Dennis Wise on search machine on 
archive.org and you will find the videos.
Reply · 2

Cobra San 1 week ago
tnx mate.

Shawn Jones 1 week ago
Id share on jewbook but I posted a picture of an ape saying 
stop comparing me to niggers and got banned. I had days 
before posted a comment calling to rape and kill all white 
honkey cracker motherfuckers to make a point. Point made.
Reply · 19

! ! Hide replies

MaryStewart 1 week ago
+Shawn Jones the hypocrisy !
Reply · 3

happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago (edited)
+Shawn Jones
What kind of good goy would you have to be to actually use 
kikebook?



Reply · 4

ReiK0Z 1 week ago
+Shawn Jones 

YOU ARE CONFLATING NATIONAL SOCIALISM WITH 
“WHITE SUPREMACISM"; THE FORMER IS AN ARYAN 
IDEOLOGY, THE LATTER IS A GENTILE IDEOLOGY; 
JUDGING BY YOUR POST, YOU ARE A GENTILE —AND 
A VULGAR & DETESTABLE ONE; THIS 
DOCUMENTARY IS REGARDING NATIONAL 
SOCIALISM.
Reply · 2

Rusty Shackleford 1 week ago
+ReiK0Z Gentile - An ethnonym that commonly means non-
Jew
- Wikipedia
Reply · 1

ReiK0Z 1 week ago
+Rusty Shackleford 

I DO NOT KNOW WHAT IS THE “POINT” OF YOUR 
REPLY, BUT NONETHELESS, I WILL CORRECT YOUR 
MISCONCEPTION:

GENERALLY, PERSONS, AND PEOPLES, CAN BE 
DIVIDED INTO THREE CATEGORIES: JEWS, GENTILES, 
AND ARYANS, EACH OF WHICH CORRESPONDS TO A 
DIFFERENT RACE, RESPECTIVELY: NEANDERTHALID, 
CROMAGNID, ARYANID, BECAUSE MOST PERSONS 
BELONGING TO THOSE CATEGORIES (JEWS, 



GENTILES, ARYANS), ARE OF THOSE RACES; ID EST: 
MOST JEWS ARE NEANDERTHALID, MOST GENTILES 
ARE CROMAGNID, MOST ARYANS ARE ARYANID.

WHAT DETERMINES THE RACE OF A PERSON IS THEIR 
PREDOMINANT GENETIC ADMIXTURE —NOONE 
ALIVE TODAY IS RACIALLY PURE: NEANDERTHAL, 
CROMAGNON, OR ARYAN.
Show less
Reply · 1

Mr Jones 1 week ago
+happyhappy joyjoy the kind forming an army

Mr Jones 1 week ago (edited)
+ReiK0Z keep protecing people raping and setting white 
women on fire and YOU will be known as the enemy. DO you 
protect them burning our nation down? they are in the streets 
right now doing it, CHoose the side. Traitors go first to clean up 
our ranks.
Reply · 1

ReiK0Z 1 week ago
+Mr Jones 

YOUR REPLY IS BOTH, NONSEQUITEURIAL, AND 
VIRTUALLY UNINTELLIGIBLE —TO WHAT ARE YOU 
EVEN REFERRING?
Reply · 1

Mr Jones 1 week ago (edited)
+ReiK0Z umm black people in furgesoun just set another white 
woman on fire after raping her? WHat nation are you from that 
you dont knwo blacks are burning down america right now they 
are beating whites? and this is all nothing new, they mass rape 



murder rob everyday for 4000+ years. Dude, its like the only 
thing in the news
Reply · 2

Oliver Ehmann 1 day ago
+Shawn Jones Yup, I too got banned from Facebook for posting 
a very lengthy criticism of Jews,Israel and the degree to which 
their political infiltration in the United Kingdom manifests 
across idealogical lines.

The moderation team at Facebook who have the last say on 
matters concerning 'hate speech'are corrupt, that may come as a 
surprise to some but needs to be routinely stated.
Reply · 1

Lou Stacey 6 days ago
The anti-Christ spirit of the 'JEWISH' red army is evident in 
the 'crucifixion' of their hapless, helpless victims to carts, barn 
walls, etc. Of course, the 'Jew-owned allies' were of the same 
diabolical spirit.

With 'Jews' in control of media, then as now, the TRUTH has 
been buried, but God has unearthed what His enemies cannot 
kill.

A little known fact is the volume of anti-German publications 
by 'Jews' leading up to WWII, calling for the extermination of 
the German people. One diabolical example is 'Jew' Theodore 
Kaufman's 'Germany Must Perish', in which the satanic hatred 
is quite tangible. (https://ia601407.us.archive.org/31/items/

https://ia601407.us.archive.org/31/items/GermanyMustPerish/KaufmanTheodore-GermanyMustPerish194135P..pdf
https://ia601407.us.archive.org/31/items/GermanyMustPerish/KaufmanTheodore-GermanyMustPerish194135P..pdf


GermanyMustPerish/KaufmanTheodore-
GermanyMustPerish194135P..pdf)

It was only AFTER reading Kaufman's book and witnessing 
the 'rat-scurrying' being done by 'Jews' in Germany, that Hitler 
began to round up ALL communists and criminals and putting 
them to work in work camps (none of which had the mythical 
'gas chambers').

Those who have been duped by the '6 million 'Jews' 
extermination' hoax, need to read the 'Jews' Talmud where 
they will learn that this cry of 'extermination of the Jews' is at 
least 2000 yrs. old. The Talmud claims Hadrian had 4 
BILLION 'Jews'  exterminated; then the Romans 
'exterminated' another 64 MILLION 'Jews', and on another 
occasion, the Romans 'exterminated' yet another 16 MILLION 
'Jews'. Either we have to concede that the 'Jews' are a 'miracle', 
or the biggest liars the father of lies ever spawned! There is a 
reason why Jesus Christ calls these imposter 'Jews' the 
SYNAGOGUE of satan and not the 'church' of satan, or 
'temple' of satan or 'mosque' of satan.

Behind the false front of a 'German extermination plot against 
Jews', was the true 'Jewish extermination plot against Germans 
carried out by their lackey whores; America, Britain, France, 
USSR and Poland. And no 'goyim' should entertain any false 
sense of security thinking that 'Jews' value any of us above the 
level of cattle. Check  the Noahide Laws on the Georgia 
Guidestones. The 'Jews' mean to purge all but 500 million of 
us from the planet. I strongly recommend all lovers of Truth to 

https://ia601407.us.archive.org/31/items/GermanyMustPerish/KaufmanTheodore-GermanyMustPerish194135P..pdf
https://ia601407.us.archive.org/31/items/GermanyMustPerish/KaufmanTheodore-GermanyMustPerish194135P..pdf
https://ia601407.us.archive.org/31/items/GermanyMustPerish/KaufmanTheodore-GermanyMustPerish194135P..pdf
https://ia601407.us.archive.org/31/items/GermanyMustPerish/KaufmanTheodore-GermanyMustPerish194135P..pdf


PRAY and plead with Jesus Christ to return NOW, to 'head His 
enemies off at the pass', to deprive them of any further 
satisfaction of their satanic blood-lust.
Show less
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Lou Stacey You should also watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube. It is a great video.

Lou Stacey 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 Thanks, friend. I've watched that video twice already 
and my heart has been gripped both times. You may like to read 
Michael Walsh's book “Witness to History", in which he 
catalogues a plethora of quotes and even election statistics from 
the Hitler era, all making it quite clear as to who wanted the 
war and why and the many attempts Hitler made to avert a war 
and how his appeals were disregarded by the 'Jews' war-
whores'. You can read the book free online here: http://
www.germanvictims.com/2013/09/07/witness-to-history/

I'm grateful to see the Truth spreading about this 'Jewish fable' 
and many other deceptions that have been our own destruction.
Show less
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Lou Stacey I have read that book. It is a great book. But 
thanks a lot for recommending it to me. I recommend the new 
videos of Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told) on his youtube channel if you haven't seen it. I 

http://www.germanvictims.com/2013/09/07/witness-to-history/
http://www.germanvictims.com/2013/09/07/witness-to-history/
http://www.germanvictims.com/2013/09/07/witness-to-history/
http://www.germanvictims.com/2013/09/07/witness-to-history/


also recommend the small youtube video “The Beast as Saint: 
the truth about Martin Luther King Jr.” I also recommend some 
of my uploaded videos as well.
Reply · 1

Lou Stacey 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 Ok, thanks. I'll check them out! 
Reply · 1

Lou Stacey 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 Hi friend! Been checking out the info debunking 
several Hitler myths and am impressed with how much 
historical evidence is published, including debunking the myth 
that there was a Rothschild in Hitler's family tree and the 
speeches revealing Hitler's faith in Jesus Christ and his dreams 
for Germany as a Christian nation. And I enjoyed reading about 
Hitler jailing Rothschilds and confiscating their financial 
institutions, and so much more.

I'm going to save the links in my arsenal in readiness to pull the 
myths right out from under the parrots of 'Jew propaganda'.

Thanks again for the gold mine of hard evidence for debunking 
Hitler myths.

God bless and preserve you.
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 I have watched AHTGSNT- never in my life have I 
ever seen something so distorted,and full of half truths, and 
outright lies!! examples- The USSR and Western Allies allied in 
1940, and that the Allies funded the Katyn massacre???? quite 
sure the USSR and Nazis were still in bed at the time!! The 40 



hour week was implemented in Germany well before Hitler 
took power! 6 million German communists??? try a few 
hundred thousand at most!! 70% of all German Judges were 
JEws??? how would that be possible?? German vice, porn,and 
prostitution Jewish???? all in suggestion!!!! Von Paulus a 
coward??? he was following that idiots Hitler's orders!!! US 
combat aircraft flying into Siberia during Stalingrad??? pictures 
of B-29s and p-51s no less!! Now mind you I only watched a 
couple hours of that intellectual disaster of a series!!! This 
weekend I am going to take a note pad and watch the whole 
thing, and write down every lie- if there is enough ink on the 
Planet!!
Show less

Lou Stacey 4 days ago
+b52gf16c See to it that when you proffer your critique 
of AHTGSNT, that you proffer more than your mere opinion 
and what you prefer to 'believe', but be prepared to back up 
your critique with actual, factual, documented evidence. For 
instance, don't just deny that there were at least 6 million 
communists in pre-Hitler Germany, but produce the hard 
evidence from actual documentation and provide citations and 
source references, or don't bother.

The actual documented facts regarding the number of 
communists in Germany already proves your “few hundred 
thousand at most” claim to be nothing more than a figment of 
your preferred delusion. Here are the stats from 1932 Germany:

11/06/1932 
Eligible 44,374,000
Turnout  35,471,000
% Voting 79.9  
(Party, Votes,       Seats)
KPD    5,980,000   100



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weimar_political_parties

I trust that you can see that 5,980,000 is just 20,000 shy of 
6,000,000 COMMUNISTS in 1932 Germany.

As to your other fallacious claims, for which you have not and 
cannot provide actual authentic documentation, you are proven 
wrong again by the real statistics.

A few statistics may be helpful to show the extent to which 
these non-Germans gradually succeeded in spreading their 
influence upon important professions and in various allied 
domains.

In reading these statistics it is important to remember that those 
of Jewish race formed just 1% of the total population.

UNIVERSITY TEACHERS
BERLIN and GOTTINGEN:
Medicine 45% Jewish,
Mathematics 34% Jewish,
Medicine 34% Jewish

BRESLAU:
Arts 40% Jewish,
Law 47% Jewish,
Arts 25% Jewish,
Medicine 45% Jewish.

KONIGSBERG:
Law 48% Jewish,
Arts 7% Jewish,
Law 14% Jewish,
Medicine 25% Jewish.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weimar_political_parties
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weimar_political_parties


JEWISH LAWYERS (1928)
DORTMUND 29%,
HAMBURG 25%,
STUTTGART 26%,
DUSSELDORF 33%,
KARLSRUHE 36%,
BEUTHEN 60%,
FRANKFURT 64%,
STETTIN 36%

JEWISH LAWYERS (1933)
BERLIN 55%,
BERLIN CHAMBER OF ATTORNEYS 66%,
BRESLAU 67%

JEWISH MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS (1928)
WIESBADEN 20%,
KARLSRUHE 26%,
COLOGNE 27%,
MAINZ 30%,
GOTHA 31%,
BEUTHEN 36%,
BERLIN 52%

BERLIN HOSPITALS IN JEWISH HANDS
MOABIT 56%,
FRIEDRICHSHAIN 63%,
NEUKOLLN 67%

THE THEATRE AND FILM INDUSTRY
“1931, of 234 theatre managers 50.4% were members of the 
Jewish race. In Berlin the figure rises to 80%. Jews wrote not 
less than 75% of all plays prior to Hitler’s election. In the film 
industry too, the Jewish influence predominated.” (The 



periodical 'Schönere Zukunft' - A Brighter Future - February, 
3rd, 1929)

Are you able to make the deduction that if 1% of the German 
population controlled the theatre and film industry that the smut 
and porn plague was the product of this JEWISH minority?

There is a cure for your Judaized ignorance. It's called TRUTH. 
And the way to learn the TRUTH is to first have a heart to 
KNOW the TRUTH and then to put at least some effort into 
researching to learn the TRUTH. I can give you one of the 
many examples of excellent, well-researched and heavily 
documented factual compositions on pre- and post- Hitler 
Germany. If you have any interest whatsoever in knowing the 
TRUTH, then prove it by searching it out.

Witness to History by Michael Walsh
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/witness1.htm
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Lou Stacey Thats votes for the party you dumb son of a bitch- 
thats not card carrying communists!!! And your other numbers 
are not possible- unless you got them from StormFront!!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Lou Stacey sorry your numbers are just not possible 
considering the tiny numbers of JEws in Germany!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Lou Stacey This is another one from you dumb fucks- 
250,000 Jews served in Hitler's army!!!! How did the the 
Fucking German army doctors miss the very obvious 250,000 
fucking times???

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/witness1.htm
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/witness1.htm


b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Lou Stacey Google KPD party!!! 1932 membership 360,000 
you imbecile!!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
You must feel like an idiot Lou???

b52gf16c 4 days ago
Now would you care to counter some more with reputable 
sources??? Don't get caught like a slow boxer again!!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Lou Stacey Ohhh and I see what you are doing you are listing 
cities instead of the whole nation!!! The cliche is called turning 
an ounce of truth into a ton of distortion!! tell me something 
Lou ya ever been to Germany??? Porn, vice and prostitution in 
many places??? Now if the Germans are so full of virtue- just 
don't patron it! it will shutter!!

Lou Stacey 4 days ago
+b52gf16c I see you're well practiced at the 'Jewish slither' to 
evade the facts and still proffering nothing but your ill-informed 
worthless opinion. But the facts and evidence will not disappear 
just because you don't like what they're telling you. The 
TOTALS of the German voting population are given so you can 
see the TOTAL communist votes and what percentage they 
constitute of the WHOLE voting population.

You prove that Truth, facts and evidence are wasted on you or I 
would take the time and effort to provide you with the 'Jews' 
own admissions and boasts about how they deliberately corrupt 
the Gentile nations to bring about their rot and downfall. Since 
you prefer to romance the 'Jew' fabricated myths, nobody is 
going to force the Truth on you. However, expect those who 



know the Truth and the history to ignore you as you slither and 
side-wind through these threads. The historical facts and 
documentation I and others post here will benefit those who 
actually want to know the Truth. 
Show less

Lou Stacey 4 days ago
+b52gf16c Math isn't your strong point either, is it? See if this 
helps you:

Total population in Germany in 1932:
 65,720,000
http://www.populstat.info/Europe/germanyc.htm
1% of 65,720,000 = 6,572,000 'Jews'
Total communist votes 1932: 5,980,000

Of course, you can factor in a minority of Germans who joined 
and voted for the KDP, but the majority of communists were 
'Jews'.

'Communism' is just another name for 'Judaism', admitted to by 
'Jewish' authorities.

“Some call it Marxism — I call it Judaism."
(The American Bulletin, Rabbi S. Wise, May 5, 1935).

“The Communists are against religion (Christianity), and they 
seek to destroy religion; yet, when we look deeper into the 
nature of Communism, we see that it is essential nothing else 
than a religion (Judaism)."
(A Program for the Jews and Humanity, Rabbi Harry Waton, p. 
138).

“The Jews welcome this revolution in the Christian world, and 
the Jews should show an example. It is not an accident that 

http://www.populstat.info/Europe/germanyc.htm
http://www.populstat.info/Europe/germanyc.htm


Judaism gave birth to Marxism, and it is not an accident that the 
Jews readily took up Marxism: all this was in perfect accord 
with the progress of Judaism and the Jews."
(A Program for the Jews and Humanity, by Rabbi Harry Waton, 
p. 148).
—
“We have exterminated the property owners in Russia. We are 
going to do the same thing in Europe and America."
(The Jew, December 1925, Zinobit)

“The Russian Revolution was made by Jews. We have created 
Secret societies, planned the Reign of Terror. The Revolu-tion 
succeeded by our convincing propa-ganda and our mass 
assassinations in order to form a government truly ours!” M. 
Hermalin, Jew, Communist, New York, 1917.

The American Hebrew September 10, 1920:
“The Bolshevist revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish 
brains, of Jewish dissatisfaction, of Jewish planning, whose 
goal is to create a new order in the world.  What was performed 
in so excellent a way in Russia, thanks to Jewish brains, and 
because of Jewish dissatisfaction, and by Jewish planning, shall 
also, through the same Jewish mental and physical forces, 
become a reality all over the world."
“The world revolution which we will experience will be 
exclusively our affair and will rest in our hands. This revolution 
will tighten the Jewish domination over all other people."
- Le Peuple Juif, February 8, 1919.

“The governments of the peoples included in this world 
republic, with the aid of the victorious proletariat, all will fall 
without difficulty into Jewish hands. Private property will then 
be strangled by the Jewish directors, who will administer the 
state patrimony everywhere. Thus the promise of the Talmud 
will be fulfilled, that is, the promise that the Jews, at the arrival 



of the Messiah, will possess the key to the wealth of all the 
peoples of the earth."
- Baruch Levy, in a letter to Karl Marx, published in the 
Rothschild controlled La Revue de Paris, June 1, 1928.
See the 'Jewish' communist infestation in Gentile nations:
http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/List_of_communist_Jews
Show less

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Lou Stacey Noooo you're right Lou math is not my strong 
point!!! Ohhh wait a minute, maybe its not yours either!! 1% of 
65,720,000= 657,200 you dumb son of a bitch!!  You dumb 
fuck Nazis can't even do simple math!!! Here let me help you 
Lou- this is how you do it 65,720,000x.01= you guessed it!!!! 
Well what has Lou proved today boys and Girls?? Well for one 
he is an idiot, and two a sizable % of Christian Germans voted 
for the Commies!!

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Lou Stacey Now let me just guess in Lou's little World!! The 
Christians that voted Communist- they get a pass don't they??

Lou Stacey 4 days ago
+b52gf16c You're absolutely right about my lousy 
math. :)) Never been my strong point. But then, I also confused 
the stats for total communists in Germany with the Jewish 
population in Germany, which is an obviously understandable 
mistake, since 'Jew' and 'communist' are mutually 
interchangeable terms. KPD votes of 5,980,000 is the 6 million 
I had in mind, rather than 'Jewish' population.

Despite my confusing the numbers and percentages of 'Jews' 
and communists, all of the documented facts are still facts. 
I was not around to 'do the math' in 1932 Germany and, as you 
have seen, the 'Jews' have said enough in their own words to 

http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/List_of_communist_Jews
http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/List_of_communist_Jews


expose their diabolical nature and their intentions for the 
'goyim'.  
Show less

Lou Stacey 3 days ago
+b52gf16c You should maybe do some research to learn what 
life was like in Germany following WWI when the 'Jews' 
gained more and more control in government, banking, industry 
and publishing. Perhaps reading Mein Kampf would enlighten 
you, seeing that Hitler actually lived in Germany and witnessed 
the degradation of his own people; the very gutter he sought to 
lift them out of.

Whatever 'Christians' voted for the KDP were obviously scant 
in the moral fortitude department, just the way the 'Jews' like to 
see the 'goyim' decompose before their eyes. Germans ceased to 
be Germans and whatever was 'Christian' about them dissolved 
away under the loathsome conditions the 'Jews' and their 
monopolies brought upon them. No more excuses or 'passes' 
can be given to Germans or 'Christians' who were overwhelmed 
by hellish living conditions, than excuses can be made for any 
other people who don't know they're being targeted for 
destruction and simply react as though they really were 
products of 'evolution'. 

So what's your point? You think by honing in on the loss of 
character in Germans covers the deliberate diabolical 
machinations of the 'Jews' who set them up for it, just like 
they're doing right now in practically every other Gentile nation 
on the planet? You shouldn't bother to cover for the 'Jews' when 
they are proud to be the parasites, destroyers and incendiaries 
rotting the decency and dismantling the institutions of Gentile 
society. 
Show less



b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Lou Stacey predictable Lou!! very predictable!! can non Jews 
even think for themselves??? In your World non Jews have no 
power over their lives???? Lou the Germans did not have to 
sign in 1919- they were more than free to continue the War!! 
They chose the least worst option! nuff said!! In any event the 
Communists in overall numbers had a small % of JEws in 
Germany and Russia- thats factual!!!! I figured you would give 
the Christians a pass, what integrity on your part!!

Lou Stacey 1 day ago
+b52gf16c The 'Jews' have always comprised a miniscule 
percentage of the world population. Population size wasn't/isn't 
what they rely on to slither their way to power in other people's 
countries. By their own admission it is their 'money power' to 
bribe corruptible goyim and their propensity to LIE and 
manufacture hoaxes to manipulate the gullible. Of course, once 
the money power has gained the Jew the power over 
governments and economies, a mere entry into a computer is all 
it takes to invent a crisis to further manipulate the unwitting 
population into panic and self-destruct mode.

Germany wasn't given a 'choice' about WWI or WWII, A Jew, 
Gavrilo Princip and a group of co-conspirators, carried out the 
assassination of Archduke Ferdinand, to provoke retaliation 
from Germany, and it worked. If the assassination hadn't 
worked, another vile Jewish machination would have been 
staged to do the job.

109 nations and city states who expelled the subversive Jews 
can't be wrong b52... 
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago



+Lou Stacey this is exactly my point with you fucking neo 
Nazi scumbags- Princip was not Jewish!! Jesus fucking Christ 
on a popsicle stick- you think you have the right to to label 
anything Jewish- because its politically convenient???  

Lou Stacey 22 hours ago
+b52gf16c 
“The assassination of Catholic Monarch - Crown Prince Franz 
Ferdinand -heir to the Austrian throne, was carried out by the 
jewish assassin Gavrilo Princip using a Browning pistol on Jun. 
28, 1914."

“It was revealed during the trial of Gavrilo Princip and Nedelko 
Cabrinovic,  the assassins of Franz Ferdinand (the heir to the 
Austrian throne), that the  French Masonic organization Grand 
Orient was behind the assassination plans,  and not the Serbian 
nationalist organization the Black Hand.
  
“This enormous  provocation had been planned in Paris in 
1912 at 16 Rue Cadets, the  headquarters of Grand Orient. 
Nedelko Cabrinovic revealed in court how the  freemasons 
had sentenced Franz Ferdinand to death. He learned this from 
the  freemason Ziganovic (it was he who gave the Jewish 
assassin Princip a  Browning pistol). Princip was also a 
freemason.
  
“The sentence was executed on  the 28th of June 1914. 
Everything according to the stenographic report of  the court 
published in Alfred Mousset's book “L'Attentat de Sarajevo", 
 Paris, 1930. “

“The Zionist newspaper PEIEWISCHE VORDLE wrote on 
Jan. 13, 1919, “The international Jewry... believed it necessary 
to force Europe into the war so that a new Jewish era could 
begin throughout the world."



 Litman Rosenthal explained in the newspaper American Jews' 
News on the 19th  of September 1919 that the First World 
War was brought about through the  intrigues of the Jews and 
that all this was planned in Basel as early as  1903.

 The rabbi Reichhorn in the periodical Le Contemporain proves 
that those  plans were far-reaching on the 1st of July 1880:
“We shall force the goyim  into a war by exploiting their pride, 
arrogance and stupidity. They will  tear each other into 
pieces. They will force each other out of their  countries, 
which we shall then be able to give to our people."
Show less

b52gf16c 19 hours ago
+Lou Stacey so the idiot moves on to the next lunatic 
contention!!

b52gf16c 19 hours ago
+Lou Stacey Princip Jewish?????

ThuleProductions Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
The real Holocaust - Genocide committed by the Jews and the 
Allies against Germans during and after WWII. 
Reply · 68

happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago
+ThuleProductions 
Only a Jew could pass off typhus victims that had resulted from 
Jew directed allied bombing as evidence of genocide only to 
justify a genocide. “The Jew cries out in pain as he stabs 
another man in the back.” I guess the old Polish saying was 
true!
Reply · 28

Greyswyndir 1 week ago



+happyhappy joyjoy The proverb goes like this “The Jew 
cries out in pain as he strikes you” not “as he stabs you in the 
back”. At least get it right.

“Throw the Jew down the well so my country can be free” - 
modern folk song by Borat (a Jew himself).
Reply · 3

2ndSamuel710 1 day ago
We have to use the media to get the truth out there. “They” 
have used the media to tell lies over and over and over again. 
“They” own Hollywood and press but with the internet we can 
get truth out there for small cost. Myself I put out $50 to help 
making this world changing video. Hard to watch- but we need 
more like it. More people are waking up because they know 
something is seriously wrong. Jews have been expelled 109 
times from 80 countries last 2,000 years. They are setting up for 
same or worse again. Lavon Affair. USS Liberty- and WTCs 
September 11th, 2001. Jesus Christ said they were of their 
father the Devil in John 8:44. Synagogue of Satan they are.
Reply · 7

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+2ndSamuel710 Don't worry. There is a wonderful 
documentary on youtube called “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” which shows the truth about World War 2.
Reply · 2

Big Andre’ 6 days ago
Ill never forgive the Jews, America, Russia for what they did. 
Never. I curse you until the day I die.
Reply · 5



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago (edited)
+Big Andre’ Did you forget the real culprits - Britain and 
France? America was a puppet of Britain since 1878 and Britain 
completely controlled America since 1913. It was Britain (with 
France) who rejected Germany's peace offers and drove US into 
both WW1 and WW2 by lying to Americans that Germany and 
his Allies were the aggressors. General Patton and his Third 
Army could have reached German regions by November 1944. 
But Eisenhower and Britain didn't want that to happen. 
Eisenhower and Britain wanted Soviets to take over German 
regions so that Germans will be raped. They were also planning 
to destroy Dresden and many parts of Berlin. Dresden was 
bombed only in February 1945. The deliberate delays caused by 
Britain and Eisenhower were responsible for Battle of Bulge 
which led to the death of 19,000 Americans and all of the 
atrocities on Americans since Battle of Bulge in Europe. 
General Patton realized the truth and he saved around 500,000 
German soldiers from Eisenhower's death camps at the end of 
World War 2 and made them ready to attack Soviets with the 
help of Germans. But Patton was murdered in December 1945.

Thanks to Britain, Russia was destroyed and later controlled by 
Bolsheviks during Bolshevik Revolution in 1917. Thanks to 
Putin, Russia is free now.
Show less
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Big Andre’ Well the nazis created the problem in the first 
place- perhaps if they didn't have such a heavy hand in 



occupied Europe, then the German nation would not have 
gotten it back in spades!!

Big Andre’ 4 days ago
+b52gf16c You are an idiot parasite, fuck off

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Big Andre' thats a charming  counter argument

Semaxist 4 days ago (edited)
+Big Andre’ 

Im german.

But i know:

The kikes killed and raped gentile russians since 1920. They 
killed not even the zar, they killed his children too. Child 
murderer build the SU.

How many russians and ukrains died before hitler came to 
power? They had stolen the food from the peopel. Its also the 
truth.

How many Victims? 10 Millions? 20 Millions? 30 Millions??

The russian folk was the first victim in the last century.

No more white brothers war...
Show less
Reply · 3

Big Andre’ 4 days ago
I agree



Semaxist 4 days ago
+Tabor 7

And the english folk is a puppet of the jews since 1066.

Look to the child molester affair in Rotherham.

The english peopel must destroy the bomber harris statue, then 
hang the english traitors and this shitwill be  stoped.
Show less
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Semaxist Yes, but I want to point out something. In 13rd 
century AD, King Edward I banished Jews out of Britain. In 
17th century AD, they came back and controlled the country 
through Oliver Cromwell and Cromwell Revolution.
Reply · 2

Scota Lives 1 day ago
good documentary based on truth. thank you for exposing those 
evil people and their evil deeds.  I wish more of our military 
would watch this.
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+Scota Lives Along with this video, “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube is also recommended if you 
haven't seen it.

Scota Lives 13 hours ago
+Tabor 7 I agree.  I have seen it twice.  Thanks!



Matthew Carmichael 1 day ago (edited)
The lesser told side of the conflict.

Axis, Allies... there were no 'victors', only victims. Millions 
and millions of innocent people brutally murdered in an 
unparalleled Satanic slaughter.

People watch in disbelief at the inhumanity and evil, and yet it 
really wasn't all that long ago.

So when some idiot denies that 'ordinary' people could be evil 
enough to, say, force civilians into FEMA camps for 
'processing', show them this vid.

'Just following orders'...
Show less
Reply · 2

! ! Hide replies

Poppadop1 13 hours ago
+Matthew Carmichael Who said there were no “victors” in 
WW2?

“... there would be a compensating profit -- fortunes would be 
made. Millions and billions of dollars would be piled up. By a 
few. Munitions makers. Bankers. Ship builders. Manufacturers. 
Meat packers. Speculators. They would fare well."
~ “War is a Racket,” Major General Smedley Butler, 1935
http://www.ratical.org/ratville/CAH/warisaracket.pdf
Show less
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Matthew Carmichael 11 hours ago
+Poppadop1 I intended to convey that the ordinary people on 
both sides, suffered for it. It could be argued that the Germans 
suffered the most, overall, but nobody really 'won.'

To me, it seems fairly apparent that the conflict was engineered 
by the elite.

A select few profiteers obviously do well financially out of war.
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 9 hours ago
+Matthew Carmichael True, yet if we don’t stay focused on 
the “victors,” how are we ever going to make them the losers?
 
“These individuals hide in the shadows.  They’re constantly 
inventing new enemies; ensuring war is always raging 
somewhere.   The merchants of death, the military-industrial 
complex: They’re known as Logos.  They are the true enemies 
of anyone who loves peace!

“From the bottom of my heart, I wish for a world that never 
again knows the scourge of war.  Since Logos continues to 
block our efforts, I am taking this opportunity to announce a 
military campaign with the specific goal of eliminating it and 
its members!”
~ Chairman Gilbert Durandal, Mobile Suit Gundam SEED 
Destiny, Episode 33
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v86098241HpzmZG3W
Show less

Matthew Carmichael 9 hours ago
+Poppadop1 We are all responsible, to varying degrees, for all 
of these egregious wars and crimes.

http://www.veoh.com/watch/v86098241HpzmZG3W
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v86098241HpzmZG3W


It's one hegemonic Satanic Network. It has ruled over this 
planet for millennia.
Reply · 1

The copy and paste guy 1 week ago
Did you know that Hitler wanted peace? Probably not 
because, History is written by winners...
Reply · 44

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+The copy and paste guy You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals many 
hidden information about Hitler and WW2.
Reply · 11

Greyswyndir 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Yeah, I watched that, though they still left out a lot of 
the facts.
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Greyswyndir what a lot of facts? You do realize that Part 26 
shows that the creator encourages to research further on this. If 
all of the details were inserted, then it would have been 12 
hours long. I know some facts were missing. But not many.
Reply · 3

Greyswyndir 1 week ago



+Tabor 7
I'm aware of the facts, though this documentary was very well 
done. Unfortunately people will never look past the portrayal of 
Hitler as a monster by the allies. Nor do the foolish racial 
remarks help the cause of revealing the truth concerning WWII 
and the purposeful destruction of Germany.

Are you aware of the book “Germany Must Perish", written by 
a Jewish Rabbi in 1941? It is a a really sick read and it confirms 
the brainwashing of Jews by way of the Talmud.
Show less
Reply · 4

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Greyswyndir Yes, I am aware of the book. Don't worry. 
Along with the documentary, People are waking up thanks to 
the videos of Brother Nathanael, Eric Hunt, etc. on youtube. 
Just like Adolf Hitler, People are also realizing the facts about 
Andrew Jackson.
Reply · 1

Greyswyndir 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
The thing I do not like is the way all Jewish people are lumped 
together, like all of them are evil or something. Common Jews 
are as much pawns as we are in this “great game”. But there's 
no way of disputing the facts. Elite Jewry seems to have their 
hands in everything.

I'm sure you read that Joel Stein article back in 2009 from the 
L.A, times, titled “The Jew Run Hollywood” or something 
along those lines?

They aren't exactly trying to hide their wealth and influence, are 
they?



Show less
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Greyswyndir I can understand what you are saying. But the 
good thing is we have far more Internet access today compared 
to 2009.  Let's hope people will listen and act about these 
problems in the future.
Reply · 1

Greyswyndir 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
My point is that the majority will never look closely at these 
things when morons are posting nasty comments about Jewish 
people.  What is the point of this truth, that's a question we 
should all wonder about. Is it to destroy the Jewish people or to 
understand what is truly going on, and the evil cabal behind it 
all? Yahushua called them “the synagogue of Satan”.

It seems many of them are Jews, just as the Bolshevik 
revolution was over 75% Jewish in the leadership (Putin 
recently said in a press conference that the percentage was in all 
likelihood much higher) but there are plenty of gentiles mixed 
in. I still wonder if the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion 
is genuine. The accuracy of that document is uncanny.

The truth leads to very uncomfortable places. It would be nice 
to have real money, no more usury and a moral and wholesome 
society while maintaining a free way of life.
Read more

Chad Robinson 1 week ago
+Greyswyndir they are willfully blind and delusional from the 
satanic canaanite blood in their veins and the nephilim spirits 
posessing their minds and cold hearts 100% percent have to go 



none can remain or the evil cycle justs starts again. They are a 
people without conscious and maybe soul. they already know 
there is no life for them in the next earth age or anyway they 
could ever into the kingdom. Benjamin Freedman, Arthur 
Koestler, the nuclear scientist they jailed to keep quiet and a 
couple more admitting they were khazars the rest will be 
bundled and tossed into the fire never to exist again. Our race 
were always naive and believed all people could do good for 
others as we love to do but as it turns out that is 180 degrees 
away from the truth. We fell for their lies every time throughout 
history when we had the upper hand and were forewarned 
exactly of the time which we live in today where we are no 
longer the head but the tail ruled by aliens not our racial 
kinsmen. We could never completely bring our race to remove 
these Christ Murderers, the masters of deceit completely from 
our midst so it will be done for us the last day of this earth age 
of Esau/ Edom the next age of Jacob/ Israel they will not be 
there to corrupt and terrorize all humanity upon earth as they do 
now.
Show less
Reply · 2

karl john 1 week ago
+Greyswyndir had i lived then, i would have hated any Jewish 
person who wrote such a vile book. One of the reasons i have 
no hate for Germans is that my OMA was born in Germany, in 
Silesia, in the town of Oppeln. my grandmother loved Germany 
despite Nazis. My mother till her death despised them. I love 
the past that was Germany.
Reply · 4

Greyswyndir 4 days ago
+karl john
People are moved about like pawns n chess my friend. It 
doesn't make them all bad, it makes the ones pulling the strings 



bad. Don't get me wrong, there are some things that are self-
evident that any reasonable person can identify as being evil or 
wrong. I'm not big on National Socialism personally but in the 
beginning it pulled the German people out of the muck and 
restored their pride.

Unfortunately people like Goebbels destroyed that by using 
racial propaganda and social engineering, blaming the whole of 
Jewry rather then the parts that made the machine run. I 
imagine most of the people who ended up in the camps were 
simple farmers or largely innocent of the trap their elites were 
laying.

A scholar did some research and discovered that though the 
Jews made up a scant 2% of the German population, their 
intelligentsia controlled much of the nation's wealth, news 
papers, media in general, and other influential positions. They 
used that influence in a horrible manner, just as they are doing 
today.
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+The copy and paste guy The Germans were under contract to 
behave!! I guess the UK and France had had enough after the 
nazis broke their word in Czecslovakia

linesatthc 1 week ago
Sollte jeder mal gesehen haben .......
Reply · 5



! ! Hide replies

Anneliese Altmann 1 week ago
Das kann ich mir nicht durchgehend ansehen ... den Ton hab ich 
abgestellt, verstehe sowieso kein Wort englisch. Aber die Bilder 
versteht jeder :-(

Unglaubliches Elend, wahnsinniger Terror ... dass wir uns 
DAVON wieder erholt haben, ist ein Wunder! Was hat diese 
Generation durchmachen müssen ... unfassbar!

Je mehr ich davon gesehen habe, umso mehr ist die Gewissheit 
in mir gewachsen, dass keine Macht der Welt es jemals 
schaffen wird, Deutschland zu vernichten! Niemals!
Show less
Reply · 1

Alerta Judiada 1 week ago
+Anneliese Altmann Multikulturalismus grüsst dich. Der krieg 
ist immer noch nicht beendet
Reply · 3

Anneliese Altmann 1 week ago
Das ist mir bewusst.
Reply · 1

linesatthc 4 days ago
+Alerta Judiada
Dieser krieg wird auf unserem Heimatboden bis zum ende 
ausgeführt so wie es der Führer wollte,bis zum bitteren ende für 
eine von beiden Seiten,ich selbst bin mir dieser aussage 
bewusst  und bin bereit mein leben für das
Deutsche Volk zu geben,auch bin ich mir bewusst das ich nicht 
alleine bin  und deshalb bin ich mir Siegessicher !
Reply · 1



linesatthc 4 days ago
+Anneliese Altmann
 Ich ruf dich die Tage mal an,brauch einen Ratschlag in 
Ethnischer sichtweise von dir,ohne dich geht nichts,das gleiche 
gilt für guido !
Reply · 1

Ger Celti 1 day ago
+Anneliese Altmann Es kommt bald in Deutsch raus! Gnade 
Gott den Moerdern aller Deutschen (Verkoerperern der 
Wahrheit) seit Menschengedenken
Reply · 2

Anneliese Altmann 13 hours ago
Mach das! Zuerst Guido, der kann dir meine neue 
Telefonnummer geben!

Anneliese Altmann 13 hours ago
+Ger Celti Ich weiß, dass du Recht hast !!! Es sind inzwischen 
zu viele Menschen informiert in unserem Land, das kann 
niemand mehr aufhalten !!!  Und keiner von denen, die ich 
kenne, ist käuflich ;-)
Reply · 1

hu0wen 1 week ago
I find this plausible because if you look at Germany today, 
they behave like civilized people, whereas Israel, that's 
another story.
Reply · 32



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+hu0wen “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube reveals the truth about Hitler and WW2.
Reply · 7

Watch Ryder 1 week ago
+hu0wen 
The Germans are a bit deviantish these days though.

Captain “Rojo” Morgan 1 week ago
+Watch Ryder Years of Marxism and 'Murica tends to rot the 
brain.
Reply · 20

HarveyTheCat 1 week ago
+hu0wen Israel is still better of than the sand niggers. I don't 
like Israel but I support them as they are still better than the 
alternative.

technoiddd 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat u support american brainwash man,its 
glowing clearly in every single post of urs.
Reply · 5

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+technoiddd
English, holy fuck you god damn stormfag, learn how to use it.

Watch Ryder 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat

It's not his native language. In the meantime go tell your Jewy 
friends to stop hating Europeans.



HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+Watch Ryder
Doesn't excuse how he can't type for shit, fucking hell, at least I 
can type German properly. Now piss of back to your sand 
nigger oil overlords.

Watch Ryder 6 days ago
LOL. Overlords indeed! Not every country sucks saudi dick 
catman. Some have their own oil reserve.
Reply · 1

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+Watch Ryder
Russia? That ain't many.

hu0wen 6 days ago
+HarveyTheCat I think you would enjoy Israel

HarveyTheCat 6 days ago
+hu0wen
Probably

Mike Forester 11 hours ago
+hu0wen “civilised” ? We have been taught to hate and loath 
our own culture ! Is that civilised ? Now there's finally a still 
small patriotic movement (a republican one, not a national-
socialist) and it's media-massacred as being “Neo Nazi” or 
“xenophobe”. Imagine living in a country where a statement 
like: “I am proud to be [nationality]” is publicly shunned, 
considered “chauvinist” and people uttering this line are called 
“Nazi Pig” ... by their own countrymen !
That's nowadays Germany - at least in the larger urban areas.
Reply · 1



Bapho Met 5 days ago
History is written by the victors!
Reply · 6

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Bapho Met You should also check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube if you haven't seen it.

Bapho Met 5 days ago
I've already seen it. there were very few things i didn't know. It 
was great though cuz' you don't have to watch lots of vids and 
read lots of alternative sources everything is summarized in just 
one documental.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Bapho Met That is great that you watched it. You should 
check out the small video on youtube called “The Beast as 
Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr.” This video shows 
what General Patton and Senator McCarthy worried about US. 
Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told) also has new great videos in his youtube channel.
Reply · 1

Scott H 1 week ago
The arrogant, selfish, guiltless jew believes that he was chosen 
by God to rule over others and that the world is his by divine 
right. He wants to own and control it and the speediest way of 
doing so is the destruction of the existing order by the 



perversion and manipulation of society from within – the 
society in which the jew lives as a parasite – ultimately 
leading to anarchy and revolution. This is a destruction which 
is made possible by a long and clever genesis of loose and 
destructive ideas such as communism, diversity, liberalism, 
affirmative action, multiculturalism, “tolerance”, race mixing, 
pornography, lawsuit abuse, criminal rights, gun confiscation, 
open borders, drug decriminalization, anti-death penalty, 
holocaust mythology, hate speech, “antisemitism”, human 
rights (but only when convenient for them), racial profiling, 
red lines, etc. etc. etc. — anything to damage and destabilize 
society. Of course, none of these ideals apply to The Racist, 
Apartheid state of Israel. The end results are true holocausts 
that kill tens of millions such as the Bolshevik (Russian) 
revolution, the Gulag Archipelago, the Ukrainian famine 
(murder by starvation), the World Wars, The Occupation and 
Genocide in Palestine, and other countless examples 
throughout history of untold grief, misery, and human 
suffering perpetrated by the jew. If Satan himself, with all of 
his superhuman genius and diabolical ingenuity at his 
command, had tried to create a permanent force for the 
disintegration and destruction of nations, he could have done 
no better than to invent the jew. Maybe he did.
Read more
Reply · 35

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago



+Scott H World War 2 is basically a continuation of all the 
mess created by Britain during World War 1.
Reply · 2

Scott H 1 week ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 World War (jew) II was a war between two 
competing ideologies: Nationalism vs Jewish Bolshevik 
Internationalism/globalism.  Unfortunately International Jewry 
won.
Was World War II “the good war” as is often claimed? No, it 
was exactly the opposite. The Allied victory marked the 
beginning of the end of Western Civilization. Germans were, 
and remain the true victims! And the monsters (JEWS) that are 
responsible now run western governments. They are also solely 
to blame for 60 to 120 million Russian murders! And we will 
share that fate if we do not rid ourselves of these parasites! It's 
the Jews....It has always been the Jews
Reply · 17

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Scott H I understand. But you have to understand World War 
2 began because of the polish persecution of Germans in 
Danzig region. There is a history behind this that many people 
don't know about.

Britain made a mess of it and British citizens were happy to go 
with this mess. The same applies to France.

During World War 1, Britain was responsible for the sinking 
of the ship of Lusitania to change US public opinion of 
Germany.

By October 1916, Germany and his Allies won World War 1 
and sent peace terms to Britain. Germany again sent peace 
terms to Britain on December 1916. It was Britain who rejected 



peace terms and declared that war must go on (December 20, 
1916 - War Must Go On: Lloyd George to Germany in Chicago 
Tribune) and deceptively drove Americans into World War 1 
against Germany by lying that Germany and his allies were the 
aggressors.

At that time, Britain also succeeded in murdering Rasputin the 
Monk who was constantly telling Czar to make peace with 
Germany. By 1916, Britain realized that Czar may agree with 
Rasputin's peace terms due to heavy casualties. So they 
murdered him to continue to get Russian support. This allowed 
Russia to get even more weaker which made it easy for 
Bolsheviks to take over Russia in October 1917.

In 1918, US defeated Germany and illegally divided Germany 
during peace conference in 1919 and illegally gave German 
regions (Danzig regions) to Poland. 

In 1915-1916, Britain promised Lawrence of Arabia and Arabs 
that they will free them from Ottoman Empire. But they 
backstabbed them through Sykes-Picot and Balfour 
Declaration. Lawrence saw this as a betrayal and protested 
against British government. In 1935, Lawrence was going to 
meet Adolf Hitler to make peace between Germany and Britain. 
So Churchill and British war lobby secretly murdered Lawrence 
through so called accident to create World War 2 to fulfill 
Balfour Declaration.

The reason why many of these problems occured have to do 
with British citizens and also French citizens happy to go with 
the plans of their corrupt government.
Show less
Reply · 3

Scott H 1 week ago



+Tabor 7  “For decades the Jewish victors of WWI/II have 
been very cunning in how they have used psychological 
terrorism on us through an infrastructure of gate keepers, a 
network of political, governmental, civil service, media and 
Marxist trade workers unions, and America is key to the 
illusion and depending on the situation is seen by the world as 
either a war monger or as the ‘moral’ peace keeper. The truth is 
the American flag is used in the same way as the British flag, to 
globally mislead the masses into believing it is the American, 
British or Europeans who are the trouble Cancermakers when 
in reality it is the Jews, like the Israeli lobby, Neo Cons and 
AIPAC (American Israeli Public Affairs Committee) an Israeli 
foreign agent occupying the White House and Senate etc. A 
shadow government-manipulating consensus, which sends our 
European folk (military) to be seen as the face of 
Imperialism.The American people are too busy supporting 
plastic patriotism and the so called American dream to be aware 
of the foreign beast involved in the Gnrl George S Patton, and 
JF Kennedy assassinations, US Liberty & 911 Jewish events. 
And the UK Inc Ltd (The Royal Family) is nothing more than a 
glove puppet show to deflect Jew trickery! And the same 
Zionist puppets reside in Great Britain’s Parliament they secure 
tribal members with nepotism in Town Halls across the nation. 
These are coordinated from their satellite EJU (European 
Jewish Union) Parliament “The engine room” attached to the 
larger European Union building in Brussels. And just like 
America, this shadow government (foreign agent) manipulates 
policy towards their objective.” – Continues:@2015The jew 
Media must be the first to go.  It is the center prop for enabling 
all the other jew crimes and traitorious conducts in ALL of our 
countries.
Show less
Reply · 12

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)



+Scott H I agree with your points.

But in order for an enemy to get defeated, “Support from 
people” is absolutely necessary. But Britain and British citizens 
refused especially during World War 1 and World War 2. 
Remember that Hitler allowed more than 175,000 British 
soldiers to escape at Dunkirk. Soon after that, Germans dropped 
a peace leaflet in Britain in “English” to make peace. But 
Britain refused. These soldiers came back and destroyed 
Germany by bombing cities. These soldiers knew that what 
they were doing is in violation to International war rules and 
geneva convention britain signed. But they were happy to go 
with the plan of Britain. After that, these same British soldiers 
tortured German soldiers in London Cages and forced them to 
make False confessions under extreme torture. This is not the 
first time British is doing this. They did this several times 
throughout history. That is why Andrew Jackson (who 
destroyed Second Bank of United States) used to say “Never 
trust the British.”  This is why Hitler's sister Paula Hitler 
criticized the general mentality of Britain.

If people in Britain were cooperative, then none of this would 
have happened. Lincoln won the American civil war against 
South filled with british and french troops, because he received 
help from Russia Navy sent by Czar Alexander II. So “support” 
from people is necessary for victory against the enemy.
Show less
Reply · 2

Scott H 6 days ago (edited)
+happyhappy joyjoy 
THE CATECHISM OF THE JEW
IN THE FORMER SOVIET UNION
(Published in Tel Aviv 1958)



The Gulag Archipelago II was written by Nobel Prize Winner 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn.
Pictured on page 79 of the Gulag Archipelago II are the leading 
administrators of the GREATEST KILLING MACHINE in the 
history of the world, the “gulags", where 66 million Eastern 
European Christians were exterminated.
They are Aron Solts, Yakov Rappoport, Lazar Kogan, Matvei 
Berman, Genrikh Yagoda, and Naftaly Frenkel.
ALL SIX ARE JEWS.
“The Jew is the demon behind the corruption of mankind."
Famous composer Richard Wagner made that wise statement.
Show less
Reply · 7

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 Thats silly the Nazis got nearly everything they 
wanted without war- like Children they kept pushing- they 
wanted war and they got it!!! The irony is the Nazis make deals 
with who they thought was the devil and then backstab them in 
JUne 1941, the German nation is then made to pay dearly!!! 
what do you call a regime that deals with people they detest and 
then doublecrosses them???

kyoai 2 days ago
+Scott H You said “The arrogant, selfish, guiltless jew believes 
that he was chosen by God to rule over others and that the 
world is his by divine right.”. Doesn't pretty much every 
religion say that it's followers are “the chosen ones” to have 
advantages and/or rule over all others? It applies to many 
religions, especially the abrahamic religions (judiasim, 
christianity, islam).

Tabor 7 2 days ago (edited)
+kyoai No, every religion doesn't say it's followers are the 
chosen ones to have advantages and rule over all others. With 



Christianity, you will see that we all are one in Jesus Christ 
(Colossians 3:11, Galatians 3:28) and God shows no favoritism 
(Acts 10:34-35, Romans 2:11).
Reply · 2

diegos978 Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
documentario racconta le torture gli omicidi di massa gli stupri 
tutte le atrocità che vennero inflitte al popolo tedesco  alla fine 
della guerra dagli alleati in odore di sionismo.  Questo è uno dei 
tanti insabbiamenti della storia del mondo
Reply · 2

Vita Oltre la Morte 5 days ago
Grazie della condivisione. 

Bill Howard Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
So, the Allies were the 'victims' were they?...
Reply · 7

! ! Hide replies

Andy Gandy 5 days ago
I hope the HELLSTORM hits the western Evils. The British 
and the US propaganda never mention their own war atrocities. 
The English history books are so one sided.
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 5 days ago (edited)
+Andy Gandy To have a proper knowledge of World War 2, 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube is 
highly recommended. General Patton realized the truth that he 



and Americans were backstabbed and fought against wrong 
people. He tried to go on to fight against the true enemy. But he 
was murdered in December 1945.
Reply · 4

Shala Salazar 5 days ago
Bill, have you ever read “An eye for an eye” by John Sack. If 
you haven't, I highly recommend it.
Reply · 2

Shala Salazar 5 days ago
Agreed Tabor 7. It is indeed worth watching.
Reply · 3

diomedes atienza 5 days ago
the victims were the innocent human, because this were war of 
the greedy elite,
Reply · 5

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+Andy Gandy And this is neo nazi propaganda to white wash 
nazi actions in the War!! Watch AHTGSNT and bring a note 
pad to fact ck all the distortions . half truths and outright lies in 
that series

Andy Gandy 4 days ago
I am sick of hearing about  Hitler. He is long dead and buried. 
The problems are the new Hitlers. The new Hitlers rule over 
USA, Britain, Israhel and have now taken over Kiev too. We 
need to unite and stand up against  The new Hitlers and their 
Puppets in Saudi Arabia.
Anything printed, shown or said by the western media = A lie 
unless prove otherwise beyond any doubt. The west has a lot of 
old and new blood on its hands.
Reply · 1



Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Andy Gandy Ever heard of the expression “Past shapes the 
Present"? So learning about past is 100% important. It looks 
like you are here to brainwash people. But it is too late since 
most of the people know what is going on. So when you write 
more deceptive comments, people will only become more and 
more of your tactics in the future.
Reply · 1

Marvin Tiger 3 days ago
+b52gf16c 
Fuck you, u ugly jew.
Reply · 4

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Marvin Tiger Ugly??? perhaps! it does not make my 
argument wrong!!
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 17 hours ago (edited)
+Andy Gandy “It is self-evident that where this ‘democracy’ 
rules, the people as such are not taken into consideration at all. 
The only thing that matters is the existence of a few hundred 
gigantic capitalists who own all the factories and their stock 
and, through them, control the people. The masses do not 
interest them in the least.”
~ Adolf Hitler, 1940

You say that “Western media = A lie,” yet is WW2 some sort of 
exception for this?
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/09/13/hitler-and-the-
banksters-the-abolition-of-interest-servitude/
Show less
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Andy Gandy 7 hours ago
+Poppadop1 No. There are different sides to each story. There 
are plenty of lies on all sides. The “humanity” better said brutal 
creatures never learn from their past brutality. I think the west, 
US and UK in particular have committed at least as 
much genocides as Hitler did.  
Reply · 1

Bill Howard 1 hour ago
+Andy Gandy
A cursory glance at the British Empire reveals it to be by far the 
most bloody and ruthless and massive empire that ever stalked 
the Earth.
Reply · 1

Ken Gelormini 2 days ago
Excellent film. War profiteers care nothing about which side 
wins; their sons will never see war; same as it is today.
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+Ken Gelormini you should also watch “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube about Hitler and World 
War 2. It is a great documentary.
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 17 hours ago
+Ken Gelormini If a side threatens the ability to keep these 
racket wars going, the profiteers most definitely care who wins. 
Everything and the kitchen sink was thrown at Germany for a 
reason.

“National Socialist Germany wants peace because of its 
fundamental convictions. And it wants peace also owing to the 
realization of the simple primitive fact that no war would be 



likely essentially to alter the distress in Europe... The principal 
effect of every war is to destroy the flower of the nation... 
Germany needs peace and desires peace!”
~ Adolf Hitler, 1935
http://www.therealistreport.com/2015/01/adolf-hitler-man-who-
fought-bank.html
Show less

Western Nationalist 3 days ago
Meanwhile in Russia they are celebrating. Celebrating the 
victories of their war criminal communist red army. 
Reply · 12

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 3 days ago (edited)
+Western Nationalist Stalin admitted that USSR won only 
because of 11 billion dollars of war supplies he received from 
US through Lend Lease Act. Churchill, Britain and their agent 
FDR backstabbed US and drove them into war through lies. In 
order for USSR to take over, Britain deliberately bombed 
Berlin and Dresden to weaken Germany. You should watch 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube. It is a 
great video.

Western Nationalist 3 days ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 I have seen all of it.  

Tabor 7 3 days ago
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+Western Nationalist That's great. But have you seen the short 
video “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King 
Jr"? I also recommend my small videos as well.

Poppadop1 12 hours ago
+Western Nationalist It's still convenient for Russia to use the 
official WW2 story against the banksters. Countries still under 
their control are displaying Orwellian attributes the Nazis were 
claimed to have, and the banksters have puppet Neo-Nazis in 
Ukraine.

Russia will need to switch to the truth sooner or later, but doing 
that now would require undoing decades of social programming 
for little strategic gain. Frankly, there are more damning lies 
that need to be exposed.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/02/10/pravda-putin-
threatens-to-release-satellite-evidence-of-911/
Show less
Reply · 1

Western Nationalist 8 hours ago
+Poppadop1 What the hell is an official WW2 story?

Russia is a Jewish tool of the new world order. Putin is not your 
friend. He is just as much of a puppet as Obama. 

Tabor 7 7 hours ago
+Western Nationalist Actually, Putin is not a puppet. If he 
was, then he would not have paid off all the debts to Bankers 
and establish BRICS Program which is hated by Bankers.

Western Nationalist 7 hours ago
+Tabor 7 
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http://www.vosizneias.com/108696/2012/06/26/jerusalem-
putin-visits-western-wall/

http://jewishvoiceny.com/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=7329:russia-to-deny-
holocaust-is-now-a-crime

http://www.jpost.com/Jewish-World/Jewish-Features/At-Putins-
side-an-army-of-Jewish-billionaires

http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/
182754#.VU5GmpO4FEJ
Show less
Reply · 1

UnitedStatesofIsrael 1 week ago
Terrible what the Jewish Bolshevik Communists did.  Russia 
is once again a great Country thanks to Putin and his renewal 
of Christian values

Long Live Putin !
Reply · 16

! ! Hide replies

zedfan4598 1 week ago
+UnitedStatesofIsrael idiot, putler is just another shitler.  short 
lying murdering megalomaniac with an ambiguously 
gay sexuality

UnitedStatesofIsrael 3 days ago (edited)
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+zedfan4598 Not even 1 thumbs up on your comment.  You've 
said your peace, but not a fuck was given
Reply · 2

zedfan4598 3 days ago
+UnitedStatesofIsrael English dipshit, do you speak it? 

Poppadop1 19 hours ago
+UnitedStatesofIsrael I hope Putin starts calling out the 
banksters sooner rather than later. Using their lies about WW2 
against them may be convenient now, yet if the truth were used 
instead, maybe there would be less fake Nazis fighting for the 
same financial interests the real NSDAP fought against.

“It is self-evident that where this democracy rules, the people as 
such are not taken into consideration at all. The only thing that 
matters is the existence of a few hundred gigantic capitalists 
who own all the factories and their stock and, through them, 
control the people. The masses do not interest them in the 
least."
~ Adolf Hitler, 1940
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/09/13/hitler-and-the-
banksters-the-abolition-of-interest-servitude/
Show less
Reply · 1

PoIs0nMaN 1 week ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 Holy Shit, what a awesome day to release this, I bet this is 
going to go right up the Jew's asses lololol.  May Day sneak 
attack, bravo! The Truth Shall Never Die!
Reply · 39
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! ! Hide replies

White World Media 1 week ago
+PoIs0nMaN May day was a pagan holiday long before 
communist jew scum bags started trying to hijack it.
Reply · 12

PoIs0nMaN 1 week ago
+White World Media I understand that, doesn't really change 
my comment or the thought process behind it.
Reply · 6

White World Media 1 week ago
+PoIs0nMaN wasn't trying to, just posted it as an addition to 
your comment. 
Reply · 4

cvpages 1 week ago
Sickened. FUCK YOU USA RUSSIA UK and JEWS
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+cvpages You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube. You will like it a lot.
Reply · 1

anti judeophilia 5 days ago



+cvpages Russia or rather Soviet Union, controlled by Jews, 
remember that Russians were the first victim of communism.
Reply · 4

Semaxist 4 days ago (edited)
+anti judeophilia 

And the kiever russ :) ...the russians are swedish...they are 
“germans” too :)

Putin jewish? No he looks baltic.

Dolph Lundgreen can play the russian boxer Ivan Drago in the 
movie Rocky 4 :)

That is the reason why the kikes overflowing sweden with 
“refugees”...much worster than germany...to many blond peopel 
for the kikes.
Show less
Reply · 2

TheZzzz1 1 day ago
“I grew up in a neighborhood full of Jews. My earliest friends 
were Jews. I have fought in the US Army do defend Israel from 
their enemies. And yet I will always just be a Goyim to them, 
nothing more than an animal. They have been forced out of 
every country on earth where they gained a foothold. They were 
the Bolsheviks that killed many times more people than Hitler 
did, most of them Christians. They are the purveyors of 
pornography around the world. They are the original slave 
traders. They are indeed the chosen people. Chosen by the 
Devil to destroy everything good and honest and righteous on 
this earth."
Reply · 10



Tabor 7 1 day ago
+TheZzzz1 you should also check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube. It is another great video.
Reply · 1

Ivan Hogan Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
I bet you won't see this on the History Channel
Reply · 5

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Ivan Hogan There is also a great documentary on youtube 
called “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told."
Reply · 1

Ivan Hogan 5 days ago
+Tabor 7
Heard of it but haven't watched it yet.

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Ivan Hogan It is a great documentary.
Reply · 2

Ivan Hogan 5 days ago
+Tabor 7
I'll check it out soon.
Reply · 3



patrick lefevere 3 days ago
thank you that i can downloading this film, because i believe 
what this film said, i dont believe our goverment, thank you 
very much
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+patrick lefevere Ever since America became under the 
control of Britain through Federal Reserve in 1913, they rarely 
tell any facts. You should check “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube which provides the truth about World 
War 2.
Reply · 1

patrick lefevere 2 days ago
+Tabor 7 i know, i have already seen this film, it's really 
shocking, the lies that are told, it's really to crying, my vision 
on the two wars are totaly changed, but it was already al long 
time that is was doubting the story told to us. thank you Tabor 
7
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+patrick lefevere You are welcome. I just want to let you know 
that Dennis Wise (Creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told) also has new videos in his youtube channel. There is 
also a small video on youtube called “The Beast as Saint: the 
truth about Martin Luther King Jr.” I also recommend some of 
my small videos.

patrick lefevere 1 day ago



thank you Tabor 7 very interesting,
Reply · 1

Vril Thule 6 days ago
German guy here.. Great work, we are not allowed to even 
think about all what is said in the video.. glad to know, that we 
aren't alone out here with our thoughts.. true words has been 
spoken, thanks so much!
Reply · 12

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Vril Thule There is also another great documentary on 
youtube called “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” 
which shows the truth about WW2.

David Kohn 3 days ago
+Vril Thule 
Implying you aren't a turk.

I am German and this is complete bullshit.

I'm glad the Nazis did get what they deserved.
Show less

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+David Kohn You are not German. Your last name is quite 
clear about that.

Vril Thule 2 days ago



+David Kohn Kohn ist ein Jüdischer Name. Helmut Kohl heißt 
eigentlich Hennoch Kohn und ist Jude. Mach dich schlau und 
befreie dich von der zionistischen Gedankenwäsche. Bitte 
informiere dich, es ist sehr wichtig, dass die Wahrheit endlich 
von der Lüge befreit wird. Die Lüge braucht gesetzeschutz, die 
Wahrheit ist sich selber Schutz genug.
Reply · 2

David Kohn 2 days ago
+Vril Thule Ihr habt doch echt nicht mehr alle Taschen im 
Schrank. Bei euch hilft nur Kopfschütteln. Gott sei Dank fallen 
die jugendlichen von Heute nicht auf eure rechte und anti-
semitische Propaganda herein. Ich habe mich intensiv mit dem 
Thema befasst.

Vril Thule 1 day ago
+David Kohn

Ich bin 17 Jahre alt und du bist dir in keinster Weise bewusst, 
wie sehr die deutsche Jugend sich nach einem Land sehnt, 
welches frei von den Fremdmächten ist die uns in der 
Knechtschaft halten. Anti-Semitisch bin ich nicht, bin kein 
Rassist. Ich Liebe die Wahrheit und selbst Jesus sagte, dass die 
Juden den Teufel zum  Vater haben. Wir können die 
Umerziehung nicht mehr länger ertragen, wann soll das denn 
bitte aufhören und wann haben wir endlich den wahren Frieden 
ohne ausgespäht zu werden und ohne eine Europäische - Union 
die alles zu einem Einheitsbrei vermischen will, ähnlich wie 
beim Turmbau zu babel, den die EU als Vorbild hat. Bitte denke 
doch mal nach, ich bitte dich inständig darum.
Show less
Reply · 2



Calum Johnston 1 week ago
A little heavy on the sound effects... And i don't like the 
British Army being compared to Soviets or even the Yanks 
when it comes to rapes especially when not backing it with 
evidence pretty disingenuous.

Other than a few movie scenes which in my opinion have no 
place in factual documentary's this was a good documentary 
telling the tremendous pain and suffering the Germans citizens 
during ww2.
! ! Hide replies

DOOM 1 week ago
+Calum Johnston Then let's just compare them to the “Yanks” 
with the terror bombing - feel better?
Reply · 4

Calum Johnston 1 week ago
+DOOM
That wasn't the Army dumb ass that was the Royal Air Force...

DOOM 1 week ago
+Calum Johnston Any rationalisation you need to feel better 
about yourself, Mate!
Reply · 3

Calum Johnston 1 week ago
+DOOM
Feel better about what exactly? None of my family members 
committed any war crimes my great Grandfather was a 
paratrooper who saw action in Crete but was captured by the 
Germans and spent most of the war as a POW where he was 
treated fairly and claimed he got the best dental work of his life 



and a great uncle who was an officer and saw action in the 
Burma campaign.
Reply · 2

Watch Ryder 6 days ago
+Calum Johnston 
Calm your rage my friend. Bickering gets us nowhere.
Reply · 1

Calum Johnston 6 days ago
+Watch Ryder This is not rage pal i just don't think the way to 
combat lies is with more lies the British Army are known for 
their discipline and so was the Wehrmacht.      

Watch Ryder 6 days ago
+Calum Johnston

To be honest I don't know what part of the video you thought 
the Brits were getting a raw deal (bombings aside).
Reply · 1

Calum Johnston 6 days ago
+Watch Ryder 37:30 Straight after showing whole camps and 
villages of German women and children brutalized and babies 
being “Brained” by Bolshevik hordes i personally don't think 
there's any comparison but then again i don't even like the 
British Army being roped in with the likes of the Yanks...

DOOM 6 days ago
+Calum Johnston The British Army is “roped” in with the 
“likes” of Americans because they committed the same 
genocide against Germany.
Reply · 1

Calum Johnston 6 days ago



+DOOM Now your just being down right retarded.

Watch Ryder 6 days ago
+Calum Johnston

He means with the bombing campaign. You know just because 
you are born in Britain and are British, doesn't mean you have 
to blindly follow lash out in the 21st century to the bitter end.
Reply · 1

Calum Johnston 6 days ago
+Watch Ryder The guys a moron and so are you if you think I 
conconde or that i am trying to make excuses for the crimes 
committed by the RAF against the innocent German civilians 
during the second world war... Frankly I am disappointed in 
both of you as I would expect this type of argument from a 
leftist not supposed comrade's.

Watch Ryder 6 days ago
+Calum Johnston

Well you keep barking about and not focusing on solidarity. We 
try and steer you back but you keep on blasting at us with your 
noise. Moron indeed!

Sæwelō 5 days ago
+Calum Johnston Go watch an IDF video, more up your 
street.

zombiekiller117 5 days ago
+Calum Johnston 'British Army are known for their discipline' 
Yeah, that's why mainstream media is in damage control about 
the level of rape and murder committed by British and US 
troops.http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-
Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W


new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-
heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W.
Reply · 1

Watch Ryder 5 days ago (edited)
I know, but to be honest way she got that figure was quite 
speculative.
 285,000 is a worse-case scenario.

Calum Johnston 5 days ago
+Sæwelō Irish Defence Forces? Not much to watch they're 
most involved in peace keeping and probably why year in year 
out more young men from the Irish Republic are joining the 
British Armed forces.

Calum Johnston 5 days ago
+zombiekiller117 “German feminist” that pretty much sums 
the pointless article up nice try kid.

Sæwelō 5 days ago
+Calum Johnston Anyone but the filthy murdering Commie 
IRA I suppose. I meant the other IDF, (I know you were being 
sarcastic), the tanned ones who shoot women and children for 
sport.

zombiekiller117 5 days ago
+Calum Johnston Strawman fallacy is obvious, but please feel 
free to stick your head in the sand and defend war criminals 
from the 'Holy' 'Great' Britain..... 
Reply · 2

noBRILOpadheads nobrilopadheads 11 hours ago (edited)
+Calum Johnston 10 YRS AGO I READ A BOOK CALLED 
THE FALL OF BERLIN AND WORST THINGS WERE 
LISTED ALSO WW1 BRITS AND FRENCH MOSTLY 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3011930/Did-Allied-troops-rape-285-000-German-women-s-shocking-claim-new-book-German-feminist-exposing-war-crime-slandering-heroes.html#ixzz3Vbrzxb3W


SINCE THEY INVADED BERLIN NO FEWER THAN 7 
TIMES READ THE BOOK CALLED JACKBOOT, WW1 
FRENCH EVEN ON FILM WERE KICKING GERMAN 
CIVIL AND SOLDIERS MANY BEATINGS AND THEY 
LET MORRACON RANKS RAPE WHITES DAYS WHEN 
PAN EUROPEAN TRUST AS ONE BROKE
Reply · 1

Jody Carrithers Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 2

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Jody Carrithers You should check out the video “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube which will 
reveal the truth about Hitler and World War 2.
Reply · 2

Jody Carrithers 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 you know what, I HAVE seen that. Excellent! I 
shared it on Facebook to zero response. I guess that is better 
than what I feared...that I'd somehow be labeled a holocaust 
denier or Hitler fan. All I know is that we have been lied to in 
abundance about history and I would not be the least surprised 
to find out that Hitler has been demonized.

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Jody Carrithers They always ban this documentary on 
facebook. If anyone asks you about why you support this 
documentary, just say that you found the documentary 
“interesting", because it has interesting information. 



Reply · 1

Jody Carrithers 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 it seems ridiculous to ban things of this nature. It 
only further gives cause to believe that there must be truth to it. 
I also find it annoying that such discovered truths which have 
been “declassified” as learning that Pearl Harbor was only a 
“surprise” to our unsuspecting troops...that our president 
KNEW it was going to happen and did nothing to stop it and 
yet every year, when we acknowledge the anniversary, it still 
gets presented as the “surprise” and barbaric attack by the 
Japanese. No doubt, the Japanese were brutal to do it but our 
very own president was CRIMINALLY brutal to allow it!

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Jody Carrithers What happened was FDR starting funding 
China against their war against Japan and Britain against their 
war against Germany from March 1941. This outraged both 
Americans and Japanese. There were American protests against 
FDR and this act. This is also because it is in violation to 
International neutrality law. By July 1941, FDR froze Japanese 
assets. By September 11, 1941, FDR prepared his war plans 
against Germany, Italy, and Japan. FDR wanted Japan to attack 
Pearl Harbor so that US can enter into World War 2. Japan tried 
to make peace with US. But FDR only made matters worse. 
FDR knew that he must deceive Americans in order to enter 
into WW2.  

From Benjamin Freedman’s 1974 speech - “Now, Mr. 
Roosevelt figured, and it's in Mr. Stimson's diary, in his own 
handwriting, which is in the room at Yale Library containing 
all Mr. Henry L. Stimson's papers - he was the Secretary of 
Defense. He wrote in his diary important things that went on (in 
his own handwriting) and under November 25th, two weeks 
before Pearl Harbor, he wrote, “The President sent for us to 



come to the White House. I thought it was to discuss the war in 
Europe, but he told us that we had to be at war with Japan but 
he didn't want it to look as if we fired the first shot!"

So by late November 1941, things grew worse and Japanese 
ambassador revealed that Japan is planning to attack over next 
weekend (December 6 to 7, 1941). This was published in 
Hawaiian newspapers (November 30, 1941 - Hilo Herald 
Tribune and the Honolulu Advertiser). But FDR made sure that 
Americans weren't aware of this by hiding it. On December 4, 
1941, American newspapers published FDR's war plans against 
Germany, Italy, and Japan (Headline - “FDR's war plans!” in 
Chicago Tribune). After Pearl Harbor attack, NY Times (On 
December 8, 1941) revealed that United States Forces had 
known for a week that the attack was coming. But by that time, 
FDR declared war against Japan and Britain immediately did 
the same under Churchill.
Show less
Reply · 1

Jody Carrithers 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 its beyond disgusting isn't it? Its not so hard to 
believe that the U.S. had direct knowledge and hands in the 
9/11 attacks when one learns and understands the similarly 
disgusting and treasonous acts of our past presidents. 
Unfortunately, far too many are completely unaware of these 
facts even when admitted to by our own government years after 
the fact.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Jody Carrithers I agree. FDR did another deception against 
Japan and US. Japan sent their surrender memo on January 20, 
1945 to FDR through General MacArthur. But FDR rejected 
this and forced US to continue its war against Japan starting 



from January 20, 1945. More than 100,000 American soldiers 
died starting from January 20, 1945. The estimates of death in 
Japan go as far as 1 million starting from January 20, 1945.

Admiral William Leahy hated FDR for his treachery and 
secretly leaked the memo to reporter Trohan. All of the brutal 
battles against Japan happened only after FDR rejected 
Japanese surrender memo on January 20, 1945.

Most of the mess in America began with US President 
Rutherford Hayes (US President - 1877-1881). 

From 1775 to 1876, US and Britain were bitter enemies. Great 
US President Andrew Jackson used to say “Never trust the 
British.” In 1877, Rutherford Hayes became President and he 
transferred the power of US economy into the hands of Britain 
(under Bankers). This became worse when Federal Reserve was 
established under Woodrow Wilson in 1913. Since then, 
America completely follows what Britain orders. That is why 
Britain dragged US into both WW1 and WW2.

JFK tried to correct all these mess. But he was murdered.

The documentary “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” 
reveals many of the hidden information on WW2. With 911, 
Brother Nathanael's video on youtube reveals what happened.
Show less

Jody Carrithers 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Its ironic...even if the ugly legacy of Hitler and his 
alleged atrocities are 100% true and factual; at LEAST, to my 
knowledge, he never KNOWINGLY betrayed his own people!!!

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)



+Jody Carrithers I can assure you that you will be surprised 
by the documentary “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told.” You will learn about the atrocities of Eisenhower. The 
real monsters were FDR, Churchill, Eisenhower, and Stalin. 
With World War 2, General Patton and American soldiers could 
have easily reached entire German regions by November 1944. 
But Eisenhower deliberately slowed down so that Stalin can 
take over German regions. This led to Battle of Bulge which led 
to the death of 19,000 Americans. Eisenhower was behind all of 
the atrocities behind Americans starting from Battle of Bulge. 
Great General Patton hated Eisenhower. If Patton was alive, 
then Eisenhower would have never become President.
Reply · 1

Jody Carrithers 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 I know that I have seen it but I think I am thinking to 
watch it again. I remember that its quite lengthy and I, most 
likely, missed some key points. Its so reassuring to talk to 
people such as yourself, if only to be reminded that I'm not the 
only one thinking these thoughts and digging into history to try 
to find out the real truth. It sometimes feels like a very lonely 
place to stand....as I'm sure you've felt before as well.
Reply · 2

MsAmericanbunker Shared on Google+ · 3 days ago
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+MsAmericanbunker You should watch the video “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube. It is a great 
video with the truth about Hitler and World War 2. I also 
recommend my small videos as well.
Reply · 1



YeaWhatevah 1 week ago
Congrats to all involved in this powerful documentary. If 
anything ever deserved to be called a Holocaust, this is it! Yet, 
the alleged “Holocaust” is a complete lie that has fooled the 
world leading to the theft of billions of dollars and counting! 
The Kike Jews were the only victors of WW2, yet they 
pretend to be the only losers, in fact more Americans died in 
WW2 than these vile misshapen scum riddled pieces of 
thieving shit! **AS WITH EVERY MASS MURDER THRU 
HISTORY, THE JEWS ARE TO BLAME, AS THEY ARE IN 
FACT ANTI-HUMAN AND HATE EVERY SINGLE NON-
KIKE, PERIOD!** Hellstorm, USS Liberty, 911, Fukushima, 
etc etc... IT'S THE JEWS, STUPID!!!
Reply · 89

! ! Hide replies

happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago
+YeaWhatevah 
The sick thing is that the kikes got 'sympathy' and 'reparations' 
after the war, all while actively committing another genocide in 
Palestine.
Reply · 39

Shiwanokia 1 week ago
+happyhappy joyjoy If they wanted to kill all Palestinians it 
could very easily be done. What about the Muslims right now, 
today committing genocide against Christians wiping out 
thousands of years of history and a peoples culture.
Reply · 1

Rusty Shackleford 1 week ago



+Shiwanokia Well the “chosen people” can just bring all the 
Muslims into Europe and have them do their job for them. Then 
bring us over to the middle east to stir stuff up nicely, like in 
Libya.

Then they have the moral high ground, and all the 
“intellectuals” in Universities feeding the children opinions will 
be on Israel's side. That is why they do not kill every last 
Palestinian. They do not want the world to remember it like 
that.

They have always relied on propaganda and lies to get the 
world on their side. They are always the victim acting in 
defense. According to history taught to kids at school, they have 
never done wrong.
Show less
Reply · 5

Greyswyndir 1 week ago
+YeaWhatevah 

That's a pretty sick reply (kike Jews, lovely prose man). What 
good does it do to call people such vile names, regardless of the 
behavior of some of them? Certainly not all or even most 
Jewish people are what you say they are. If anything they were 
pawns in the game, as most of us are. In war it is the innocent 
civilians that suffer the most. The German people suffered 
mightily and most of the world hasn't got a clue. Today 
Germany is a shell of her former self, brainwashed and 
belittled, hated for the supposed sins of their fathers and ruled 
by the west.

There wasn't a six million dead Jewish holocaust but surely the 
Jewish people were treated horribly, and most of them innocent. 
Polish Jews were massacred in their villages, along with 



women and children. Pray tell,what did they do to deserve a 
death sentence? Let's not act as if Germany is completely 
innocent. Goebbels propaganda of the “Jewish rats” and the 
blonde-haired blue-eyed Aryan man didn't do much to help the 
cause of the German people or National Socialism, it was just 
bad racial propaganda.

Instead of learning a lesson from WWII there are numerous 
comments that belong to the white power movement and the 
skin heads rather then intelligent men who truly understand 
what happened in Germany during the twelve years Hitler 
reigned.
Show less
Reply · 3

mothman777 1 week ago
+Shiwanokia 

ISIS? They are controlled by Mossad agent Simon Elliot aka Al 
Baghdadi.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/08/04/french-report-isil-
leader-mossad/

Young impressionable Muslims are easily duped into joining.
Show less
Reply · 5

MrAnomilus 1 week ago
+Shiwanokia How convenient for you to totally ignore who is 
behind ISIS, and lay all blame at the feet of all Muslims. 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/08/04/french-report-isil-leader-mossad/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/08/04/french-report-isil-leader-mossad/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/08/04/french-report-isil-leader-mossad/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/08/04/french-report-isil-leader-mossad/


Answer me this: Why does Israel give tender loving care to 
wounded ISIS fighters, including their commanders, in Israeli 
hospitals, and then send them back into the battlefield, instead 
of taking them into custody?
Reply · 4

karl john 1 week ago
+happyhappy joyjoy 
1. i'm Jewish
2. i ask for no sympathy, or any reparations. none of my family 
died in the Holocaust, and even they did, i'd refuse any money 
from anyone, except to retrieve my home and my former 
life.,....money would never give me either satisfaction or peace 
of mind. and it would never bring back dead relatives.
3. i do not support or will never support Israel. i do not want 
some ethnocentric homeland in a part of the world i've never 
lived in, or wish to displace others who have been living there 
happily and peacefully until 1948. what israelis have been 
doing to Palestinians for the last 50 years is no different OR 
BETTER than what was done to Jews.
Show less
Reply · 3

Catubrannos 1 week ago
+Greyswyndir From what I've read the holocaust survivors in 
Israel aren't looked after very well by the state who're more 
interested in extorting money from Europe than actually 
providing for the people who suffered through those times.
Reply · 1

Times Short 1 week ago
+karl john There was no holocaust you degenerate peddling 
lying jew. Don't you have a family owned cake bakery to 
terrorize and put out of business somewhere? Get lost!
Reply · 2



happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago
+Shiwanokia

ISIS? Al Qaeda? In all likelihood they are league in with Israel 
and the US government. Ever notice ISIS spends all its time 
killing Muslims and gentiles, but never so much as harmed a 
single hair on a single Jew's head? I've heard that some of those 
American Muslim terrorist leaders were actually Crypto-Jews 
in disguise, too. Honestly, it wouldn't surprise me if Israel was 
secretly  behind all the “Islamic” terrorism.
Reply · 3

mothman777 1 week ago
+happyhappy joyjoy The Arab royal family  installed to rule 
Saudi Arabia by the 'British' (Jewish leadership) are actually 
Donmeh Jews, and it is they who urge the practice of 
Wahhabism, the military jihad for the takeover of the world by 
'Islam'. Islam has always been a Jewish psy-op, and was indeed 
created as such just like Christianity has been, from the very 
beginning, as even though a very small number of Jewish losses 
are initially incurred, when the plan comes to full fruition, 
Muslims and Christians can be made to kill each other en 
masse, without the Jews themselves having to risk their own 
lives.
Reply · 4

YeaWhatevah 1 week ago
+Greyswyndir Do you even know how the term kike came to 
be? It was born on Ellis Island where people stopped prior to 
entering America. While most peoples happily followed the 
necessary steps in order to enter their new homeland, the Jews 
did not. These despicable creatures became outraged and 
refused to sign their names next to the “X” as is common 
procedure to this very day. These criminals, whom were 



escaping their former host nation that they destroyed, would 
throw a fit while yelling out “Kikle! Kikle! Kikle!” while 
rabidly pointing to the “X” and refusing to sign the documents. 
Kikle means circle in Yiddish, you see these mentally deficient 
evil doers saw the X as a † and thus threw an apoplectic fit, 
demanding the “X” be changed to a “O” or kikle. Such 
behavior should have resulted in immediate expulsion far far 
away from our country. I can count the # of “good jews” on one 
hand, both hands if I include the last 100 years, and throughout 
history only 1 good jewess. So whatever term one chooses to 
use, be it globalist, white shoe boy, reptilian, parasite, banker, 
elitist, bilderburger, mason, merchant, jesuit, demon, jew, kike, 
kikejew... I find Kikejew to be the most apt and care not what 
others think of such descriptors, Political Correctness is a kike 
creation to curtail free speech, fuck that & fuck them, I'll speak 
freely while it is still legal, thank you very much. Regardless of 
your feelings for them, they hate you and all humans more than 
anything in the world other than Jesus, whom their Holy book 
states is “boiling in hell in his own excrement.” Wonderful 
people eh?
Show less
Reply · 6

exposedeceivers 6 days ago
+YeaWhatevah That's a credible origin of the term, since the 
American Hebrew founder Philip Cowen who suggested it 
spent 22 years working in the Immigration Service, at Castle 
Garden and then at Ellis Island.

One of the immigrants at Ellis Island, an asset of Jewry who 
was connected to “influential people in the journalistic world” 
in the 1890s if not earlier, was Princess Radziwill, Jewry's star 
witness for their ludicrous “Russians forged the Protocols of 
Zion” conspiracy theory. On April 29, 1917, Radziwill was 
delayed at Ellis Island for two hours, trying to persuade 



immigration officials to admit her. She made up a bizarre story 
about having a “dead” “double", claiming that the “double” was 
the serial con artist who'd been jailed on forgery and bribery 
charges and that both of “them” were named Princess Catherine 
Radziwill, both were previously named Catherine Lzewuski, 
both married a prince, both married a man named Kolb, and 
both had a son who was killed on the Russian front. The official 
who let her in was probably bribed, as surely no one could be 
dumb enough to fall for her story. Look up my piece “The 
Protocols of Joly” for more on that. Another possibility is that 
Cowen arranged to let her in, four years before the American 
Hebrew and New York Times would cite her testimony as 
'proof' that the Protocols was a “forgery”.

For those who imagined that the Jews were the best thing since 
the invention of the wheel, Yossi Gurvitz, an honest Jew, made 
a 12-minute video “When Israel is Mighty", which tells of how 
Jewish fanatics wish to establish a 'paradise' in which they can 
rape 3-year-old Gentile girls and execute them, and murder any 
Gentiles with impunity.
Show less
Reply · 2

Lou Stacey 6 days ago
+YeaWhatevah Thank you for that information on the origin of 
referring to 'Jews' as 'kikes'. Very interesting and worth 
knowing about that hideous congregation of 'the synagogue of 
satan'. Since God is the Only Lawgiver, none of the so called 
'laws' conjured by men, apart from the Law of God, are 'lawful' 
and ought not be granted any power or authority by anyone 
who acknowledges Jesus Christ as the Authority of God on 
earth as in heaven.
Thanks again for the info. I wish you safety, wellness and 
peace.



Greyswyndir 4 days ago
+Catubrannos
I would definitely agree with that. Israel was created to protect 
a crime syndicate, nothing more.
Reply · 1

Greyswyndir 4 days ago
+YeaWhatevah
So what? Regardless it's a derogatory term. You're a bigot man, 
plain and simple. Try judging people as individuals instead of 
allowing your hatred to get in the way. Saying all Jews are evil 
is like saying all white people are evil, it's freaking stupid.

YeaWhatevah 4 days ago
+Greyswyndir Okay, anti-racist activist, name 5 good Jews, or 
just 1 if you have trouble with this task. Take your time and 
think carefully before making yourself look foolish. I find it 
amusing that you revert to name calling when I've done nothing 
of the sort towards you. I suppose in your social justice warrior 
mind the recurring riot participants are simply frustrated 
youths, am I right? Hahaha! Reality, you ought to enter it some 
day, the sooner the better. Now enlighten me with the names of 
these wondrous good Jews. I'll give you a hint, there is about 5 
in the world today, maybe up to 10 if you include prior 
centuries.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+YeaWhatevah Who decides who is good or not??? Look up 
the massive number of Jewish intellectuals, scientists, Doctors, 
engineers etc etc etc

Lou Stacey 3 days ago
+b52gf16c Answer: God decides “who is good or not”. 'You' 
don't define 'good' and what impresses you does not impress 



God. Much of the product of the intellect of intellectuals has 
been wind and waste and corrupting, and much of what is 
called 'science' is nothing more than philosophy and imaginary 
Godless origins. Doctors kill more people than they 'save' 
through toxic drugs, unnecessary surgeries and 'poisonings' 
they call 'cancer treatments'. Engineers have blessed man with 
inventions that enhance life and they have invented diabolical 
weaponry to destroy. So 'talent' isn't necessarily 'good' but the 
moral character of the man who possesses it determines 
whether he does 'good' or 'evil' with it. 

Besides all of the above,

“Our major vice of old, as of today, is parasitism. We are a 
people of vultures living on the labor and the good nature of the 
rest of the world.

...What a sorry spectacle the Jews makes on this continent 
which he pretends to have enriched!

Not only does he fail to contribute any glamor [culture and art] 
to the scene. He does not even contribute man-power. He does 
not dig wells, plough fields, forge skyscrapers, lay bricks, cut 
out trenches, spin wheels, bake dough, fell trees, pack tin cans, 
sweep streets, heave coal, fire furnaces, weave cloth, dig 
subways, raise ramparts, wall floods, rivet bridges, hinge gates, 
or fight fires ...

Towards the man-power of America, Jewry contributes only 
that which it catches in its own sweatshops, as in so many rat 
traps - set by itself. It seems to be part of the Jew's unwritten 
code that he should never work.

Unless something happens to change his vision, I venture to 
add that he never will, either ... I cannot find anything of value 



that the Jews have created in their 250 years residence on the 
American continent."
Samuel Roth, Jews Must Live, The Golden Hind Press, New 
York, 1934, p. 56, 101, 108
Show less

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Lou Stacey Give me a break with the abstract suggestions!!! 
The JEws are waaaaaay overrepresented in Science, Medicine, 
engineering, higher learning etc etc etc!! Israel has the highest 
number of Engineers, Technicians, scientists per capita on the 
Planet!!! See that can be proven vs your inane blather!!!

Lou Stacey 3 days ago
+b52gf16c What the 'Jews' have 'excelled' at is 'parasitism'. The 
science and technology they enjoy, they stole or were given by 
Gentiles. Even the $$$ they had to situate themselves in order 
to rob even more from Gentiles they leeched from Gentiles. Ex: 
the BILLIONS per year they've sucked from America, 
Germany and elsewhere in addition to their extortion of 
'reparations' for their 'holocaust' myth.

Stealing Success Tel Aviv Style
http://original.antiwar.com/giraldi/2010/01/27/stealing-success-
tel-aviv-style/

Israeli Spying...Technology Theft...
http://www.councilforthenationalinterest.org/new/cost/israeli-
spying/

Israeli Spy Companies: Verint and Narus
http://coat.ncf.ca/P4C/66/spy.pdf

Israeli Military and Industrial Espionage
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http://ariwatch.com/OurAlly/
IsraeliMilitaryAndIndustrialEspionage.htm

Did Israel steal bomb-grade uranium from the United States?
http://thebulletin.org/did-israel-steal-bomb-grade-uranium-
united-states7056

Even your fake hero Einstein proved to be a parasitical 
plagiarist.
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/einstein.htm

The 'creative talent' of the 'Jews' is their natural, satanically 
endowed skill at deception. Even the 'Jews' institution of 
'fractional reserve' bankstering system didn't spring from their 
own evil 'genius' but was plagiarized from the “first use of the 
fractional reserve system was in the Temple of Shamash under 
Hammurabi -- the sixth king of Babylon (Peter Cook, 
FEDERAL RESERVE FRACTIONAL RESERVE AND 
INTEREST-FREE GOVERNMENT CREDIT EXPLAINED 4, 
1991). “

 It is by this fractional reserve mythical currency that the 
'Jews' have seduced weak and traitorous 'goyim' into betraying 
their own nations by allowing the 'Jews' to open up their 
bankstering shops in our own countries; and the usury, which 
God calls 'abomination', by which the 'Jews' insure that no one 
who borrows their imaginary currency can EVER get out of 
debt to them.

It was the ancestors of todays Edomite-Khazarian-Jews that 
Jesus Christ drove out of the Temple, overturning the tables of 
the 'money-changers'; parasites devouring the Israelite nation 
from within, just as they are still doing in every nation they 
presently infest.
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As ex-Mossad agent, Victor  Ostrovsky discloses, the Mossad 
motto is: be-tahbūlōt ta`aseh lekhā milkhamāh (Hebrew: 
 which loosely translates to “By Way ,(בתחבולות תעשה לך מלחמה
of Deception, Thou Shalt Do War."

By their deceptive 'money power', the 'Jews' have gained the 
monopoly over every Gentile institution, including our 
universities and industries, media and economies, so it's no 
surprise that they trumpet themselves as 'masters' and 
'geniuses'. On the other hand, the rare honest 'Jew' has exposed 
the reality of your condition, such as Maurice Fishberg who 
accurately portrayed the 'Jewish condition' stating:
“The Jews have a disproportionate number of mental 
defectives, idiots, and imbeciles.” – Dr. Maurice Fishburg, 
Eugenic Factors in Jewish Life

All of your empty and hollow claims and denials of the 
historical facts only serve to demonstrate how accurate 
Fishburg's assessment of 'the Jewish condition' is.
Show less

YeaWhatevah 3 days ago
Hmm... Quite the conundrum huh? It really ought to be a Final 
Jeopardy question. With all the propaganda spewed via the 
media one would think you could name 6,000,000 good jews. 
C'mon, they're Chosen, there must be at least one, right? LoL!
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+YeaWhatevah What a child like question!!! Google American 
Jewish Philanthropists- just start with that nation!!! Does Jonas 
Salk get any credit for saving lives the World over, Does 
Oppenhimer get any credit for saving countless American 
lives!!! Does Einstein get any Credit for advances in 
Science??? 41% of all Nobel prizes in economics, 28% in 



medicine, 26% in Physics, 19% in chemistry, 13% of literature, 
9% of Nobel peace awards won by Jews!!! Look up Jewish 
inventors/innovators, Israeli inventions etc etc etc!! its not your 
fault, you were just born stupid!!

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Lou Stacey ohhh my last retort counters your silly blather as 
well!!

Lou Stacey 3 days ago
+b52gf16c Sorry, dude. I haven't seen your 'retort'. What else 
can you do but try to dodge the evidence, whether historical 
documentation, the Bible, newspaper reports or FBI files, 
on you imposters who 'say' you are 'Jews' but are not and do lie 
and are the synagogue of satan'? Whether you welcome it or 
not, Jesus Christ IS the Authoritative Word on your brood of 
vipers and you're all going to face Him real soon. I recommend 
you humble yourself and surrender to the Truth BEFORE He 
gets here. 
Reply · 2

b52gf16c 3 days ago
+Lou Stacey Well Lou just read a couple above!!! See thats 
factual what I stated- vs your suggestion!!! Lou you can't even 
do simple math, and you are trying to be some Neo Nazi 
historian as well??

YeaWhatevah 1 day ago
+b52gf16c LoL... First of all Jewish philanthropists, while 
there are many, only give money to Jewish charities, or to 
charities that are fraudulent scams where most money gets 
funneled to the tribe while a tiny % goes to the alleged cause. 
Philanthropy is also used to cheat taxes on their ill gotten gains. 
Jonas Salk was a fraud that gave people polio http://
www.vaclib.org/basic/polio/salk-fiasco.htm Oppenheimer was a 
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communist that helped create the greatest weapon of mass 
destruction ever, Einstein was a complete fraud who stole other 
people's work, including his own wife's work. https://
archive.org/download/
TheManufactureAndSaleOfSaintEinstein-
ThePropagandaOfSupremacy/
TheManufactureAndSaleOfSaintEinstein.pdf The Nobel Prize 
is a fucking joke, Obama was given one right after being 
elected, a peace prize, and then began bombing the shit out of 
people, some award. Jews long ago took over the Nobel 
commission as they have practically the whole media of the 
West, over 90%. This is the reason you believe in such 
nonsense, it's what you're told and you've never found it strange 
that 2% of the population controls so much and wields so much 
power, especially after being holocausted, amazing isn't it? 
Hahaha... No! the 6,000,000 myth which has become a religion 
is more aptly named the Holohoax, because it's the greatest lie 
of all time. They are indeed the masters of deception. Do you 
believe they've been expelled 109 times since 250AD for no 
reason whatsoever? Wake the fuck up! Let me guess, you think 
Bin Laden did 9/11, right? Sorry pal, it was your beloved jews. 
So, your 3 jews certainly weren't “good” 2 frauds & a WMD 
maker. I told you it's a tough task to name any, but there is a 
few, keep trying! It seems you're the child like one that accepts 
anything you are told without the ability to research things, 
you've been dumbed down like so many others, purposefully by 
the chosen ones. It's not your fault, but you can try to wake up, 
but you simply may not have the mental capacity to do so, due 
to many factors that you had no say in. An truly good Jew was 
Bobby Fischer. But the jews hated him, forced him into exile, 
demanded his arrest and stole all of his belongings and money.
Read more
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 1 day ago
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+YeaWhatevah Ohhh give me a fucking break!! this is the 
blather of a small Neo nazi child!!

b52gf16c 1 day ago
How can a fucking adult make that kind of statement Jews all 
frauds! they only give to Jewish charities etc etc etc You knew 
Oppenhimer and Einstein personally??? It sure sounds like you 
do!! Its very easy to say a person is a fraud- providing reputable 
facts to support that position is another!!!!

Lou Stacey 1 day ago
+b52gf16c Probably the closest to decent that Robert 
Oppenheimer came was:

“In a 1965 television broadcast about the moments following 
the Trinity test, Oppenheimer said: “We knew the world would 
not be the same. A few people laughed, a few people cried. 
Most people were silent. I remembered the line from the Hindu 
scripture, the Bhagavad-Gita. Vishnu is trying to persuade the 
Prince that he should do his duty, and, to impress him, takes on 
his multi-armed form and says, 'Now I am become Death, the 
destroyer of worlds.' I suppose we all thought that, one way or 
another."

J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904-1967) American physicist, 
known as the “Father of the Atomic Bomb"

Einstein

Albert Einstein (1879 -1955), Time Magazine's “Person  of 
the Century", wrote a long treatise on special relativity theory 
(it was  actually called “On the Electrodynamics of Moving 
Bodies", 1905a), without  listing any references. Many of the 
key ideas it presented were known to Lorentz (for example, the 



  Lorentz transformation) and Poincaré before  Einstein wrote 
the famous 1905 paper.

 As was typical of Einstein, he did not discover theories; he 
merely  commandeered them. He took an existing body of 
knowledge, picked and chose  the ideas he liked, then wove 
them into a tale about his contribution to  special relativity. 
This was done with the full knowledge and consent of  many of 
his peers, such as the editors at Annalen der Physik.

The most recognizable equation of all time is E = mc2. It is 
attributed by  convention to be the sole province of Albert 
Einstein (1905).  
  
 However, the  conversion of matter into energy and energy 
into matter was known to Sir  Isaac Newton ("Gross bodies 
and light are convertible into one another...",  1704). The 
equation can be attributed to S. Tolver Preston (1875), to 
 Jules  Henri Poincaré (1900; according to Brown, 1967) 
and to Olinto De Pretto  (1904) before Einstein. Since 
Einstein never correctly derived  E = mc2 (Ives,  1952), there 
appears nothing to connect the equation with anything original 
 by Einstein."

Enough? Or would you like to be smacked around by some 
more documented evidence that your notion of the 'noble 
brilliant philanthropic Jew' is a Jew-made myth?
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago (edited)
+Lou Stacey Ohhh pal whatever- Oppenhimer's work saved 
countless American lives!!! As far as what you are asserting 
Einstein did or did not do, and I don't trust any of what you 
say!!! I am sure scientists thru out the ages have improved on 
others work!! But to suggest that all brilliant Jews are frauds, 



only the smallest of small minded Neo Nazi children could 
make that claim with a straight face!!! Jews are overrepresented 
intellectually thats just a simple fact

b52gf16c 1 day ago
look at Israel for fuck sake!! pound for pound the Tech 
champ!!! name me another nation that size with that amount of 
Tech companies on the Nasdaq!!

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Lou Stacey here is another example I read- the German Army 
in WW2 had the highest number of deaths due to wounds of 
any Modern Western nation!!! now why do you think that 
would be??? just answer that question!!

Lou Stacey 1 day ago
+b52gf16c Uh, possibly because Britain, America, France, 
Poland and Russia were invading, killing, raping, and bombing 
the hell out of Germany? D'ya think? Ruminate the reality in 
your head, if you can manage it. For ONE nation, attacked by 
FIVE war machines, Germany did well to have any survivors. 
Unlike the mythical loss of 6 million Jews, REAL Germans 
REALLY died during WWII. Check the International Red 
Cross Report for the TOTAL deaths in ALL German labour 
camps: 271,301 is the TOTAL and the majority of these were 
ALSO due to the allied bombing of German supply rails, 
preventing food and hygiene products from getting to the 
camps and allowing for lice and typhus breakouts. Go see 
the digital copy of the actual IRC Report for yourself.   http://
beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/11/international-red-cross-
records-put-the-holocaust-death-toll-of-camp-inmates-
at-271301-2835710.html

It boils down to one question; even if you don't know any of it, 
do you value the Truth at all?
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Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Lou Stacey Noooo numbnuts a large % of the German army 
doctor corps- many of their best and brightest were purged due 
to their religion!!! I also suggest you look at the Red Cross web 
sight on what they really have to say on the Holocaust- thats 
registered deaths genius- ya think the Enzastsgruppen took time 
to notify the Red cross regarding special actions in Poland and 
Russia??? the proof is in the pudding Lou- Eichmann's list 
states many multi millions of Euro Jews- just name the nations, 
numbers and dates of where they went post war- they aint in 
Europe thats for sure!!! 

b52gf16c 1 day ago
ya know lou the iony is the nazis have no one to blame but 
themselves!!! They got nearly everything they wanted without 
war!! Like children they kept pushing and got it paid back in 
spades!!!

Lou Stacey 1 day ago
+b52gf16c Ya know b52..., you really ought to do some actual 
research, like maybe even read some of Hitler's own 
documentation, give a listen to his speeches, because he alone 
can blow your Jewish propaganda all to 'smithereens'. Hitler 
made at least 12 appeals to Britain to avoid a war, even 
relinquishing legitimate claim to German territory and even 
offered to help Britain to rebuild its economy as a world class 
trading nation, and before Britain could sign an agreement with 
Germany, the Rothschilds banksters made their pitch to 
Churchill that they would finance the war and they would even 
draw America into the war to ensure Britain a victory IF Britain 
would satisfy the Blafour Declaration secured by the 
Rothschilds in 1917, and open Palestine up for heavy Jewish 
immigration.



Churchill accepted the Jew deal then made a deal with Poland, 
that if Poland would provoke Germany to take military action, 
Britain would defend Poland against the Russian might that was 
poised to invade Poland. Poland lived up to its end of the 
bargain but when the Russian bear invaded Poland and 
Churchill was called upon to hold up his end, he ridiculed the 
Poles saying they were fools to believe Britain would ever take 
on the Russian might.

I could give you a link to an actual Polish official 
announcement PRE-recorded on August 29, claiming that 
Germany had attacked Poland around 5: am the morning of 
Sept. 1. And waddyah know? On Sept. 1, Hitler makes a public 
announcement that since 5:45 am that morning, German 
military began to take RETALIATORY action against Poland, 
answering 'bomb for bomb'.

It's ALL  there, if you'd take of your blinders and do some 
actual research. You're wasting your Jewish propaganda on me 
because I already know the Truth, thanks to Jesus Christ, Who 
knows 'where all the skeletons are hidden'. I urge you to repent 
and get right with Jesus Christ while there's still time.
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 1 day ago
+Lou Stacey Ohhh yes blame the Jews, I notice its all in 
abstract!!! Lou every kid on the Playground agrees with your 
contention on Poland!!- The weak smaller kids always 
antagonize the bigger stronger ones!! ya think maybe the 
Western Allies just had other interests than German domination 
in both Wars???

b52gf16c 1 day ago



+Lou Stacey as far as a God that picks and chooses people for 
the afterlife- Pray that there is not an asterisk next to your name 
for your false witness!! or that whatever God you pray to does 
not prize intellectual honesty!!

Lou Stacey 1 day ago
+b52gf16c Who said Western Allies' were interested in 
'German domination'? It was WORLD JEWRY that lusted for 
the EXTERMINATION OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE. Read 
Theodore Kaufman's diabolical “Germany Must Perish", 
written BEFORE a single Jew was rounded up and put into a 
work camp, along with all the other Communists and 
subversives and criminals. Nowhere, but in Jewish propaganda, 
will you find a single German leader, in either war, preaching 
'world domination'. Read Hitler's own words. Read the 
documentation of statements and admissions made by many 
statesmen, journalists and historians who were WITNESSES to 
the period. Read the free online book by Michael Walsh 
“Witness to History” if you want hard core documentation and 
statistics.

I keep suggesting that you read something other than the 
fabrications manufactured by your kinsmen and DARE to read 
what they have concealed via their domination of media and 
the myths they've always had a talent for conjuring. I can give 
you links, but I know it would be more wasted effort because if 
and when you actually do want to know the Truth, about 
anything your tribe has lied about, you will dare to go in search 
of it and you will find it. Till then, all you can do is parrot the 
propaganda, and that means, you are incapable of an actual 
'discussion'. So, I'm going to leave you to decide what really 
matters to you; knowing the Truth or clinging to Jewish fables. 
Show less

b52gf16c 1 day ago



+Lou Stacey Germany must perish was published in 1941 you 
dumb son of a bitch!!! Quite sure the Nazis were in full swing 
way prior to that date!!! again you better hope whatever God 
you pray to does not hold intellectual honesty as its pet peeve!!! 

Lou Stacey 22 hours ago
+b52gf16c Don't give up your research sweetie. Hitler didn't 
'camp' anyone until AFTER he read Kaufman's book and saw 
all the rat-scurrying being done by the German Jews. Seriously, 
can't you put at least a little effort into research, or maybe even 
just 'thinking' before you squawk your petulance? 
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 19 hours ago
+b52gf16c “They got nearly everything they wanted without 
war!!"

“We will force this war upon Hitler, if he wants it or not.”
~ Winston Churchill, 1936

Lou is correct: Don't give up the research.
http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/
allwarsarebankerwars.php
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 19 hours ago
+Lou Stacey Lou come on be an honest person, are you going 
to lie to my face???? nazi policy was in full swing by the time 
that book was published!!! The world knew about Nazi 
ideology towards Jews well before that time- the starvation 
ghettos had been put in place in Poland in 1939 for fuck 
sakes!!! In German occupied areas the Jews, gypsies had their 
Human rights taken away. are you really suggesting that this 
Kaufman had no knowledge of that???
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b52gf16c 19 hours ago
+Poppadop1 And I am sure you heard Churchill make that 
Statement for yourself!!! Did the Western allies not allow the 
Nazis to break the contract the Germans signed in 1919 to 
behave repeatedly??? thats a rhetorical question by the way!!

YeaWhatevah 15 hours ago
+b52gf16c
What the fuck do you care about American lives for? You 
clearly are either Israeli or a sellout Israeli firster, like all 
politicians. Go research my claims asshole. Or better yet go 
read the Holiest Jew book, the Talmud, it's beyond degenerate! 
Did you know every Jewish holiday is a celebration of genocide 
and mass murders committed by Jews? What a glorious 
religion. Purim, for instance, celebrates the slaughter of Haman 
and his people, instigated by a vile kikess named Esther whom 
used her diseased vagina to lull Haman into loving her, in 
return she summoned the tribe to raid and massacre everyone 
they could find, to this day Purim is celebrated by eating 
hamantaschen, which is shaped like an ear, wherein they get off 
pretending to be devouring Haman's ear... Yummy! For fucks 
sake, they torture newborn babies by cutting a part of their 
penis off, which they then turn into overpriced skin cream. 
Oprah loves it! The Talmud allows sex with children of 3 years, 
advocates murdering the best gentiles, permits stealing from 
gentiles. Your kikes have a prayer called the Kol Nidre that they 
all recite at the end of each year, by reciting this prayer they are 
absolved of any debts they owe and are free to break any 
contracts they have signed onto. They are the kings of porn, is 
that why you love them so? They made faggotry normal as 
opposed to a mental illness, and are now forcing the acceptance 
of the trannies, does that excite you? If so, you'll be even more 
gleeful in the near future, as they normalize incest, beastiality 
and pedophilia. You're either a kike, a Christian Zionist (LoL) 



or just simply have a sub 80 IQ. If you are claim not to be any 
of these, then what's your problem and why do you love Jews 
so much? Are you jealous of their beauty? ROLFMAO!
Show less
Reply · 1

YeaWhatevah 15 hours ago
+Lou Stacey These camps were the most luxurious in all of 
history. Swimming pools, Brothels, Camp Money for 
Commissary, Orchestras, Plays, Hospitals, Maternity Wards, 
Post Offices, Soccer Pitches in which the Kikenvermin had 
matches against SS guards, and more. But this made no 
difference to the Jew, as the worst thing in the world to a Jew is 
an honest days work, Jews don't participate in labor, they only 
parasite off of others.
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 12 hours ago
+YeaWhatevah Ohhhh God people on You Tube!! The Nazis 
strip Jews and other minorities of all human rights and once 
inside a massive camp system- they are in a nazi version of 
Disney World???? I have been to Auschwitz myself, I really 
suggest you fly into Katowice and drive to the Camp, and then 
type an apology!!!

b52gf16c 12 hours ago (edited)
+YeaWhatevah I thought the Torah was the main Book of the 
Jews??? as far as all of your other claims- the onus is on the 
lunatic making the insane claims! And I know very little about 
the Talmud- the times I have look up Talmud quotes made by 
imbeciles like you- they are usually conjured or wrong!!!! I am 
American and I served in the US military during War Time, so 
yes I care about American lives!!! all these abstract suggestions 
on the Jews started this or that are rather silly!!! And yes I am 
jealous of Jewish beauty- have you ever been to Israel?? The 



women are drop dead lovely!!! Now I am guessing you have 
never been there, and you like to talk about places you have 
never been or people you have never met???

Zigz Zagz 2 hours ago (edited)
+b52gf16c   You quite obviously know nothing about the war 
apart from the propaganda you have been taught.  The house of 
cards that is the holocaust is collapsing, and rightly so.  The 
facts that dispute the claims are piling up.  The Jew, kicked out 
of 109 countries would have you believe that it was just evil 
anti-Semitism every one of the 109 times they got the boot. In 
109 instances of smoke that there was no fire? I can show you 
direct quotes from the Talmud which allow sex with children as 
young as 3 years old.

Kethuboth, 11a-11b: “Rabba said, It means this: When a grown  
up man has intercourse with a little girl it is nothing, for when 
the girl is  less than three years it is as if one puts the finger in 
the eye

 Says that goy is not a human and that a Jew can take anything 
of the goy's he chooses and a dozen other disgusting quotes.  
What is the motto of the Mossad? Make war by deception, and 
it should be the motto of the Jewish people in general.  
Fortunately the internet is allowing the Jew to be seen for what 
he is...a supremacist society who sees itself as a ruling class and 
sees the rest of the world as a sub human work force.   And no, 
the Torah is not the main holy book of the Jew. The Talmud has 
long since surpassed the Torah as the Jews most important 
book. The Jew now deifies himself.

Talmudic quotes.
Sanhedrin 59a           To communicate anything to a Goy about 
our religious    relations would be equal to the killing of all 



Jews, for if the Goyim knew    what we teach about them, they 
would kill us openly. 

When a Jew has a Gentile in his clutches, another Jew    may go 
to the same Gentile, lend him money and in turn deceive him, 
so    that the Gentile shall be ruined. For the property of a 
Gentile, according    to our law, belongs to no one, and the first 
Jew that passes has full right    to seize it. 

Zohar, Toldoth Noah 63b When the Messiah comes every Jew 
will have 2800 slaves
Schulchan Oruch, Orach Chaim 14, 20, 32, 33, 39 A Jew may 
do to a non-Jewess what he can do. He may treat    her as he 
treats a piece of meat.           
 Choszen Hamiszpat 348 A Jew may violate but not marry a 
non-Jewish girl.
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 2 hours ago
+Zigz Zagz Well for one thing that is not the Mossad's motto 
and never has been!! As with most quotes by idiot neo nazis on 
things Jewish its usually conjured, wrong or fucked up!!! 

Zigz Zagz 1 hour ago (edited)
+b52gf16c  That all you have to say? And why would that 
make someone a neo Nazi. If you don't like the Jew you are a 
neo Nazi then? Lol  All those quotes are direct from the 
Talmud.

Sex with children 3 years and a day allowed. Allowed to cheat 
the goy, Jesus being boiled in excrement. The goy is without a 
soul and is the same as cattle. All direct quotes.
    So you are Jewish I expect.



   And it is “A” motto of the Mossad, not “the” motto of the 
Mossad. That is a fact.
Show less
Reply · 1

b52gf16c 1 hour ago
+Zigz Zagz You think its a virtue to conjure up talking 
points???? The Idiot above here states that Princip was JEwish, 
and that Jews start this or that blah blah blah!!! All the great 
powers in World War one and Two, all with different needs, 
wants and priorities- and its only because of the Jews that the 
Wars started????? My 10 yr old makes more cogent arguments 
for more Playstation time

Lou Stacey 27 minutes ago
+b52gf16c

“There is scarcely an event in modern history that cannot be 
traced to the Jews. Take the Great War (World War I)...the Jews 
have made this war!...We (Jews) who have posed as the 
saviours of the world...we Jews, today, are nothing else but the 
world's seducers, its destroyer's, its incendiaries, its 
executioners...We have finally succeeded in landing you into a 
new hell.” (Jewish Writer, Oscar Levy, The World Significance 
of the Russian Revolution; The International Jew, Vol. III 
(1921), pp. 184-87).

“Whoever is in power in Downing Street, whether 
Conservative, Radicals, Coalitionist, or Pseudo- Bolshevik, the 
international Jews rule the roost. Here is the mystery of the 
'Hidden Hand' of which there has been no intelligent 
explanation.” (Leo Maxse, writing in the August issue of the 
“National Review” 1919)



“World War II was a Zionist plot to make way for the 
foundation of the Jewish State in Palestine.” (Joseph Burg, an 
anti-Zionist Jew).

“Zionism was willing to sacrifice the whole of European Jewry 
for a Zionist State. Everything was done to create a state of 
Israel and that was only possible through a world war. Wall 
Street and Jewish large bankers aided the war effort on both 
sides. Zionists are also to blame for provoking the growing 
hatred for Jews in 1988.” (Joseph Burg, The Toronto Star, 
March 31, 1988).

“Judea declares War on Germany.” (Daily Express, March 24, 
1934)

“The German revolution is the achievement of the Jews; the 
Liberal Democratic parties have a great number of Jews as their 
leaders, and the Jews play a predominant role in the high 
government offices.” (The Jewish Tribune, July 5, 1920)

“Germany is the enemy of Judaism and must be pursued with 
deadly hatred. The goal of Judaism of today is: a merciless 
campaign against all German peoples and the complete 
destruction of the nation. We demand a complete blockade of 
trade, the importation of raw materials stopped, and retaliation 
towards every German, woman and child.” (Jewish professor A. 
Kulischer, October, 1937)

“The millions of Jews who live in America, England and 
France, North and South Africa, and, not to forget those in 
Palestine, are determined to bring the war of annihilation 
against Germany to its final end.” (The Jewish newspaper, 
Central Blad Voor Israeliten in Nederland, September 13, 1939)



“We Jews regard our race as superior to all humanity, and look 
forward, not to its ultimate union with other races, but to its 
triumph over them.” (Goldwin Smith, Jewish Professor of 
Modern History at Oxford University, October, 1981)

“We Jews, we are the destroyers and will remain the destroyers. 
Nothing you can do will meet our demands and needs. We will 
forever destroy because we want a world of our own.” (You 
Gentiles, by Jewish Author Maurice Samuels, p. 155).

“We will have a world government whether you like it or not. 
The only question is whether that government will be achieved 
by conquest or consent.” (Jewish Banker Paul Warburg, 
February 17, 1950, as he testified before the U.S. Senate).

“We will establish ourselves in Palestine whether you like it or 
not...You can hasten our arrival or you can equally retard it. It is 
however better for you to help us so as to avoid our 
constructive powers being turned into a destructive power 
which will overthrow the world.” (Chaim Weizmann, Published 
in “Judische Rundschau,” No. 4, 1920)

I'll throw these last two Jewish quotes in as a 'bonus'. Consider 
what they're trying to tell you about your tribe.

“Idiocy and imbecility are found comparatively more often 
among Jews than among non-Jews...The Mongolian type of 
idiocy is also very frequently observed among Jews...Among 
the Jews the proportion of insane has been observed to be very 
large...Jews are more liable to acute psychoses of early age than 
are non-Jews.” (The Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. VI, (1904), p. 
556, 603-04).



“The Jews are more subject to diseases of the nervous system 
than the other races and peoples among which they dwell. 
Hysteria and neurasthenia appear to be most frequent. Some 
physicians of large experience among the Jews have even gone 
so far as to state that most of them are neurasthenic and 
hysterical.” (The Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. IX, (1905), p. 225).
Show less

Hex arx 4 days ago
If only they would show us this in history class hmm...
Reply · 9

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Hex arx They will never do that. You should also watch 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube which 
gives fact about World War 2. It is always better to watch 
honest videos on youtube about historical facts than go to any 
school.
Reply · 1

Hex arx 4 days ago
Of course they won't, they'l keep everyone ignorant no matter 
what it takes.Thanks for reminding me about that video, I 
downloaded it sometime ago good thing cuz alot of links are 
blocked it in my country, not a surprise right? ;)
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 4 days ago



+Hex arx Yes, you are right. They are deliberately blocked in 
your country.
Reply · 1

Deep Space Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not 
want you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, 
torture, slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German 
people by the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the 
biggest cover-up in world history.
Reply · 14

! ! Hide replies

Politically Incorrect 1 week ago (edited)
Believe it or not the truth in WW2 can set us free. It is the most 
lied about event in human history. 
Reply · 9

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Politically Incorrect The new movie “The Secret of Italy” 
will reveal the atrocities in Italy at the end of WW2. But it is 
banned throughout Italy. You can watch the trailer in my 
uploads.
Reply · 2

Deep Space 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
Cool. Human evil transcends all nations.



Deep Space 1 week ago
+Politically Incorrect
The truth about 9/11 could set us free too, a much more recent 
event with tons of proof staring everyone in the face. But 
there's just too many zombies.
Reply · 2

Brian D 3 days ago
It is quite clear to me the rape of Germany, for the Communist 
victory. This video is great, and too much. Beware the 
organized Jew.
Reply · 10

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+Brian D You will like the video “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube. It provides many valuable 
information.

Cascadian Applications 3 days ago
+Brian D I saw a recent thread online that had scanned copies 
of a British General trying to spill the beans on the Jews leaving 
East Europe through Germany. Im paraphrasing, but he was 
saying he saw Jews with pockets full of cash, who were well 
fed and well dressed arriving in Germany. He commented he 
didn't believe they looked as a persecuted people, and claimed 
they were highly organized.

Meadmaid55 2 days ago
Thank you truly for this film- I had no idea and I'm feeling very 
sick at heart right now!
Reply · 5

Tabor 7 2 days ago



+Meadmaid55 you should check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube which shows the truth about 
World War 2.

James Unger 4 days ago
I'm German/Ukrainian. My Great Grandparents, with my 
Grandparents, children at the time, fled the Russian Revolution 
after the Whites and Reds has stolen everything and threatened 
worse.  They were proud Germans. As am I.  Germany was a 
great nation of Culture, Music, Prosperity, Racial and Social 
equality. People, The Volk, were strong and proud and the 
middle class, the heart of every nation strong and healthy. They 
led happy and prosperous lives....until the fake jews sabotaged 
Germany during WW1 by the industrialists and bankers who 
halted production of munitions and made deals with American 
and British financiers and politicians to bring the US into the 
war. The Lusitania was SACRIFICED by the ZIONISTS! Then 
the Treaty of Versailles gutted Germany and created mass 
unemployment and homelesness and rampant inflation. Hitler 
saved Germany and brought her back, only for the Zionists to 
destroy her once again and throw the world into perpetual wars 
against peoples, who are simply defending their own country 
and culture against the ZIONIST WARPIGS!.  The US and 
Britain, Zionists puppets of the illegitimate state of Israel as 
their master, are causing it! They are the evil doers! WE ARE 
SLAVES TO THE ZIONISTS! WAKE THE HELL UP!
Show less
Reply · 9

Tabor 7 3 days ago (edited)
+James Unger Just like Germany, US is also a victim. If 
General Patton and his Third Army knew the truth earlier, then 
they immediately would have immediately rushed in to help 
Germany and destroy Bolsheviks. General Patton could have 
reached German regions by November 1944. But Eisenhower 



and Britain backstabbed US army and deliberately slowed them 
down so that Bolsheviks can take over Berlin and destroy 
Germans. Eisenhower and Britain were responsible for Battle 
of Bulge and all of the atrocities on Americans that came after. 
They slowed down US army also to bomb Dresden (February 
1945) and many parts of Berlin.
Reply · 4

Drago Dragonovic 2 days ago
Such atrocities committed against the German people. The 
disgust does not end when one realises the world is 
indoctrinated with lies completely opposite to the facts.
Reply · 11

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+Drago Dragonovic Germans and Americans were 
backstabbed by Eisenhower, FDR, Churchill, and Britain. All of 
these atrocities happened because of them. You should check 
out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube if 
you haven't seen it.
Reply · 1

Kassandra 3 days ago
One of the worldwide planned genozids.
Every nation has bloody hands, but all were manipulated and 
it still goes on.

Churchill has had his own plan with the the germans, also as 
Roosevelt has. For me they are two of the greatest rasicts and 
massmurders, also as some special persons in UDSSR and I 
don´t speak about Stalin.



For me, Eisenhower was the most bad person of all these men. 
Nobody was as bad as he has been, ignoring the convention of 
genever and without any human behaviour, this man was 
acting as a devil full of hate. The inner hatress of some men 
for example Morgentau has been the reason for this genozid 
and all following things in germany, espacially what I call 
“brainwashing”. Also the manipulated education based on the 
returned to germany Mr. Wiesengrund alias Adorno and 
others, who implemented the collective conscience and 
collective debt to become collective liability for the really big 
lie in which they let us grow up.

I wish the truth will come to public bevor I die, we can send 
the warmongers home to US and we can dig at all places we 
are not allowed to dig.

I know exactly were I would start.
Show less
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Tabor 7 2 days ago (edited)
+Kassandra Yes, Eisenhower was a monster. A Monster far 
more evil than Churchill, FDR, and Stalin. General Patton and 
Americans could have reached Berlin regions by November 
1944 and the war would have been over by November 1944. 
But Eisenhower and Britain deliberately slowed down Patton 
and American soldiers which led to Battle of Bulge which led 
to the death of 19,000 Americans. The purpose of this plan was 



to let Bolsheviks take over Eastern Germany and destroy 
Germans. Another plan was to bomb many parts of Berlin and 
Dresden. Dresden was bombed only in February 1945. 
Eisenhower was responsible for all of the wars in Europe 
starting from Battle of Bulge. Patton hated Eisenhower.
Reply · 4

Kassandra 2 days ago
+Tabor 7 
I know a little about the planned genozid, because only Baque 
is translated in german. I´m interested in getting more books 
about history and especially about all the things we are not 
allowed to speak about in germany. Only to ask questions can 
bring you into jail here. One of my greatest wishes is that 
justice will come over the world, historical truthes with facts 
(we can find enough, if we are allowed to dig) The greatest 
wish is to get free from the hidden imperialistic USrael 
oppression and their helpers in politics all over the world.
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+Kassandra Don't worry. Thousand of people will learn the 
truth thanks to Internet.

bohemianh 2 days ago
At lest the Russians left, the Americans still sit on Germany to 
this day? When will they leave?
Reply · 8

Hans Siegling 2 days ago
+bohemianh  Germany is in fact an us protectorate.
Reply · 3



TheYamaduta 3 days ago (edited)
I'd like for someone to explain to me what could possibly be 
the rationalization behind raping women ( girls n' what have 
you ), as alledgedly some kind of revenge, since whoever is 
being raped is supposed, in the eye of the rapist to be some 
kind of scum, lowlife etc ...

If whoever is being raped is such a “lowlife", how can anyone 
than have such an intimate act as “ sex “ ( as abominable as it 
sounds ) with them ?!?

It's a very very contradictory and shizophrenic concept, 
besides being so lowlife ...

All in all, the “Allies", and especially the bolshevicks behaved 
so atrociously at the end of WW2, that any somewhat valid 
point they might have had here or there concerning the Nazi 
regime was / is completely obliterated by their super low life 
accomplishments ... which might in turn make one think that 
the  Nazis may have had a point after all !!!
Read more
Reply · 3
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Tabor 7 3 days ago (edited)
+TheYamaduta you should check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube. Britain and Bolsheviks 
only had two missions - Steal and Destroy.
Reply · 1



TheYamaduta 3 days ago
+Tabor 7
I saw it ... nothin' wrong with it ...

Poppadop1 14 hours ago
+TheYamaduta “A general dissolution of principles and 
manners will more surely overthrow the liberties of America 
than the whole force of the common enemy. While the people 
are virtuous they cannot be subdued; but when once they lose 
their virtue then will be ready to surrender their liberties to the 
first external or internal invader.”
~ US Founder Samuel Adams, 1779

TheYamaduta 7 hours ago
+Poppadop1
Tha'ss right !!

If bad karma ( meat eating, illicit sex etc ..)
creeps in, it creates havoc, and if whole populations are sinful, 
Rakshasas tend
to take over, and they eat humans !!!

Grottgreta 3 days ago
Utterly speechless.
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+Grottgreta The video “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told” on youtube will surprise you a lot as well.

Grottgreta 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 Yeah, I've watched it a few times. But this goes more 
in depth on the misery that was inflicted upon the germans.



Even tho I couldn't finish it due to work, I only got to the rape 
part - an issue for all the feminists out there perhaps? 
Reply · 1

Milissa Gulett Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
Reply · 1
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Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Milissa Gulett you should check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which will show the truth 
about Hitler and World War 2.

Milissa Gulett 5 days ago
I have seen most of it, Thanks
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Milissa Gulett That's great. Have you seen the new videos of 
Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told)? You can watch them in his youtube channel. There is also 
a small great video on youtube called “The Beast as Saint: the 
truth about Martin Luther King Jr.” I highly recommend them.

Milissa Gulett 5 days ago
I've seen the Beast, but not the Dennis Wise
Reply · 1

Hamdy Hamdyxx 3 days ago
no, i can't continue watching



Reply · 1

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+Hamdy Hamdyxx But you should check out “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” on youtube. It is a great video.
Reply · 1

robert bohn 20 hours ago
I need a question answered, there are rumors saying that the 
200,000 figure for the deaths in the bombing of Dresden are 
just propaganda, I looked up the population of Dresden in 1944 
(566,738) and 1945 (368,519) subtracting them I get 198,219. 
Could this be because of population shift in some way, or does 
this prove the 200,000 death toll is not false?
Reply · 2

Hans Siegling 11 hours ago (edited)
+robert bohn Dresden was overflowing with refugees from the 
east - the City inhabited Close to 3.5 Million People, when the 
bombing raids started. The actual figure could be Close to 
500.000 dead, but many weren't even found, because they 
literally melted because of the immense heat of the fire. Many 
are even found today below the ground, during construction 
works, but the allied war criminals and the german puppet 
government are always screaming about 25.000 death. The 
Little City of Pforzheim had alone 20.000!
Reply · 2

robert bohn 9 hours ago
+Hans Siegling So the population of Dresden in 1945, was very 
crowded with 3.5 million refugees. Do we have any proof that 
there were around 3.5 million refugees? The only reason I ask 
is because I'm making a high school article about it, and I want 
to be able to support these facts.



Inness York Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
The Real Genocide of Natzi Germany,what the victors don't 
want you to know 
Reply · 8

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Inness York You should check the documentary “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals 
the truth about Adolf Hitler and WW2. You will like it.
Reply · 2

Inness York 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 thank you friend,I will✌U0001f60e
Reply · 2

bill blyth 1 week ago (edited)
I have trouble with the Illuminati symbolism in Germany at 
the time of Hitler.?

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+bill blyth Hitler was opposed to Occult and Germany even 
made a movie called Occult Forces in 1943 to oppose Occult. 
You should watch Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told on 
youtube and the videos of Dennis Wise on his youtube channel 
to understand what actually was happening during Hitler's rule.
Reply · 3

9digitNo 1 week ago
+bill blyth The 'illuminati symbolism' doesn't originate with 
the 'illuminati'. It's very ancient, but certain groups seem to 



have monopolized it. It goes back at least as far a Egypt. 
Michael Tsarion, for example, has done great research on this 
topic. He traces it back to the druids, who (in his theory) were a 
remnant from a worldwide civilization that we now know as 
'Atlantis'. I am aware this might sound very strange to people 
who hear this for the first time, but it's a topic worth looking 
into. 
In short: much of the symbolism itself isn't good nor evil, it 
depends on how it is used.
Reply · 3

9digitNo 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Some National Socialist were very much into the 
occult, and were member of the Thule Society. There are 
indications Hitler at least shared this interest. The movie 'Occult 
Forces' was released in occupied France. It was an anti-
masonry movie as free masonry was considered to be a 
corrosive force in the Reich. On the other hand they were 
tolerant towards religion and even supported the churches.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+9digitNo The point is Occult Forces (1943) was made under 
the supervision of National Socialist Germany. The film was 
commissioned in 1942 by the Propaganda Abteilung, a 
delegation of Nazi Germany's propaganda ministry within 
occupied France by the ex-Mason Mamy. 
In 1933, Hermann Goring declared that freemasonry has no 
place in National Socialist Germany and started banning all of 
the Freemasonic/Occult organizations. Dennis Wise even 
uploaded a video on his channel about this. The point is Occult 
had no place in Germany when Hitler came to power in 1933.
Reply · 3

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago



+Tabor 7 He was opposed only to Judaic occultism. Read the 
section on Hitler from this Nazi webpage: 
dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Adolf_Hitler.html
Reply · 1

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
+9digitNo They we're tolerant towards Xtianity to a degree 
because they had understood the effect's of cognitive 
dissonance. The ultimate aim of the 3rd Reich was to replace 
the bible with Mein Kampf.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele If that was the case, then how come Adolf Hitler 
and National Socialist Germans encouraged to continue prayers 
and worshiping at churches which was absolutely forbidden by 
Stalin and Bolsheviks?
Reply · 3

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Because Hitler needed that constituency. He also 
understood the effect's of cognitive dissonance with-in any 
given society and had aimed to slowly eradicate Xtianity rather 
than attempting to do it overnight.
Reply · 1

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
+bill blyth he did it for illuminati money man. Google Prescott 
Bush

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Big Z Dawg Illegal That is absolute non sense. If Hitler was 
doing it for Illuminati (aka Freemasonry), then he would not 
have banned Illuminati when he came to power in 1933. 
Reply · 3



Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
This is true he actually did ban freemasonry and all secret 
sociates in Germany at that time (this is why masonic lodge in 
my hometown went to 'sleep') but outcome of WW2 mostly did 
benefit israel and alliance. 
Reply · 5

Den Tammen 1 week ago
+bill blyth 

there is nothing good or evil about occult symbolism
symbols are symbols and can be used for both
study it
Reply · 1

Mike Forester 10 hours ago
+bill blyth It was a socialist revolutionary movement. Of 
course they employed illuminist symbolism. The way they 
adopted the symbols, however, is from a counter-masonic 
initiatory viewpoint ( Germanenorden, Thule Gesellschaft, 
check Rudolf v. Sebottendorf) that employed a lot from the then 
very en vogue orientalism (see Theosophy) in the early 20th 
century. They were (almost violently) opposed to freemasonry 
because of it's strong ties to jewish cabbalism and mysticism.
The Aryan theme pretty much is an import from indian and 
central asian (bactria) mythology. As is the Swastika ( I know, it 
was a common celtic symbol as well).

Minetuber.de 2 days ago



Noch nie so viele verfickte dreckige Neonazis auf einem Fleck 
gesehen. Schämt euch alle! Und dieses schlechte 
Propagandavideo ist ja wohl das letzte! 
! ! Hide replies

Hans Siegling 2 days ago
+Minetuber.de Veritas vos liberabit. Antideutscher 
Selbsthasstrottel. Indoktrinierter Wurm.
Reply · 6

Minetuber.de 1 day ago
+Hans Siegling Antideutsch? Dein Ernst? Nur weil ich nicht 
den Holocaust leugne, was viele hier tun? Weil ich keine Juden 
beschimpfe und keinen Amerikanern mit dem Tod drohe? Denk 
mal drüber nach was du hier schreibst.

Hans Siegling 1 day ago
+Minetuber.de Du bist ein Trottel - in der Doku geht es nicht 
um den Holocaust, kannst du nichtmal diesen einfachen Fakt 
begreifen? 
Reply · 2

Semaxist 1 day ago (edited)
+Minetuber.de 

Schlecht ist nur die Propaganda der sog. Siegermächte.

Mir ist nicht bekannt das deutsche Soldaten z.B. polnische 
Kinder in Stücke hackten und zu Tode folterten.



Meine Grosseltern mütterlicherseits, beides blonde Polen, sind 
zusammen mit!! den Deutschen vor diesem jüdisch-
khazarischen Höllensturm geflüchtet.

Schau dir den Film an dann weisst du wieso. Die habe nicht nur 
deutsche Frauen und Mädchen geschändet.

Du kannst ja gerne etwas substanzielles an Kritik bringen, aber 
mit der Nazikeule und “schämt euch” werdet ihr nicht mehr 
weit kommen.
Show less
Reply · 1

Minetuber.de 1 day ago
+Hans Siegling Ich habe nie behauptet, dass es in dem Film um 
den Holocaust ging, sondern dass viele Leute in den 
Kommentaren diesen Leugnen, was inakzeptabel ist ;-)

Minetuber.de 1 day ago
+Semaxist Na ja, ich will keinesfalls die Siegermächte in 
Schutz nehmen. Die haben schreckliche Sachen gemacht, keine 
Frage. Aber würde jemand behaupten, Deutschland hätte nicht 
ebenfalls solche Sachen getan, läge dieser Falsch.

Semaxist 1 day ago
+Minetuber.de

Fällt dir nicht ein grosser Unterschied zwischem dem auf, was 
man uns Deutschen vorwirft und den Bildern aus diesem Film? 



Ich kenne keine Aufnahmen wo deutsche Soldaten grinsend 
Frauen und Mädchen vergewaltigen und in Stücke hacken oder 
z.B. polnische Kinder zu Tode foltern.

Sowas haben nur! die Siegermächte gemacht.

Aber wer hat den Krieg angezettelt?

Lese mal etwas über die Tyler Kent Affäre dann weisst du es. 
Es waren Roosevelt, Baruch, Morgentau und wie sie alle 
heissen.

Und denke mal an die Lügen gegen Deutsche im Ersten 
Weltkrieg.

Alles nur Projektionen von denen, die soetwas!! machen.

Und ja es ist wahr, soetwas wurde vor! dem WK2 schon von 
jüdischen Polen an Deutschen verübt.

Und jetzt ist aufeinmal der Schuld, der diese Massaker durch 
Einmarsch beendet und nicht mehr der, der sie ausführt.

Und wieso kann dann dann die USA den Irak plattmachen und 
die tolle Weltgemeinschaft schweigt aber bei Deutschland ist es 
ein Grund gleich nen Weltkrieg anzuzetteln.

Wieso hat man wegen Polen, wenn es denn wirklich um Polen 
gegangen ist, dem DR den Krieg erklärt, nicht aber der SU??

Frag dich das selbst mal....
Show less
Reply · 1



Howard Morton 2 days ago
World Word II
! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+Howard Morton what are you trying to say?

Howard Morton 2 days ago
+Tabor 7   read the video description.

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+Howard Morton you should have mentioned that in your post 
instead of typing just “World Word II."

Howard Morton 2 days ago
Well, you have to scroll past it to get to the comment section.  I 
guess some people aren't that perceptive...

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+Howard Morton What I am trying to say is I can write one 
word. For Example, “Bolsheviks.” But that can refer to several 
things associated with Bolsheviks. But I am still greatful for 
you giving the accurate point of your comment. I also 
recommend the documentary “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube which shows the truth about World War 
2.

Howard Morton 2 days ago
Well, I'm not a pedantic person.  If you need an instruction 
manual to figure out what I'm saying...that's entirely on you.  
And yes...I've seen that documentary.  Good stuff.

Tabor 7 2 days ago



+Howard Morton I understand. Maybe I myself being precise 
have to do with the fact that I have worked on translating 
written materials from one language to another and it requires 
precise explanation. Have you seen the small video “The Beast 
as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr? I highly 
recommend it. Many African Americans were surprised after 
they saw that video. They didn't know about these information.

kyoai 2 days ago (edited)
While i find the video very interesting and it made me think 
that germans were not the only ones doing horrific acts during 
WWII i must admit that a huge chunk of the video feels like a 
really exaggerated and over-dramatized propaganda video so 
germans feel like they're being the victims and everyone else 
were the bad guys. As a german myself who grew up in 
Hamburg i must say i'm getting tired of all sides, the germans, 
the allies, the sowjets and the jews, making over-dramatized 
“this is what REALLY happened” so-called documentations 
where everyone shows himself as the victim and never 
admitting that their side probably has done some horrific 
things as well. Unfortunately nobody seems to be capable of 
creating actually neutral documentaries, discussing both the 
victims and wrong-doings of ALL sides, without glorifying or 
victimizing any side and without over-dramatization.
Show less
! !
! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 2 days ago (edited)



+kyoai Of Course, Germans were the victims. Did Britain and 
France do anything correct throughout their history? They only 
conquered and tried to cause disasters in other countries. You 
should check “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” for 
the truth about World War 2 on youtube.
Reply · 2

Mike Forester 10 hours ago (edited)
+kyoai As a german history revisionist I must say that, 
although the issues addressed are quite acurate, the voice-over 
of the quotes were done in a very sesationalistic way - not a 
very objective thing to do. Additionally it felt quite apologetic 
toward the national-socialist regime, which was 1) a 
revolutionary socialist movement 2) passed racial legislation 
(that's a damn crime against its own citizens) 3) went overboard 
on many accounts (even prosecuted by their own judicial 
system). Granted, many of those harsh legislations and 
directives were means to stop rampant outside influence and 
international boycotts.
A documentary covering an objective chronological timeline of 
events and reactions starting at 1870 (politically, ethnically and 
militarily would probably take 10 - 20 two-hour episodes and 
years of international interdisciplinary research.
Until this miracle is happening, it's up to us to put the pieces 
together by ourselves.
Show less

Shiwanokia 1 week ago
Evil is evil no matter who does it, however, wasn't it Germany 
that first bombed England?



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Shiwanokia You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube for the truth about Hitler and 
WW2.
Reply · 6

Shiwanokia 1 week ago
+Tabor 7
I'll check it out.  I have a problem with the occult and Islam that 
Hitler aligned himself with, both of those do not lead to  good 
outcomes.

Shiwanokia 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Oh, The greatest story ever told is about Jesus.  Same 
old occult tricks to put themselves in place of what is holy.

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Shiwanokia You do realize that Adolf Hitler was a Christian. 
Don't You?

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Shiwanokia I want to add this as well. Hitler and National 
Socialist Germany opposed occult and he shut down many 
Occult organizations. Check “Hitler and the “Nazis” were 
Occultists debunked in under 3 minutes” on youtube. National 
Socialist Germany even made a movie called “Occult 
Forces” (1943) to oppose Occult.
Reply · 3

Carter Moth 1 week ago (edited)
+Shiwanokia England declared war on Germany in September 
1939 - which factually means they attacked Germany first & 
started the second world war. Likewise Churchill rejected every 



single peace offer sent by the Germans & he also started night 
time bombing raids targeting civilians. According to all facts, 
Britain has blood on its hands.
Reply · 11

Willum James 1 week ago
+Carter Moth Aye

noBRILOpadheads nobrilopadheads 1 week ago (edited)
+Shiwanokia NO they knew at first the plan to hit radar 
stations etc. a late night bomber crew had to choose based on 
fuel amount decided to drop blindly [landing on streets] there 
weight so they could fly across the channel and live to fight 
another day. IT was england who used this as an excuse to 
ONLY target civilian's willpower and city targets from that day 
on. after germany being night and day leveled A>H decided to 
return the favor
Reply · 2

Mike Forester 10 hours ago
+noBRILOpadheads nobrilopadheads “wasn't it Germany 
that first bombed England"

Nope. The R.A.F. started bombardments as early as late 
September 1939. When Churchill took office he immediately 
ordered the undiscriminate bombing of residential zones in 
1940. The “Battle of Britain” began.

The most bombing raids on british cities were indeed acts of 
vengence.

After the british foreign and premier office rejected every feeler 
or application to negotiate peace late 1941 and went into full 
“terror bombing” mode, even Hitler who pledged for banning 
strategic bombing as a war-crime at the League of Nations 



during the 1930s, ordered the Luftwaffe to “take off the gloves” 
and pay back in equal coin. However, Germany didn't possess 
long range strategic bombers. The biggest ones were mid-range 
and could barely make it to Coventry.
Show less

shehab rantisi Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+shehab rantisi shehab, you should also watch “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” on youtube which shows the truth 
about Hitler and World War 2.

shehab rantisi 3 days ago
You must read the history of the economic nook more than 
social perspective

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+shehab rantisi The documentary also focuses on the topic of 
economy as well. Check Part 24 of the documentary I 
suggested.

shehab rantisi 3 days ago
But I mean true to the vision of Aoodh and more accurate “see 
from several angles, and most notably the economy, see the 
example of the role of the Rothschild family and supporters of 
the financiers of the First World War, Second and Macano have 
weapons factories and Drug !! coincidence?



Tabor 7 3 days ago
+shehab rantisi Yes, the documentary mentions about 
it. Actually, this problem has been going on as early as Andrew 
Jackson. You should check my small video video “Andrew 
Jackson vs Bankers.” They are basically repeating the same 
thing.

Poppadop1 14 hours ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 Jackson gets credit for being the first president the 
powers that be tried to officially assassinate, yet this probably 
goes back further than him. Adams and Jefferson were not 
friends of the bank either; they died within hours of each other 
on Independence Day, 1826. Some coincidence...

“Banks have done more injury to the religion, morality, 
tranquility, prosperity, and even wealth of the nation than they 
can have done or ever will do good.”
~ President John Adams, 1819

“The treasury, lacking confidence in the country, delivered 
itself bound hand and foot to bold and bankrupt adventurers and 
bankers pretending to have money, whom it could have crushed 
at any moment... We are now without any common measure of 
value of property, and private fortunes are up or down at the 
will of the worst of our citizens.”
~ President Thomas Jefferson, 1815; One year after the 2nd 
Bank of the US was chartered and two years after the War of 
1812
Show less
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 11 hours ago
+Poppadop1 I agree with you. It is possible that Adams and 
Jefferson were poisoned to death. It is also believed that 



Zachary Taylor was poisoned due to death due to his opposition 
of expansion of slavery and the establishment of private central 
bank.
Reply · 1

MontanicOrganic 23 hours ago
Did Goodrich say on Red Ice Radio that he didn't believe in 
God?
Reply · 2

! ! Hide replies

Erforscher1 1 day ago (edited)
+MontanicOrganic Yeah he $hit in his nest, it's around the 47 
minute mark in the interview.  YT would not allow me to 
include the link here
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 13 hours ago
+MontanicOrganic Maybe he believes in karma?
Well, there are no atheists in foxholes, literal or figurative. And 
if Goodrich wants to keep speaking the truth without Big 
Brother's permission, he'll probably land in a foxhole.
Reply · 2

Wight Power 13 hours ago
+MontanicOrganic If I recall correctly, he said he wasn't a 
Christian and didn't believe in the Jewish God. So what?
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 10 hours ago



+Wight Power In true Orwellian fashion, the banksters are 
waging a war that never ends.  And as Sun Tzu says in “The Art 
of War,” “...that there may be advantage from defeating the 
enemy, [our men] must have their rewards.”  Spiritual/
metaphysical rewards like heaven, good karma, light side 
points, etc. can always encourage people to do the right thing, 
but what about when the physical rewards are low or the 
banksters offer better to do their bidding?
 
“... we have no government, armed with power, capable of 
contending with human passions, unbridled by morality and 
religion. Avarice, ambition, revenge, and licentiousness would 
break the strongest cords of our Constitution, as a whale goes 
through a net. Our Constitution was made only for a moral and 
religious people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of 
any other.”
~ President John Adams, 1798
Show less

Wight Power 9 hours ago (edited)
By the way, Goodrich isn't an atheist-- he just doesn't subscribe 
to Judeo-Christianity. As far as I know he holds true to the pre-
Christian traditions of Europe.
Reply · 1

Munterrocko Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
....
! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Munterrocko Along with this great video, you should also 
check out Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told on youtube.



Reply · 2

Munterrocko 5 days ago
+Tabor 7 I have already watched it and I found it very 
informative and depressing. This latest documentary just makes 
me sick. Sick to death 
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Munterrocko I want to point out that all of these mess started 
when Federal Reserve was established under Woodrow Wilson 
in 1913 and US became a complete puppet of Britain.  This is 
exactly what Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln strongly 
opposed when they were US Presidents.

There are so many hidden information out there. Dennis Wise 
(creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told) also has 
new videos on channel. But these are more of a surprise than 
depressing. There is also a small video on youtube called “The 
Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr."
Show less
Reply · 1

hadibadashi 1 week ago
Overwhelming !AND A SNEAK PEEK OF WHAT MAY 
COME IF WE LET IT .
Reply · 1

View all 4 replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+hadibadashi That's great. But have you seen the new videos 
of Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler the greatest story never 
told)? You can watch them at his youtube channel if you haven't 



seen them. I also recommend the small documentary “The 
Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr” on 
youtube.
Reply · 1

hadibadashi 1 week ago
Yes i am subscribed to Dennis Weis channel on YouTube .I will 
take a look at the video on MLK thank you .
Reply · 1

toobalkain 3 days ago
History is never black and white. WW2 didn't start in a 
vacuum. Also, we've been brainwashed into believing that 
WW2 is a morality play where good won over evil. The good, 
therefore, are such champions of freedom and himan rights as 
Stalin and Mao. Also, German atrocities should not be denied 
nor forgotten, but fact is, there were concentration camps in 
Poland for Germans after 1945 and things were no different 
than in Auschwitz or Dachau. We seem to turn into monsters 
when the tribal instinct based on national or religious impulse is 
awoken so perhaps these anachronistic notions should be done 
away with.

anti judeophilia 1 day ago
+toobalkain Don't blame Poland for these camps, Poland was 
under Communist-Zionist occupation too and thousand of 
Polish patriots and nationalists were killed by jew-commies.
Reply · 1

Semaxist 1 day ago (edited)
+anti judeophilia 

Right, i have german and polish roots. My polish family from 
my mother fled with! the germans to Westgermany.



The jewish red army raped and murdered polskis, ukrainians, 
russians, baltics, rumanians, bulgarians too.
Show less
Reply · 2

Tribe.of.Benjamin® 1 week ago
The Nazis entered this war under the rather childish delusion 
that they were going to bomb everybody else, and nobody was 
going to bomb them. At Rotterdam, London, Warsaw, and half 
a hundred other places, they put that rather naive theory into 
operation. They sowed the wind, and now, they are going to 
reap the whirlwind
Reply · 2

! ! Hide replies

Bronx Willy 1 week ago
fuck dumbass jew
Reply · 12

Tribe.of.Benjamin® 1 week ago
hahaha ...

Hubba Bubba 1 week ago (edited)
+Tribe.of.Benjamin® The Nazis entered this war under the 
rather childish delusion....that they could get the 99% German 
city of Danzig back from Poland. Israel finds 1 Jew living in a 
town of 1,000 (0.1%) Palestinians and they claim it.



Reply · 10

Watch Ryder 1 week ago
+Tribe.of.Benjamin® 
The allies did build to conduct terror bombings though Jew 
dude. Germany had no heavy bombers either.
Reply · 5

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
+Tribe.of.Benjamin® Churchill had carpet bombed German 
cites for month's before Hitler had ever retaliated. Hitler had 
loved the English and had honestly hoped that there would be 
reconciliation between Germany and England. Considering that 
Churchill had had Jewish genetics though all reconciliation had 
been denied. Judea had declared war on Germany in 1933 
hence Judea was the aggressor.
Reply · 6

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
+Hubba Bubba Dude you need to take some history classes 
asap
Reply · 1

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele Yeah it seems like he was the nicest guy ever. I 
mean Hitler and modern history is so widely mistaken. BTW 
Judea did actually get Isreal just bc of WW2 so ...
Reply · 1

Tribe.of.Benjamin® 1 week ago (edited)
haha 

Tribe.of.Benjamin® 1 week ago (edited)
hahahahahahahahahahahahah



Bronx Willy 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal funny jew fag, tel aviv is the homo capital 
of the planet now isnt it?

Tribe.of.Benjamin® 1 week ago
+Bronx Willy one jew to rule them 
allllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

mothman777 1 week ago
+Tribe.of.Benjamin® The British RAF bombed Germany for 
6 weeks without telling the British people themselves, as the 
British public at that time had no real animosity against 
Germany, so the Jewish led British government had Germany 
bombed, so that Germany would be forced to retaliate when 
German peace offers were continuously rejected, and when 
England was eventually bombed by Germany in retaliation, 
very reluctantly, the British public of course would be enraged 
at such seemingly causeless violence inflicted on them for 
absolutely no reason as far as they could see, so they would 
then be made to hate the |Germans so much that they would 
then be willing to annihilate all the Germans, just as the Jews 
planned all along. This is the modus operandi that the Jews use 
in one form or another on other countries all around the world, 
as, by extension, the Jews literally view all non-Jewish races as 
Amalekites who must all be physically annihilated, “from the 
beginning to the end”.
Show less
Reply · 4

Tribe.of.Benjamin® 1 week ago
not interested in anything you tossers say ..just so you know 

mothman777 1 week ago
+Tribe.of.Benjamin® Of course, we understand you perfectly, 
just as your 'sacred' Jewish Talmud says; “Even the best of 



Gentiles should all be killed” is all you people need to say 
really. 

The 'sacred' Jewish Zohar, in it's commentary on the 'sacred' 
Jewish Torah (of the so-called 'good' Jews) states that when the 
Jewish messiah comes, all Gentiles will be exterminated from 
the Earth, and their souls sent to hell under the Angel 
Duma. Preparations for that are being actively made now, so 
that when the messiah comes, he will be off to a running start, 
with Gentiles already enslaved around the world and engaged 
in annihilating each other, like the British and Americans and 
Russians were suicidally engaged in killing their German 
brothers for the Jews in WWII.

Yes, we know you are not interested in anything we say as your 
people enslave and annihilate us all.

You are exactly like a squad of interplanetary demolition 
experts visiting us here on this planet.

“All Israelites will have a part in the future world – The Goyim, 
at the end of the world will be handed over to the angel Duma 
and sent down to hell”. Zohar, Shemoth, Toldoth Noah, Lekh-
Lekha .

“Happy will be the lost of Israel, whom the Holy One, blessed 
be He, has chosen from amongst the Goyim, of whom the 
Scriptures say: “Their work is but vanity, it is an illusion at 
which we must laugh, they will all perish when God visits them 
in His wrath.’ At the moment when the Holy One, blessed be 
He, will exterminate all the Goyim of the world, Israel alone 
will subsist, even as it is written: ‘ ‘The Lord alone will appear 
great on that day! …’” Zohar, Vayshlah 177b
Show less
Reply · 5



John West 4 days ago
+Tribe.of.Benjamin® half a hundred is fifty...

jjpcondor 4 days ago (edited)
Germany's role in world history was/is pivotal in Rothschild's 
planing of past and even recent events. just google > Hellads 
Germanwings
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+jjpcondor What do you mean?

jjpcondor 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 just google > Hellads Germanwings, if you wish, and 
think on your own ..

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+jjpcondor I am asking about the past. Not the present.

David Stickney Shared on Google+ · 2 days ago (edited)
An an hour and a half of NAZI butthurt by +Renegade 
Broadcasting
 who open their film with a glorious display the the NAZI SS 
Black Sun as their logo to go to start telling the tale of WW2, 
starting of course well into 1943. The film starts with whining 



about how their cities were bombed and and turned into 
firestorms, while neglecting to mention the 110 towns in 
Poland, Belarus and Ukraine that were burned to the ground. 
They say many innocent people died, but neglect to mention 
that just a few years earlier they were rounding people up, 
putting them in buildings and then lighting the buildings on 
fire.  Sure, sad when innocent people die, but it sure didn't 
seem to bother anyone when they killed every jew man 
woman and child in Vinnitsa Ukraine, or killed thousands of 
people in Babi Yar.. Nope, no mention of that in this film. 

When I saw the NAZI Black Sun being used and the 
production companies logo, I instantly was compelled to write 
a curt FOCK OFF NAZI APOLOGISTS comment, till I saw 
+THE RESISTANCE had shared it. So, I actually watched the 
first 12 minutes, listening to the butthurt of a country that 
pissed in the well then had to drink from it. I'm not going to 
suggest you watch it, unless you like war porn, or, would like 
to see what happens when you pick a fight with the Russians. 

If you ask me, you picked a fight and wound up getting your 
asses kicked. You fought dirty first, poked someone in the eye, 
then complain when your eye gets poked out. That's almost 
entertaining. 

Everything mentioned as having happened to the people of 
Germany are things they perpetrated on other countries in the 
years before, this film amounts to whining about having to lie 
in the bed you made.



Fact is, didn't kill enough NAZIs, by now we understand you 
just went underground like a bunch of boot licking twats - the 
allied forces should have finished them off, so we wouldn't 
have to listen to them whine 70 years later.  This is a film by 
NAZIs for NAZIs, as usual they give a little salute to all the 
nazis out there that are watching when the first start http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Sun_(occult_symbol)

Filed as a pathetic attempt at #historicalrevisionism  or 
#nazibutthurt   I can't tell ... I'm sure the #antifa  will enjoy 
this.
Show less
Reply · 4
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David Stickney 2 days ago
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Massacres_of_Poles_in_Volhynia_and_Eastern_Galicia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khatyn_massacre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babi_Yar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Nazi_war_crimes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_war_crimes
Reply · 1

Vaska X Tumir MA 2 days ago
I'll spare myself the disgust and anger I'd feel if I watched this 
-- thank you for having the stamina to watch even the first 12 
minutes of it, but especially the will to sit down and write such 
a clear-minded, eloquent rebuttal of (Nazi) Germany's self-
pitying self-presentation. 
Reply · 1
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David Stickney 2 days ago
Yeah, we should have finished off the NAZIs since the ones 
that got away like the UNO and UPA are back in Action and 
doing the same shit, buring people alive in odessa and killing 
people becuase of their language

Fuck nazi supporters
Reply · 1

David Stickney 2 days ago
Wite power ... right on... like I am going to argue with some 
fucking skinheads, go lick some boots fagot.
Reply · 1

Wight Power 2 days ago
The only skinhead retard here is you.
Reply · 1

David Stickney 2 days ago
Fuck you wite power you piece of nazi apologist shit
Reply · 1

David Stickney 1 day ago
Nah man, only the NAZIs today are killing people, under the 
same NAZI BLACK SUN in the AZOV battalion in Ukraine.  
You are probably the one happy about that. You're a nazi 
apologist and yuo prance around the internet with white power, 
fuck off.. 
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 17 hours ago
+David Stickney Hitler said, “The kernel of National 
Socialism is breaking the thralldom of interest.” Yet you don't 



bat an eyelash when Ukraine “Nazis” sell the country out to 
IMF and US loans? The banksters are playing you, man.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/09/13/hitler-and-the-
banksters-the-abolition-of-interest-servitude/
http://scgnews.com/the-ukraine-crisis-what-youre-not-being-
told
Reply · 1

David Stickney 17 hours ago
I don't bat an eye? search for #banderastan  sometime. I know 
all about it mate.

Naw, I'm only commenting here for the sake of this story,, 
NAZIs whining about how their cities were bombed. Not a 
word about the 800,000 people they starved to death in St. 
Petersburg.
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 16 hours ago
+David Stickney If Russia fought off the banksters better, the 
Nazis would not have needed to go there.
http://www.voltairenet.org/IMG/pdf/
Sutton_Wall_Street_and_the_bolshevik_revolution-5.pdf

David Stickney 16 hours ago
Yeah, I know all about it mate. thanks for tell people though. 
Reply · 1

matt gaffrey Shared on Google+ · 3 days ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 3 days ago
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+matt gaffrey Along with this video, I also recommend “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube if you haven't 
seen it. It is a great video.

Christoph Dollis 1 week ago
I suppose invading Russia and killing 20–40 million Russians 
was a bad idea, huh?
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Christoph Dollis Stalin and Bolsheviks were preparing to 
conquer the entire Western Europe on a massive military 
operation called “Operation Groza” on July 10, 1941. Hitler 
and Germany found out about it and attacked USSR with three 
weeks to spare. You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube.
Reply · 13

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 This is actually true but it still does not justify nazi 
warcrimes
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal What war crimes? You should watch 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube for the 
truth about Adolf Hitler and WW2.
Reply · 4



Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago
Yes they did invade all that countries they did invade offering 
flowers, cupkaces and glass of milk. 
Reply · 4

Christoph Dollis 1 week ago
It looks like bombing London didn't go over terribly well either.
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Big Z Dawg Illegal What invasion? Did you forget the fact 
that it was Britain and France who declared war on Germany? 
Poland was persecuting Germans in Polish regions. Poland 
publicly declared that they are going to invade Germany by 
committing borderline violations and publishing maps that 
showed Polish borders to the west of Berlin. Through this 
process, Poland also violated Polish-German nonaggression 
Pact. So Hitler had to save Germans who lived in Polish 
regions. He did it with the complete approval of Stalin through 
German-Russo Pact.
Reply · 12

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Christoph Dollis Bombing on London happened only 
because Churchill and British soldiers violated International 
war rules by bombing German civilians. Hitler and Germans 
constantly sent Peace terms. But it was Britain who rejected 
them and moved on to destroy Germany. Neville Chamberlain 
was against this. But he had no support from Britain. Britain 
always caused miseries and disasters to other countries.  
Reply · 12

Big Z Dawg Illegal 1 week ago



OMG are you for real? I'm not gonna lie I'm Polish and I think I 
was though different version of history then you were.... Poles 
were persecuting germans? Are you nuts? I think it is more 
accurate that germans were persecuting poles for 123 years 
werte Poland was not on the map of Europe. BTW Do you have 
any evidences? I do not think so... Just to let you know I am 
more than familiuar with david irving and his theories but you 
are mistaken. My pointy is - you can't glorify nazis netier can 
soviets or british or yankies. We should all unite. First & second 
WW brought worst things possible to Europe and its people. 
BTW just bc of 2nd WW country knows as Isreal raised... end 
of story.  
Reply · 1

noBRILOpadheads nobrilopadheads 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal NOT a crime to hang terrorist un-
uniformed gorillas strafing an army's rear with sniper fire and 
explosives hard poisoned wells etc..also depleteing important 
medical and food supply lines keeping boys alive
Reply · 1

John Smith 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal There were no nazi war crimes, It;s all 
Allied propaganda.
Reply · 1

John Smith 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal The fact is that there were about 3 million 
Germans placed under the Polish govt and they were massively 
abused. That was the real reason for Hitler's “invasion” of 
Poland. He only wanted to get back Germans and their lands, 
nothing more. Also, invasion of the USSR was a preemptive 
liberation of Russian people from the evil Jewish Bolsheviks 
led by Stalin. Most Russians and Ukrainians saw Germans has 
their liberators.



Reply · 7

Argus Effect 1 week ago
+Christoph Dollis good point

John Smith 1 week ago
+Christoph Dollis The
 critical moment of World War Two – if not of the twentieth 
century – is
 generally regarded as Adolf Hitler’s decision in 1941 to launch 
an 
unprovoked assault upon a hitherto neutral and peaceful Soviet 
Union. 
Operation Barbarossa, as it was called, is perceived as the great 
tactical mistake which doomed Nazi Germany to defeat. 
Icebreaker,
 by Russian historian Victor Suvorov, exposes this scenario as 
nonsense.
 This extensively researched piece of historical revisionism 
provides 
compelling evidence that Operation Barbarossa was a reluctant 
pre-emptive strike against a massive Soviet military machine 
which was 
at that time poised to invade not just Germany, but the whole of 
Western
 Europe.
Show less
Reply · 4

John Smith 1 week ago
+Big Z Dawg Illegal So far I have been told nothing but lies 
from the official WW2 “historians”. The so called WW2 “nazi 
war crimes” fits right in that same category.of lies.From now on 
I will consider anything bad said Germans as a lie.In my view 
Hitler was a true hero and a champion for humanity.



Reply · 3

zombiekiller117 5 days ago
+Christoph Dollis Given Stalin's plan to invade Europe, 
Operation Thunder, was due to start in a few months time, a pre 
emptive defensive strike was completely justified. Given the 
massive amount of support by the Russian people, especially 
Cossacks, against their Soviet oppressors the attempt to liberate 
Russians from Soviet tyranny was admirable.

Tabor 7 5 days ago (edited)
+zombiekiller117 Hitler knew the threat of Communism since 
Germany was filled with Bolsheviks at the end of WW1 with 
the leadership of Rosa Luxembourg and Karl Liebknecht. He 
also had to save Ukrainians and Russians since Stalin and 
Bolsheviks were creating horrors in those regions and Britain 
was happy about Stalin's atrocities.
Reply · 3

Mike Forester 10 hours ago
+Christoph Dollis What's that “killing 20-40 million Russians” 
supposed to mean ? Do you know how large the 1st strategic 
echelon of the Red Army was when it was deployed at the new 
demarkation between Germany and the USSR in occupied 
Poland during early 1941 ? 
5 million men, 20,000 armoured vehicles, 9,000 + aircraft. That 
was the 1st of 3 strategic echelons. 
That's one of the reasons for “Barbarossa”.
The tactic of Red Army commanders was “attack", retreating 
soldiers were fired upon by NKWD officers from the rear. 
Generals and fieldmarshals like Shukov, Shaposhnikov, 
Woroshilow, Wassilewski had no regards for the lives of those 
17-19 y/o russian boys they literally threw toward the german 
lines. The Red Army suffered 20 million fallen soldiers during 



combat ! Not a single civilian victim included in this macabre 
calculation.
Show less

Chris Medina 4 days ago
Don't start and then lose two world wars then, shyeet.

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
Who started two World Wars? With World War 1, Serbia 
(supported by Russia, Britain, and France) started it by 
murdering Archiduke Ferdinand and his wife. With World War 
2, Poland started World War 2 by persecuting Germans in 
Polish regions which violated Polish-German non Aggression 
pact and moved on to attack Germany. You should check 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube for the 
truth about World War 2.
Reply · 7

Chris Medina 4 days ago
^Lol, it's all irrelevant if you lose. I'll give the Nazis some 
respect for such a well put together military with quite possibly 
the most fashionable uniforms.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Chris Medina Legally speaking, Germany never lost. 
Everyone knows that. It looks like you are here to misinform. 
Welcome to Ignore.
Reply · 1



anti judeophilia 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 International Jewry started World War II by 
boycotting German goods. Simple Polish people didn't have 
nothing in common with stupid/zionist politicians, or those who 
might have massacrated those Germans. But on the other hands, 
some Germans nationalist were plotting sabotages against 
Poland, although I have to agree, Polish-German relations were 
quite well after signing the Polish-German non Agression pact. 
Stupid chauvinists were on both sides. They rather should unite 
and fight against Communism and Jewish Supremacy.
Reply · 3

luxyaltz219 6 days ago
I had heard about a book some time ago describing these 
horrors , mass rapes and butchery beyond belief,   like how the 
Russian mongrels would line German women up in a room 
and use chain saws  on them ... it's hard to even fathom  such a 
horror . This video is the other side of the usual evil Nazis 
movies and documentary's and needs to be viewed by as many 
people as possible around the world .
Reply · 4

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+luxyaltz219 you should check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube which shows the truth about Hitler 
and World War 2.

luxyaltz219 6 days ago



+Tabor 7 I have watched many documentary's on WW2 and I 
may  have already seen it but I will check it out again . I was 
aware of the suffering of the German people during and after 
the war but  the above documentary puts it all the more into 
context .Shame on all  who  were no better and to some degree, 
more evil than the Nazis themselves and shame on 
humanity .The truth had to surface once and for all and it's to 
those innocent millions who died unspeakable death's whom we 
owe it to

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+luxyaltz219 what do you mean “more evil than Nazis"? 
National Socialists didn't do anything wrong.
Reply · 1

luxyaltz219 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 Not evil in the sense of how Nazism is often 
perceived in western movies and documentary's but  how 
people like Hitler   in his  quest for power and control caused 
the suffering of  not  just millions of people in other country's 
but left a legacy of unimaginable suffering to his  own people . 
Hitler himself, while the Russian hordes where just miles away 
himself  from Germany said ''the suffering of the German 
people is inconsequential to me'' . Of course the actions of one 
does not excuse the actions of another  ie, the German   people 
on the whole paid the supreme price  and the Allies /Russians 
( Eisenhower ) were only happy to make them suffer

Tabor 7 6 days ago
I assure you that you will learn about Hitler through “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube when you 
watch it.



TheComputerNazi 5 days ago
They are teaching You all to hate, AGAIN! ...and sadly most 
of You are falling for it. Jew hate the Muslim, Christian hate 
the Jew, Muslim hate the Christian, Socialists hate the 
Republicans  ...on and on and on, till You all start killing one 
another, once again. When will You learn War is good for 
Killing and good for Nothing Else. Turn away from your Hate 
and learn to Love and Forgive. Then and only then will You 
learn to Live and be Free. Please, Please I beg all of Us to 
remember, We all have more in common than We have in 
Difference.
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 5 days ago (edited)
+TheComputerNazi Ever read the biblical verse “Hate what is 
evil” (Romans 12:9 & Amos 5:15)?

Sæwelō 5 days ago (edited)
+TheComputerNazi I detected nothing in this film that 
remotely constitutes hate-mongering. It was a calm presentation 
of the hidden and suppressed facts of the run up to and 
aftermath of the Zionist victory over Germany in world war 
two. 

This film was delivered in a sobering and reflective manner, a 
stark contrast to the horrific anti-German propaganda and war 
atrocity lies regurgitated by Hollywood since the end of world 
war two. If you want to complain about bona fide hate 
mongers, I suggest you contact Steven Spielberg et al.
Show less



Reply · 5

TheComputerNazi 5 days ago
+Tabor 7 Hate is Evil, for it's an excuse to do vile unspeakable 
things. It makes the one that hates think they have the only right 
answer and are justified in abolishment by any means. Hate is 
worse than Cancer it not only consumes You but those you 
Hate. Rule 1: You ain't God. Rule 2: If God doesn't like 
something it is well within His\Her\It's power to destroy it 
without any help from YOU! If You ignore Evil and don't 
interact with It, It will disappear.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+TheComputerNazi Do you think anybody is going to listen 
to your illogical gibberish? Of Course, I am not God. Any 
human being knows that. But I follow what God teaches. As for 
you, you are nothing but a mortal human who can't even make a 
logical statement and will hit the dust someday.

Ignore evil and it will disappear?

The only way to make evil disappear is to wipe evil out. That is 
what Hitler was trying to do when Germany attacked Soviets in 
order to destroy them before attacking Western Europe. That is 
exactly what Patton wanted as well.

Now go ahead make your stupid statements somewhere else. 
welcome to ignore.
Show less
Reply · 1

TheComputerNazi 5 days ago
+Sæwelō How many times did this film show the Star of David 
beside a Jew that it laid blame upon? Kill all the Jews and 



Robbery, Theft and all manner of Wrong-Doing will still exist, 
until People learn to hold accountable Those that do wrong and 
lay Blame on them no matter their Race, Creed, Color or 
Religion. You People are being suckered, once again, by Those 
that control the Money and enjoy and profit off your Death and 
the Death of Others. Wake Your Childish Ass Up, before You 
sleep forever. Death is forever in this World.

Let Me spell it out for You All, The true Evil Ones are trying to 
make the Book of Revelations manifest it's self, then We all 
will die or wish We had. God has the Power to do anything, 
even change what has been written. The Bible is for Man, not 
God. You have the Power to impress God enough to make Him 
want to change what has been written, so what's it gonna be?
Show less
Reply · 1

Sæwelō 5 days ago
+TheComputerNazi We all share your sentiment in regards to 
peace, but White people everywhere are under assault. Whites 
in S.A are under a genocide watch, having seen half their 
number flee to Europe and elsewhere.

S.A has the highest recorded rape rate worldwide, followed by 
Sweden, a nation that knew no rape until the uncontrolled 
influx of Muhammadan and Negro rapists. A Jewess from the 
U.S has taken credit on behalf of all Jews for transforming once 
safe Sweden into a hell-hole of rape and murder. Here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFE0qAiofMQ .

Today the pro-Zionist E.U states are fetching the Dervish 
Muhammadans from the Mediterranean and flooding them into 
Europe. The Jews behind this are the Oppenheimer's, Karl and 
Tamar. American billionaire Jews who are dedicated to bringing 
the poor of Africa into Europe.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFE0qAiofMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFE0qAiofMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFE0qAiofMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFE0qAiofMQ


The Jews ARE working assiduously to destroy the White race 
worldwide. It was two Jews, Hart and Cellar who opened the 
U.S up to massive non White immigration. The Hart-Cellar Act 
of 1965 was sponsored and written by Jews, here: http://
irishsavant.blogspot.ie/2014/04/the-ted-kennedy-immigration-
act-not.html .
Show less
Reply · 1

Poppadop1 15 hours ago
+Sæwelō What’s the strategic sense in “destroy the White race 
worldwide”? There would be no international Jewry without 
Whites. The Redcoats, the Allies, NATO: All predominantly 
White, and what good is a mafia without enforcers?

The increases in rapes and other crimes is part of moral 
degeneration, and the influx of poor immigrants [whom the 
Zio-banksters’ wars and policies made poor in the first place] is 
to increase the supply of proles. Both of these are standard in 
any Orwellian society.

As the saying goes: “It’s nothing personal – it’s just business.”
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-
of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
Show less

Johnny Draco Shared on Google+ · 3 days ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+Johnny Draco You should also check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube. It is a great video with 
the truth about World War 2.
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Jee Zeuss 2 days ago
Wow.  That's the second time in recorded history that the 
Mongols got up in there. lol.  I didn't even know about that.
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+Jee Zeuss You mean Bolsheviks.

Jee Zeuss 1 day ago
I mean mongoloids from the steppes.  The birthmark found 
throughout Europe known as “The Mongolian Spot” came from 
such people.  Come to think of it, the Huns also pulled a skeet 
and skedaddle way back in the day.

Tabor 7 1 day ago (edited)
+Jee Zeuss I am somewhat confused. What does Mongols have 
to do with atrocities on Germans?

Jee Zeuss 1 day ago
I wasn't referring to the collateral damage/casualties caused by 
warfare.  I was talking about the r4pe that occurred.  

Tabor 7 1 day ago (edited)
+Jee Zeuss Yes, but Bolsheviks are Khazarian in origin since 
they converted to Judaism around 7th/8th century AD. Stalin's 
right hand man was Lazar “Kagan"ovich.  Lazar's sister was 
Rosa “Kagan"ovich.  "Kagan” was Khazarian word that 
represents a high authority such as “King” or “Priest.” This was 



pointed out by Captain Archibald Ramsay in his book “The 
Nameless War."

Jee Zeuss 1 day ago
Yeah, history is just one big giant merry-go-round of people 
fucking each-other over (both literally and metaphorically).  
Shit happens, people spread propaganda and then turn around 
do the same thing to everyone else.  After a while, you kinda 
develop a twisted sense of humor when looking at how things 
play out.  Germans gas/murder Jews.  Jews turn around and 
kinda do the same thing in return (and then pull the exact same 
stunt in Palestine/Israel that the Nazis pulled in Germany). God, 
the world sucks, doesn't it?  Why cant humanity as a whole, just 
drop the non-sense and get along?  Oh well.   

Jee Zeuss 1 day ago
+Tabor 7 Lol. I'm sure he was a wonderful guy

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+Jee Zeuss Of Course, he was a wonderful guy. Ever wonder 
why more than 100,000 Jewish Germans fought for Germany? 
The documentary shows everything that you don't learn at 
schools.

SKazclaw 4 days ago (edited)
Lets not be one sided, no one who kills is free from guilt. Both 
sides were wrong.

All sides committed atrocious deeds.
Reply · 1



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+SKazclaw I am afraid General Patton and Senator McCarthy 
will disagree with you if they were alive. General Patton 
realized the fact that he fought on the wrong side and tried to go 
on to fight against the true enemy. That is why he was 
murdered. Senator McCarthy realized the infiltration of 
Communists after World War 2 and tried to fight everything he 
could to stop it. You need to watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube.

SKazclaw 4 days ago
+Tabor 7
It makes no difference what a general or senator thought, 
corruption is real. No one is right.

Tabor 7 4 days ago
Do you think people cares for your double talk? People are 
becoming well aware of the double talks you use. So it is not 
going to work anymore.
Reply · 4

Poppadop1 14 hours ago (edited)
+SKazclaw “We are told: ‘It is a universal truth, that he that 
would excite a rebellion, is at heart as great a tyrant as ever 
wielded the iron rod of oppression.’ Be it so. We are not 
exciting a rebellion. Opposition, nay, open, avowed resistance 
by arms, against usurpation and lawless violence, is not 
rebellion by the law of God or the land. Resistance to lawful 
authority makes rebellion… Remember the frank Veteran 
acknowledges, that ‘the word rebel is a convertible term.’”
~ President John Adams, 1774



If you would prefer to simply accept our new Orwellian 
overlords, good luck with that. Maybe they won't make you 
collateral damage...
Show less

avatharb 5 days ago
what the fuck is this shit? fuck the makers of this piece of shit

! ! Hide replies

Wight Power 5 days ago
+avatharb You're experiencing a psychological triggering 
because, unlike the other channels you're subscribed to that 
cater to your feelings, the makers of this hard-hitting, truthful 
video aren't certified kosher by the establishment. The #Truth 
isn't the easiest thing to digest.
Reply · 9

avatharb 5 days ago
+Wight Power
LOOOL no it was the trip about prorn being depraved.
this stuff is toxic, because of its appeal to “morality”. this 
appeal to “morality” is what all the lying scumbag totalitarians 
do. usually “morality” means a blanket accusation against 
everyone that doesnt share the values of the group making the 
blanket statement.
i dont even know what came after that claim, because it is toxic 
tripe.
were there crimes comitted against germany? sure where do 
you want to start? versailles? dresden? probably a 
hellovalotmore than i can remember now. i know the “#truth” 
probably a lot better than you do.
Show less



Wight Power 5 days ago (edited)
+avatharb Appeal to morality? There's no substance in either 
one of your posts. Are you a Zionist shill by chance, Mr Alex 
Jones fan? This is merely telling accurate accounts of real 
atrocities committed by the same treasonous governments and 
corporate elite that are allowing nonwhite third world invaders 
to overrun our ancient homelands. I don't really care whether 
you think you know more or less than me. That's irrelevant. We 
live in an age where discussions such as these are suppressed in 
the mainstream and in our institutions.
Reply · 7

avatharb 3 days ago
+Wight Power
look your name says it all. you are with the same bunch raping 
and killing innocent people in ukraine right now.
you dont KNOW what truth is, you considder yourself better? 
well your side lost the second world war... so much for the 
herrenras.
of course you dont recognize reason and arguments! these 
concepts human being use are alien to you, since you are a true 
subhuman untermensch.
Reply · 1

Wight Power 3 days ago
+avatharb I don't advocate the raping or killing of anyone 
unlike the Judaic-Masonic overlords you bow down to.

avatharb 3 days ago
+Wight Power
LOL its always the fault of the jews right. that is your only 
demented irrational “argument” most jews havent raped anyone 
ever. your kind on the other hand lives to hunt in packs usually 
on old women and children because ... you are not that brave.



Howard Morton 2 days ago
+avatharb Oy Vey! SHUT IT DOWN!
Reply · 2

avatharb 2 days ago
+Howard Morton
you shut it down moron.

Wight Power 2 days ago
+avatharb Haha JIDF detected.
Reply · 1

Wight Power 2 days ago
+avatharb The Jews have always been, and always will be, 
parasites. They instigated world war II which left 70 million 
white Europeans DEAD all so international JEWRY could 
continue.
Reply · 1

Wight Power 2 days ago
+avatharb You're just a buttmad Jew.

avatharb 2 days ago
+Wight Power
LOOOOOL your sound like an israeli jewnaz LLOOOOOLLL

Wight Power 2 days ago
Keep projecting, kike. That's all you can do.

avatharb 2 days ago
+Wight Power
most nazi's have yewish blood running deep in them. hitler was 
a half jew.... LOOOOLLL



avatharb 2 days ago
+Wight Power
Hickelschruber whahahahahahah

Rodney Moon 1 week ago
Wow, half way in and this is shocking what happened to the 
German people, but honestly it just makes me more angry at 
Hitler. If Hitler had surrendered this wouldn't have happened. 
Hitler knew these bombings would continue but he allowed it 
to go on sacrificing the German people. He didn't care for 
them but only his own mad ego.
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

gonibanduprekoizvor 1 week ago
+Rodney MoonHitler sent peace offers to the western allies 
many times, and all were ignored and laughed upon, 
surrendering to the soviets would have just ment that they 
would rape and loot without resistance.
Reply · 7

Truthvanishes Falsehood 3 days ago
+Rodney Moon His objective was to destroy Germany, he was 
a con man who never belonged to the Germans.

gonibanduprekoizvor 2 days ago
Proof,arguments anything that would prove your claim?

Tabor 7 2 days ago



+gonibanduprekoizvor He is promoting lies. If Hitler's aim 
was to destroy Germany, then how come he issued interest free 
and debt free money like Lincoln did?

gonibanduprekoizvor 2 days ago
+Tabor 7
I know that he is doing that, but just insulting him for it would 
make me no better than a communist
he is either trolling,insane, or has a valid point(ultra highly 
unlikley).
Also good work on posting the greatest story never told on 
every comment.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 2 days ago
+gonibanduprekoizvor Thank you, gonibanduprekoizvo.

Osri Uzna 3 days ago
Damn bastard,, British, American and Russia,,
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+Osri Uzna Americans were backstabbed by Churchill, Britain, 
and their agent FDR. General Patton realized the truth and tried 
to fight against true enemy. But he was murdered. You should 
check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube which will provide all of the information.
Reply · 3

Poppadop1 14 hours ago
+Tabor 7 “I spent 33 years and four months in active military 
service as a member of our country’s most agile military force 
— the Marine Corps. I served in all commissioned ranks from 
second lieutenant to Major General. And during that period I 
spent more of my time being a high–class muscle man for Big 



Business, for Wall Street, and for the bankers. In short, I was a 
racketeer, a gangster for capitalism.

“I suspected I was just a part of a racket at the time. Now I am 
sure of it. Like all members of the military profession I never 
had an original thought until I left the service. My mental 
faculties remained in suspended animation while I obeyed the 
orders of the higher-ups. This is typical with everyone in the 
military service.

“Thus I helped make Mexico and especially Tampico safe for 
American oil interests in 1914. I helped make Haiti and Cuba a 
decent place for the National City Bank boys to collect 
revenues in. I helped in the raping of half a dozen Central 
American republics for the benefit of Wall Street. The record of 
racketeering is long. I helped purify Nicaragua for the 
international banking house of Brown Brothers in 1909-12. I 
brought light to the Dominican Republic for American sugar 
interests in 1916. In China in 1927 I helped see to it that the 
Standard Oil went its way unmolested. During those years, I 
had, as the boys in the back room would say, a swell racket. I 
was rewarded with honors, medals and promotion.

“Looking back on it, I feel I might have given Al Capone a few 
hints. The best he could do was to operate his racket in three 
city districts. I operated on three continents.”
~ Major General Smedley Butler, 1935
http://www.ratical.org/ratville/CAH/warisaracket.pdf

No surprise: Butler died about a year before Pearl Harbor.
Show less
Reply · 1

stanico79 1 day ago

http://www.ratical.org/ratville/CAH/warisaracket.pdf
http://www.ratical.org/ratville/CAH/warisaracket.pdf


this was happening in every country the Nazi Germany came ..i 
hope there will never come a day when a facist scums say they 
were a victims ..

Hans Siegling 1 day ago
+stanico79  You are a mentally degenerated indoctrinated 
dimwit. The german soldiers were men of honor - it was 
forbidden to do evil like that - they faced a death sentence 
otherwise.
Reply · 7

gian franco 4 days ago
what a hack job,propaganda and a whitewash of the shitty war 
that was the ''second world''....it was the 'jews'? who knew? the 
germans were just happily building a giant mechanised army 
to realise its slightly obsolete (understatement) dream of some 
dodgy blond 'empire' .....while the rest of europe was trying to 
shake itself loose from old imperialist ties to its own 
'empires',poor old germany was only trying to make itself a 
likkle wikkle empire of its own! whats wrong with 
that? .....i'm beginning to suspect that dachau was actually a 
jewish plot ! a camp run by jews which was full of GERMAN 
prisoners...poor old Germany .....someone should do 
something....i hope they can recover and maybe become a 
fully rehabilitated member of a new europe again.....*

*this comment contains thinly veiled sarcasm
Show less



! ! Hide replies

Wight Power 4 days ago
+gian franco You're wrong, bub. You've been brainwashed 
your entire life into thinking that NS Germany was a racist 
regime suited only for blonde hair blue eyed individuals. That's 
an entirely false notion and is actually a Jewish projection of 
their own racial supremacy. The fact of the matter is that 
Germany had the most multicultural, multiracial (150,000 Jews 
served in the Wehrmacht) and religiously diverse military in the 
entire world. America at the time was a more racist country 
than Germany.
Reply · 5

gian franco 4 days ago (edited)
thnx for being civil ! i will agree about my own brainwashing 
when it comes to the bogey men 'nationalsocialists' as i am 
pretty much English,the natural enemy of Nazi's,  everyone was 
a bastard in WW2- but you must agree that Germany was very 
good at it?....i ain t going to argue the toss over how big a cunt 
the average russian soldier was at the time either.....'the winter 
is coming'
peace koko

Wight Power 4 days ago
+gian franco It was a stupid war fought between ethnic 
brothers that resulted in the death of 70 million native 
Europeans and only benefited the international elites.
Reply · 5

Wight Power 4 days ago
+gian franco How does it feel knowing that White Brits are 
going to be a minority in their own homelands within a couple 
decades?
Reply · 7



Alexa Mitic 4 days ago (edited)
Are they (GERMANS) had thinked abouth men, women, the 
old,young the sick and animals during 6 years of terrible war 
that they started? 20 millon russians had died in that war for 
peace in this world ! And Germans and german mentality will 
never change they love Hitler so much even now but the 
media dont show it...They are Nazis and they always be 
Nazis...
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Alexa Mitic 20 million russians died for peace? utter non 
sense. Stalin and Russians were preparing to attack Germany 
and Western Europe on a massive military operation called 
Operation Groza on July 10, 1941. Germany found out about it 
and attacked Russia with 3 weeks to spare. Many french, 
Danish, and people throughout the world came to help to stop 
Russians from attacking Western Europe and to prevent 
establishing Communism throughout the world.
Reply · 6

Alexa Mitic 4 days ago (edited)
Maybe and just maybe not there is no hard evidence of that. Its 
same like you mention there is UFO in area 51. And i personaly 
dont belive in that but maybe is true. But there is no escuse for 
killing and all the holocaust in WW2 the price of so many taken 
lives had to be paid...and they went soft on them.

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)



+Alexa Mitic Are you hear to state propaganda or facts? What 
Holocaust? I suggest you watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube which will provide all of the 
actual facts about World War 2. 
Reply · 5

Alexa Mitic 4 days ago (edited)
Propaganda ? Know that word verry well..There was a Croatian 
camp in WW2 called Jasenovac 1 000 000 Serbs were killed 
there by Nazis and Croatians you are going to tell me that they 
killed them self? The croats admit only 100 000 thousand... 
Auschwitz ? I was there all the scars on the wall of nails I guess 
russians scratched that....Al gas chambers ? You a are right 
jews suffocate by self..I have someone who was there and 
survived unspicable horor he was true..and we have to forget 
abouth that?

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Alexa Mitic What gas chambers? There were no gas 
chambers. You Bolsheviks will lie over anything. Everyone 
knows about Holohoax. So when you write these stupid 
comments, you are only exposing your true evil nature. 
Reply · 7

Sæwelō 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 Our Serbian opponent has a very selective, decidedly 
philo-Semitic world-view. A Serb whining about mass killings 
is a touch ironic, especially when we consider their penchant 
for filling up killing pits. Honestly, a Serb decrying mass-
killing is akin to a Jew having a go at Pinocchio for having a 
big nose, it just doesn't wash. 

Some of us remember what they did to our European nationalist 
comrades in Vukovar, the European Volunteers who went to 



assist our Croatian friends during the war. One heroic French 
volunteer, Jean-Michel Nicolier was taken from a hospital, so 
wounded he couldn't walk, beaten savagely, robbed and then 
shot in the back of the head. The Serbs had all the heavy 
weaponry early on, but as soon as our Croat comrades received 
some help from Austria and Germany it was game over. 

The Serbs massacred thousands of White Europeans so their 
record is not great to say the least. They even went on to 
massacre several thousand Muhammadans at Srebrenica, I shed 
no tears for them, but for the Serbs to claim that they were-are 
as innocent as lambs is preposterous.
Show less

anti judeophilia 3 days ago
+Sæwelō Maybe you write about carpet bombings of Serbs 
done by NATO?
Reply · 1

Alexa Mitic 3 days ago
+Sæwelō You Nazi freak you have no idea about war it was 
here... i can write you a seminar so pls you are not competative 
on this term you probbaly do not know that the first German 
who killed in other country after WW2 was David Frek and he 
killed in Yugoslavia a 16 year old boy driving in a car pure 
civilan so pls im talking here about WW2 not about Yugoslavia 
war.

Alexa Mitic 3 days ago
+Tabor 7 i think you are stupid you have not been in any 
concetraion camp and have no idea what so ever you just sit 
here and watch how Nazi Germany was inocent but evryone 
knows that is not true...And im not evil i hate wars so much but 
so much people died bcs of Germany in both big wars and that 



is true. Germany didnt fight for peace they wanted to concure 
big difrence :) Have a nice day :)

Cascadian Applications 3 days ago
+Alexa Mitic Two things you slav monkey1. The Soviets had 
plans to take Europe,2.Knowing what they did to the 
ethnic Russians, Bulgarians and Ukrainians, youd be a retard 
not to build up forces for war. They literally had no choice.Oh 
one more- it took waves of you shits to smother the Wehrmacht 
and the rest of the worlds help... but they still almost won.
Reply · 1

anti judeophilia 2 days ago
+Cascadian Applications
Who are you to call her “slavic monkey”. I'm Slavic too and I 
don't agree at all with her, but calling oponent “slavic monkey” 
just shows your intelligence
Reply · 2

Poppadop1 17 hours ago
+Alexa Mitic “The principal effect of every war is to destroy 
the flower of the nation... Germany needs peace and desires 
peace!”
~ Adolf Hitler, 1935

“We will force this war upon Hitler, if he wants it or not.”
~ Winston Churchill, 1936

It's time to put down Big Brother's history books.
http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/
allwarsarebankerwars.php
Show less

http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/allwarsarebankerwars.php
http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/allwarsarebankerwars.php
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vastell1234 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
davidicke.com/headlines/2015/05/02/ Read more ...
davidicke.com/headlines/hellstorm-exposing-the-real-
genocide-of-nazi-germany/
Posted in: Coverups, History Rewritten, War and Terror
Tagged: atrocities, defeat, germans, nazi, world war 2

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+vastell1234 You should also check the documentary “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals 
the truth about Adolf Hitler and WW2. It is a great video.

vastell1234 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Thank you, I've seen this (also headlined) docu. The 
following one blocked (not only in Germany but) in many 
countries is good to know as well: Spielberg's Hoax - The Last 
Days of The Big Lie: To see at redicecreations.com/article.php?
id=32825 ... meanwhile: davidicke.com/headlines/israeli-
newspaper-calls-on-israel-to-drop-nuclear-bombs-on-iran-and-
germany/ ...
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+vastell1234 I have seen that wonderful documentary. But 
thanks a lot for recommending it to me. I also recommend the 
new videos of Dennis Wise (creator of Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told) on his youtube channel if you haven't seen 
them. I also recommend the small video “The Beast as Saint: 
the truth about Martin Luther King Jr” on youtube.

Tabor 7 1 week ago



+vastell1234 I will certainly look into Sean Hross. Thanks a 
lot.

NeaFrea 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Hross is a plant

vastell1234 1 week ago (edited)
+NeaFrea ... are these four troll words all you plant know? give 
some details ... some insight in to what drives your gmo-clone 
mind to leave such silly, nonsensical-worthless comment 
behind ... I don't see Sean Hross or anybody else as all knowing 
or without mistake ... But he, as opposed to you ... presents a lot 
of worthy information including all links to where he has got 
his understanding and information from ...

NeaFrea 1 week ago
+vastell1234 Just my perception and experience. David Icke is 
a plant, too, disinfo agent. You are free to do your own 
research.

vastell1234 1 week ago (edited)
Meanwhile mainstream science, experts and officials in every 
field are decades behind in discovering today what David has 
been perfectly explaining for decades ... you lucky idiot might 
need hundreds of life times to even know thyself ... and then ... 
'for the fun of it' ... hundreds of life times more to understand  
what 'research' is and means ...

NeaFrea 1 week ago (edited)
+vastell1234 I don't discuss the obvious with hasbara idiots. Go 
back to the hasbara DIF PIT, the greatest honey pot far and 
wide with NO FREE SPEECH where the mods are hasbara 
shills, and take your lion of zion profile picture with you!

vastell1234 1 week ago (edited)



+NeaFrea ... since when is a lioness on a rock ... looking at a 
reptile and nature ... representing mass murdering Zionism ... 
your gmo clone-sect speech makes no sense to me ... all your 
ignorant repeater-troll comments are ... very divided and very 
ruled ... pretty worthless ... reality detached ... remotely mind 
controlled tunnel visions only might lead to ... hundreds of life 
times ... repeated over and over again ... Here is the true 
meaning of the picture ... (as opposed to what you think it 
means) ... davidicke.com/headlines/48700-humanity-and-our-
reptilian-oppressors-the-true-relationship-if-we-would-only-
come-together-awaken-to-consciousness-and-realise-where-the-
power-really-is ...

NeaFrea 1 week ago
+vastell1234 No surprise at all, typical for a DIF PIT 
proponent.

vastell1234 1 week ago (edited)
+NeaFrea ... Everything that divides and rules and kills ... is 
idiocy ... mass mind controlled World Satanism ... Based on 
World Ignorance ... Unfortunately ... 'You Are Not Alone' ... 
Mutual mass murder and abuse is this world's mainstream 
religion. That's why we've got hell on Earth.... You personally 
might need hundreds of thousands of lifetimes to see it ... The 
truth has still always been out there ... 'We could live in 
paradise right now.' ... The majority of humanity feels 
“safe"choosing and sticking to hell on Earth ... 'It's just a 
choice.' ... Choice - Consequence - Experience ... The fruitage 
of World Satanism has always been the same ... throughout 
history ... it's nothing but mutual self-extinction .... what other 
outcome should one expect on power-chemtrailed gas chamber 
Earth ... with its military chemotherapy for the masses ... 
bankruptcy, chemtrails and bombs ...
Show less
Reply · 1



get2drdj 20 hours ago
I wonder what Poles thought of the Blitzkreig. Attacking 
civilians is wrong, whether by the Axis and Hitler, or by the 
Allies.

! ! Hide replies

robert bohn 20 hours ago (edited)
+get2drdj Hitler gave Poland many chances not to go to war, 
also Hitler did not bomb civilian targets. (or tried not to.)
Reply · 2

Courepetto 16 hours ago
+robert bohn Halifax and Chamberlain to Georges Bonnnet, 
french ambassador to London on August 31, 1939: We know, 
Hitler wants peace. But Great Britain wants war and we will 
make war (Livre Jaune, documentary of the French ministry of 
foreign affairs).
Reply · 2

Hans Siegling 11 hours ago
+robert bohn Hitler told the polish government many times, 
they should evacuate warsaw Prior to the bombing - but they 
never reacted and done something, until it was too late and he 
had to make his move.
Reply · 1

MrWert1978 1 week ago
God bless the JEWS!



Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Bronx Willy 1 week ago
fuck off  you animal
Reply · 14

MrWert1978 1 week ago
I hope no one forgets the sad history of the Jews. Why hate a 
race of people or religion?
Reply · 1

Bronx Willy 1 week ago
+MrWert1978 youre a dumb brainwashed fuck
Reply · 1

MrWert1978 1 week ago
+Bronx Willy And your a racist ignorant fuck 

Bronx Willy 1 week ago
+MrWert1978 the only racists are youre fucking jew friends 
pal. They in fact proclaim themselves the master race. 
Something Hitler never did. Now fuck off and go suck a jew 
cock
Reply · 1

MrWert1978 1 week ago
+Bronx Willy Really? You ever heard of Madame Blavatsky, 
whose premonitions claimed a super human race called the 
Aryans ruled the world. Guido Von List used her work and 
wrote “Armanism” which claimed Germans were the 
descendants from this race being “pure Aryans” a perfect 
human. A race and culture above all others. Their symbol was 



the swastika. Thats why in many of the photos of German 
soldiers in WW1, you can sometimes find German soldiers 
wearing a swastika ring, they bought into that shit, just like the 
Nazis. So how about you Fuck off and go suck Nazi cock!

Bronx Willy 1 week ago
+MrWert1978 you drank the jewaid. Im afraid there is no help 
for your dumbass
Reply · 1

MrWert1978 1 week ago
+Bronx Willy I don't need help you ignorant cunt. Your clearly 
antisemitic so why should anyone bother listen to your “facts.” 
Just because you don't have a fucking clue about what I 
explained to you in my last reply doesn't make it not true, just 
makes you look stupid. Let me clue you in on something, 
anyone as racist as you is because of pure ignorance and you 
want to blame your pathetic loser, failure of a life on others. I 
bet you don't even know any Jews.Your fucking pathetic!

Bronx Willy 1 week ago
+MrWert1978 im anti zionist and communist and if you cant 
comprehend thats who hitler was fighting then you are a dumb 
fuck od'd on the jewaid. Now fuck off
Reply · 2

MrWert1978 1 week ago
+Bronx Willy No your a fucking ignorant jerk. Communism is 
a failure. Move to a communist country and you will see what 
I'm talking about. You insult me with “jewaid", your 
antisemitic, don't try to sugar coat it. Believe me I know more 
about the Russo-German War than you ever will. 

Bronx Willy 1 week ago



+MrWert1978 boy you are dumb. Bolsshevik commies are 
alive and well and calling the shots right here in america. Oh, 
and fuck you if your offended. Go eat your fucking gefilte fish 
and shut the fuck up dumbass
Reply · 1

MrWert1978 1 week ago
+Bronx Willy WOW, you really are crazy

Sæwelō 5 days ago
+Bronx Willy Don't feed it brother, ignore it.
Reply · 1

MrWert1978 5 days ago
+Sæwelō Yea, don't try and learn actual history. What the hell 
would you do then?

georgekush 1 week ago
That was probably the most brutal yet truthful documentary i 
have ever seen. Victors write history not the victims.
Reply · 12

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+georgekush you should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube which will reveal the truth about Hitler 
and WW2.
Reply · 1

Týr Þorsteinsson Liæ (Hvítúlfr) 6 days ago
My heart is heavy for my Germanic Ancestors.
Reply · 6

Týr Þorsteinsson Liæ (Hvítúlfr) 6 days ago
+Týr Þorsteinsson Liæ Oh, so heavy.
Reply · 2



TheThedot 1 week ago
I shared this all over the net, FB, and Twitter.  Good work.  
Spread the word and never let them forget their crimes.
Reply · 7

TheThedot 1 week ago
+TheThedot However, very disturbing.
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+TheThedot That is great that you shared this video. You 
should also watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” 
on youtube for the actual truth about Hitler and World War 2 if 
you haven't seen it.
Reply · 1

John Coates 1 week ago
A sobering film. It really does make one wonder what 
degradation humans will not sink to. I have no difficulty in 
believing all of what is documented, but I wish it wasn't true. 
My father was a soldier in the British Army from 1940 until 
1946, and spent about a year in Berlin after the end of the war. 
Generally, he was a very quiet man, and would never volunteer 
to talk about the war. However, I often asked him questions. He 
had come close to death numerous times and seen many friends 
killed. He hated war. He said the leaders of countries wanting 
war should go into a field and have a dual to the death, with 
winner taking all. I asked him, once, about how dangerous it 
might have been for a German to surrender. He said that the 
first few minutes were the most dangerous and he openly stated 
that he had seen Germans surrendering, with their hands held 
high, just gunned down. As I say, he had stayed on in Berlin 
after the war, including visiting Hitler's bunker. He said that the 
Soviet Forces there were the scum of the Earth - not the regular 



crack troops, but the rest of them. He said they would 
deliberately play loud music over loudspeakers, but much 
worse than that was the raping. He said that the British had to 
put patrols on to protect the German women from rape by the 
Soviets. He said that many of these Soviets were just lunatics, 
getting drunk on anything that contained alcohol, and would 
behave like crazed animals. He was also involved in taking 
back German prisoners from the Soviets, which they expected 
to go on for a very long time, but it didn't. He said most were 
suffering from gangrene or frostbite and starvation, and most 
died within days of being received. It was obviously shocking, 
and especially after watching this film I can understand why my 
father was mostly quiet about the war, and often just stared into 
space. Who knows what images he had in his mind. And yet, 
my father had a respect for the Germans, no hatred at all.
Show less
Reply · 7

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+John Coates you should also watch the documentary “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube. It reveals so 
many hidden information.
Reply · 2

graham white 6 days ago
its great to see this take off in so many views in just a few days 
wow! go kyle and the people who made this
Reply · 10

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+graham white Hellstorm will certainly be promoted since 
people know the facts about WW1 and WW2 these days 
especially thanks to Dennis Wise and his documentary “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told."



Colonel Jurten Shared on Google+ · 4 days ago
I don't even know just what to say at this moment... Just watch 
this and have an open enough mind to discard your ignorance. 
Just watch the video... Good luck those of you who are easily 
affected by emotional things. I'm not and I was tearing up 
myself.
Reply · 6

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Colonel Jurten Colonel, you will be surprised and shocked 
even more when you watch the video “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube. This video is filled with hidden 
information about world war 2.

Colonel Jurten 3 days ago
I've seen it before. Thanks though. I would suggest looking up 
the ex-music group Prussian Blue. They made some pretty 
decent music.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 3 days ago (edited)
+Colonel Jurten Thanks. I also recommend the new videos of 
Dennis Wise (Creator of the documentary “Adolf Hitler:the 
greatest story never told) in his youtube channel and the small 
video “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King 
Jr.” Ialso  recommend my small videos as well.



KingEdwardIwasRight1290 Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not 
want you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, 
torture, slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German 
people by the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the 
biggest cover-up in world history.
Reply · 11

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+KingEdwardIwasRight1290 There is also another great 
documentary on youtube called “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” which shows the truth about WW2.
Reply · 2

KingEdwardIwasRight1290 6 days ago
+Tabor 7
I have seen the video my friend, I have downloaded it and 
copied it on DVD and shown to my family, work mates and 
friends in England, who are willing to know the truth.

Thank you.
Reply · 4

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+KingEdwardIwasRight1290 you should also check out the 
new videos of Dennis Wise on his youtube channel. There is 
also a small great video on youtube called “The Beast as Saint: 
the truth about Martin Luther King Jr."
Reply · 1



Martin Boylan 4 days ago
God bless all involved for this production. GOT MIT 
DEUTCHLAND.
Reply · 9

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Martin Boylan There is also an excellent documentary on 
youtube called “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told.” You 
will like it a lot.
Reply · 1

Martin Boylan 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 Thankyou Tabor 7. I have seen it and yes I liked it a 
lot. The book Hellstorm was a tough read I,m mad as hell and 
I,m not going to take it anymore!
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Martin Boylan I thought I should share this with you as well. 
You should check out the new videos of Dennis Wise (creator 
of Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told) in his youtube 
channel. It is filled with surprises. There is a small great video 
on youtube called “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin 
Luther King Jr." 

Alexe D Adam 1 week ago
My  Lord ! How domesticated, drilled and brainwashed does 
one has to be to never even wonder, questionned the offical 
story of history ? What the other side went through???? I sure 



was, Thank you for this Documentary..my mind and heart is 
racing
Reply · 7

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Alexe D Adam You should check out the video “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” on youtube which will reveal the 
truth about Hitler and World War 2.
Reply · 1

Alexe D Adam 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 will do thank you:))
Reply · 1

Gunters Sohn 5 days ago
Uns Deutsche nennt die Welt Verbrecher-Volk. Die Welt ist 
blind und taub.
Reply · 7

Sæwelō 5 days ago
+Gunters Sohn Not everyone is blind friend. The Americans 
who made this are heroes, one and all.
Reply · 4

Gunters Sohn 4 days ago
+Sæwelō
Das ist richtig. Man soll nicht alle Menschen in einen Topf 
werfen.
Reply · 2

beck-weth beckweth 6 days ago
Horrific revelations. The implications are huge.
Reply · 5

Tabor 7 6 days ago



+beck-weth beckweth You should watch “Adolf Hitler:the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which will provide the 
truth about Hitler and World War 2. It shows many hidden 
information.

emilie berube 4 days ago
no words can describe my thought right now, it is a masterpiece 
and people should open their eyes and now it is time to talk 
about this, thruth will see the light,
Reply · 8

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+emilie berube you will be surprised much more when you 
watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube. 
This documentary has lots of hidden information about World 
War 2.
Reply · 4

Swan Maiden Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 10

ss4456 5 days ago
+Swan Maiden Dame J. check out private message box, 
somthing big is going on.

Jack Smith 7 hours ago
What is one meant to do after watching this? I'm just 
speechless.
Reply · 3

Sæwelō 6 hours ago
+Jack Smith “What is one meant to do after watching this? I'm 
just speechless."



May I suggest that you pass this on to as many of your family 
and friends as possible, with the added proviso that they, in 
turn, pass it on to as many of their friends as they can. If you 
are not racially aware, get aware. In 1930 we were 30% of the 
worlds population, today we are 7% to 9%. This mass black/
brown migration into all our nations is a genocide via stealth.
Reply · 2

john america 1 week ago
Great Work the Truth needs to get out,above all the Lies we 
have been told!!
Reply · 6

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+john america I recommend the documentary “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” if you haven't seen it. It has lots of 
information you don't know about.

john america 1 week ago
Know it well 
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+john america But have you seen the new videos of Dennis 
Wise? They are available on his youtube channel if you haven't 
seen them. I also recommend the small documentary “The 
Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr."
Reply · 1



Jamie UK 9 hours ago
This is the first & only programme I have been unable to watch 
through! Fills me with anger & sadness for these poor people. 
May they all rest in peace with God. May all these evil, filthy 
soldiers, leaders and all those responsible burn & suffer in hell 
for eternity! Filthy Satanic scum..... God Bless every Man, 
Woman & Child of Germany. To think both my grandfathers 
fought against Germany not knowing the truth and the real 
filthy scum were the British & her filthy allies!!!!
Reply · 4

Sæwelō 6 hours ago
+Jamie UK The British people never wanted world war one or 
two. The Rothschild's wanted war, and if the Jews don't get 
their war, the dreidel flies out of the cot. The Jews have climbed 
to power across the Western world over heaps and heaps of 
corpses of White, men, women and children. We will NEVER 
fall for their warmongering again.
Reply · 1

mark randolph 1 week ago
The allies were fools to kill their own people so the commies 
could survive and take over 1/4 of the world. The white man is 
a fool for killing and believing in the chosen ones. There is no 
such thing as the cho$en one$. Hitler kicked jew banks out of 
his nation which made them debt free, that's why the allies 
went berzerk and dropped fire bombs all over Germany. That's 
why we are hated in so many nations. Everytime a foreign 
nation kicks jew banks out the back door Americans run and 
drop bombs like a bunch of damn fools. The burning of the 



south was a mistake and the BURNING of Germany was the 
biggest mistake in human history.
Reply · 9

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+mark randolph Actually, Americans were deceived into 
World War 2 by FDR and Britain. General Patton realized the 
truth and try to fight against the true enemy. So he was 
murdered. As for American Civil War, British troops and 
French troops were coming through South to destroy Union in 
violation to Monroe Doctrine. Britain wanted to destroy Union. 
They wanted to destroy Lincoln's interest free and debt free 
Greenbacks and establish private central bank. Lincoln became 
threatened due to huge amount of troops from Britain and 
France coming through South to attack US. So Lincoln asked 
Russia for help. Russia was the enemy of Britain at that time. 
Czar Alexander II sent Russian Navy to help Lincoln in New 
York and San Francisco in 1863. That is how Union won the 
American civil war.
Show less
Reply · 5

Mabelle Vonk 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 We must keep our both eyes in the UK (England and 
all it's vassal States with their Zionists' agents like Canada/
Australia/etc.). And let's NOT fight their wars anymore.
Reply · 3

Poppadop1 14 hours ago
+mark randolph “Have designs already been formed to sever 
the Union? This great and glorious Republic would soon be 



broken into a multitude of petty States, without commerce, 
without credit... loaded with taxes to pay armies... trampled 
upon by the nations of Europe.”
~ President Andrew Jackson, 1837, 26 years before the Civil 
War

Jackson opposed the bank; he correctly predicted that the cartel 
would split the country and make it easier to take over 
militarily. Forcing the South back into the Union was bad, but 
getting “trampled upon by the nations of Europe” would have 
been even worse.
Show less
Reply · 1

Joe Sandora 4 days ago
Just as the Germans were targeted for Genocide, so today is 
the entire Caucasian Race targeted for Genocide.
Reply · 14

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Joe Sandora You should check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube for the truth about world war 2. 
Actually, everyone is targeted these days. This is exactly what 
General Patton and Senator McCarthy worried.
Reply · 1

Johann Richter 3 days ago
+Joe Sandora 100% correct, but they won't stop with 
Caucasians. Asians are next.



Reply · 3

Tabor 7 3 days ago
+Johann Richter I agree with you. I thought I should share 
this with you. I highly recommend the small video on youtube 
called “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King 
Jr” on how communism ruined African Americans through 
Communist Martin Luther King Jr.

dan marks 6 days ago
These Jewish creatures must pay for these crimes...if they can 
put slavery on us, when it was them...they must pay!!! This is 
going to happen in America next!!!
Reply · 9

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+dan marks You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube if you haven't seen it.

b52gf16c 4 days ago
+dan marks How are the Jews responsible for Allied 
actions???

Poppadop1 14 hours ago (edited)
+dan marks “But there have always been those who would 
prevent such harmony at all costs. They’ve been with us since 
antiquity. They have demanded that people fight because of the 
profits that can be generated. You’re a coward if you don’t 
fight, and you’re a traitor if you don’t follow orders. They use 



those words when they hand you your weapon and tell you to 
attack. That is what they say when they invent enemies out of 
nothing. The last thing they want is a world of peace!

“These individuals hide in the shadows. They’re constantly 
inventing new enemies; ensuring war is always raging 
somewhere. The merchants of death, the military-industrial 
complex: They’re known as Logos. They are the true enemies 
of anyone who loves peace!

“From the bottom of my heart, I wish for a world that never 
again knows the scourge of war. Since Logos continues to 
block our efforts, I am taking this opportunity to announce a 
military campaign with the specific goal of eliminating it and 
its members!"
~ Chairman Gilbert Durandal, Mobile Suit Gundam SEED 
Destiny, Episode 33
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v86098241HpzmZG3W
Show less

davidjets 1 week ago
I will never be the same! with sincerity, Thank You.
Reply · 7

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+davidjets you should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube. It will provide the truth about World 
War 2. I also recommend the small video “The Beast as Saint: 
the truth about Martin Luther King Jr” on youtube.

davidjets 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 I've already watch it, I again was change by the 
content of that film. thank you though for the advice.
Reply · 2

http://www.veoh.com/watch/v86098241HpzmZG3W
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v86098241HpzmZG3W


Eduardo Fornaciari 6 days ago
I am a brazilian, descendant of italians and norwegians, and i 
feel ashamed for my country for have participated in this 
tragedy. The world must know what really happened in WW2.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Eduardo Fornaciari There is a great documentary called 
“Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” which will provide 
the actual facts about World War 2.
Reply · 1

Eduardo Fornaciari 6 days ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 Yup, i already shared both in my Facebook.
Reply · 2

odrite1177 4 days ago
MASTERPIECE
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+odrite1177 I agree. Along with this great video, you should 
also watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube which reveals the truth about Hitler and World War 2.

Arlianor 5 days ago
Fantastic film. The truth about these worst of all war crimes 
needed to be told.
Reply · 9



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Arlianor You should also check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals the truth 
about Hitler and World War 2.

Arlianor 5 days ago
+Tabor 7 I have watched about half of it, and will watch the 
rest of it soon. I was BTW very reluctant to watch Hellstorm, 
because I knew beforehand that it would upset me too much. I 
heard about the book last year but couldn't bring myself to read 
it. Having relatives in Germany, I have known of the atrocities 
committed on the innocent German people for a very long time. 
The evil of the “heroic” Allies beggars belief. Unfortunalety, 
they are just as evil today as they were then and, I believe, they 
are fully capable of unleashing a new Hellstorm upon us all 
(Americans and Europeans especially) in the not to distant 
future.
Reply · 4

Tabor 7 5 days ago (edited)
+Arlianor I agree with you. I also want to let you know that 
there are also some small videos I uploaded that I recommend. 
World War 1 and World War 2 is exactly what Andrew Jackson 
and Abraham Lincoln didn't want. That is why they kicked out 
British powers from US. After WW1 and WW2, JFK and his 
brother RFK tried to fix all of these problems. But they were 
murdered.
Reply · 1

vmeister11 5 days ago



Thankfully the truth always surfaces to the top.  Web of lies 
spun by a nefarious group can no longer conceal it.  It is 
simply a matter of time when the greater public will recognize 
this and many, many, many despicable things that have been 
orchestrated at the expense the lives of others and the money.  
At such time, there will be no place to run or hide.
Reply · 5

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+vmeister11 There is also another excellent documentary on 
youtube called “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told."
Reply · 1

vmeister11 1 day ago
+Tabor 7 Thanks, I am aware although haven't had a chance to 
go through it in its entirety. There is a great book by RHS 
Stolfi: “Hitler: Beyond Evil and Tyranny.” Prof Stolfi goes 
point by point and demolishes the lies passed as truths by court 
historians. In summary, all the truths presented thus far (as well 
as the passage of time) show that the allies were the evil ones.

Tabor 7 1 day ago
+vmeister11 I will look into the book. Thanks for 
recommending it to me. We also know that General Patton 
testified that he fought on the wrong side and try to fight 
against the true enemy.

阿拉坦胡雅克 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago



This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not 
want you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, 
torture, slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German 
people by the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the 
biggest cover-up in world history. 
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+阿拉坦胡雅克 The documentary “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 

story never told” on youtube is highly recommended if you 
haven't seen it. Another great video on youtube is “The Beast as 
Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr."
Reply · 2

阿拉坦胡雅克 1 week ago

+Tabor 7 Thanks so much for your advice
Reply · 1

RealBallistic SMN Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
Reply · 5

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+RealBallistic SMN “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told” on youtube is also recommended along with this great 
video.
Reply · 1

Carl-John Veraja Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
https://youtu.be/GMCOKNCwHmQ
Reply · 1

https://youtu.be/GMCOKNCwHmQ
https://youtu.be/GMCOKNCwHmQ


Tabor 7 1 week ago
you should also watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told” on youtube which will reveal the truth about Hitler and 
WW2. It is also a great documentary.
Reply · 1

Holohoax Debunker 6 days ago
Excellent work! This documentary is an eye-opener, even for 
those of us who have been looking into the absurdity and 
scientific impossibility of the official narrative for years. The 
liars suppressed the truth about Allied barbarity, whilst 
presenting outrageous propaganda about German atrocities as 
“fact”.

For proof of why the revised Auschwitz death toll is still in 
violation of the law of conservation of energy, Google “the non-
destruction of the european jews”.
Reply · 4

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Holohoax Debunker There is also another great video on 
youtube called “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” 
which shows all of the details about World war 2.

kowalveli Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago · Shared to Truthers 
- They Live
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
https://youtu.be/GMCOKNCwHmQ
1

Mark Bies 6 days ago
Good film.

https://youtu.be/GMCOKNCwHmQ
https://youtu.be/GMCOKNCwHmQ


darklipstik girl 6 days ago
Our (U.S.) participation in this was disgraceful.  The Jews are 
the real monsters and we helped them. And we still do.
Reply · 7

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+darklipstik girl You should check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube if you haven't seen it. You 
will like it. It has so many great information.
Reply · 1

darklipstik girl 5 days ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 Yes. The more I learn about Herr Hitler the more I 
like him. I used to be like most people, just believing what I 
was told in the “history” books and the movies. Now, I realize 
that Hitler and the Germans were not what we have been told. 
Even Gen. Patton, when he reached Berlin, said that the 
Germans were the most moral people in Europe. He wrote:

July 21, 1945: 
“Berlin gave me the blues. We have destroyed what could have 
been a good race, and we are about to replace them with 
Mongolian savages. And all Europe will be communist. It’s said 
that for the first week after they took it (Berlin), all women who 
ran were shot and those who did not were raped. I could have 
taken it (instead of the Soviets) had I been allowed.”
Show less
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 5 days ago



+darklipstik girl Yes, General Patton was a great man and a 
great soldier. He also realized that he and his third army was 
also backstabbed along with Germans.

General Patton and his Third Army could have reached German 
regions by November 1944. But Eisenhower and Britain didn't 
want that to happen. Eisenhower and Britain wanted Soviets to 
take over German regions so that Germans will be raped. They 
were also planning to destroy Dresden and many parts of 
Berlin. Dresden was bombed only in February 1945. The 
deliberate delays caused by Britain and Eisenhower were 
responsible for Battle of Bulge which led to the death of 19,000 
Americans and all of the atrocities on Americans since Battle of 
Bulge in Europe. General Patton realized the truth and he saved 
around 500,000 German soldiers from Eisenhower's death 
camps at the end of World War 2 and made them ready to attack 
Soviets with the help of Germans. But Patton was murdered in 
December 1945.
Show less
Reply · 2

lukeybob97 4 days ago
Really? Is everyone agreeing that the allies were worse than 
the nazis? Wow...

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+lukeybob97 lukey, you should watch “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube in order to properly 
understand what was going on World War 2.



Johann Richter 3 days ago
+lukeybob97 Hi! You must be new. Stop watching TV.
Reply · 3

lukeybob97 3 days ago
+Johann Richter
 I haven't watched this or 'Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told” but going on facts that I know, i really can't see how the 
allies were the bad guys.. for example concentration camps.. 
can anyone explain?
  

exposedeceivers 3 days ago
+lukeybob97 I began researching this topic of who are the bad 
guys, what really happened in WWII and on 9/11, etc., in 
January 2003, in the run-up to the Iraq war. The idea that the 
US, Britain, etc., supposedly the “good guys", would attack a 
country such as Iraq when it had not attacked them and was no 
threat to them, aroused my suspicion, which was confirmed 
months later by the supposed “suicide” of Dr. David Kelly. 
Twelve years later, my conclusions are summed up in my latest 
report (look up “The Protocols of Anti-Semitism") which took a 
year to write, and people will need to set aside enough time to 
read it.

In short, a group of fanatical, racist Jews needed to seize their 
own sovereign state (which they would call “Israel") as a 
springboard to world domination and the establishing of a 
global Jewish “Utopia", in which these fanatics could rape and 
execute 3YO Gentile girls, murder any Gentile with impunity 
(See the video “When Israel is Mighty” by Yossi Gurvitz, a 
Jew), and farm the Gentiles like “cattle” to serve the Jewish 
fanatics. The plot, which included persuading folk that “six 
million” Jews had died, and taking control of the press so they 
could shape public opinion and hype up their puppets to 



become 'leaders' of the major political parties, was hatched in 
the 1890s and called “Zionism”.

They soon took control of the press, buying up The New York 
Times in 1896, then going on to take control of the sound / 
motion picture industry (Hollywood and TV channels). But 
they could only get a critical mass of people to accept their 
hoax about “six million” dead Jews after a number of 
conditions were satisfied. It had to be in the context of a World 
War that had killed tens of millions.

They needed control of the TV and movie industry so they 
could show emotive photos of corpses who were not 
necessarily even Jews, and had died from starvation or disease, 
and pass it off as 'evidence' of an extermination program. (So in 
1919, after WWI, claims about “six million” dying Jews in a 
“holocaust", e.g. by Martin Glynn, were not taken seriously.) 
They also needed the opportunity of work camps in which a 
poison gas was used as an insecticide for saving human lives at 
a location that would later be under communist control.

The claims of “death camps” in Germany came apart at the 
seams, because people could go to see for themselves that there 
were no homicidal “gas chambers”. At Dachau, Hoaxers were 
left having to claim that, even though “work was going on at a 
high speed", the “gas chamber” was still under construction and 
was never used - after three years! However, Stalin wouldn't let 
observers in to see the work camps in Poland, and this gave the 
Soviets time to reconstruct a “gas chamber” at Auschwitz after 
the war. After the claims of extermination by vacuum 
chambers, steam chambers, drowning, electrocution, pedal-
operated brain-bashing machines, an “atomic” device, 
quicklime, being pushed off cliffs, being pecked by an eagle 
and a bear, etc., had collapsed from lack of evidence, the Hoax 
about “gas chambers” in Poland succeeded because poison gas 



was used (albeit to save human lives by killing typhus lice in 
delousing chambers), because the communists were able to 
construct a “gas chamber” that would be shown to gullible 
tourists, and because they had photos of piles of corpses and 
piles of hair that could be shown to people who were watching 
movies.

In the ensuing decades, those who dominate the mass media 
have brainwashed people with an incessant barrage of ludicrous 
propaganda about “gas chambers", the “evil Nazis", the “evil” 
of Hitler, the 'benefits' of “democracy” (pseudo-"democracies", 
that is, in which the so-called 'leaders' are mere puppets of the 
real rulers), and about how everyone who criticizes the system 
is an “evil” “anti-Semite”. There are good Jews who expose the 
“Holocaust” religion, such as Roger Dommergue, Paul Eisen, 
David Cole and Joseph G. Burg (Josef Ginsburg). The general 
populace of Jews have been brainwashed like everyone else 
into falling for the racist Zionists' deception about a 
“Holocaust” and “anti-Semitism”. Jews were particularly 
susceptible to the brainwashing, because in many cases they 
were separated from their loved ones in the war and told not to 
bother looking for them because they perished in “the 
Holocaust", when in many cases one branch of the family 
would have ended up in Eastern Europe, others in Western 
Europe, and others in America. Decent people of all races and 
religions need to learn the truth and unite against the racist 
Jewish international bankers who are hoping to enslave and 
impoverish the rest of us. But if the Jewish people don't wake 
up to the truth and continue to blindly support their criminal 
leaders, then Jews will be seen as the problem, and this could 
lead to a terrible conflict in which there will be no winners.
Show less
Reply · 1

lukeybob97 3 days ago



+exposedeceivers Lol, rightyo

Semaxist 1 day ago (edited)
+lukeybob97 

I can explain you why we germans are angry about the jews... 
In the WW1 the jewish usa stick germans! in concentration 
camps...no one call it a crime...

We do the same with jews and the world call it a crime.

We attack poland, its a crime and a reason to start ww2.

The jewish SU attack poland too, nothing happend.

USA attack Irak....nothing happend...the typical jewish bias.

Can you explain why there are other standarts for germans and 
the kikes can do what they want?
Show less
Reply · 3

ss4456 5 days ago
Soviets were a damm animals,,  barbarian hordes, Go to hell 
corrupted west and east, f*ck you all
Reply · 2

! ! Hide replies

ss4456 5 days ago



+Thomas Thomas What Nazi's commited connected to “rape"  / 
“ murder” was same common most of time as how offten 
“rape"/ “ murder” is happening nowdays in your/my country.. it 
was pure crime commited by individuals ...  Rape/looting was 
punisable by death or by being send to crime company.

What US/UK did, you can compare to what “gangs"  do 
nowdays, like in Mexico or so,   organized rapes, supproted by 
mates/group your squad etc

What Soviets did, you can compare to barbarian horde, that 
loot,rape, murder everything/everyone on its way whenever 
possible.

So yes it did happen that Nazis commit a atrocity when they 
invaded Russia etc, but it simply could happen, like in every 
army, while for Russians/US/UK it was a daily routine at some 
time peroid of war.

Deal with it.
Read more
Reply · 3

hans schwanz 23 hours ago
+ss4456 
rekt!

Alerta Judiada 6 days ago
Search in Jewtube “Adolf Hitler the man who fought the bank"
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 6 days ago (edited)



+Alerta Judiada The video “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube is also an excellent video which shows 
the truth about Hitler and World War 2.
Reply · 1

Italicus Wermuth Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Italicus Wermuth Along with this video, you should also 
watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube if 
you haven't seen it.

Marco Novy 6 days ago
the very definition of humanity shares the same meaning as 
cancer watching this documentary...
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Marco Novy You should check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube for the truth about Hitler and 
World War 2.
Reply · 1

illuminOz 1 week ago
I was aware of a small fraction of this genocide and this laid it 
out in a thorough and concise manner, yes the Nazi's committed 
many terrible crimes however as this video pointed out that this 
was true but not relevant to what the video was about and my 
god I'm angry and disgusted at what I've learned about the 
crimes committed by the Allies, is any part of history that we 
are taught in the west true ?

Tabor 7 1 week ago



+illuminOz You should check out the video “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube which will reveal the truth 
about World War 2.

Philippe Abeille Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Philippe Abeille “Adolf Hitler the greatest story never told” is 
also another great documentary on youtube that is highly 
recommended which provides all important information about 
World War 2.
Reply · 1

Devon Tobin Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Devon Tobin Along with this video, You should also check 
out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” which reveals 
the truth about Hitler and World War 2.

Devon Tobin 1 week ago (edited)
I watched that a while ago, that was along one. +Tabor 7 
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Devon Tobin I thought I should share this. Dennis Wise 
(creator of this documentary) also has new interesting videos in 
his youtube channel as well. There is also a small documentary 
“The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin Luther King Jr” on 
youtube.



Reply · 1

Onébinmieux Danslebois Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Onébinmieux Danslebois Along with this great video, “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube will reveal the 
actual truth about Hitler and World War 2.
Reply · 2

irishenforcer 6 days ago
I am appalled sickened and ashamed
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+irishenforcer This is not the first time Britain is doing this. 
They have done this before in Boer wars where they won Boer 
wars by attacking civilians. You should watch “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” on youtube for the truth about 
World War 2.

Semaxist 1 day ago
+Tabor 7 

And the jewish controlled GB let peopel also died in India and 
in Irland...typical jewish method:

Steal the food and millions of peopel must die.
Show less
Reply · 1



quarefremeruntgentes 4 days ago
Not pretending to offer an impartial opinion. If I cared to trace 
my roots back to colonial times, I could honestly say I have 
nearly as many British ancestors as I have German ones. One 
German-American great uncle regularly attended the same 
card games as Harry S. Truman for years. I never heard of my 
great uncle saying a bad word about the man--although none 
of my old country relatives seem to have survived WWII--
besides the disappearance of all family records under Allied 
bombing attacks. Regrettably for Germans, and their European 
neighbors, the National Socialists' ambitions often exceeded 
what would have been politically or militarily feasible--the 
doomed Axis invasion of Soviet Russia being among the most 
disastrous results.

As severe as Germany's traumas were in those times, in many 
ways, the NS response such crises was more a visceral one, 
rather than one based on moral principles. The polarized, 
visceral, hate-ridden Hitlerian view of other races, Jews, etc., 
was, however, beyond the bounds of justice, and certainly 
outside the pale of New Testament morality.

How regrettable, however, that the currency reform principles 
of Gottfried Feder, Ph.D. perished with National Socialist 
Germany. Feder's message was truly a simple and 
straightforward path do deliverance from the plutocratic, 
elitist, Judaic agenda of monopolization, delfation, poverty, 
and base subjection.
Show less



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+quarefremeruntgentes Actually, Germany would have 
crushed USSR in World War 2 if it wasn't for 11 billion dollars 
of war supplies Stalin received from FDR through Lend Lease 
Act. Stalin himself admitted this. You should check “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube for the truth 
about Hitler and WW2.
Reply · 2

quarefremeruntgentes 4 days ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 Interesting objections. Case Blue, the capture of SE 
Russia, with its oil resources, was a do or die operation for the 
Wehrmacht. Even in the spring of 1943, the effectiveness of the 
German Army in the Caucasus was impressive, but supplying 
an army as far away as the oilfields of the Caucasus might not 
ultimately have been feasible. Hitler was little help to his 
soldiers in Case Blue, when he re-routed army groups into each 
others' paths, resulting in confusion; and his stubborn insistence 
on the melee at Stalingrad, rather than the kind of blitz that had 
succeeded in capturing so many other strongly defended 
Russian cities.

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+quarefremeruntgentes Please don't fall for the videos of 
mainstream media. They will distort facts all the time to 
demonize Hitler. Along with the documentary I suggested, you 
should watch my video “David Irving on changing of Hitler's 
attack plans."
Reply · 2



fallingdownholes 1 week ago
Could someone do a similar documentary on Mussolini/fascist 
Italy? Or know of one?
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+fallingdownholes Unfortunately, I don't know. Recently, 
Antonello Bellucco made a film called “The Secret of Italy” 
which shows Allies atrocities on Italians. But the film was 
banned in Italy and trying to be banned throughout the world. 
You can watch the trailer in my uploads.
Reply · 2

fallingdownholes 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 Wow thank you, that's very interesting and pretty 
much what I was looking for. I'm curious how they plan on 
getting it banned world wide though?

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+fallingdownholes You are welcome. Many Americans 
strongly support the screening of this film in America. So they 
are promoting kickstarter website of “The Secret of Italy” 
which gives more details. I also want to let you know that the 
documentary “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” 
provides the truth about Hitler and World War 2 if you haven't 
seen it.

Rogier7305 6 days ago (edited)



Over 250.000 people were taking from their homes in my 
country, The Netherlands, send to germany and never 
returned. Rotterdam was bombed (900 death and 80.000 
homeless) and in my hometown there was a concentration 
camp. And i have to feel sorry for Germans beiing put into 
camps and getting killed ? What all wars show is that 'man' is 
an animal, and without rules they are ready to do any horror.  
Seriously, wars are so evil that brings the evil out in men. I 
hoped that was was a lesson to all mankind. I agree the 
slaughter from Allied side was huge, but many countries were 
invaded by German and had their revenege. Something in this 
time today hard to imagine.
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Rogier7305 Wars happen intentionally and not accidental. 
You should check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told” on youtube which will show the truth about Hitler and 
World War 2.
Reply · 1

Rogier7305 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 I have seen that docu and i have read every 'behind 
the curtain' story and i know that allmost everything we learned 
is a lie. I also know he German soldiers in my country behaved 
mostly and i dont think there was a Final Solution. But still, you 
must know that the fear among the population for years, the fact 
that neighbours started to betray eachother, people being 
rounded up and send away etc. made people very angry at 
anything German. I have talked to my grandparents about it 



many times. Wars are a race between 2 sides about who can be 
the baddest. Let this never happen again.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 6 days ago (edited)
+Rogier7305 War is usually between good and evil. Wars will 
happen if Britain and France say so.

In the case of WW1 and WW2, Germans were on the good 
side.

It is funny how people rarely criticize Britain and France when 
they are masterminds behind nearly all wars since 1700s. The 
problem that happened in Netherlands was the corrupt 
government supported Britain. Thanks to their support for 
Britain, millions in Netherlands were murdered.  
Show less
Reply · 1

Semaxist 4 days ago
+Rogier7305 

“Rotterdam was bombed “

Yes, but the evil jewish netherland allowed the british bomber 
to overfly your country to murder gentil german children. 
Never ever german soldiers raped gentile dutch woman and 
children. You are a liar.

“Over 250.000 people were taking from their homes"

No, 250.000 rapists and child molesters. 

Like Eppsteins, Polanskis, Strauss Khans, Cohn Bendits...



The good guys from holland joined in the SS and fought with 
the german brothers for europe.
Show less
Reply · 2

Mia Müller Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want 
you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, 
slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by 
the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up 
in world history.
Reply · 6

Tabor 7 5 days ago
+Mia Müller you should also check out “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube if you haven't seen it. It 
shows the actual facts about Hitler and World War 2.

Dimo Lunar 1 week ago
“We won this war with atrocity propaganda…and now we will 
start more than ever! We will continue this atrocity 
propaganda, we will increase it until nobody will accept one 
good word from the Germans anymore, until everything is 
destroyed which might have upheld them sympathies in other 
countries .” - Sefton Delmer, former British chief propagandist 
after the capitulation in 1945 to the German expert on 
international law Prof. Grimm.
Reply · 8



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Dimo Lunar Yes, they did same thing with World War 1 as 
well. They never teach the fact that Germany and his Allies 
won World War 1 in 1916 and sent peace terms to Britain and 
her Allies (October 1916 & December 1916). It was Britain 
who rejected Germany's peace terms and declared that “War 
must go on: Lloyd George to Germany” (December 20, 1916) 
and drove US into war against Germany and his Allies. You 
should also check out “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never 
told” on youtube which will give hidden information about 
Hitler and World War 2.
Reply · 3

Dr Goebbels 6 days ago
+Dimo Lunar Delmer, Hore-Belisha, Baruch, Sassoon and 
similar cunts. Very English/British sounding names.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 6 days ago
+Dr Goebbels You should check out Ezra Pound's speeches. 
He mentions about this.

Renegade Broadcasting
 3 days ago
Czech subtitles now available thanks to Ingoldo
Reply · 8

Zensurnixgut 1 week ago



“Nazi-Germany"? What that meanig? Ashkenazic-Germany? 
We are germans and our country called “Germany”. The 
genocide was perpetrated on germans and not on ashkenazis.

Greetings from Germany
Reply · 10

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Zensurnixgut Nazi-Germany means National Socialist 
Germany. You should know that.
Reply · 1

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+Zensurnixgut This word has been used for shock value and 
because it is commonly known.
Reply · 4

Zensurnixgut 1 week ago
I dont want grouse, but the war wasn´t waged against “nazis", 
but against german people. “Nazi” is a term of the enemy 
propaganda.
Reply · 10

NeaFrea 1 week ago
+Zensurnixgut You are right and I also find it completely false 
to use this term in the title at that.
Reply · 2

Winston Smith 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 



What are you talking about? What has a NAtional SOcialist 
(NASO) got to do with an AshkeNAZI?

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Winston Smith I said the meaning of Nazi Germany means 
National Socialist Germany. Nothing more and Nothing less.

Winston Smith 4 days ago
+Tabor 7 How can the meaning of
 "C-H-A-I-R” be “T-A-B-L-E"?

And how can a NAtional SOcialist be an AshkeNAZI?

Seems, that you are producing some kind of j__ish soap or 
j__ish special lampshades.

Tabor 7 4 days ago (edited)
+Winston Smith I think you need to use your head properly. I 
am not talking about Ashkenazi.

I am pointing out that Nazi Germany and National Socialist 
Germany are one and the same. Nazi is an abbreviated form to 
represent National Socialism and National Socialists.  National 
Socialists used “Nazi” in 1920s. For Example, Dr. Joseph 
Goebbels' 1926 work “Nazi Sozi.” They abandoned using 
“Nazi” only after Allies (under Britain and France) started 
demonizing “Nazi” in 1930s. 

Winston Smith 4 days ago
+Tabor 7

Of course you ar talking NOT about NAtionalSOcialism but 
about AshkeNAZI.



Only an idiot talks about “C-H-A-I-R-S", when he intends to 
talk about “T-A-B-L-E-S”.

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Winston Smith You must be the illegitimate son of Winston 
Churchill. Only someone born out of Churchill will write a 
stupid statement like this.

Minor Calamity Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want 
you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, 
slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by 
the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up 
in world history.
Reply · 20

1BigCREE1Redtail Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago
REAL History here!!! A MUST WATCH!!!!
7

! ! Hide replies

Karimah Bint Yusuf 1 day ago
Collected  to  watch later.
JazakAllahu  khairan  for the  upload.
3

Ms Kicking Kaffirs 4 hours ago
Roosevelt and Churchill were Zionist puppets. Since the 
obscene creation of the terrorist state of Israel, carpet bombing 



is in fashion again. It is used to terrorise the inhabitants of Gaza 
and Palestine.

Angela Merkel is a new puppet of Israel. One can only hope 
that one day soon the German people will awaken from their 
brainwashed slumber. Their country is being transformed into 
an Islamic colony.
Reply · 3

NeaFrea 1 week ago
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not 
want you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, 
torture, slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German 
people by the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the 
biggest cover-up in world history.
Reply · 23

! ! Hide replies

LibertyAnneJustice 1 week ago
I got your message THANKS : D
Reply · 6

darwin's dilemma 1 week ago
+NeaFrea No the biggest cover - up is the earth is flat!

kinmeru 1 week ago (edited)
+NeaFrea Great video, thanks !
Reply · 5

munjerdo 1 week ago



We croatians suffered the same fate as germans.. I am proud my 
ancestors defended the Berlin along with germans to the last 
man. World never forgave us this.. I hope soon people will 
awake to the truth and realize who is their real enemy... We in 
Croatia know germans liberated us from 1000 years of slavery 
under other nations and i hope our countries will stay friends 
forever.
Reply · 11

Hans Siegling 6 days ago
+munjerdo Well said my friend - Germany and croatia shall 
get their revenge one day, when the truth Comes out!
Reply · 2

m5rule 1 week ago
It makes me so happy, to see US and England swamped by 
multicult!! It's what you wanted, now enjoy it!!!
Reply · 8

! ! Hide replies

Dave Elder 1 week ago
Don't forget canada. I'm German Russian and aboriginal indian. 
I'm all for old Germany
Reply · 1

Dave Elder 1 week ago
I'm canadian 87 born.
Reply · 1

Erik Nemoutis 1 week ago



Its about time - goldarnit - that this story was told - and told so 
informatively.  This is certainly a MUST SEE for one-and-all.  
And never forget that the allies - Britain, France, Russia and 
America - were all then (as now) completely under the control 
of the Zionist Ashkenazi Jews of the Khazarian-mafia bankers.  
This is what we can expect when this reptilian corporatocracy 
has fully wrought its destruction of our brilliant Western 
Civilization, displacing our pre-dominantly Celto-Teutonic 
White national identity with the ignorant slant-eyed and dark-
coloured races of the Third World, establishing the global 
village and violently ushering us into the Technocratic Dark 
Age of Illumination... 88 58 130 01011000 ß
Reply · 9

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Erik Nemoutis Russia is a great country now thanks to Putin. 
America was free from the power of Britain until 1877. From 
1877 onwards, US is controlled by Britain. It became far worse 
in 1913 through Federal Reserve.
Reply · 5

Cross Modulation 1 week ago
Rename into “National-Socialist Germany”.
Reply · 9

lilaolf 1 week ago
Then most people won't know what the documentary is about
Reply · 4

Geoff Beach 14 hours ago
Read the book “Kill Everything that Moves” about what 
actually happened during the Vietnam war.  Same thing,,,,,,
Reply · 3

Sæwelō 6 hours ago



+Geoff Beach The American bombing of Haiphong and Hanoi 
was the most concentrated carpet bombing since the Dresden 
and Hamburg raids. Take a look at the pictures, a fucking 
moonscape, not even a brick or a blade of grass remained. 
Yankee-Yiddish democracy delivered via the bomb bay.

Link to some of Zionist Americas “greatest hits": http://
www.onlinemilitaryeducation.org/posts/10-most-devastating-
bombing-campaigns-of-wwii/ .
Read more
Reply · 1

Seb Newton 1 week ago
Fucking hell. If even ten percent of these stories are true, its 
fucking heartbreaking. It would be foolish to pretend that the 
Germans hadn't bombed civilian centres, but this is something 
else.
Reply · 5

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Seb Newton You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube for the truth about Hitler and 
World War 2.
Reply · 6

kinmeru 1 week ago
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
Reply · 4

http://www.onlinemilitaryeducation.org/posts/10-most-devastating-bombing-campaigns-of-wwii/
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! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+kinmeru You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube. It is a great documentary.
Reply · 2

kinmeru 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 It is blocked in Germany.
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+kinmeru Don't worry. You can get this documentary at 
archive.org. Just search at search engine - “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” and you will find it.
Reply · 4

Bronx Willy 1 week ago
5 jews and their shabbos goy didnt like this truth
Reply · 31

Chad Robinson 1 week ago
+Bronx Willy Wonder how high their levels of anxiety and 
paranoia has escalated to lately. I believe their conditions will 
only continue to deteriorate from here forward until The Great 
Day of Obadiah 18 comes to pass.
Reply · 10

jjmckay6man1 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 4

Rockshot 100 1 week ago
MY GOD!!!  MY GOD IN HEAVEN!
Reply · 3



Libra 8 hours ago
I love real history.
Reply · 2

saddampbuh 1 week ago
a REAL holocaust
Reply · 56

! ! Hide replies

Paul Metcalf 1 week ago
+saddampbuh 
Yes it was genocide. a hollowco$t is a burnt offering to some 
jooish molochien owl god.
Reply · 24

Poole1Dan 1 week ago
Behold, the glorious fruits of the American Revolution! Was it 
worth it, George? Was it worth it, Thomas? Was it worth it, 
James?

First it was the Declaration of Independence, with its anti-
white lie that all men are created equal. Then came the 
constitution, forged in utter secrecy in 1787. Hmm, I wonder 
who those greedy whores otherwise known as “The Framers” 
were conspiring with? Surely it wasn't the hateful anti-white 
race that George Washington specifically defended in his 1790 



letter to a congregation in Rhode Island? Nah, couldn't be! I 
mean, look at all the quotes the framers gave defending the 
White race! Why, that must mean the framers were pro-white! 
Just like John McCain and the Republicans are going to build 
that damn fence any time now! sarcasm

Hellstorm was the direct result of the Evils unleashed by the 
American Revolution. The French Revolution merely copied 
and pasted what the Americans did and put it on steroids. After 
the American Revolution, liberty and equality became the 
ONLY values that our race, the White race, cares about. The 
South first learned this in the 1860s, and the Germans learned 
it after WW2. Oh, and did I mention the USA, in league with 
the Rothschilds, bankrolled the Bolshevik Revolution which 
slaughtered 65 million Russians in yet another Semitic display 
of racial revenge? 

America, its institutions and its values must be BURNED TO 
ITS CORE in order for our race to have any chance at 
surviving and thriving! The words “equality” and “liberty” 
must cause an instant reaction of disgust, loathing and 
contempt upon there very utterance! If we as a race do not 
undergo a total “System Restore” and erase the satanic values 
of the American and French Revolutions from our beings, then 
we are finished! Hellstorm will be the tombstone of our race, 
as JA Sexton said in his review of the book. 

14 words
Show less
Reply · 4



! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Poole1Dan You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube. It provides lots of the information 
about the actual truth about World War 2.
Reply · 1

Poole1Dan 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 That's been on my “to watch” list for awhile now. I've 
heard a lot of good things about it.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Poole1Dan I also recommend my small videos “Andrew 
Jackson vs Bankers” and “Top 3 US Presidents.” It was Andrew 
Jackson who destroyed Second Bank of United States. But in 
1913, it was reestablished as “Federal Reserve” under 
Woodrow Wilson. Ever since then, America became completely 
controlled by Britain and Britain dragged US into WW1 and 
WW2. 
Reply · 2

Cobra San 1 week ago
Our poor white brothers this is sick :( WRONG let the truth set 
us free and honour their bravery. the war killed so much white 
people from all sides pure evil.
Reply · 5

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Cobra San You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube. It will provide lots of information about 
World War 2. It is very interesting.



Reply · 2

Cobra San 1 week ago
I have great documentary, now i know the real truth mate. and 
will spread the words and links, we all should. 
Reply · 3

hans schwanz 6 days ago
The Allies aka ALL Lies
Genocidal maniacs: Winston Churshill,Delano Jewsfeld and 
Jewseph Stalin
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 6 days ago (edited)
+hans schwanz Don't forget Eisenhower, Tito, Allied British 
soldiers, Allied French soldiers, and people behind Stalin. 
Allied British soldiers backstabbed Germans while Allied 
French soldiers murdered French soldiers who fought for 
Germany and were also behind Eisenhower's death camps.
Reply · 1

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+Tabor 7 
Most French are coward pigs no doubt about that
bigger wind bags than the english even
Reply · 2

Mohsen Samii 1 week ago
Download this and keep it.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Mohsen Samii “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube is highly recommended.
Reply · 1



Edelweiss RS Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Haben die, vom deutschen Bundestag gewählten deutschen 
Bundespräsidenten von dem Schreien geschändeter Frauen, 
Mädchen und Kinder, von den Schreien Gequälter, von dem 
Stöhnen Brennender und dem Todesröcheln gemordeter 
deutscher Brüder und Schwestern nichts gehört?  Unsere Pflicht 
ist es nun, an diesen Tag zu denken und zu unserem Volk zu 
stehen um der Wahrheit willen und für die Zukunft unseres 
Volkes. Unsere Toten mahnen!
Deutschland wird nicht zugrunde gehen, wenn es die Deutschen 
nicht selbst zugrunde richten. ****5****
Reply · 19

ozmond2600 1 week ago
+Edelweiss RS Diese Engländer schämen
Reply · 2

Alerta Judiada 1 week ago
+Edelweiss RS In Deutschland gibt es keine Demokratie 
überhaupt. Die ist nur da, um die Regierung zu legitimieren. 
Die sind alle Puppen der wahren Regierung. Deutschland ist 
eine beschissene jüdische Kolonie seit 1945. Man braucht nur 
das Fernsehen kurz anzuschalten um es zu prüfen. Geschweige 
denn die ganze ausländische Armee die sich in Deutschland 
immer noch befindet. Deutschland ist kein souvärener Staat, 
kein Deutscher regiert hier. Wir sind eine Kolonie, und der 
Krieg ist immer noch nicht beendet. Völkermord hat jetzt einen 
neuen Namen: Multikulturalismus.
Reply · 4

hans schwanz 5 days ago
wenn ich die Mädels vom BND sehe und dann mir vorstelle 
was denen angetan wurde will ich heulen :(
Reply · 4



hans schwanz 5 days ago
+hans schwanz lol meinte BDM :D

its Me 1 week ago
I don't know if I should laugh, cry, or throw up.
Reply · 8

ozmond2600 1 week ago
+its Me all 3 at the same time.
Reply · 5

Buddy Carson 1 week ago
+its Me It's truly heartbreaking what has happened to these 
people.
Reply · 4

Brian Ruhe 4 hours ago
I agree that this is the biggest cover-up in world history. I think 
that since 1947 UFOs have been the second biggest cover-up in 
world history. But UFOs are more generally known about and 
accepted, than this heart stopping truth about WW II.
Reply · 2

Roman Sybil Shared on Google+ · 5 hours ago
Interesting
Reply · 2

Max Klar Shared on Google+ · 1 hour ago (edited)
Hellstorm -  Der echte Genocide von Nazi-Deutschland  
(Dokumentarfilm) Was nicht in Geschichte  gelehrt wird....
Der rest der Welt scheint mehr zu wissen...



Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide #Germany #UK 
#USA
Reply · 1

MaxOneMedia 1 week ago (edited)
Stalin's Godless Jews were behind the murder of 66 million 
mostly Christian innocent people in Russia after WW1. 
Godless Jews declared war on Germany and started WW2. All 
wars seem to be caused by Godless Zionist Jews. The US 
government has been occupied and controlled since the 
Federal Reserve scam. People look the other way of the 
Genocide in Gaza but people are now seeing the US is now 
also becoming a police state. Godless Zionist Jews and their 
Crypto Jew Agents are behind the world-wide police state. 
Some good Jews denounce Zionism even in Israel and know 
their evil agenda. Israel was founded by Satanists and Atheists 
so it seems to me this is where the Anti-Christ gets a hard-on.
Reply · 9

! ! Hide replies

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
+MaxOneMedia The “Synogogue of Satan” is referring to the 
Gentiles. Break free of the Jewish lies: see_the_truth.webs.com

Domdeone1 4 days ago



If Zionists are found out to be behind the bombings of 
Germany I would like to personally press the button to 
liquidate Israel, taking it off the map. Two wrongs don't make 
a right but this makes me mad.
Reply · 3

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 4 days ago
+Domdeone1 I assure you that you will be even more surprised 
if you watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube which shows the actual truth about Hitler and World 
War 2.

Courepetto 4 days ago (edited)
+Domdeone1 
David Irving: “The destruction of Dresden was ordered by the 
World Jewish Congress."
Reply · 3

Domdeone1 4 days ago
+Courepetto And obese, alcoholic depressive Churchill`s debt 
was written off by the Rothchilds. He admitted “I needed Hitler 
to keep this place (Blenheim Palace) going."

Cascadian Applications 3 days ago
+Domdeone1 Consider that Iran and Germany had close ties.

Domdeone1 15 hours ago
Well was it the late Arafat`s father the Grand Mufti of 
Jeruselum had Waffen SS Muslim Divisions.
The Muslim world used to say Heil Rommel whenever they 
saw him..



Sometimes your enemies enemy is your friend.

Erich Williams Shared on Google+ · 14 hours ago
Reply · 2

Erich Williams 4 hours ago (edited)
Watch the complete movie. I can tell you for certain that the 
German people are not monsters.I know, I lieved there.No other 
comments. Those who were there in theater know the real 
story.Up till the time I left the rapes continued, be it on a 
smaller scale.
Reply · 1

Cartier McCloud 7 hours ago
This is a preview of what the jews have for us; WW3 is 
coming.
Reply · 2

DutchLionFrans 1 week ago (edited)
Exposing The Real - Jewish planned and Jewish executed (by 
their USA- whores) Genocide of Nazi Germany. God DAMN 
the present-day whores of the Jews - the illegal owners of the 
Federal Reserve Bank and controlers of the ECB and most 
Central Banks of the world after their NATO whores destroyed 
Iraq and Libiya murdering their leaders to take over control of 
their central banks (which is why these worst hatesr and 
enemies of all mankind are after Syria, Iran and North-Korea) 
by treason of their whores- our governments and justice -
raping clowns in court and whores in the departments of 
health, education, etc etc.! Both the Jewish children of satan 
and their whores will be thrown into eternal fire real soon! 



Matthew 13: 24-50; Revelation 21:8 As a prophet of God I 
now release the tormentors upon them, and the curses of God 
to torment and destroy them until that day!

The fact that the German so called war- criminals were tried 
and found guilty (they could have spared themselves their 
corrupt justice-raping circus - 60% of those involved in the 
Nuremberg trials were Jews! The so called German criminals 
were condemned even before their trial started! - while the far 
far far worse real war criminals: First of all the Jewish Zionst 
bankers who organised and planned the wars - the 
Rothschilds,. Rockefellers, Warburgs, Schiffs, Oppenheimers, 
J.P. Morgans, Goldman Sachs etc. - Roosevelt, Churchill, 
Eisenhower, bomber Harris, Stalin, Einstein etc etc deserved 
death a million times more than all the German convicted 
warcriminals combined! The fact that they were never tried for 
their far worse crimes, but protected and honoured proves the 
'victors' are whores of the Jewish enemies of all mankind, 
rapists of justice - criminals of humanity who put up any 
show, and are partial, disciminating, evil, sons of vipers! 

Do you think God will go along with these enormous crimes 
by the devils worst children, whoe even murdered His only 
begotten Son He gave as sacrifice for the redemption of the 
sins and the reconciliation with God for all those who would 
believe in Him?! So called because these devil's children 
produced the myth that they, the worst haters of God, and all 
humanity, these worst injust beings, who poisoned and robbed 
and exploited humanity throughout history, and poisoned the 



dumb prostitute church with it, are God's chosen people? Any 
non-Jew who falls for this myth must have lost their mind!
Show less
Reply · 2

! ! Hide replies

Truthvanishes Falsehood 3 days ago
+DutchLionFrans Syria, Iran and North-Korea are bought and 
paid for by the Satanist scum.

TheLoner47 Shared on Google+ · 1 hour ago

Sheri Herman 22 hours ago
Sorry. Karma is a bitch

robert bohn 20 hours ago
+Sheri Herman What do you mean?

barreltapper 4 hours ago
Goodrich's book was bad enough, but seeing the reality on film 
is heartbreaking. Watching the Russians and British celebrating 
their diabolic achievement this week-end was like being given a 
glimpse of the “horror” of Kurtz.
Reply · 5

BILLY BALLS 2 hours ago
Brilliant! Sheds light on the war and the propaganda we're fed 
by MSM!
Reply · 1



Pearly403 1 hour ago
A bit bizarre that the USA had their HQ of Intelligence in 
Dachau ;-)
Reply · 1

Andrey L 1 week ago
what a cute victimisation you've got here. something germans 
do after the every war i guess, counting whose soldiers raped 
more of them when all was said and done

i don't regret any of this for a second if you're wondering. an 
eye for an eye. after what wehrmacht did here it's miracle red 
army just ravaged few wenches instead of wiping the slate 
clean. an example of high moral superiority

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+Andrey L You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” for the actual truth about Hitler and World War 2. 
Why do you think more than 30 countries came and fought for 
Germany? Stalin was preparing to invade Western Europe on a 
massive military operation called Operation Groza on July 10, 
1941. Germany found out about it and attacked with 3 weeks to 
spare. The documentary will give all of the information.
Reply · 2

Rusty Shackleford 1 week ago
+Andrey L What a cute comment, maybe what you just said 
applies to the the media you know and love, except they are 



counting whose soldiers killed more Jews when all was said 
and done. Why are their deaths worth more then non-Jews? Of 
course, the killings by the commies in Russia weren't racist, 
Jews ordering mass killing of white people. That is okay. White 
people ordering the killings of Jews is horribly racist; if these 
supposed gas chambers which were destroyed during the war 
existed in the first place of course. Anyone involved with the 
“holocaust” was killed on the spot after the war, and you go to 
jail for having a different opinion about what happened
Reply · 4

Andrey L 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 
save these mental gymnastics, your apologetics are dealing with 
alternative history and have no relation to the topic of this 
documentary (oh btw, with not a single document presented). 
which is the alleged war crimes commited by the allied forces 
against german civilians and pows. 

the point i was making was not undermining genious strategic 
capabilities of your beloved lance-corporal, or criticizing all 
those concentration camps, bombings and etnical cleansings, he 
clearly ordered all of those out of most self-preserving, well-
wishing humanitarian intentions

what i basically said is that war is war, germans weren't 
exceptional to be treated anything different than how their 
troops treated occupied nations, rape of germany was fully 
justified and logical, you're doing mad stupid shit like starting a 
war with russia - you're losing an empire, your men are killed, 
your women get raped. 

coming up with non-sequitur excuses about preemptive strikes 
or victimizing yourselves with tear squeezing movies appealing 



to emotions more than logic and reason won't help you analyze 
your mistakes or cope with this simple reality
Show less

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Andrey L Do you think anyone will care for your gibberish in 
the future? People are waking up these days about true 
atrocities. 
Reply · 3

WikdMyth 2 hours ago
Gen. George S. Patton (who many say was assassinated because 
he was going to speak the truth):  "There is a very apparent 
Jewish influence in the press. They are trying to do two things: 
first, implement communism, and second, see that all 
businessmen of German ancestry and non-Jewish antecedents 
are thrown out of their jobs.
 
They have utterly lost the Anglo-Saxon conception of justice 
and feel that a man can be kicked out because somebody else 
says he is a Nazi. They were evidently quite shocked when I 
told them I would kick nobody out without the successful proof 
of guilt before a court of law . . .

I have been just as furious as you at the compilation of lies 
which the communist and Jewish elements of our government 
have leveled against me and practically every other 
commander. In my opinion it is a deliberate attempt to alienate 
the soldier vote from the commanders, because the communists 
know that soldiers are not communistic, and they fear what 
eleven million votes (of veterans) would do." 

To his wife: "I will probably be in the headlines before you get 
this, as the press is trying to quote me as being more interested 
in restoring order in Germany than in catching Nazis. I can't tell 



them the truth that unless we restore Germany we will insure 
that communism takes America."

Description of the Free displaced jews "where, although room 
existed, the Jews were crowded together to an appalling extent, 
and in practically every room there was a pile of garbage in one 
corner which was also used as a latrine. The Jews were only 
forced to desist from their nastiness and clean up the mess by 
the threat of the butt ends of rifles. Of course, I know the 
expression 'lost tribes of Israel' applied to the tribes which 
disappeared -- not to the tribe of Judah from which the current 
sons of bitches are descended. However, it is my personal 
opinion that this too is a lost tribe -- lost to all decency."
Read more
Reply · 1

Mohsen Samii 1 week ago
Ask your self what hell created us so called humans, WHAT 
sick created us?.

! ! Hide replies

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago (edited)
+Mohsen Samii It is a war in space between the Star system of 
Orion (the good guy's) and the star system of Draco (the bad 
guy's) that is being played out here on earth. The Gentiles are 
the children of Orion and the Jew's are the offspring of the 
Draconian's with the star system Zeta Reticuli (The Roswell 
grey's) assisting the Draconian's in their war against the Empire 
of Orion.



gonibanduprekoizvor 1 week ago
+Dr. Mengele wtf man? go seek help

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago (edited)
+gonibanduprekoizvor I did. That is how I had learned about 
what was going.

Zampan0 2 hours ago (edited)
Put this into YT's search bar:  Eisenhower's Rhine-Meadows 
Death Camps - Documentary  When i first watched Hellstorm 
there were less than 1,000 views.  Now there are over 91,000 
views.  Please download both this and Eisenhower's death camp 
videos.  The US and the world need to know. If you can afford 
it, buy the video and the book. Both the book and the video 
took a lot of work and they turned out into something so well 
done that the author and crew should win the highest 
independent film award that there is.

Carlos Cobalto 1 week ago
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want 
you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, 
slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by 
the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up 
in world history. 

http://www.amazon.com/Hellstorm-Death-Nazi-
Germany-1944-1947/dp/1494775069

Este documentário narra fatos que os vencedores da guerra não 
querem que você saiba. Saiba as terríveis verdades sobre os 
estupros, torturas, escravidão e assassinatos em massa 
infligidos ao derrotado, desarmado e indefeso povo alemão 
pelos vencedores: os Aliados. Este é o maior acobertamento da 
história mundial.

http://www.amazon.com/Hellstorm-Death-Nazi-Germany-1944-1947/dp/1494775069
http://www.amazon.com/Hellstorm-Death-Nazi-Germany-1944-1947/dp/1494775069
http://www.amazon.com/Hellstorm-Death-Nazi-Germany-1944-1947/dp/1494775069
http://www.amazon.com/Hellstorm-Death-Nazi-Germany-1944-1947/dp/1494775069


Read more
Reply · 2

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Carlos Cobalto You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest 
story never told” on youtube. It is also a great documentary.
Reply · 1

ubit-negra 2 days ago
10:30 “mostly women and children"

Doubt it. There was likely as many men, if not more, as women 
who died. It's sad that a documentary that claims to be about 
“truth” uses the overrated appeal to emotion of “women and 
children”. Gimme a break.

Cascadian Applications 2 days ago
+ubit-negra You do know where every able bodied man was, 
right?
Reply · 7

spy mich 1 day ago
Well deserved for the Germans

Poppadop1 12 hours ago
+spy mich “He who fights monsters should look to it that he 
himself does not become a monster. And when you gaze long 
into an abyss, the abyss also gazes into you.”
~ “Beyond Good and Evil,” Friedrich Nietzsche

Not saying the Germans were monsters, mind you, unless you 
call defying the Church of Unlimited Credit being a monster...
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/09/13/hitler-and-the-
banksters-the-abolition-of-interest-servitude/
Reply · 1
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Aussie Flying Ace 1 week ago
Maybe they shouldn't have started it? Germans start all the wars 
in the world, they destroyed rome, ditched the third crusade, 
were late to waterloo, started ww1 and ww2 then blame anyone 
else except themselves.

We need to find a final solution to the german question.

Hans Siegling 6 days ago (edited)
+Aussie Flying Ace  Are you mentally degenerated? Germany 
didn't start WW1, didn't start WW2 and rome seriously? It was 
the Roman empire that wanted to enslave all of europe, but the 
german tribes kicked their ass, when they tried to slaughter 
Germania.
Reply · 10

PuggiTheGreat 1 day ago
FUCK ! This made me cry, I had NO IDEA !
Reply · 8

Mclendon89 1 day ago
I haven't watched this yet, and I haven't read the entire book 
either. However, I know enough to know this is a seminal work. 
I hope the bastards responsible for this horror get what's 
coming to them.
Reply · 4

cory2146 19 hours ago
HOLY FUCK
Reply · 4



carlos esteban lopez maldonado 22 hours ago
The truth must be said in every lenguaje of the world, Spanish 
subtitles please, its very important !!!, something is finally 
moving, Greetings from México.
Reply · 5

Ann Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago
What has the #RedArmy, #BritishArmy & #AmericanForces 
have in common other than being the #Victors of #WorldWarII? 
They are an Army of #Rapist & #Murderers. This documentary 
tells the story that the victors still do not want you to know. 
Learn the terrible truth about the #rape, #torture, #slavery, and 
#massmurder inflicted upon the #German people by the #Allied 
victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up in world 
history.
Reply · 6

Konstantin Gerolsteiner 1 day ago
Im a proud German American and like the Germans know, the 
Communists were the true monsters.
Reply · 8

Aaron Kasparov Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago (edited)
THE MOST PERSECUTED and lied about people on the face 
of the planet are not blacks or Jews as the MSM would like you 
to believe, the most persecuted people in recent human history 
are the German people!

The same liars who tell you 9/11 was carried out by Osama bin 
Laden from a cave, and who marginalize you for rejecting their 
nonsense, also give you the official story of WWII. It's time that 



the real truth is known to all. WWII gave us the United Nations. 
The UN gives us Agenda 21. Who benefited?:

“Germany’s most unforgivable crime before the Second World 
War was her attempt to extricate her economic power from the 
world’s trading system and to create her own exchange 
mechanism which would deny world finance its opportunity to 
profit.” -Winston Churchill

 #WWII #Hollywood #holocaust #zionism
Show less
Reply · 16

eslebespanien 19 hours ago
Sieg Heil!
Reply · 3

forbes mag 1 day ago (edited)
The jews were behind all of this. Their hatred and sadism have 
no limit.  They are not the same kind of human and need to be 
eradicated completely. Every last one, until their neanderthal 
DNA has been scrubbed from existence.
Reply · 8

BlutundBoden H.H. 1 day ago
The holohoax™ and the phony six million:
https://volkischpaganism.wordpress.com/2014/10/08/the-
holohoax-and-the-phony-six-million/
8

Sun Worshiper 1 day ago

https://volkischpaganism.wordpress.com/2014/10/08/the-holohoax-and-the-phony-six-million/
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If history read truly not taught from a biased and political basis, 
it's not true history and teaching. They need to about this in 
school too
Reply · 4

Semaxist 1 day ago (edited)
@ the american folk

 Never forget:

The most of white americans have german ancestors...like Neil 
Amstrong for an example...

These raped and murdered woman and girls  are your mothers,  
sisters, cousins and aunts too....!!!

Thank you for this great work.

Greetings from germany.
Show less
Reply · 6

Anthony Black 1 day ago (edited)
I have to say, that despite Germany taking the initiative to start 
a war, never in my travels, and stand corrected, did the 
Germans (Jews aside) employ such hatred and barbaric means 
as did the Brits and even today still holds the record for war 
crimes, the USA.

Germany, respected the architecture of France and ordered to 
keep devastation to its minimum,as with most historic cities, 



historical ruins of Greece were respected, respected 
Switzerland's neutrality,did not bomb hospitals.... so much 
more.... yet we condemn this man because we've been 
brainwashed to, by ??? the same hateful barbarians that made 
Nuremberg not a fair trial but a travesty of justice
Show less
Reply · 5

Slinginsteel 1 day ago
Excellent!! I've been waiting for this! Awesome film.
4

calihartley2010 1 day ago
If not for the internet and people like David Irving, Thomas 
Goodrich and Mark Weber, these atrocities and Jewish lies 
would never have been exposed,
Reply · 5

Karimah Bint Yusuf Shared on Google+ · 10 hours ago
A MUST  WATCH,  WHICH I  WATCHED  OVER  THE  
WEEKEND  AND
ABSOLUTELY  HITS  THE  TRUTH,  LIKE  I  GOT  
TEACHED  IN SCHOOL
(NETHERLANDS) IN HISTORY  ALREADY  AND I  
ALWAYS  WONDER
HOW  LESS THE  REST  OF THE  WORLD  KNEW  
ABOUT THIS!!!
MAYBE ALSO  DUE MY  PARENTS  AND 
GRANDPARENTS, WHOM
I LIKED  TO HANG “ON THEIR LIPS", WHEN THEY  
TOLD  ME  ABOUT



WW2 AND THE  TERRORISTS “USA/UK”  WAR  CRIMES 
IN GERMANY!!!
Show less
5

Ferdinand von Schill Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago · Shared 
to The Truth about WWII
3

Craig Simpson Shared on Google+ · 9 hours ago
70 years has passed, let's start learning the truth (where it is 
legal to do so). 
Reply · 4

Immuntocrap 2 1 day ago
Fantastic, but depressing documentary. Love the unapologetic 
nature of it; speaks the truth, doesn't pull any punches, doesn't 
pay lip service to the enemy's lies.

Thank you, to the idealists who made it.
Reply · 4

Reginald Frazier 19 hours ago
Winston Churchill sounds totally tanked in those recordings!
Reply · 2

Maria Bethânia Shared on Google+ · 17 hours ago
Reply · 1



Errol Flynn 1 day ago
This is what happens to White swine who refuse to kneel for 
their Jewish masters.
Reply · 5

Jack Passmore 11 hours ago
I new an old woman named Hannelore, when she couldn't drive 
anymore and she gave me her car, just to be generous, and 
because I had no car.

She told me that at fourteen, she fled all the way across Poland 
on foot, desperately to avoid the raping Russian army. She said 
(thank goodness), she made it some sort of safety (I think 
across American lines).

She was a (very) grumpy old lady when I knew her, and I was a 
just a typical spoiled American man child. She didn't speak 
easily or lightly about the war. She mostly didn't bother, except 
when she was telling me to appreciate the easy life I'd lived.
Show less
Reply · 3

xjlmt 21 hours ago
Fuck the jew, and the jew loving Limey.
Reply · 1

Igor Minolta 1 day ago
Muito bom, excelente, digno de ser mostrado na ONU em todas 
as escolas de Israhell.
Reply · 2



Donald Hollenger 1 day ago
For truth on jewish bolshevism, and WW 2, see Dennis Wise 
film, 'The Greatest Story Never Told'. An eye-opening expose', 
freedom from the zionist deceit/propaganda regarding WW 2, 
and subsequent atrocities perpetrated, using their WW 2 
propaganda as punishment to their opponents, and excuse for 
their multiple, ongoing criminal activities. The truth will set us 
free.
Reply · 5

Holicxx13 17 hours ago
Reading through most of the comets they seem kinda Alex 
Jones sarcastic tone I think this documentary comenting section 
has and probably is being tolled by the people that don't want 
this type of info taken seriously...aka the jews 
Reply · 3

MrStoneycool69 19 hours ago (edited)
Funny how these atrocities continued by US armed forces in 
wars against Japan, Vietnam and Iraq. By way the allies 
destroyed Germany like they zealously did, this will no doubt 
impact ironically on their own survival. This in fact could be 
the last straw of destruction against western civilisation as we 
know it. Let's face it, the jews won control of the west... The 
problem is still ongoing in the form of economic tyranny, this 
won't end until our demise. Unless the former western nations 
return to sovereignty, instead of being run by jewish usurious 
socialist world banks.
Reply · 1

julianwallbank Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago
Reply · 2



Georg Hoffer Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago
Reply · 2

SonicFreedom 18 hours ago
Interesting...
Reply · 2

oO Tristans Transit Oo Shared on Google+ · 11 hours ago · 
Shared to Quer-Denken.TV

1

Roy-Normann Johansen 8 hours ago
And yes, Russia is still a communistic country, just with a new 
label. Don't be fools.
Reply · 2

truth seeker Shared on Google+ · 15 hours ago
Reply · 1

Chachaval Sudjai Shared on Google+ · 10 hours ago
Reply · 1

Pierre Lohse Shared on Google+ · 14 hours ago
Reply · 2



Sandis Rozuleja Dvorovs Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago
THE TRUTH!!!...
Reply · 3

exo human Shared on Google+ · 16 hours ago
Reply · 1

Ger Celti 1 day ago (edited)
KIKEN VERMIN EXPOSED BIG!***************https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
Reply · 1

William George 10 hours ago
Poppadop1 says, get off the racial superiority tact, get on the 
strategy track.  Yes - Yes - Yes.  We have got to get money 
creation out of the hands of the bankers. #occupytheneedact   
#occupyweedstreet   #sexedforstoners   #sovereignmoney   
#digitalsovereignmoney   #positivemoney
Reply · 1

peachees 1 day ago
Now we know all the allied bring backs came from ...Did ur 
grandpappy or greatgrandpappy massacre and rape?
Reply · 3

Jack sparrow 1 day ago
I I were Renegade Broadcasting
, I'd disable the POS Hasbara trolls: Glenn Frazier; 
HarveyTheRat, Semaxist \

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
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 +b52gf16c ...etc
Reply · 1

leo G. 10 hours ago
Its so dreadful!
Reply · 3

jewie “niggerlips” mcdreidelheeb Shared on Google+ · 1 day 
ago
XD Germany iz kill. Jew is da best.

Jewy McHolohoax 2 days ago
how about israel giving reparations to germany?
Reply · 9

Hansi Müller-Mahler-Mühle 2 days ago (edited)
The truth must be said. Nothing else. But not everybody does 
want to hear the truth.
 Die Wahrheit muss gesagt werden. Nichts anderes. Aber nicht 
jeder will die Wahrheit hören.
Reply · 9

freedom.Truth.happiness 4 days ago
Evil, evil Jewish monsters
 The day or reckoning is not far.
Reply · 7

anti judeophilia 4 days ago
This is how International Jewry punishes disobedient nations.



Reply · 7

Vardan Muradyan 2 days ago (edited)
Filthy disgusting zionist jews. The masterminds behind the 
Armenian Genocide, Holodomor, and the German Holocaust in 
which these F***ers have twisted the facts and convinced the 
world that they were the victims. it wont be long now, the world 
is waking up and the crimes of your ancestors will be exposed 
to the world. What's more disgusting is the fact that non jews 
who support zionism were/are accomplices (world leaders).
-
Reply · 10

VerrückterFuchs 2 days ago (edited)
TO THE GERMAN PEOPLE!
“Gedenken zum 70. Jahrestag.
Auch Tag der Befreiung genannt!
Das lassen wir mal so dahin gestellt.
Wir wissen Alle, das dies eh nicht der Wahrheit entspricht und 
die Befreiung Deutschlands lediglich einer noch immer 
währenden Besatzung durch die USA gewichen ist.

Gedenken wir der vielen Opfer welcher dieser Krieg auch und 
vor allem auf deutscher Seite durch die Befreier gekostet hat. 
Zivilbevölkerung, Frauen, Kinder, Kranke und Alte Leute die 
nichts für den krieg konnten und erst Recht nichts mit ihm zu 
tun hatten. Sie waren Opfer und wurden geopfert.
Ich sage sie wurde bestialisch ermordet!

Eine Befreiung findet höchstens in der zionistischen/alliierten 
Kriegsgeschichte der “Sieger” und deren Vasallenregierung in 
der “BRD” statt.



Nach dem 8. Mai 1945 wurden Millionen Deutsche Opfer 
alliierter Verbrechen, ja es kamen mehr Deutsche nach dem 
Krieg, als während des ganzen Krieges um.
Nicht nur in den GULAGs der Russen kamen deutsche 
Soldaten zu Millionen um, nein auch beim sogenannten 
“großen Bruder aus Amerika” sind vermutlich über eine Million 
deutsche Soldaten in den Rheinwiesenlagern jämmerlich 
verreckt.
Alleine in Dresden sind in knapp 24 Stunden über 250.000 
Menschen durch die alliierten Terrorangriffe ums Leben 
gekommen, eine Stadt, in der keine Truppen standen und nur 
als Lazarettstadt genutzt wurde, Zudem war die Stadt voll mit 
ca. 500.000 Flüchtlingen aus dem Osten.
Massenvergewaltigungen gab es nicht nur bei den Russen, nein 
auch bei den Westalliierten, z.B. in Freudenstadt, wo auf Befehl 
eines französischen Generals die Stadt zum Plündern, Morden 
und Vergewaltigen freigegeben wurde. Das taten die 
marokkanischen Truppen auch…

In den Lagern und Gefängnissen wurde gefoltert, ermordet und 
Geständnisse sowie Meineide erpresst um gegen die 
Reichsregierung und die deutsche Generalität “Beweismaterial” 
für ihr “Siegertribunal” zu ergattern…
Während solche Verbrechen auf deutscher Seite aufs schärfste 
geahndet und mit der Todesstrafe belegt wurden, gingen die 
alliierten Kriegsverbrecher straffrei aus. Vor jedem Gefecht 
wurden die deutschen Soldaten der Wehrmacht und der Waffen-
SS belehrt und auf Völker- und Kriegsrecht hingewiesen und 
auch auf die Konsequenzen bei Fehlverhalten erinnert! Selbst in 
den deutschen KZs wurden Wachsoldaten strengstens bestraft 
und zum Tode verurteilt oder an die Ostfront versetzt, wenn sie 
KZ-Insassen misshandelt haben.

Das Internationale Rote Kreuz hatte Zugang zu allen deutschen 
KZs und durfte sich dort mit Inhaftierten unterhalten, dies war 



z.B. in russischen und amerikanischen KZs nicht möglich, nein, 
es wurden sogar Lebensmittel des IRK durch die Amerikaner 
strikt abgelehnt und die deutschen Kriegsgefangenen bewußt zu 
Tode gehungert…
In den Foltergefängnissen von Schwäbisch Hall wurden 
Angehörige der Waffen-SS, wie anders wo auch, misshandelt, 
durch Scheinhinrichtungen zu Geständnissen für Taten 
gezwungen, die sie nie begangen haben um die Waffen-SS in 
Nürnberg als eine “Verbrecherische Organisation” 
abzustempeln und zu verbieten!
Der deutsche Soldat war mit Abstand der tapferste und 
anständigste des gesamten Krieges.

Nein, eine “Befreiung” war das nicht.
Es war der Beginn der Knechtschaft, in der wir uns bis heute 
befinden…( Zitat Obamas 2009 in Ramstein: “Deutschland ist 
ein besetztes Land und wird es auch bleiben…” )

Es ist an der Zeit die Geschichte umzuschreiben um UNS von 
diesem Joch zu befreien, endlich souverän und frei zu sein…. 
sagen wir uns los von den Amis und den anderen und lassen 
den seit 70 Jahren schlummernden deutschen Staat wieder aus 
dem “Dornröschenschlaf” erwecken…

Nieder mit alliierten Geschichtslügen, nieder mit der BRD, Ami 
go home – es lebe das heilige Deutschland!"
Show less
Reply · 8

proteusx 4 days ago
The lesson is simple.  Do not loose the war. 
Or you end up at the mercy of your enemy.
The Americans are hypocrites.



They bomb, maim, pillage,  rape and murder but theirs are 
never called war crimes.
Reply · 5

/_/ /\/ /-/ /_/ /\/\ /\ /\/ TV Shared on Google+ · 3 days ago
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
Reply · 1

diamond_cutter 3 days ago
THANKS JEWS!
Reply · 4

GeeZee 4 days ago
This holocaust was very real and documented. You don't even 
need to be German to know this.
Reply · 4

Crebs Park 3 days ago (edited)
JOHN MURRAY SENT ME HERE (sexy voiced narrator btw)
Reply · 1

Ken Wright 3 days ago
Amazing film!
4

Jormun Balker Shared on Google+ · 2 days ago
Was soll ich da noch sagen.. schaut es an -.-
Reply · 1



Axiom - Virtual Magazine Shared on Google+ · 2 days ago
V.E.Day:
This is the darkest hour of Americas existence. It represents the 
Zionists complete takeover of America from We the People. 
America has never sunken so low as it did in WWII when the 
“Greatest Generation” did everything it could to exterminate an 
entire people. Even General Patton was disgusted when he 
declared the German people “The only decent people in 
Europe.” If you want to learn the truth of allied atrocities watch 
this film. We can and must make this a better country than it 
has been.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
Reply · 7

Andrew Dodson 3 days ago
All those who seek to embrace a life of righteousness and 
simplicity... the beautiful natural laws of God...

These are the ones the world crucifies. As Christ as suffered so 
do all those who love Him suffer. 

May the blood of the innocent and pure be before the 
ALMIGHTY, and intercede for us in this lost and filthy 
generation.

God will not abandon us.

GOT MITT UNS.
Show less
Reply · 4

Woo Hoo 4 days ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ


Oy vey! The goyims know! SHUT IT DOWN!
Reply · 5

Louise Maheux 2 days ago
All the World have to see that  Absolutly real and its The truth
Reply · 3

Ken T 4 days ago
This is the real holocaust,not the jews holohoax which cheat 
money from germany!
Reparation should be paid to germany!
This film must be made to known to as many people as possible 
to expose these war crimes commited by the cowards british & 
american leaders!
Already lots of facts was already made known that war was 
force on germany!
Reply · 9

mike helms Shared on Google+ · 2 days ago
Reply · 1

DachlatteFN 2 days ago
translate into german that the german people hopefully wake up
6

Ponerology 4 days ago
I guarantee to you several countries are going to ban this film. 
The American people are dumb enough that it won't be 
necessary to outlaw it there. 
Reply · 1



Marvin Tiger 3 days ago
Germany will rise again and THEN... we will see.
Reply · 2

DSP Anku Asom Shared on Google+ · 3 days ago
2

000 poco777 4 days ago
ITS GONNA BE YOUR TURN AMERICA,NOW YOU WILL 
SUFFER LIKE THIS AND THE JEWS AS WELL
Reply · 2

ITMS Dorn Shared on Google+ · 4 days ago
Doku-Film – Über den Genozid am deutschen Volk
Reply · 1

waitingon revolution 1 day ago
Where was the Luftwaffe!!? holy shit : (
Reply · 1

MAWK93 4 days ago
With Jews you lose.
Reply · 7

Robert Richert 3 days ago (edited)
Ohne Worte !!!



Diese Aliiertenschweine hoch drei,halten Deutschland immer 
noch besetzt !!!
Weltweit morden sie weiter, und es ist kein Ende abzusehen !!!
Aliierte sind Verbrecher an die Menschheit !!!
USA= Uhren Sammel Armee !!!
Befreier von Deutschland, da kommt mir das Kotzen !!!
Reply · 3

HauptmannDE Shared on Google+ · 2 days ago
Reply · 3

The European Guardian 4 days ago
Pforzheim?????

Visit /r/european on Reddit!! The truth is here!
Reply · 1

mike jones Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago
Reply · 1

noBRILOpadheads nobrilopadheads 4 days ago (edited)
-C.B
The Genius Of The Crowd

there is enough treachery, hatred violence absurdity in the 
average
human being to supply any given army on any given day

and the best at murder are those who preach against it
and the best at hate are those who preach love
and the best at war finally are those who preach peace



those who preach god, need god
those who preach peace do not have peace
those who preach peace do not have love

beware the preachers
beware the knowers
beware those who are always reading books
beware those who either detest poverty
or are proud of it
beware those quick to praise
for they need praise in return
beware those who are quick to censor
they are afraid of what they do not know
beware those who seek constant crowds for
they are nothing alone
beware the average man the average woman
beware their love, their love is average
seeks average

but there is genius in their hatred
there is enough genius in their hatred to kill you
to kill anybody
not wanting solitude
not understanding solitude
they will attempt to destroy anything
that differs from their own
not being able to create art
they will not understand art
they will consider their failure as creators
only as a failure of the world
not being able to love fully
they will believe your love incomplete
and then they will hate you
and their hatred will be perfect



like a shining diamond
like a knife
like a mountain
like a tiger
like hemlock

their finest art
Show less
1

Misan 3 days ago
The human race....

Moshe Shekelbergsteinowitz 4 days ago
hand rubbing intensifies
Reply · 2

pe peku Shared on Google+ · 2 days ago
Glaube es, denn es ist wahr !!!
Tragt Eure Köpfe hoch und glaubt nicht Gauk-Schwuchtel

Sapere aude!
Reply · 2

Raymond Daubney 2 days ago
The hardest video I have ever tried to watch,  I have read of a 
lot of this in 45 years but it still didn't prepare me for this.   
Now the Jews set about the destruction of  those decended from 
the western troops who were so willing to do this to unarmed 
men, women and children.



6

Joe Chetwynd 4 days ago
Hello

Gerardo CelticW 3 days ago (edited)
Very thought full comment by my Russian friend:

“ How do I like the film?

I cannot say that I either like the film or dislike it.
 As I watched the film I had a feeling as if I recited the text of 
the book by heart, I  knew which the sentence would follow 
next. 

I saw the film twice and on both occasions I took it evenly. That 
concerns its emotional effect on me only.

As regards the film itself, however, it is very well cut after all
and sticks to the point of the book - the humiliation and
annihilation of the Germans, no matter who they are - women 
or
children, and their human dignity. This film is about how the
backbone and the Spirit of the last intractable nation on the
European Continent was broken. The book and the film might 
and should
instigate a “hell storm” on the heads of “victorious liberators”. 
The rest is
up to Germans.

Hope I don't disappointed you much."
Show less
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eikosaedron 2 days ago (edited)
Unfortunately, crappy documentaries like this don't do much to 
further the truth. They are too emotional, sensational, biased, 
unconvincing, gimmicky, unprofessional. Until a talented film 
maker creates a truly great documentary on the subject, it will 
never leave the realm of YouTube conspiracy theories. Even 
then, it would only appeal to intellectual audiences who know 
how to think and aren't bored without constant explosions on 
the screen. Given that most Americans only care about what's 
most popular and sensational these days, if you wanted 
something like this to go viral it would need a massive publicity 
push by sources that average Americans consider reliable (ie. 
their favorite sports players, politicians, and celebrities). That's 
unlikely to happen unless the powers that be want it to, in 
which case it'll probably be merely a diversion from something 
bigger. So, in summary, we're just going to have to wait this one 
out. Eventually, the stupid mass of Americans will eventually 
degenerate far enough that they're conquered anew or die off, 
and the world will be a brighter place again in the future. Might 
I suggest that those stupid masses are actually our biggest 
enemy, not the government or liars who are trying to conquer 
them... that unthinking mob mentality, capable of witch hunts, 
denigrating many honest persons as racists, Nazis, and so on, 
able to kill without a thought... that is what scares me the 
greatest!
Show less

Duikla 4 days ago
Hey guys so did the holocaust or something similar to the 
holocaust actually happen to Jews, like were they starved or 
something?



I found these videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPRsJrXZIYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qedLiO1gvGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLfDoziZGWo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KCKagd6Ihk

and then there's Jews who tell a whole different story about the 
camps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxFEtbawPCk

can anyone with knowledge on this help me out.
Show less

MARCO LAVOIE 3 days ago
bullshit!!!

Walle Köln Shared on Google+ · 4 days ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=37&v=GMCOKNCwHmQ

Kevin Kinsley 16 hours ago
What a load of horseshit.

! ! Hide replies

Wight Power 12 hours ago
+Kevin Kinsley OY VEY this isn't about the Holocaust™ that I 
learned about watching Schindler's List!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPRsJrXZIYA
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Kitswain59 10 hours ago
+Wight Power The book Schindler's List, was the winner of 
the Booker Prize and the Los Angeles Times Book Award for 
FICTION.
Reply · 2

robert bohn 9 hours ago
+Kevin Kinsley It is very well documented, are you a Allied 
atrocity denier?
Reply · 1

Fred Fender 5 days ago
Not many realize the WW I armistice happened in November 
1918, yet the Allied naval blockade was not lifted until July 
1919, resulting in an estimated additional 100,000 deaths of 
those German men, women and children already sick and 
starving.

“In the case of the youngest women and children the skin was 
drawn hard to the bones and bloodless. Eyes had fallen deeper 
into the sockets. From the lips all color was gone, and the tufts 
of hair which fell over the parchmented faces seemed dull and 
famished — a sign that the nervous vigor of the body was 
departing with the physical strength.” (Vincent, C. Paul, The 
Politics of Hunger: Allied Blockade of Germany, 1915-1919, 
Ohio University Press, 1985, 185 pp.)
Show less
7

Reichsfuehrer Nivea Creme 5 days ago
Criminal.  The world needs to know about this.  It's time.
Reply · 5



McGnarly14 5 days ago
Great documentary. This story must be revealed again & again, 
just as we've been hammered with the nonsensical “holocaust” 
narrative.
Reply · 6

mrmustang1 6 days ago
Heil Hitler and long live National Socialism!
Reply · 5

Earth Ling 5 days ago (edited)
As a german myself, whose ancestors had suffered terribly from 
the so called “liberation” I thank you for this film. We were 
never allowed to mourn for our loved ones because of all whats 
been repeated over and over again - and (after all I've found 
out) what couldn't be more apart from the truth! This world is 
upside-down...
Germans are good-hearted people. Our honesty and uprightness 
is our strength but seen as a weakness to those who fear the 
truth as much as vampires fear light. Stay true, stay peaceful. 
We need nothing but truth. Liberate your minds, thoughts are 
free!

Some more information:
Testing ground for effective destruction of german cities 
through firestorms:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Village_
%28Dugway_proving_ground%29
Please also notice the backers, sponsors and architects. 
Surprise?

RHINE MEDOW CONCENTRATION CAMPS. AFTER 
CRUSHING GERMANY WITH BOMBS.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Village_%28Dugway_proving_ground%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Village_%28Dugway_proving_ground%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Village_%28Dugway_proving_ground%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Village_%28Dugway_proving_ground%29


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azWknXQzStc
Show less
Reply · 6

Harbinger of Hyol 4 days ago
Wir werden für unsere Führer zu kämpfen! Es lebe 
Deutschland!

The Zionists will know, that we fear them no longer. That we 
will fight for freedom, justice...UND FÜR UNSERE VOLK! 
HEIL HITLER!
Reply · 7

Sæwelō 5 days ago
Congratulations to all involved in the production of this 
harrowing and sobering film. The lesson we as the White 
European family worldwide must take from this horrific event, 
is to remain vigilant and awake to the ever present Jewish 
Supremacist efforts to repeat this holocaust upon our people.

Today the Jewish extremists plot another brothers war in 
Europe between the Ukrainians and Russians, a war that is 
guaranteed to expand in scope to consume the entire continent. 
While Jewish Supremacists through their Goy proxies and 
servants in the U.S, U.N and E.U work feverishly to provoke 
another world war, they also work to flood Europe with the 
Muhammadans of Africa and Asia.

We face a two front assault on our continent, we must be alive 
to the threat and work to foster understanding and racial 
awareness within our extended and dwindling family. We 
Europeans are the light of the world, and it is this light and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azWknXQzStc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azWknXQzStc


beauty that the Jew and Muhammadan seek to extirpate from 
the earth. Wæs þu hæl.
Show less
Reply · 5

justin engen Shared on Google+ · 4 days ago
SHARE SHARE SHARE
This is an amazing documentary.  Please consider reaching out 
to those who you've been hesitant in the past.  Irrefutable truths.  
Reply · 5

RedViper 828 5 days ago
Justice for germans
Reply · 11

Ascencion y Conciencia 2012 Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
What happens when propaganda brain wash hole nations into 
hatred. Learn the truth of the allied genocide against Nazi 
Germany. 
Reply · 2

TIWAZ TYR Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
Reply · 3

Abel Danger 6 days ago
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
Reply · 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ


Robert Walker Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
A must watch for anyone interested in the plans to be executed 
on America and its citizenry.
Reply · 1

bobby burress Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago

redewahr 5 days ago
Göttliche Gerechtigkeit. Endlich.
Reply · 2

John Harackiewicz 6 days ago
WAR itself is the greatest crime. Every combatant in war 
commits war crimes.  Sad but true only the losers (of the war) 
are guilty and punished.  Chicken hawks become presidents and 
peace makers are persecuted.
Reply · 2

DR. IRENE FAULKES DD Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago

Orwell staat Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago · Shared to 
&quot;Gegen Lüge,Misswirtschaft und Krieg&quot;
2

Kitswain59 5 days ago
Eisenhower's Rhine Meadows Death Camps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbp61fOVFaE

Johnny Redux 4 days ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbp61fOVFaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbp61fOVFaE


My God, how powerful a film.  Damn all of those involved in 
this murder, rape and looting of the German people. Damn 
them to hell, and their present-day supporters, too.  In a way, 
their nations, now, are being damned, as they fall further and 
further into the abyss of crime, perversion, drugs, third world 
immigration, stock market robbery, etc., etc.
Reply · 5

charly123rikelek 5 days ago
32 jews approve the holohoax
Reply · 4

Tom Tompkins 5 days ago
the chosen people ......lest you forget
Reply · 2

ferg3111 6 days ago
TRaduzcan al español

river tam Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago

1

JAMRELOADED FLUX Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
Reply · 1

Hernan Inn Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
Reply · 2



Stefan G. Weinmann Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
Reply · 1

BLOWJOB4PEACE Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
Unbedingt ansehen!

Grayson 6 days ago
Up next on the History Channel...
Reply · 1

Ismail Tufenk Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago

alla seremetova 6 days ago
western propaganda, full of luies
Reply · 1

charles martel Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago · Shared to 
Activist News
1

Christien de Beaufort Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
Reply · 1

MURAT O. Shared on Google+ · 5 days ago
Reply · 1

C0NQUISTAD0R 1488 5 days ago



There are only weeks.
The Reich will rise again.
Reply · 2

ezeblp 5ezeblp 5 days ago (edited)
Andersonville prison,civil war

Robert H. Kellogg, sergeant major in the 16th Regiment 
Connecticut Volunteers, described his entry as a prisoner into 
the prison camp, May 2nd 1864:

As we entered the place, a spectacle met our eyes that almost 
froze our blood with horror, and made our hearts fail within us. 
Before us were forms that had once been active and erect;—
stalwart men, now nothing but mere walking skeletons, covered 
with filth and vermin. Many of our men, in the heat and 
intensity of their feeling, exclaimed with earnestness. “Can this 
be hell?” “God protect us!” and all thought that He alone could 
bring them out alive from so terrible a place. In the center of the 
whole was a swamp, occupying about three or four acres of the 
narrowed limits, and a part of this marshy place had been used 
by the prisoners as a sink, and excrement covered the ground, 
the scent arising from which was suffocating. The ground 
allotted to our ninety was near the edge of this plague-spot, and 
how we were to live through the warm summer weather in the 
midst of such fearful surroundings, was more than we cared to 
think of just then.
Show less

Richard Schrader 5 days ago
What is there to expect from Israel-mohammed and their 
Abrahamic Jihad? Zion-mohammed is just what it sounds like.



ISRAEL AKBAR!
ISRAEL AKBAR!
fucking monkeys

viamilitaris011 4 days ago
55:50  "PROUD (???) SS UNITS NAIVELY ASSUMED “  
?!?!?!?!?!?  WHAT ????   MERCY ?!?!?!   REALY ???   ARE 
YOU SERIOUS??  LIKE THEY BEEN MERCIFULL . 
ESPECIALLY SS SCUMBAGS !  THEY DESERVED 
EVERY SECOND OF PAIN AND SUFFER !!!

Denia Taiclet 6 days ago

Patton disliked Eisenhower, the “TERRIBLE SWEDISH 
JEW”.
McArthur disdained the"TERRIBLE SWEDISH JEW”  Ike.
Ike the kike, acquired this ignominious nickname the 
“TERRIBLE SWEDISH JEW” as a West Point cadet.
Dwight David Eisenhower ( his Father Anglicized the Family 
name from Eisebhaur ) is a subject that  EVERYONE --- who 
ever THOUGHT they knew him... should read up on. The kike 
was a common, less-than-ordinary, NON-ACHIEVING Army 
officer... that is... until... SOMEONE FROM NEW YORK 
CITY realized kike was the EXACT type of venal scumbag that 
would do their crimonal bidding. An IMMORAL womanizer 
and a piss-in-the-pants SOT. Some fuckin' hero! A couple 
blowjobs later... the bald-headed CLOSET KIKE was kicked 
upstairs... outdistancing Patton, McArthur and Bradley.
A FIVE INCH DICK GENERAL! The SUPREME 
COCKSUCKER
of the Allied Forces! ... And then... AFTER WWII WAS 
OVER...



and the SCUMBAG PRICK maltreated, tortured & STARVED 
TO DEATH more than 1,250,000 German soldiers, who had, in 
good faith, surrendered under GENEVA CODE LAWS... 
This OBSCENE, PERVERTED JEW... was elected President
of the United States of America.------- how disgusting! 
The worse MASS MURDERER since ATTILA THE HUN!
We actually vote in ( we thought the General was German! ) to 
office ---------- IKE THE KILLER JEW KIKE FROM 
KANSAS!
Poor Mamie... and I always loved her, I reminded me of my 
own German Grand Mother... I feel like such a fool, now.

Yeah, remember the big red, white & blue lapel buttons back 
then... ... ... ... VOTE FOR IKE ... ... ... I LIKE 
IKE ... ... ... ...yeah
Today... movie maggot Steven Shitberg could re-write the 
slogan to --- IKE THE KILLER JEW KIKE FROM KANSAS!

It has a certain... “ALL THE NEWS FIT TO PRINT” ring to it, 
wouldn't you agree? 
... I KNOW 60,000,000 AMERICAN-GERMANS WOULD! ...
Show less
1

Whimsical Cotton 5 days ago
Wow Mongols are awesome.

Jean Pierre Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago (edited)
Thank you for telling the truth..... but i´m absolutely no more 
able to watch it..... i´m born 30 years after the end of this 
genocide...... but my heart is still bleeding !

FUCK ALL ZIONISTS !!! 



Some of us Germans are alive, we are just beginning to 
discover all the lies teached us since 70 years by the occupier, 
more & more Peoples awaking !

JEWS.... I DON´T BELIEVE ANYMORE ALL YOUR LIES, 
and i´m not alone !!! 88

ps.sorry for my English
Show less
Reply · 7

ChiefClickClack 1 week ago (edited)
Just imagine if Germany had won the war...I would Love to see 
the history books and films from their perspective - this 
Hellstorm documentary is merely scratching the surface!
Reply · 5

Dolf P 1 week ago
Thank you Kyle for making this important documentary and for 
sharing it with the public. Also big thanks to every one who 
participated in the production.

Best regards from Holland.
Reply · 7

Den Tammen 1 week ago
every fucking day there is some docu on discovery or national 
geographic about the evil nazi's
isnt that pathetic, and the majority of the sheeple doesnt get it, 
its brainwashing fucking propaganda channels
10



jf1325 1 week ago (edited)
I sent the link to this video to that Zionist liar Glenn Beck.
 I just feel numb all over after watching that.Using rape as a 
weapon.That has to be the worst.
Reply · 5

North Man Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago (edited)
My girl Aces Oaces pointed this out to me. Great video. I am 
downloading this now. 
Reply · 2

allmoderncons Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 1

Robert F. Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 5

kopfschuss911 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 6 days ago
David Irving explained the difference between Neville 
Chamberlain and Churchill. Chamberlain was a peaceable man. 
Churchill was a warmonger. Chamberlain was opposed to the 
use of bomber as a weapon of terrorization. With Chamberlain, 
he had a public guarantee to respect German civilian lives. This 
applied till Chamberlain's last day as Prime Minister of Britain 
(May 9, 1940). But when Churchill came to power on May 10, 



1940, he gave orders to bomb German civilians the same day. 
That is when terror starts.
Reply · 6

Tremley Point 1 week ago
Stay tuned for part 2. It hasn't been made yet because it hasn't 
happened yet
This will be were us Whites rise up against the joos and give 
them pay back for all of the atrocities they have done to the 
White race
Reply · 7

CD LP 1 week ago
My grandmother wrote down so many things about that topic. 
She was one of the lucky persons, who were able to hide from 
the Russians. But my great grandmother was raped like 7 times 
a single night by many Russian soldiers, and the only reason 
why she was able to escape was because they were too drunk 
after a while. She, my grandmother, was lucky in general, e.g. 
somehow she managed to escape from Stalins pipe organs. Also 
the Russians (I always skip this part of the book) just took 
everything what they needed and if it was to big to carry, they 
just used the dishes/furniture as a toilet.
5

Tha goy father 1 week ago
WAKE UP GOYIM !!!
Reply · 6

Taranis Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago



3

patrick brown 6 days ago
This is a must watch it will turn the stomach and give you a 
total new look at wars and persecution...... Generated by the 
Few . It's quite a long film  but a lot more understanding of 
Wars and who backs them ...... a real eye opener !

Rarrrrrr 1 week ago
Amazing documentary! What a nightmare happened in 
Germany!
Reply · 5

Thulean Übermensch 1 week ago
Please publish this in German.  I would like to get this out to 
my friends.
Reply · 6

Zina Ciceklic Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
Pogledajte ovaj dokumentarni film.
Reply · 1

Ariel Orero (arielotx) 1 week ago
mi corazon tiembla de dolor al conocer las atrocidades 
cometidas por los bandos,no importa nacionalidad. No humano 
deberia atentar contra sus pares.

my heart trembles with pain by knowing the atrocities 
committed by the sides, no matter nationality. No human should 
attempt against their peers.



Reply · 2

NewJerseyMilitia 6 days ago (edited)
America needs an #AdolfHitler Long Live Duetschland!!! And 
Fuck You America, the so called Greatest Generation, you were 
the worst generation, damned monsters; IDIOTS!!! Burn in 
HELL! You destroyed your children's future and your nation. 
“Imagine a boot stamping on your face forever.” - 1984- 
George Orwell
Reply · 3

mothman777 6 days ago
http://www.tomatobubble.com/id826.html
Reply · 1

becsgonemad Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago

1

Paul Smith Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
Reply · 5

exposedeceivers 6 days ago
Excellent work! This documentary is an eye-opener, even for 
those of us who have been looking into the absurdity and 
scientific impossibility of the official narrative for years. The 
liars suppressed the truth about Allied barbarity, whilst 
presenting outrageous propaganda about German atrocities as 
“fact”.

http://www.tomatobubble.com/id826.html
http://www.tomatobubble.com/id826.html


For proof of why the revised Auschwitz death toll is still in 
violation of the law of conservation of energy, see:

http://www.takeourworldback.com/holohoaxdemolished.htm
Show less
Reply · 1

twintigtwaalf 1 week ago
All seems to hinge on 'Jew'. Failing to get rid of the Jewish 
puppeteers we still live in the same world. But it is getting 
unconcealed more and more, Really disgusting to watch. 
Maybe especially the Eisenhower part. Had a bucket near me.
Reply · 3

pibetube 1 week ago
Cuando conoces esto, y ves que el resto de la gente no tiene ni 
puta idea, dan ganas de salir a la calle a chillar a pleno pulmon 
la verdad.
Reply · 2

danijel grbic Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=14&v=GMCOKNCwHmQ

BzTruetalk 6 days ago (edited)
Isn't it funny how Germany was transformed from decadence 
and poverty to prominence in 5 short years under the simple act 
of removing the Jew influence from the system.

That is a better turn around and boom than capitalism has ever 
accomplished anywhere.

http://www.takeourworldback.com/holohoaxdemolished.htm
http://www.takeourworldback.com/holohoaxdemolished.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=14&v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
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Reply · 7

EdemisK 1 week ago
But... But muh 6 trillion!?
Reply · 2

Abuse .Productions Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

Hellena 1 week ago
sighhh Shit.. I'll bookmark this, I know it will be heartbreaking 
to watch, but I must watch it... Is it REALLY bad though? =/
3

Xavier Lonewolf 6 days ago
Are the subtitles accurate?

Wetter Vogel 6 days ago
Vielen Dank an die amerikanischen Autoren und Macher 
Thomas Goodrich und Kyle Hunt für diese einzigartige 
Dokumentation.

.
3

pawbard 1 week ago (edited)
Summary: Germans were poorly treated during and after World 
War Two. It was “total war”.
- Hamburg was firebombed (08:00). Then Dresden... 18:00. 
Violent rapes were common - twenty minutes, especially by 
Soviets.



- Commonly phrase: “The worst was yet to come..."
- Bankers, soldiers, and citizens are often declared to be “Jews” 
without evidence, inferred anti-Semitism.
- Soviet genocide is blamed on Jews 1:12.

The truth seems to be that the USA voluntarily rebuilt occupied 
Germany.
Show less

Helen Dukke 6 days ago
whats sad about this is the jews had added these Germans to 
their list of so called dead jews.. it is time to send this video 
around... put it up on ur face-books email it to all ur friends..let 
them know we know the truth and that the history books should 
be rewritten..to let the world know our western zionist regimes 
are the evil doers..
Reply · 1

Holohoax Channel Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Please watch and share. 
Reply · 3

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
so now we have the factory of peace: NATO,  to ensure the 
suppression of humanity
Reply · 2

William Joyce 1 week ago (edited)
The key to understanding WWII - Hitler and the Nazis were 
Zionist agents:  AUDIO:  https://archive.org/details/

https://archive.org/details/ChristopherJonBjerknesInterviewsJimConditJr.-TheFinalSolutionTo
https://archive.org/details/ChristopherJonBjerknesInterviewsJimConditJr.-TheFinalSolutionTo


ChristopherJonBjerknesInterviewsJimConditJr.-
TheFinalSolutionTo
2

NoToNoahideLaws Jewish Talmudic Laws of Death Shared 
on Google+ · 6 days ago
https://youtu.be/GMCOKNCwHmQ
1

Robert Johnson Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want 
you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, 
slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by 
the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up 
in world history.
Reply · 11

Goga Montana 1 week ago
No, just Jews are victims... Millions of other nations 
disappeared... but no, only Jews are victims.
Reply · 6

Ovadia Yosef 1 week ago
They had to make up the Holocaust lie in order to justify these 
massacres.
Reply · 8

Angelo John Gage 1 week ago
now for the next level of shock and truth, you need to watch 
www.tgsnt.tv which explains how this even happened

https://archive.org/details/ChristopherJonBjerknesInterviewsJimConditJr.-TheFinalSolutionTo
https://archive.org/details/ChristopherJonBjerknesInterviewsJimConditJr.-TheFinalSolutionTo
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Reply · 14

Catubrannos 1 week ago
The part that the world forgets is that while the allies were busy 
carving up eastern Germany and beginning the ethnic cleansing 
of Germans from eastern Europe, the Nuremberg trials were 
taking place. Within a couple of years the American backed 
jews were ethnically cleansing the Arabs out of Palestine to 
create the state of Israel.
Reply · 7

Dr Goebbels 1 week ago
Amazing documentary. 15,000 views in the first 2 days of 
publishing is the proof that more and more people are seeking 
the truth.
Heil die Wahrheit!
Reply · 4

Fred Forsythe 1 week ago
The British?? I thought the British were finished until the 
American Jews took over. Seems the Yanks don't want any part 
of it until the gung-ho hero is being depicted by Jewywood. 
This was not the British people it was world Jewry based in 
London and particularly Washington.
5

Goodluck Evola 1 week ago
One of many instances of White genocide.
Reply · 10



Susan Barrett 1 week ago
The cruelty of man will never cease to amaze me. Terror has 
always been used to control it will never change.
Reply · 1

slobodan888 1 week ago
Just yesterday Merkel waddled in front of the Jewish Media's 
cameras and commanded the Germans to feel guilty for WWII. 
Why? For defending themselves against International Jewish 
Bankers and their Soviet Aggressors? For having 500,000 'Nazi' 
patents looted and for giving us the advanced technology that 
we enjoy today? For restoring their dignity and establishing 
their proper place in the world even if for a little while? No 
Merkel, it's you, the evil ex-communist traitor, that should feel 
guilty and fear the wrath of an aroused and vengeful populace.
Reply · 5

Hubba Bubba 1 week ago (edited)
What happens when you surrender to the Jew.
Reply · 13

Vincent Moric 1 week ago
Also... what a fuckin moron Eisenhower was... how could he 
“hate all things German” being of “Germanic Origin” himself... 
he must have truly had a low IQ.  Being an American myself, it 
is easy to see how damned stupid many of my people are... still 
even today the masses here readily consume and digest the 
Jooish Propaganda with only a small percentage capable of 
seeing through the enemy's nonsense.. (the Jooish enemy of 
course - the enemy to all of mankind, but especially “White” 
mankind)...
Reply · 2



Larry Sullivan Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago · Shared to 
HITLER...THE HISTORY...AND GERMANY`S STORY
5

Jack Ankeny Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 1

THE CRAZZ FILES 1 week ago
Great film & exposes Evil in it's most hateful form.
Reply · 3

YtnDjqyt787 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Hellstorm – Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany

‘This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want 
you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, 
slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by 
the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up 
in world history. ‘
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ

ResistCom 1 week ago
Cornelius Ryan (The Longest Day) wrote a book the Last 
Battle, about the fall of Berlin.

He describes the raping in great detail. At one point, a Russian 
officer has just seized an objective, and his men move on to the 
next block. he tells German civilians. “These men,” he says 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ


about his soldiers, “are good men, but be careful. The following 
us are animals."

Ryan also mentions a lot of Asiatic troops doing the raping.         

http://vnnforum.com/showpost.php?p=1834394&postcount=9
Show less
Reply · 2

Zakaria Lanait 1 week ago
The truth waves still hitting the zion-illusion !!!
Reply · 7

Prrride the Neo 1 week ago
Great movie. Does the book great justice!

Almost 70 years later - not a peep from the masses. I guess they 
are too busy watching 7 hours a day of TV.

14/88.
Reply · 3

GrassPossum 1 week ago (edited)
Dear Americans and friends.  Imagine the karmic price which 
awaits you, in your own nations' future.
Reply · 3

Grieta Weerman Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago · Shared to 
mysterious world and history

RAMB0IV 1 week ago

http://vnnforum.com/showpost.php?p=1834394&postcount=9
http://vnnforum.com/showpost.php?p=1834394&postcount=9


Does Churchill have any living relatives?
Reply · 2

Vote 4 Nobody, Nobody Tells the Truth Shared on Google+ · 
1 week ago
Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany

This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want 
you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, 
slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by 
the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up 
in world history.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
Show less
Reply · 1

djanchovy 1 week ago
The so-called “greatest generation” were really the greatest 
generation of whores for the jews. Christogenea.org.
Reply · 4

Vril Aryan 1 week ago
To Adolf Hitler and the N.S.G.W.P. the greatest human beings 
that have ever lived SIEG HEIL and RIP U0001f60a 
Reply · 2

White World Media 1 week ago
Here's a segment of the 4th Hague convention on aerial warfare 
and bombardment from 1907 agreed to by all western allies, 
showing their exact and intentional violation of the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ


international laws of war, laws which germany upheld to the 
letter, posting and announcing their targets which were all non 
civilian targets in every single city they ever “bombed” . 

They broadcasted to their enemies telling them that they would 
bombing their post offices, trainstations, munitions factories, 
ports, etc all of military importance and not full of civilians, 
that is why only 45,000 people died in all of london during 
whole war from bombing, they were bombing factories which 
had hundreds(some even thousands) of workers etc all buildilng 
bombs to drop directly on to german civilians in violation of 
international law.

Article 25: The attack or bombardment, by whatever means, of 
towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings which are undefended 
is prohibited.
Article 26: The officer in command of an attacking force must, 
before commencing a bombardment, except in cases of assault, 
do all in his power to warn the authorities.

Article 27: In sieges and bombardments all necessary steps 
must be taKen To spare, as far as possible, buildings dedicated 
to religion, art, science, or charitable purposes, historic 
monuments, hospitals, and places where the sick and wounded 
are collected, provided they are not being used at the time for 
military purposes.

It is the duty of the besieged to indicate the presence of such 
buildings or places by distinctive and visible signs, which shall 
be notified to the enemy beforehand.
Show less
Reply · 4

happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago (edited)
+White World Media 



What a joke. The Nuremburg trials were such a farce.

TheSozoArmy 1 week ago
Sláinte!

Julian Schoeman Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

TheMandator Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

TheOuroboros666 1 week ago
To know the black heart of the Jew is to face evil 
incarnate.   The world needs it's nose rubbed in the putrescence 
of truth over and over.   Until this ancient inhuman cult of filth 
is brought into final solution.
Reply · 2

Al Liz Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

Dr. Mengele 1 week ago
I see the Closet Communist Sven Longshank's had helped out 
with Voice Acting. Many a comment of mine had he erased 
from the Daily Stormer. Erased them like the kike he is.
Reply · 1

No body Body No Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 1

ozmond2600 1 week ago
Vergib uns



darthvader5300 1 week ago
FUCK THE JEWS AND THEIR BRAINWASHED GOYS 
WHO WENT AGAINST GOD'S REAL CHRISTIAN LAWS 
AND COMMANDMENTS!
Reply · 1

011258stooie Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Just the truth here, folks. In all it's ugliness.
Reply · 28

thefinalpurification 1 week ago
Excellent work guys! Always remember, those antifa kids 
celebrate this. These warped minds actually think we're the evil 
ones. 
The lies won't always hide the truth, and our voice grows 
louder each day.
Reply · 37

Tanya Rass 1 week ago
Excellent video. This will one day be shown in schools instead 
of the Holohoax lies and Multicultural propaganda that are 
peddled to our children as they form their opinions. The internet 
is the medium that will educate the young what really happened 
and just who is responsible.
Reply · 14

happyhappy joyjoy 1 week ago
+Tanya Rass 
A nuclear winter following WWIII is more likely than that to 
occur, sadly.

Bob Snake Plissken 1 week ago



Thanks for this. Thank you for telling the other side of the story 
- or a small part of the other side of the story. May this film 
help to shine some light on the 70 years of lies and lies on top 
of lies told about the German people.
Reply · 11

SOUTHERN GRIEF 1 week ago
Totally plausible.
Totally horrible.
Great production.
Great film.
The TRUTH must be revealed.
Thank you.
Reply · 9

Peter Rossa 1 week ago
One day soon the easily deceived World will be unfortunate 
slaves of the Zionist Bankers New World Order, then we will 
regret we sacrificed the lives of our children in order to fight 
the only country who ever dared to make a stand against 
Babylon the Great and its “beast",
 Germany will then be remembered as the protecting hero we 
destroyed in our naivety and the liberated Truth will make us 
weep for the melted babies whose Fathers died trying to create 
a free future for all mankind.
Reply · 12

drewtube Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago (edited)
Long awaited and just released. I haven't watch it yet, the 
previews were disturbing enough. Tonight I plan on sitting 
down alone with a valium in me and watch it, I already know it 
is goingto piss me off and depress me, but the truth is the truth.



Reply · 5

Esoteric Truths Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
The lies won't always hide the truth.
Reply · 11

MrUhkb Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
The forgotten victims of #WW2
#Germany #Hellstorm #independentfilm
Reply · 18

Pajo 1 week ago
This serves as a reminder that we,  the White European peoples 
must never allow our enemy to divide us and set us against each 
other again.
Reply · 31

CL44060 1 week ago
That was a powerful and well put together documentary.
Reply · 25

Chrysostomus Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 9

mhey .l 1 week ago
I cried while watching this.
Reply · 14



AwakeningofZeus 1 week ago
We will always remember.
Reply · 42

GALERIEDARC Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago (edited)
HELLSTORM

May 1, 2015

A film that exposes the Real Genocide of World War II.

Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, slavery, and 
mass murder inflicted upon the German people by the Allied 
victors.
Show less
Reply · 3

crestedduck64 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want 
you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, 
slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by 
the Allied victors of World Word II. This is the biggest cover-up 
in world history.

#Crestedduck64
Reply · 6

9digitNo Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 6

mamaica1234567890 1 week ago



Give me an army and I will make them pay,I will burn every 
politician and every monument to the great lie in the world,I 
will burn anyone who stands in the way of truth and I will not 
touch a single person who is at home with their families.I've 
seen enough documentaries and read enough papers.I am tired 
of the propaganda and corruption.Let us heal the world.The 
thing that we missed was a documentary with a strong message 
but not so strong that the average brainwashed person could 
negate it and I believe that this is it.It's the best by far and 
should be published everywhere.
Reply · 3

NextJohns 1 week ago
Good god
Reply · 8

andy7666 1 week ago
Its a shame that too few people know about all this. Re-upload 
it if you can.
Reply · 13

Perry Zanett 1 week ago
I was so proud to have lent my voice to this production!  If 
anyone knows how I may obtain a copy of this wonderful 
documentary on DVD, please let me know by contacting me at 
perryzanett@yahoo.com!
Reply · 4

KingFluffs 1 week ago
Very nicely made.
Reply · 4

mailto:perryzanett@yahoo.com
mailto:perryzanett@yahoo.com


dcindc1 1 week ago
Welcome to the lovely world of Jews! Roosevelt and Churchill 
were both Jews, which means they're bloodthirsty satanic 
bastards.
23

Jack Hanson Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 13

Brech Punkt Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
3

Ich Bin Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago · Shared to History

Vladimir Tepes Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
Reply · 3

Martin Moran 1 week ago
Compare this to what we are told in film, news, books and the 
comparative “You are a NAZI” “You are anti semitic” for ANY 
question of Israel and it's murder of Palestine.
LOOK and LISTEN to this... RAF, USA, GREAT BRITAIN 
and while you kinda struggle with the notion of Soviet Union 
allies.... KNOW this ZIONISM comes with the stench of death. 
FREEDOM ! and DEMOCRACY ! from ANY politician is the 
hypnotic mantra of a Zionist Puppet. WAKE THE FUCK UP.
Reply · 6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ


Wolfgang Poole Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago · Shared to 
Truth Warriors
HELLSTORM - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi 
Germany
6

Temet Nosce Ousia Nosce (Shadowskillz) Shared on Google+ 
· 1 week ago
Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi 
Germany...................https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GMCOKNCwHmQ&feature=autoshare
Reply · 2

Anna bat Asherah (In the work of Yahweh) Shared on 
Google+ · 1 week ago

Blueye Prussian Nordic Eriyn 1 week ago (edited)
tjgs.ca
justice4germans.com
thegreateststorynevertold.tv
notimeforsilence.wordpress.com
germanvictims.com
germancross.com
hellstormdocumentary.com
Read more
23

Marcus Reichholdt 1 week ago
Thank you so much for this documentary (Y)
Reply · 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMCOKNCwHmQ&feature=autoshare
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fascist lemming Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 10

DJMc Cooper 1 week ago
Vile disgusting creatures that the British, American and Russian 
governments of the day
Reply · 8

Six Million 4 Truth Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
HELLSTORM - Watch FULL Documentary!! 
Help Truth GROW <3 Know the hidden History!! 
14

theTRUTHprincess 6 days ago
amazing production value!  spielberg eat your heart out, your 
fictional lies are finally about to be exposed as such to the 
gullible masses.
LET'S ALL SHARE THIS AMAZING DOCUMENTARY 
WITHOUT ANY FEAR!!!
Great Work Renegade Broadcasting
!
Reply · 11

graham white Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
PLEASE WATCH AND POST
Reply · 5

Helen Dukke 6 days ago
he says this shouldnt happen to anyone anyplace ever again...



well its still going on to this day.. and most americans will not 
step up and say no more.. our soldiers continue to do the dirty 
work of the elite.. maybe if we could educate our soldiers and 
let them know that they fight for a lie and not for our so called 
“FREEDOM” maybe we can get them to watch this little show.. 
they might think twice about their roll in todays world..
Reply · 4

Den Tammen 1 week ago
The ruling class are experts in rewriting history
they LIE about EVERYTHING
wake up
7

waitingon revolution 1 day ago
Thanks for making this documentary. Also recommend Dennis 
Wise's documentary; Adolf Hitler - The Greatest Story Never 
Told. What a world we live in...
Reply · 7

TIWAZ TYR 6 days ago
Eisenhower=Jew ("terrible Swedish Jew")
Reply · 4

Reginald Frazier 21 hours ago (edited)
This is the real “holocaust”. 
Fock that make believe yid shit!
Reply · 3

waffenss 642 7 hours ago



2 days ago was victory in Europe day here in London. the 70th 
anniversary of supposedly winning over tyranny and 
oppression. people think it was a victory for Europe it wasn't... 
it was victory for communism and the Jews who would create 
Israel and terrorize Palestinians and Christians. the day 
Germany capitulated was the day everything good and 
prosperous Europe stood for died out and thus was born 
multiculturalism and diversity which is supposedly good for 
Europe. people in Britain France and America celebrated on 8th 
may 1945 with joy and happiness while eastern Europe was 
being turned into property of the soviet union and innocent men 
were being murdered or sent off to death camps and women and 
children were raped to death. Germany was plundered of its 
creations its identity its pride.
Read more
Reply · 5

Western Nationalist 3 days ago
 Watch this video if you want the truth. 
Reply · 9

Vincent Moric 1 week ago
Incredible... the English suddenly pretended to be “high and 
mighty” when the JooSA decided to assist them.  Before we 
yanks came to save their tea and crumpets, the weak and 
pathetic English were begging anyone and everyone for help 
(most notably the Zionist Joos)... how fucking weak they truly 
were and ARE.  Without the JooSA, the “RAF” were a bunch of 
pussies - if not, why didn't they do this bombing sooner?  They 
weren't capable.  Little b!tches that the English are...
Reply · 1



Denise Celt 10 hours ago
Jews are devils fro the bowels of Hell.
Reply · 4

Sandis Rozuleja Dvorovs 1 day ago (edited)
Such a incredible and powerful material, I just watched with 
my wife and we're speechless, this need to be shown is 
University's and Colleges, along with (Adolf Hitler The greatest 
story NEVER told and amazing Mr. Eric Hunt materials), we 
can't thank you enough for your dedicated work!...
Reply · 4

Errol Flynn 1 day ago
Astonished by the production value. Huge props to the makers.
Reply · 6

jjpcondor 3 days ago (edited)
and Anthony B. Sutton has explained ..> youtube.com/watch?
v=9Ui6AJO_9ME
and more about the Rotschild's agent, Armand Hammer > 
theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/armand_hammer.htm

mike jones Shared on Google+ · 1 day ago
Reply · 1

davidjets 1 week ago
My apologies, my reaction to the use of the word anarchy, was 
in no way justified in light of the content of the materials that is 
contained in this work, and I vehemently request that any 
whom come to hear of it, view it. With sincerity.



Reply · 1

john america 21 hours ago
Let the Truth Roll on!!
Reply · 2

Brian Ruhe 4 hours ago
Excellent quality video. I managed to be as equanimous as I 
could. Felt sad about the expulsions of 15 million Germans 
after the war was over. This was covered in only the last ten 
minutes of the documentary. I believe in the truth of this film 
and I will be promoting it in the years to come.
Reply · 3

000 poco777 4 days ago
YOU AMERICAN CUNTS DID THE SAME IN,,IRAQ,,
Reply · 2

darklipstik girl 5 days ago (edited)
The jew is the most vulgar creature on the Earth. Hitler didn`t 
kill 6 million, but I wish he had. The world would be a better 
place. There is a reason why they have been hated for 
thousands of years.

Gen. Patton`s observations of the jew:
He was disgusted by their behavior in the camps for Displaced 
Persons (DP’s) which the Americans built for them and even 
more disgusted by the way they behaved when they were 
housed in German hospitals and private homes. He observed 
with horror that “these people do not understand toilets and 
refuse to use them except as repositories for tin cans, garbage, 



and refuse . . . They decline, where practicable, to use latrines, 
preferring to relieve themselves on the floor.”

He described in his diary one DP camp, “where, although room 
existed, the Jews were crowded together to an appalling extent, 
and in practically every room there was a pile of garbage in one 
corner which was also used as a latrine. The Jews were only 
forced to desist from their nastiness and clean up the mess by 
the threat of the butt ends of rifles.

Of course, I know the expression ‘lost tribes of Israel’ applied 
to the tribes which disappeared — not to the tribe of Judah from 
which the current sons of bitches are descended. However, it is 
my personal opinion that this too is a lost tribe — lost to all 
decency.” 

Patton’s initial impressions of the Jews were not improved 
when he attended a Jewish religious service at Eisenhower’s 
insistence. His diary entry for September 17, 1945, reads in 
part: “This happened to be the feast of Yom Kippur, so they 
were all collected in a large, wooden building, which they 
called a synagogue. It behooved General Eisenhower to make a 
speech to them. We entered the synagogue, which was packed 
with the greatest stinking bunch of humanity I have ever seen. 
When we got about halfway up, the head rabbi, who was 
dressed in a fur hat similar to that worn by Henry VIII of 
England and in a surplice heavily embroidered and very filthy, 
came down and met the General . . . The smell was so terrible 
that I almost fainted and actually about three hours later lost my 
lunch as the result of remembering it.” 

These experiences and a great many others firmly convinced 
Patton that the Jews were an especially unsavory variety of 
creature and hardly deserving of all the official concern the 
American government was bestowing on them.



Show less
Reply · 7

Chachaval Sudjai Shared on Google+ · 10 hours ago
Reply · 1

charles martel Shared on Google+ · 6 days ago
Please share this. Let the truth be known!
Reply · 4

Roy-Normann Johansen 8 hours ago
This is incredible, Europe has no idea that this would happen all 
over again, if the communist Russians invaded. Living so close 
to Russia, we all know how harsh and different they actually 
are. I can just imagine how un-educated boys from small towns 
in the far corners would behave during war...
Reply · 2

Maxim Armenian 1 hour ago (edited)
This is the truth please watch for the so called Aryan who are 
really white trash please watch this and clean your self and 
develope some manners !! 14 88 !!
1

cvpages 1 week ago
Shared throughout my FACEBOOK many many times. 
Zuckerberg. FUCK YOU
Reply · 3



Nonii perkele 9 hours ago
This documentary needs more views
Reply · 5

Pearly403 2 hours ago (edited)
I'm stunned!!! They NEVER tought us this in German schools. 
We only learned to feel guilty! My thoughts are now more than 
ever with my mother who took her family to safety all the way 
from East Prussia!! SHAME ON BRITAIN AND EVEN 
MORE SHAME ON THE USA!!! And most importantly: 
“SCREW YOU, ISRAEL!!! FOR YOU ARE DOING THE 
SAME TO PALESTINIANS...you are the true AskheNAZIS!!!
Reply · 2

cj kieth 1 week ago
Fantastic Job Guys, will watch later today!
Reply · 2

Joe Sandora Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
One hidden truth is General Patton and American soldiers could 
have easily reached Berlin by November 1944. But Eisenhower 
deliberately slowed them down so that Soviets can take over 
German regions and destroy German civilians. Eisenhower and 
Britain were responsible for Battle of Bulge and all of the 
deaths of Americans that happened after Battle of Bulge. Battle 
of Bulge led to death of 19,000 Americans. Eisenhower knew 
that if Patton takes over German regions, then he and his third 
army would have immediately attacked the Soviets for their 
atrocities.  Eisenhower and Britain wanted to slow down 
General Patton so that they can bomb many parts of Berlin and 



Dresden. Remember that Bombing of Dresden happened only 
in February 1945. Patton hated Eisenhower for his deceptions. 
If Patton was alive, then Eisenhower would have never become 
US President. Many people believe that Eisenhower was one of 
the people who were behind Patton's murder.
Show less
Reply · 2

Argus Effect 2 days ago
Patton may been assassinated, his death was very suspicious
5

odrite1177 4 days ago
Great job Kyle and Thomas. When are we going to get scalp 
dance made in a doc?A+A+A+A+A+A+A
Reply · 1

Konstantinos Fasouletos Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

allan fairbairn Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
doomsday weapons
that need no one to pull the trigger
we warned you when you built
 the first wall
and we warned you
the danger of dragon's teeth
and now the storm is upon you...
Read more

bugniabricco 1 week ago
............



Rolf Stålhandske 1 week ago
I wonder when the german translation will come---this one I 
must send to all my german relatives, who do not understand 
english.
Reply · 4

! ! Hide replies

Timothy Muscat 1 week ago
+Rolf Stålhandske never. War revisionism is illegal and 
punishable by Jailtime in Germany. Such is the level of self-
hatred that has been forced on them.
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Rolf Stålhandske +THE CRAZZ FILES You should check 
out the video “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story never told” on 
youtube which will reveal the truth about WW2. I also 
recommend the small video “The Beast as Saint: the truth about 
Martin Luther King Jr” on youtube.

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+Rolf Stålhandske The translation should be available within 
the month. Thank you.
Reply · 2

Anthony Black 1 day ago
What group of people again was it, that thrived from 
prostitution, pornography,human trafficking,loosening of 



morals, exploitation, communism ideology,stranglehold over 
finance and media,political corruption,during the 1920s in 
Germany,they still practice all this even today.the same group 
that was run out of tens of countries, who were they 
gain...............????  it will come to me eventualy
Reply · 4

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 day ago
+Anthony Black You're thinking of the Eskimos, I believe.
Reply · 3

Anthony Black 1 day ago
+Renegade Broadcasting
 LOL- that's it, that's them
Reply · 3

JP Sheehan 1 week ago
I only have but one criticism. Several times I found myself 
going, “Who's that talking?” If at all possible, I would politely 
ask that you cite the names and dates of the interviews and 
voice recordings on screen, so that myself and others can look 
further into the lives of those speaking.

Other than that, superb work!
Reply · 1

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago



+JP Sheehan You should check the documentary “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals the truth 
about Adolf Hitler and WW2. You will find it very interesting.
Reply · 1

JP Sheehan 1 week ago
+Tabor 7 Oh yeah! I saw that a ways back. Great stuff. If I 
could give a recommendation, definitely check out Dr. William 
Pierce. You even see his face in the Marvel intro spoof at the 
beginning of this video.
Reply · 3

Tabor 7 1 week ago (edited)
+JP Sheehan I have seen Dr. Pierce's videos. They are great. 
But thanks for recommending them to me. I also recommend 
the small video “The Beast as Saint: the truth about Martin 
Luther King Jr.” on youtube
Reply · 1

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+JP Sheehan This will all be available in the coming subtitles. 
Or you can check out the sources for each quote here: http://
www.hellstormdocumentary.com/quotes/
Reply · 3

SOUTHERN GRIEF Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Totally plausible.
Totally horrible.
Great production.
Great film.
The TRUTH must be revealed.
Thank you.
Reply · 3
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mothman777 1 week ago (edited)
http://justice4germans.com/2013/06/17/radio-interview-
exploring-the-nazi-fluoride-myth-british-black-propaganda-etc/

All the propaganda against Germany was lies in it's entirety, the 
camp medical experiments, the gas chambers, the racism, the 
military intent for world domination, the accusation about 
Germans thinking they were the master race, the lot.

The real case was that the actual perpetrators of such things 
falsely accused Germany, as they will accuse one people after 
another, just as they do today, unjustly projecting accusations 
about what they themselves are upon one innocent people after 
another, in cold-blooded and methodical fashion, in order to 
whip up sympathy and military aggression against any people 
that they wish to see annihilated, which ultimately means every 
other race apart from themselves, as we are all considered 
eternally and irredeemably demonic beings from 3 lower hellish 
spheres of existence according to their criminal terrorist 
genocidal death cult.

http://www.counterpunch.org/2014/04/07/why-is-the-us-
honoring-a-racist-rabbi/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1slx74zKQMc

http://www.tomatobubble.com/id826.html

Axis power National Socialism was not racist. It could never 
have been when members of all races fought for it. Read 'Black 
Nazis' by Veronica Clark.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOVksferrSk
Read more
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Reply · 6

forbes mag 1 week ago (edited)
The war of sadism against Germany was a jewish war. The 70 
years of slander since then of the Germans AS sadists is 
likewise, a jewish war of propaganda. The jews hate like no 
other race and they have a special hatred of White civilization. 
They declared war on our White people centuries ago, and have 
been waging it ever since.

It's time for us to fight back, before it's too late. A fight to the 
finish. No mercy.
Reply · 16

ozmond2600 1 week ago
Always thought Churchill was a cunt.
Reply · 24

TIWAZ TYR 6 days ago
Jews start this war und win this war. The saddest thing is that 
still does not seem to realize some fool people that Germany 
was destroyed in the 1940s, because it was the biggest threat to 
the global Jewish financial hegemony, which has seen the 
world. During the rest of the world fell into a Jewish imposed, 
global depression and the people were starving everywhere in 
the streets, including the United States, Germany thrived under 
Adolf Hitler, because it is from the shackles of international 
bankers and their devastating criminal formula of the reserve - 
had freed lending (usury, fractional reserve lending, Compound 
Interest), which is the real cause of the strangulation of the 
companies in the world today.
Reply · 7



Taranis 1 week ago
Hail Renegade! 
3

mothman777 Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
See this film.
Reply · 1

ozmond2600 1 week ago
America is a scab on the earth.
Reply · 7

graham white 6 days ago
THANKS KYLE YOU ROCK BRO

MaxOneMedia 1 week ago (edited)
Crazy Eisenhower's West Point Military Academy graduating 
class yearbook, published in 1915 identified him as a “terrible 
Swedish Jew."

Yes, Eisenhower was Jewish.
Reply · 8

Taranis Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
1

temporarygarbage 1 week ago



Did you create english-language closed captions/subtitles for 
this documentary? If you did, could you update this Youtube 
version of it to include them for those of us with hearing 
limitations?
Reply · 1

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+temporarygarbage Coming soon. Check back in a week.
Reply · 1

Ken Wright 1 week ago
Very well done Kyle on a horrible subject.
4

waffenss 642 1 week ago
absolutely horrifying the crimes perpetrated by the allies under 
the guise of “liberating” the Germans im doing my best to 
spread this compelling and historically and accurately 
documentary
Reply · 4

jjpcondor 3 days ago
just google one simple question and think>Who financed Lenin 
and Trotsky?
Reply · 4

TheYamaduta 5 days ago
Good shot !!!

Maury Lampshadesoapowitz 1 week ago



did I hear John Martinson narrating?

Renegade Broadcasting
 6 days ago
+Maury Lampshadesoapowitz Yes, he did a voice over.

Al Liz Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

000 poco777 4 days ago
MORE BRAVE AMERICANS FEEL GOOD YET YOU 
COWARDS,,WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND IT 
WILL BE YOUR TURN SOONER OR LATER
Reply · 1

Tabor 7 1 week ago
Excellent documentary that shows the horrible atrocities that 
occured in Germany. The documentary “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube will reveal the actual truth 
about Adolf Hitler and World War 2. Andrew Jackson was right 
- “Never trust the British." The new movie “The Secret of Italy” 
by Antonello Bellucco will reveal the atrocities in Italy at the 
end of WW2. But it is banned throughout Italy and prevented 
from being released throughout the world. You can watch the 
trailer in my uploads.
Reply · 2

Per Moen 1 week ago
Germeny have payed ther guilt,Together with them we have to 
make the muslim world muslim 'guerilla'
paywith no crying.

Bapho Met 5 days ago



what's the name of the movie shown in this documental? where 
the girls are scaping from the red army

Renegade Broadcasting
 5 days ago
+Bapho Met “A Woman in Berlin"

Konstantinos Fasouletos Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago

White World Media Shared on Google+ · 1 week ago
Reply · 9

Per Moen 1 week ago
This movie looks to me like a way to accept the muslim front 
now when the news hide it

Políticamente Incorrecto 1 week ago
Para cuando la subtitulan al Español?

ezeblp 5 days ago
Leningrad

The 872 days of the siege caused unparalleled famine in the 
Leningrad region through disruption of utilities, water, energy 
and food supplies. This resulted in the deaths of up to 1,500,000
[58] soldiers and civilians and the evacuation of 1,400,000 
more, mainly women and children, many of whom died during 
evacuation due to starvation and bombardment.



happens on both sides, folks

instead of sucking up to right/left political leaders, know that 
people have their limitations,psychologically, before madness 
kicks in
Show less
Reply · 1

Alexa Mitic 4 days ago
Ko im jebe mater zasluzila su govna !

tigers gedanken 1 week ago
is there a version with german subtitles?
Reply · 1

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+tigers gedanken Coming soon.
Reply · 3

Argus Effect 1 week ago (edited)
I'm not buying this worm and fuzzy narrative of the Nazi 
Regime, yes lies and exaggerations have been made during 70 
years of propaganda making the NAZI out to be blood thirsty 
demon worshippers  . That said the regime did commit 
atrocities on civilians and some of the horrifying stories like 
incidents human experimentation were probably  true ., many 
others were not.

     HOWEVER, the Allies were no John Wayne  knights in 
shining armour, so much has been covered up and hidden of the 
atrocities committed by the Allies against the German people  .



This is a brilliant video, it brings tears too my eyes, I prey it 
gets a million views in 60 days from now . Truth must be told,

EastWindRain 1 week ago
Volunteers Wanted: To help TRANSCRIBE this epic 
documentary (for Closed Captioning/subtitles purposes). Please 
volunteer to type out a 10 minute segment of the film at https://
www.stormfront.org/forum/t1100120/
1

Denia Taiclet 6 days ago
IF............... the same size depression were to hit the United 
States of America TODAY ( MAY 2015 ) as what hit Germany 
AFTER WWI.......... WHO .......... would be the people... in 
America.... MOST LIKELY to STILL HAVE any MONEY?  
WHO?

Guaranteed... it would be the same hooknoses that had it back 
then. Because they CHEAT. ROB. And STEAL... as they break 
every rule in the book. Those 10 COMMANDMENTS that 
Moses had chiseled into the tablets... are only given lip-service 
to by the beanie-wearing kikes. ZIONIST/ISRAELI/HEBREW/
KIKE = SCUM
4

bugniabricco 1 week ago
I OFFER MYSELF TO TRANSLATE THE SUBTITLES 
TEXT IN ITALIAN. Contact me.

https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t1100120/
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t1100120/
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t1100120/
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t1100120/


It's important adding to this documentary many international 
subtitles as much we can!!
Reply · 7

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+bugniabricco You should check out the Italian film “The 
Secret of Italy” by Antonello Bellucco which is currently 
banned. This film reveals the atrocities of Allies in Italy at the 
end of World War 2. The documentary “Adolf Hitler: the 
greatest story never told” on youtube is highly recommended.
Reply · 3

bugniabricco 1 week ago (edited)
+Tabor 7 Yes, i know “The Secret of Italy", but it reveals the 
crimes committed by communist partisans here in Italy.
Reply · 1

Renegade Broadcasting
 6 days ago
+bugniabricco Please email me at renegadebroadcasting(at)
gmail(dot)com and I will send you the captions for translation.
Reply · 1

jimbones155 5 days ago
This looks like some armchair quarterbacking going on. I don't 
think England or the US invaded France, Italy or North Africa. 
I think Germany did their fair share of bombing of cities and 
civilians. The Russians committed atrocities after the war out of 
revenge, but we don't know how they felt about the murder of 
their citizens for no reason. I find it bizarre to pass judgement 



on people from the past. They had to live it and they had to deal 
with it.

Tabor 7 5 days ago (edited)
+jimbones155 England (aka Britain) were always invaders. 
They were constantly in wars with US, China, India, etc. in 
1800s in order to invade their lands. The same applies to 
France. You should watch “Adolf Hitler: the greatest story 
never told” on youtube about the actual truth about Hitler and 
World War 2.

Fred Fender 5 days ago (edited)
+jimbones155 Your scholarship is poor.

England was the first to begin bombing civilians. And, no, 
Germany did nothing even remotely similar in scale to the 
Allied bombing. Who was murdering “their civilians for no 
reason?” Did you intend these remarks as a joke? The 
Bolsheviks had financed and implemented an armed 
insurrection in Germany after WW I. Germany's fight in WW II 
was with communism. Yet, the communists in the US and UK 
rescued their contemporaries in the Soviet Union. Germany 
knew very well about the mass-murdering and butchery of 
millions of Russians by the Bolsheviks since 1917 with the 
promise to do the same all across Europe; which is why men 
from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, France, Belgium, 
and many other European countries, joined the Waffen SS. Too, 
had Germany not attacked and battled the Soviet Union, it is 
likely the Iron Curtain would have fallen at the English 
Channel.
Show less
Reply · 6

yarolive 2 days ago



Why not mentioned how Allen Dulles and his brother 
negotiated loans to total $3 billion (about x15 = $45 billion 
dollars today) to Hitler in the 1933-1936 year.
1

EastWindRain 1 week ago
Click below for a FREE download of a colorfully illustrated 
132 page e-book on the Zionist-engineered INTENTIONAL 
destruction of Western civilization. Click on the 
“DOWNLOAD (7.52 MB)” green banner link.

Booklet updated on April 4th, 2015. (Now with over 65,000 
Downloads!)
PDF file: http://www.mediafire.com/download/
j689qiumkk888n7/WNDebateBooklet_04-04-15.pdf
MS Word file: http://www.mediafire.com/download/
xhxfkmnkr344onb/WNDebateBooklet_04-04-15.docx

Watch the 10 hour video version of
“The Zionist Attack on Western Civilization” @
http://trutube.tv/video/14247/The-Zionist-Attack-on-Western-
Civilization-Pages-1-33-Part-1-of-4-Banned-from-YouTube

Notepad Promotional YouTube Comment:
http://www.mediafire.com/download/mvh3d54xc8mxygo/
Booklet_Comment.txt

2 minute promotional BOOKLET video @
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8hg254ALpM
(and @ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n663eVTSyS8 )

Are you interested in helping spread the booklet download link 
across the world? Then why not simply copy this text (& links) 
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and paste it into the description box of your YouTube videos? 
Thank you in advance. :)

Download the YouTube “description box” info text file below 
(which Patriots have just recently downloaded over 9,000 
times, so thank you all for helping out) @
http://www.mediafire.com/download/6d5a4bm9ri564ca/
Youtube_Booklet_Description-box_info_April_4,_2015.txt

Also watch the epic documentary “The Greatest Story Never 
Told” @
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vnu5uW9No8g
Show less

Mike Sweeney 6 days ago
This video is such bullshit.

Ryan Blank 1 week ago
I only hope half of this is true.

! ! Hide replies

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Ryan Blank you should check the documentary “Adolf 
Hitler: the greatest story never told” on youtube which reveals 
the truth about Adolf Hitler and WW2.
Reply · 1

Ryan Blank 1 week ago
And you should go pound sand up your ass.
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Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Ryan Blank I will decide what I want to do. As for you, You 
should do what you just wrote.
Reply · 1

Robert Molina 1 week ago
LENIN,STALIN WERE NOT JEWISH,KARL MARX WAS A 
GERMAN JEW.MARXISIM AROSE BECAUSE OF HOLY 
RUSSIA CHURCH AND CZAR,NICE PEOPLE LIKE IVAN 
THE TERRIBLE E.T.C. NEVERTHELESS I ADMIT LENIN 
AND STALIN WERE ASIATIC MONGOLS WITH NO 
SENSE OF WESTERN CULTURE.I TRULEY WISH WITH 
ALL MY HEART GERMANY HAD WON THE FIRST 
WORLD WAR.A KAISER REICH WOULD HAVE BEEN 
SUPERIOR TO THE 3rd REICH.REMEMBER!THESE 
ASIATIC MONGELS ALSO TERRORIZED THE BALTIC 
STATES AND THE UKRAINE,AND CONTINUE TO DO 
SO.CZECHS /POLES BESTIAN!

riclewd 4 days ago
So you mean to tell me I should feel bad about German cities 
and their civilians being bombarded after what they did to 
Warsaw. No fucks givin here.war is hell think about it before 
you're government starts one only the innocent suffer.
Reply · 1

Matthew Carmichael 1 day ago
Believe it or not, people are individuals.

Instead of generalising and inferring that eight-year-olds 
deserved to be gang-raped for the actions of a few men in the 
German military, perhaps you ought to think about it a little 
harder, yeah?



Do all Americans deserve to be raped, mutilated and murdered 
for supporting Israel's war crimes in the Middle East?
Reply · 1

Per Moen 1 week ago
one eye for one eye,fair play in the end

Tabor 7 1 week ago
+Per Moen what fair play? You should watch “Adolf Hitler: 
the greatest story never told” on youtube for the truth about 
World War 2.
Reply · 1

davidjets 1 week ago
A Big disappointment right at the beginning,  If there was real 
and present Anarchy at this time, there would never have been a 
war. There certainly was CHAOS, there was never any 
Anarchy!

Brazos Cole 6 days ago
Nazis suck.

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+Brazos Cole 
noU
Reply · 2

dsxxbl 6 days ago
This is nothing new. This is common knowledge.  The reason 
nobody gives a shit is because the history is written by the 
Victor. But more importantly of what Hitlers regime did against 
everyone else. And for you to say “allegedly” is  preposterous. 
The Fascist regime's crimes are thoroughly documented and 



have been scrutinized over 70 years. If Hitler wasn't a crazed 
meth hitting maniac who knows how the Third Reich would 
end up. But they chose war, and got an adequate response. 
Same as Japan, for crying out loud they got Nuked..twice! You 
can argue about who did worse atrocities one side or the 
other..but for every action there is an equal reaction.  This is 
why War is absolute Hell on Earth and we as humans need to 
stop our crazy old war hungry politicians who are beating a 
steady drum towards WW3
Read more
Reply · 2

Ramirez Hunter 1 week ago
Subtitles please.

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+Ramirez Hunter Coming soon. Check back in a week.
Reply · 2

Ryan Blank 1 week ago
Nothing better than watching these fucking Nazi pigs die. I 
only hope the killed every filthy Nazi baby alive at that time. 
Rape & torture was too good for those filthy Nazi vermin get 
what was coming to them.

Argus Effect 2 days ago
it took Rome over 2000 years to defeat the German people, it 
finally got what it wanted

nottin10 4 days ago (edited)
Music at 8 minutes in?



Renegade Broadcasting
 3 days ago
+nottin10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_-xfOLv6ig

André Pinheiro 2 days ago
could this possibly be less partial?! LOLOL

! ! Hide replies

Renegade Broadcasting
 2 days ago
+André Pinheiro Yes, it could be any of the hundreds of 
thousands of films, TV shows, plays, books, and articles about 
the “Shoah"
Reply · 10

André Pinheiro 1 day ago
+Renegade Broadcasting

we normally pull things towards us in order to show that we 
stand correct, and that our way of seeing the world is the right 
one. please, remember all he victims of WW2, no only the ones 
that favour your side ;)

Asclepius Circinus 1 day ago (edited)
+André Pinheiro 
The reason this documentary was done was because the story of 
the WAR CRIMES that were committed by the allied forces 
against the German people was NOT being told Andre. Other 
documentaries that were telling of the horrors that occurred 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_-xfOLv6ig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_-xfOLv6ig


during WW-2 failed to tell all the tragedies and horrors of the 
German people. Do you comment on other youtube videos 
asking why the German people were excluded in their telling of 
the horrors of WW-2?

When Jews do their documentaries and Hollywood movies 
about WW-2 they do it in an ethnocentric fashion which favors 
their side and have so for years. Do they include all the victims 
of World War-2 in their movies and documentaries? No, they do 
not. What the Jewish and non-Jewish film makers have done for 
the last 70 years is to constantly demonize the German people 
and tell a one sided story in their movies and documentaries so 
the people have been propagandized and thus indoctrinated not 
to care about the plight-tragedies-horrors of the German people.
Read more

André Pinheiro 1 day ago
+Asclepius Circinus

both sides suffered, we are all well aware of that. but this doc 
paints the german people as innocent victims of a war they 
supported. did hitler have the chance and he would have done 
the same to london... remember that. and please, the percentage 
of germans that did not support the war was minimum... I will 
no argue an more on his because we can easily see ha we 
'belong' on different sides of he game, and I would go on ad 
infinitum, and i am not in he mood for that.

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
musn't forget opperation “paperclip", that installed the nazis 
that rule today



! ! Hide replies

Renegade Broadcasting
 1 week ago
+allan fairbairn You mean, the operation that enslaved 
National Socialist scientists in America?
Reply · 5

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
not only scientists, barbi was a scientist?

FarFromEquilibrium 1 week ago
+allan fairbairn What 'naizis' that rule today? With all the 
incessant White genocide and anti-White policies, and anti-
White propaganda, all over the place all the time everywhere, I 
missed the part about 'nazis that rule today'. Show me.
Reply · 6

Den Tammen 1 week ago
+allan fairbairn 

The zionists rule today not the nazi's
Reply · 3

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
what's the difference?

mothman777 1 week ago (edited)
+allan fairbairn As if German prisoners would be given the 
reins to power, after National Socialism had just been bombed 
out of existence in Germany, and a genocidal program designed 
to physically exterminate as many Germans as possible had 
been unleashed. 



It was the simplest thing in the world to purposely place a few 
captured German scientists so as to be able to use them as 
convenient scapegoats for what is in truth being done by other 
people. Such a move for purposes of black propaganda and to 
misdirect blame was an obvious strategy of the victorious 
'Allied' Jewish leaders who in truth sought only to destroy all 
the Gentile peoples they ruled over, as well as the German and 
other Axis power populations.

After all, whatever projects the Paperclip scientists were being 
ordered to work on, are we seriously expected to believe that 
'Allied' leaders would not constantly direct, monitor, supervise 
and if necessary restrict any undesirable activities? Do you 
really believe that?

It is simply not believable that such massive expenditure of 
men's lives, physical resources, time and effort in WWII was 
made to destroy German National Socialism, in order for it then 
to be made the ruling power today in America, especially under 
the leadership of the former German National Socialists 
themselves. 

You fail to state that if we had in fact got National Socialism in 
power today, there would be no nuclear weapons in the world, 
zero point energy freely available, so no nuclear or oil rig 
'accidents' and acts of war like Israel did against Fukushima in 
Japan with the help of the Stuxnet Virus, that is now killing all 
marine life down the west coast of the American Pacific Ocean, 
no usury or fractional reserve banking, no vivisection, no 
deliberate poison medicines to cull Gentile populations, no 
organized strategy to destroy the world's ecosystems to starve 
Gentile populations and other creatures around the world, and 
very little war indeed, and racism would be massively reduced, 
no longer being able to be heavily organized by worldwide 
Jewry any longer, with all participating independent countries 



around the world in a federation being free from financial 
exploitation, war, and all other means of genocidal abuse, also 
free from Jewish-led vaccination programs designed to sterilize 
and cripple and kill populations in not only third world 
countries, but also native American Indians and black people in 
America itself. 

There would be no GMO program to permanently damage the 
genomes of all Gentiles in the world (Jews are forbidden to eat 
GMO foods as they are non-kosher). There would be organic 
farming throughout America and any other National Socialist or 
similar social and economic type countries, as there was 
throughout Germany.

Oh, and there would be no Samson Option threat by any Israel, 
currently enabled not by any German National Socialists, but 
by 5th columnist Jewish type politicians in America, many dual 
nationality with Israel, supporting thermonuclear annihilation 
of the entire world outside Israel in the case of Israel ever 
facing any 'existential threat', which it always claims to be 
facing (they don't need any excuse really, with every single type 
of atomic, nuclear and neutron weapon in existence having 
been created only by Jewish 'scientists' for one purpose and one 
purpose alone), and there would be no 1991 US Noahide Laws 
that state that in the event of the American Constitution being 
suspended, the Noahide Laws can be fully effected, with ALL 
Christians being regarded under Jewish Torah Law as idolaters 
(their own words), with the Noahide Laws stating that all 
idolaters must be put to death. 

You can guess the rest, with those 4.5 billion rounds of 
ammunition held by the Israeli-trained DHS, including 500,000 
rounds of totally lethal hollow point ammunition, much of it for 
sniper rifles, all illegal in any other country in the world under 
international war law convention, EXCEPT IN ISRAEL, and to 



be used on AMERICAN CIVILIANS. The Jews mean to put all 
Christians in America, and in any other country where they can 
get these laws passed, back under the Jewish Mosaic Law, 
which will be a big surprise to the Christians, in effect totally 
nullifying their Christian belief, and then they will apply those 
laws with lethal effect. Check out the David Duke site on that. 
You missed all that for some reason. 

Quite obviously, worldwide Jewry rules America and Europe 
today, and directs the vast majority of all political and scientific 
policy there. 

Just study the mainstream news articles on the fanatical loyalty 
to Israel and worldwide Jewry of the overwhelming majority of 
Canadian, American, and European politicians to understand 
that. It is, quite simply, utterly undeniable.

There are, quite obviously, not any captured German National 
Socialist WWII scientists involved at all in ruling America 
today, nor have there ever been.
Read more
Reply · 1

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
factor in who financed the war, both sides

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
mothman777
two have been presidents lately

mothman777 1 week ago
+allan fairbairn Perhaps you mean something like this?
http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/classes/33d/
projects/media/AnalogiesUSPresHitlerMegan.htm
Reply · 1
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allan fairbairn 1 week ago
bush the elder's father was actively engaged
made a fortune too

mothman777 1 week ago
+allan fairbairn There is always some business dealing like 
that in war, and even in WWI, Britain continued to supply ball 
bearings across the Channel that were vital for the continued 
functioning of German weaponry.

What I am interested in is you being able to demonstrate any 
clear actual National Socialist policies being implemented as 
national government policy throughout America at any time. I 
do not think you can do that. 
Reply · 1

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
nulandistan

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
+mothman777 Moses Hess coined the term national socialism, 
commonly shortened to Nazism, which he intended to use for 
Jewish nationalism - and this as early as 1862. 
“It is easier to believe a lie one has heard a hundred times than 
a truth one has never heard before.” --American sociologist 
Robert S. Lynd
The German National Socialists never referred to themselves as 
Nazis.
The word “Nasi” as in AshkeNAZI refers to a “prince of 
Jewry”. “Nasi,” meaning “prince” of Jewry, was the title given 
the head of the Sanhedrin court, which meted out life and death 
under Talmudic law.
Read more



allan fairbairn 1 week ago
+mothman777 If You Can’t See The Big Picture, You Can’t 
See A Thing…
The relentless drive for war in the Middle East is not about 
“spreading democracy”. It is not about terrorism. It is not about 
oil (at least for the most part). It is not about Israel (at least, not 
the Israeli people). It is not even about corporate profiteering by 
the Military Industrial Complex. War in the Middle East is 
about changing the way our country and our world operates, 
culturally, socially, financially, and politically.

mothman777 1 week ago (edited)
+allan fairbairn 

All kinds of written records and hearsay can be invented at any 
time, to support any perspective, and any kind of false 
propaganda, and often are, like the 15 to 20 million dead 
inmates recently stated as having been killed in 42,500 Axis-
occupied country death camps, a massive (and obviously 
confabulated) increase on the previously thought 7,000.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2287071/Full-
shocking-scale-Holocaust-revealed-researchers-Nazis-
created-42-500-camps-ghettos-persecute-Jews-Europe.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/03/sunday-review/the-
holocaust-just-got-more-shocking.html?_r=0

Seeing as how Hitler had a non-usurious banking system, what 
usurious bank would lend him any money, especially as they 
knew that in any case, he would never repay any money lent to 
him with interest? Surely, as they knew he was being set up to 
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lose the war, they would know that any money that they lent 
him would be going down the drain anyway, so why would any 
Jewish banker give him any money in the first place? 

Besides, if Hitler started borrowing money from usurious 
banks, would he not then undermine his brilliant financial 
strategy that had pulled Germany out of the gutter of Weimar 
Era depression? His strategy for economic recovery was 
producing physical commodities and trading them only for 
other physical commodities when trading with other nations, to 
prevent any further financial chicanery such as defraudment of 
the German people with instantly printable paper money, the 
value of which could change dramatically overnight, and which 
had no real value as it had never come into being as a result of 
the production of any real physical commodities, or as a result 
of any real labour, except that required to print it. 

Germany's workforce returned to labour, and produced the vast 
majority of what it needed. The vast iron ore and coal fields 
along the Ruhr Valley provided the industrial backbone for 
production of munitions, not pieces of paper from any Jewish 
bank. Norway provided certain vital resources also, and when 
Britain compromised that, Germany then entered Norway to 
counter the British presence there. Romania provided vital oil 
to Germany

Any dedicated team of erroneously named 'Allied' government 
propaganda writers could work for many hundreds of thousands 
of hours confabulating highly detailed reports of death camps 
here and there, and of names and addresses of fictitious people 
who had been liquidated, and highly detailed financial 'records' 
demonstrating very clearly how Hitler had been borrowing 
Jewish bankers' money, as an adjunct to the story of how Hitler 
was in fact a secret Jewish Rothschild bastard Tavistock 
Institute mind-controlled NWO agent, just to double and triple 



confound any who might attempt to cling to some notion of 
Hitler actually having been genuinely interested in 
promulgating and implementing a sincere German National 
Socialist policy designed to genuinely free the German people 
from domination by Jewish bankers and politicians, so as to 
make people doubt Hitler, and the whole thing of National 
Socialism itself, to make them think that it had all been a clever 
trick to set them up just to make them suffer more of the same. 

That would be to make anyone think that it was all just too 
futile to ever even entertain any thoughts of National Socialism 
again in the future, seeing as how that had purportedly been the 
case already. But of course, teams of JWO propaganda experts 
work nonstop EVEN TODAY, expending incalculably vast 
amounts of time and resources into providing  spurious 'proofs' 
of this and that about Hitler and National Socialism itself. See 
here the evidence; 

@2013

“Atrocity Propaganda is how we (Brits) won the war!” …and 
you thought Goebbels was the liar?"

http://justice4germans.com/2013/06/17/radio-interview-
exploring-the-nazi-fluoride-myth-british-black-propaganda-etc/

If Hitler had wanted to be a double or triple agent or whatever, 
he could simply have avoided a lot of trouble by simply letting 
Stalin cross his German borders, and then through the borders 
of every other country in Europe unhindered by his armed 
forces, including England, and then let him invade America too, 
which Stalin had stated he intended to do, that being with with 
the full knowledge of crypto-Jew Roosevelt, who still carried 
on supplying Stalin with many millions of tons of materiel for a 
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whole year even after he became aware of that fact, so 
Roosevelt was your real traitor, and it is recorded that he even 
referred privately to the American people as 'the enemy' as any 
believing Jew would, as the Talmud states “Even the best of 
Gentiles should all be killed", with the Zohar commentary on 
the Torah being not dissimilar. 

Surely when considering this, you must realize that Hitler really 
was the genuine article that he claimed to be in Mein Kampf 
(only read the genuine unaltered Stalag version), and not 
working with or for the Jewish world domination war machine, 
but sincerely actually opposing it and it's Marxist Russian 
military asset that was controlled by Stalin at the time. 

Hitler motivated the German people like no other leader could 
have done, or was prepared to do, and it is only thanks to him, 
that all of Europe, and all of America is not today under some 
terrible Stalinist nightmare, where industrial death camps are 
processing Gentile bodies by the millions.

Thank goodness Roosevelt died when he did, to prevent more 
of his particular kind of treachery, but America and Canada 
have been taken still nonetheless by an alternative Jewish 
Communist strategy, 'without a shot being fired' just as the 
Russian Communist Jewish leaders said they would, and of 
course, as Juri Lina states, the American Freemasonic New 
York Jewish bankers provided the necessary 20 million dollars 
in gold bullion to enable the so-called 'Red' Revolution in 
Russia in 1917, which was in truth nothing other in reality than 
a simple slaughter of as many Gentiles as possible, with Jewish 
bankers in New York requesting that only 10% of Russians 
should be left alive after the 'revolution', obviously in keeping 
with the recommendation of Marx, who had said that for his 



economic model to function, the maintenance of slavery was 
vital.

Their peers on London had paid the Jew Karl Marx to write Das 
Kapital in the London British Library, where his books are 
now held in the racist section' as Marx stated;"The only purpose 
of all other peoples and races, no matter how great or small, is 
to perish in a revolutionary holocaust”. Engels had stated that; 
“Blacks should be eradicated...and swept from the Earth”.

The eminent historian AJP Taylor wrote how the German 
military forces were in any case quite insufficient and 
unprepared to embark on any large scale military action such as 
would be required to proceed with any of the grandiose military 
objectives that are falsely claimed as having been planned or 
intended by Hitler. Brilliant strategy helped German forces 
overcome massively superior Russian forces when he saw 
Russian tanks lined along the border with Germany ready to 
invade in a treacherous betrayal of his pact with Stalin, so he 
acted first when Stalin's forces were not arranged in a defensive 
manner.

The propaganda wars are still being very heavily waged today, 
as in the novel 1984 by George Orwell, and as in the 
justice4germans article above, so that when terrible war crimes 
are committed for instance, they are hailed instead as brilliant 
and generous humanitarian strategies for preserving or 
obtaining peace for the peoples of other countries, and when we 
are told of any acknowledged criminal action by the 
government, we are now told they have not been committed by 
those in power, the Jews, but by 'Operation Paperclip Nazis'.



The Jewish-controlled CIA (some would say Operation 
Paperclip Nazi-controlled CIA) had this to say; 

http://www.quora.com/Did-William-Casey-CIA-Director-
really-say-Well-know-our-disinformation-program-is-complete-
when-everything-the-American-public-believes-is-false
Read more
Reply · 1

allan fairbairn 1 week ago
either you understand or you don't, evidently you don't, case 
rests

mothman777 1 week ago
+allan fairbairn No sure where this came from, as we were not 
discussing the Middle East, but whether people think Israel is 
being used by a bigger power or not, that bigger power is 
always other Jews. They are quite ruthless, and a very hard 
people, who often pretend to be very fragmented and weak as 
part of their military strategy to throw people off, just as Sun 
Tzu advises in fact in 'The Art Of War', but when it comes to 
the crunch, like those 4,000 Jews of all possible different 
Jewish belief systems and persuasions, they all stick together 
like a highly trained Mossad agent, and not one of them has 
ever broken or come forward to this day to reveal why they all 
never went to work in the WTC in New York on 9/11 2001.

Did you know they claim to have the ability to reincarnate 
wherever they wish at will, only as Jews? Check out the 
Chabad Lubavitcher sites around the world on that. That means 
that they really don't mind getting killed if Israel gets nuked, 
because they can simply reincarnate wherever they have some 
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Jewish family lined up to take their soul in when they decide to 
reincarnate. They use black magic blood ritual called kapparot, 
using chickens usually, but sometimes for greater effect use 
kidnapped Christian children to pass all their negative karma 
off onto them, so that the innocent souls are forced to 
reincarnate with it, a bit like putting a message on the leg of a 
carrier pigeon, the soul cannot avoid that fate.

They would never put other peoples down like they do unless 
they knew they could override the machine-like law of karma, 
avoid it's consequences entirely and always be above the 
karmic law as Jews and get to do whatever they want to anyone 
else without ever suffering any consequences whatsoever. It 
was Rabbi Stephen Wise who claimed he had been an American 
citizen for a certain number of years, but that he had been a Jew 
for 4,000 years. The Middle East wars are about annihilating all 
other peoples, full stop, for Jewish world domination as sole 
world occupants to come about, as demanded and prophesied in 
the edicts of the terrorist manuals they call scriptures.
Read more

mothman777 1 week ago
+allan fairbairn Didn't understand what, precisely? Which 
comment?

hans schwanz 6 days ago
+allan fairbairn 
shut the fuck up faggit
zionists rule the usa but not for long
people are waking up worldwide
Hail victory!
Reply · 1

allan fairbairn 6 days ago



schwanz, keep a civil tongue, fool, we can only succeed all 
together

Truthvanishes Falsehood 3 days ago (edited)
+Den Tammen They are one and the same, Hegelian dialect. 
Hitler was brought to power by USA bankers. The objective 
was to destroy Germany.

mothman777 2 days ago
+Truthvanishes Falsehood 
You are a joker. Why would banks lend Hitler money when he 
would never borrow money with interest to be repaid on it, and 
the banks would never receive any interest back on any money 
they might lend out. Avoiding usury was how the German 
economy recovered. Have you not heard that??

Truthvanishes Falsehood 2 days ago
+mothman777 He got his money from the Usurers in the USA. 
Germany was dead broke. And Hitler was not a German.

mothman777 2 days ago
Germany used German iron ore and coal from the Ruhr Valley 
for instance to make what Germany needed, through hard work 
of the people. You can't eat paper or use paper to fight a war 
against invaders. Tanks are not made out of paper. Germany 
needed very little material resources from other countries, what 
it did need, it traded actual material  for with physical 
commodities, not paper. That alone is how the financial crisis 
was solved in Germany. Borrowing paper money would surely 
have perpetuated the Weimar Republic conditions of financial 
ruin and chaos.

The evidence that Germany did not foolishly attempt to finance 
itself further by borrowing money is demonstrated by the 
meteoric rise of the German economy ONCE GERMANY 



STOPPED BORROWING MONEY FROM JEWISH BANKS 
WITH INTEREST TO BE REPAID ON SUCH LOANS. To 
argue otherwise is only to spread Jewish propaganda.
Read more
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